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FOREWORD

*IP Important to the effectiveness of any effort to impro've educ1
tion is the b se upon which such efforts are constructed: As-
Sessment of educational needs provides one sugh base. It has
been used in schools and universities and found lo be a rea- '
sonai)le approach to targeting on important needs.

In teaching children and youth, the dia'gnostic/prescriptive
process is a powerful and necessary strategy. Needs assess-
ment is analogous to diagndsis, but is directed toward institu-
tional change rather than individual change. The needs
assessment/implementation strategy is based on the some
principles as the diagnostic/prescriptive process.

Needs assessments are effective ways to identify iinportant
goals as well as to promote wide participation in improving
programs and practices.' Including teachers, students, ad-
ministrators, and parents in early planniog efforts assdres a
greater degree of ownership and conunitment so necessary to
success.

Needs assessment as a basis for institutional improveme t is
not a recipnt approach. Many papers have been wr1tte,jrbout
it. Numeroas local and state studies .1avfis been conducted.
However, each appears to be an independentArst-generation
effort; few, studies have relied on previous experience for im-
proving their approaches.

The purpose of this document'is to stimulate ideas leading
to more effective peeds assessmenti. It describes and illus.
totes a wide range olf practices and encourages readers to
build on them. The process of onducting a nee& assessment

Foreword xiii
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need not be awekme to be effective, it need not be CoMplex to
be valid. But, itAnust be a meaningful effort to all those in-
volved. _Only then -will It -provide the basis for: long-ramp 7-- -7
changes' in schools: olleges, and comMunities through a
genuine sense of trust and ownerahip.

.JThe materials which follow have been Prepared for distri-
,- . ,

bution at the 1978 Teacher CorAs Nafional Training Confer-
* ence and the documents have been Olanned kr use at that ,

_

time. However, the real valueand, testof the Jnaterials will
follow on throu0 the aeveral stages of rogrami:78 and Pro-
gram:79. .

Arceacher Corps has long recognized the' portarickof peedsa
assessmentto good project plannin end m nagement. I know -
Robert Houston, Who directed the preparation of this docu=

might wish -to make over the next year or so. sincerely hope
tment, will welcome any suggestions or coin ents vhich you

the material will be of real value, to you,tn your colleges)n
your projects, and to-the project itself.' , \-,

...._

1: ''
times P. Steffens41

1

,

Chief, Progiam- DeVelopment1

!Preacher Corps '_'

xiv
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PREFACE

Effective needs assessments are designed and 'completed by
thouglitful people concernecNith improving education. They
do not necessarily need long, involved instruments, comput-
.ers, a complex statptical techniques. Many have been com-
pleted by Teacher Corps directors and staff with few resourcei
and with no needs assesstnefit experts on their staff.

Assessments of educational needs help answer questions
such as: What are the important goals for this school or col-
lege? How well are we currently progressing toward these
goals? .What are some strengths we can -build 'on and some
weaknesses we pan eliminate to facilitate more rapid and effi-
cient goal attainment? Where should a new project begin in

---.&,. improving a cluster of khools and a-college?
Assessing educational needs ,and designing change-

-strategies based, on needs are Conceptually straightforward
and logical procses. Unfortunately, needs assessor& fall into
one or mbre trajs as they implement the system: (a) the needs
assessment Inst4iments and analyses are too complex; (b) the
process becomes so long and lir/Caved that sight is lost of the
ultimate objectiveto impove educational opportunities for
students; (c) the process Is niechanically completed$ using
someone else's system rather than tailoring a- system specif-
ically to local needs and demands, Ki instruments aie used
without regard tbr the appropriateness of their 'purpose,
scales, or questions; (d) the assessment'of needs is completed
just to fulfill a contractual or managerial requirement, not to

Prefke xv
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become the basis for fulther action; (e) the process does not
involve all groups affected by it, with subsequent loss of
credibility and support. , . ...

This resource guide .was written to and for those persons
-who 'are initiating as ssments of educational' needs. It in-
eludes a wide.afray o ideas, illustratiOns, and suggestions to
provide perspective concerning possible iind,feasible alterna-
tives. It is a practical guide, not to be read from beginning to ,,
end but te be used aS a resource in planning arid solving

'1.4,
problems.

. It .
The volume resulted from an-extensive review of more than

11Q0 ERIC documenis100 journal articles, and 200 plaits and
reports 'cul needs assessmenti. Many promising ideas and
practices Were gleaned from that, study and from our own ex

.

-
periences in completing needs assessments. '

Organization. The document is organized into two major
sections---:the first section focuses on the process of assessing
needs while the second section describes models, technique
and instrulnents that could- support a needs assessment.

Section One is composed of seven chapters. Chapter One
diseusses the essence of needs assessrpent and sets the effort

c in pers'pective. Chapters Two ana Thre,e outline the crucial
planning.process for a needs assessment and includwillustra-
tive charts and procedures for completing one.

Chapters Four, Five, and Six emphasize the three phases i.f
needs assessmentsetting gizils, determining current candi,

* tions, and comparing the results of the two analyses. Cl*ter
Seven congiders implementation strategies winch follow the
needs assessment". ,

The second section of the book includes several useful re-
Sources. A number Of conceptual models of nrds assessment,
outlined in Chainer Eight, can help in deciding which steps to
include. In the dedro-design of the needs assessment, Chapter
Nine descrilries techniquese for making decisions and solving
problems. Many were drawn from futures studies, and some
may not be well known to educatord. The last chapter includes
illustrations of formats and variables used in needs assessment
hthruments. They will be particularly useful in determining

xvi Oreface
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the approach and fotmat to use in developing or choosing
instruments.'

Dedicdtion and Appreciation. An extensive-effort suck as
this Cannot be coMpleted without the efforts of many people.
Attemptitg to.identify Ol of them may result in some being
missed. To them we extend our apologies. However, ,we wisli
to express appreciationto and acknowledge the contribution&
of several,persons. .

William-Smith, whew devotion to the education of children
and youth and who4e vision made this project possible.'

lames Steffensen, who provided direction for the project, read
lin early. version'of the document, end was sensitive to im-
portant needs.

Caroline Gillin, Lucia-Ann Olmsted, and Beryl Nelrik_who
reviewed' thp manuscript, made a number of suggestions,
and untangled several tough knots.

To these Teacher Corps directors, 'school administrators,
and needs assessthent specialists, who read a very rough draft
of the manuscript and made suggestions Which-improved it
considerably.

Keith Acheson, Teacher Corps Director, Unkrersity of Oregon.
Richard Bid% Dean,of Education, Sul Rosa State University.
Fenwick 'English, Director, National Center kir the Improve-

ment of Learning, , American Association ofSchool Ad-
.

ministratoli.
Robert Evans, Teacher Corps Director, SyRacuse Uni4ersity.
Eugene George', Teacher Corps Director, University of South,.

Carolina.
-John Hansen, Teacher Corps Director: Florida State Univer-

sity.
Thomas Hewitt, Teacher Corps Director, Kansas State Univer-

sity. . 11

Herbert Hite, Teacher Corps Director, Western Washington
University.

Barry James, Teacher Corps Staff, br a State University.
Roger Kalamai:a, pirector, Center f r Education Development

aild Evaluation, Florida State U iversity.
.014k

s.

a
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Suzanne Kinter, Teacher Corps Director, University 'of
Florida.

John Maslli ProfqssoF of Education, Ohio Univeisity_
.4Mar Miller, Teacher QS3rps Director, -New York University.
Lee Morris, Executiye $ecretaiy, Southwest Teacher Corps

Network.
Thomas Nagel, 'Nadler Curps Director, Sari Diego State Uni-

versity.'
Charles Nelson, Deputy Superintendent, HoustOn Ijptn-

dent School District.
Rita 'Richey, Teacher torps Director, Wayne State University.
Julia Roberts, Program Development Specialist, Western

KentuckY University.
Porter Troutman, Teacher -Corps Director, University of

Nevada/Las .Vegas.
RogerWilson, Teacher Corps Director, Northern Arizona Slate

University. .

Elaine Witty, Chairperson of Elementary Education, Norfolk
State University.

. T

Peggy Caravantes read copy and edited the manuscript.
Lynn Reyes, who typed tlfe first draft of the manuscript, is
more than a typist. She exemplifies Teagher Corps ideals in
her conoetence and humanness.

Floyd Waterman, Center for Urban Education, 'published-
the manukript, making arrangements and effectively ad-
ministering the process with impossible deadlines, which, as
usual, he met. Joan M. Kruger design&I the format for the.
book. Paul Mills translated an idea into acover design. Jerome

_Frviberg was always available and anticipated many of our
-needs for shpport resources.

Finally, to the following persons (listed alphabetically) who
responded to a call from James Steffensen for illustrative
needs assessment instruments and reports, -the authors are
most graitful.

Sharon Arthur, Franklin Local School District/Ohio Uhiyor-
sity, Teacher Corps Project.
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.
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ative educators have completed excellent needs assessments
studies. Because the purpose of this book is to suprnt your
efforts, kis dedicated-to-0U, our readers,.who make. a differ-
ence in Mrierican education.

The Authors
'tine 15, 1978
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Defining.the Concgpt of Needs ASSessment

Remember the story of the Boy Scout who took a little old lad)
across the street? It seems she did not need to cross the street,
but he` :`hdlped" her-anyway, much to her distress. Unfortu-
nately, Tar too many educational activities httlitsmehe same re-
sult.

it

1

Without consideration for thevbroader perspective or the
specific needs of clients (students), plans are made and actions
undertaken. Like the Scout, the motivation (a good deed for
the day) may have high purpose and ideals; but if the motiva-
tion is not supportive of the needs of clients (little old ladies
dn street corners or students in-schools), such actions may,lae
6oubterproductive.

- A needs assessment is a way to target the important ele-
rnebts that can improve the education of learners. It helps
educators focui on real needs of clients, not on other extrane-
ous factors. It also provides a basis for evaluliting the effec-
tiveness ot subsequent actions.

, The Concept and Rationale

Need is defined as the differefice betweejjxhat. i and what
should be, as shown in Exhibit 1.

',To deteimine needs, present conditions e, compared with
gooh. This definition .of needs will be referred to thrpughout
this vplumeand will be graphically repeated at various times.
A description of needs assessment was included in a docu-
ment relating to the ElementarY and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA):

e
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Exhibit 1: Needs Assessment AlgAeTi . t .
7 ......7

afr

WHAT 4101.11D BE

Cbah

In_its simplest forth, a needs assessment is an attempt to de-
. termine the differential between the needs of children (desirable

attitudes, behaviors arid skills) as agreed upon by parents and
staff, and the extent to which these needs have been met (present
attitude, behaviors, and skills) as evidenced by various available
data. It is thus determined which of the unmet needs will be
addressed by the program.

A study is made to determiv what environmental charac-,
teristics would help meet the needs and those which would
inhibit. A deoision is made as to which environmental factors
will be incorporated into.the program.

A study which inc des identification and comparison of
goals and present conditions is called a Needs Assessment. It

a systematic attempt to explicitly define the relevant factors,
to collect objective data on those factors, Fid to Make deci-
sions based on results of data analysis.

The rationale for needs.assessment is the basic tenet that
education exists 'to serve the , needs of students and com-
munities According to Kuuskraa (1971), "Needs assessment is
the first, basic cornerstone of educational planning, (provid-
ing) essential information on thil student educational and de-
velopmental problem areas most in need of attention." He alsd
lists several outcomes which can make an assessment worth-
while. For example, a needs assessment can help deciVon-,
makers

$

1. Determine whether or how well the student; of the school are acquir-
ing theskills, knowledge, and attitudes proposed by the school's edu-. catiqnal goals.

2. identify students who are pot achieving either up to a given grade levl,
or up to their,potential. ,

3. Probe further into the underlying reasonsthat a child is not achieving
with respect to an educatiOnal or developmenal goal.

4 The Process of Needs Assessment
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4: Decide what type of child-centered compensathry educational,program
is needed, whether an existing prograni should, be rnodifledor eltrni-
nated and fio*,effective an educational pregratti should be for meeting

-the-neerhrof ittsadvenfakted thddrem -

5. Provide student deyelopmental.need and iierformance data for use in
other 'community agencies respohsiblg for tying disadvantaged,

6. Use 'more effectively their educational res es not only to serve dis-
advantiod Kit to develop children through an entire hool system
(Kull-Area, 1971).#

The purpose of a needs assessment is to provide directimi
for implementation efforts. In this, it is similar to diagnotsis in
the diagnostic/prescriptive 'process. Needs AssessAtenti
implementation is concerned with institutional change while
diagnostic/prescriptive processes are employed with indi-
vidual learners: The target atidAtice is different, but the
theoretical constructs are similar. If-.

Describihg the benefits of a coMPrehensive needs assess-
ment, Beirie (19764. 12) wrote, "Perhaps the most valuable
outcomes are (1) the communication that it encourages.arnong
eduCators, community members and students and (2) the
identification of what is occurring lir the schools which, in
turn, identifies the gaps in educatiogal outcomes and pro-.
cesses."

Two Vignettes 4

Needs assessment Is a useful and viable appioech to im-
proving school programs.- Some needs assessments are rele-
tively simple and straightforward whileothers are more com-
plex. Two vignettes illustrate the cimcept in action.

Project-Based Vignette. The Teacher Corps project had just
been funded in-a tural West Texakcommunity. Its proposal,

. submitted five months...earlier, had been concerned with -the
edu6tion of Spanish-speaking migrant children. Because
their parents followed the crops, these children were absent
from sc)lool several months each year. Combhied with the
barrier of and till, lack of emphaiis on schooling itT the home;
the absences Caused the children to do poorly in school,to fail

, grades, and to droP out 'of ,schoOl as soon as legally possible.

Defining the Concept. 5
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- All of these factors were generally known by school officials
and were confirmed by the sch 1 district's recordS. StatisticsP.on these students formed the : .is for a general needs state, ,
thent in the Teacher Corps proposal and for a tentative list of
activities to be undertaken should the project be funded. Ac-
tions were contingent upon a successful proposal.

Once the project was funded and a staff employed, the first * atw

phase of the project began. The project director was commit-
ted to imprpving the achievement of migrant children, to wide
input and decisioning from community and educational per-
sons, and to basing actions on valid .evidence. The primary
question was where to begin?

First, a planning meeting was held involving the school
superintendent, the Dean of Education from the Teacher Corps
project-sponsoring university, the chair of the Community
Actioo Committee, the principals of three schools InvolVed in
the project, and representative teaChers.from each school. The
meeting lasted three hours and these decisions were made:

1. The project proposal was accepted as the basis for action with sub-.
sequent efforts deiigned to identify needs more specifically and to
delineate plans more adequately.

2. One full day of the preschool conference was designated to be devolted
to identifying specific goals in the,,three schools.

3. The director. principals, and teachers were forrgned into a planning
comniittee for the daylong needs assessment session.

4. The College of Education named faculty members from each depart-
met to assesspeeds of teachers workids with migrant children.

5. Parents from the three schools were to be invited to partiCipate in a
portion of the pre-school conference acfivities.

6. Students were to be released on October 10 so. that student representa-
tives. teachers, and parents could follow up the August preschool
workshop.

7. The planning committee was scheduled to meet again in September to
review August results and to function as a steering committee for need§
assessment.

`

Subsequentiactions 1:74re related to these plans. The sub-
committee planned the preschool inservice day which in-
cluded (1) a group process activity in which teachers de-
scribed their aspirations for the coming school'year; (2) a ses-.

6. The Process of Needs Assessment



sión in whiCh teachers described their perceptions of the
problern' facing the teaching staff, administrators, ana com-
munity; (3) a briefir&by the director about the_Teacher Cnrps_
project, including an invitation for teacher involvement; (I) an

' exercise- in which groups of participagts completed a Force
Field Analysis* to describe how ffiftors for and against the
goal of helping migrant clQldren could be guided io help at-
tain better education for all sttir6nts; (5) a Fishbowl* exercise
in which a representative from each VI.oup distussed the
problem and probable solutions while other participants ob-
served. During the Fis.hbowl, recorders kept char6 to show
"Further Information We Need" and "Ideas for Improvement."
The session concluded with (6) small group discussions about
plans for activities to be completed prior to The October meet-
ing; .(7) the superintendent's praising the progress that had
been made and challenging all of those present to.make these
goals a major priority for the coming school year.

The August Meeting led to teacher visitations in stucient
homes, invitations by community representatives and the
local priest for parefto attend a discussion of some of the
identified problems, iscussions df the problems with selected
students, analysis of attendance data by the district's instruc-
tional office, and administration of a diagnostic test. -

These activities were specifically designed to ansWer the
questions: (1) What goals do we advocate for this year`and for

, the next five years? (2) What are current conditions with re-
spect to these goals?

As the data began to accumulate; several courses of action
became clear, and the Power of a valid needs assessment be-
came evident. Plans for action were made and implemented.
Continual assessmeni of the implementation provided further
refinement of the process.

Another .perspective of needs assessment is illustrated in

School District-Based .Vignette. Contrary to usual practice,
the Director of Research in. a large urban district did not wait

this second vignette.

. *See CheptsOfor descriptions of a Force Field' Analysis and the Fishbowl exercise/
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for 'an a intment, knowihg the Stiperintendent of0SchOo1s
wouLd w t an immediate meeting. Th'e results of achieve:L
ment tests adminiStered bNo rixonths earlier to district studenM
had lust been analyzed, and the results were devastating!'

. For several years, achievement Shad been declining in the
district; but in the previous twp years, scores had aPpeared to
stabilize. .EducatorS hoped that a trend toward higher
achievement was beginning. Howeve5, current test resfilts
shattered that illusion. Mathematics achievement. was attan
all-time low. When.compared With national norths, the sixth
grade students' were at the twenty-fifth percentile and third
grade students at the twenty-eighth percentile. These
district-wide averages obscured' the wide range of achieve-
ment arhong the schoolsfrom a loW average of eighth per-
centile for an 4nner-city elementary school to a high seventy-
fifth percentile for a subnrban school.

Test resuLts4n spotlightgt a need-L:one that required., 0 .
ncareful andsystematiq' attention now. The issue Avis Wharfo
do next. Lowchkevement was...9#41tptomon indicator, not
tte cause of ate problem. School professionals wantbd datwOn
fillproving niathematics achievement:. ThuS began a needa as-
sessment which focused ori improving that uhievement. .
SOme of the steps faken in thevrocess Of assessing needs ire

-li,Sted below: Ic
. .

.+
1. A content -analysis was made of the quepons hhidents most often. .

missed on. the achievementjests. r, ,.., :, .:: , .

,2. TeiChers Ware asked when theY-taught 'tnathethatics, how inich- time .,

they devoted to the subject, what their "own professional backgrounds -

in mathematics eduCation ;were (paOiculirly the diagnostic/
prescriptive process), arid what. Aieir hil4ches abolit cauies for low :

achievement were.
3 A content analysis Was made of the mathemntics textboakit tisktd iriithe 1":

<,

.7--7
school district. . .,

. , 4. Parents were involved in a tier* of group meetings and in ihdiyidual 7,'
., ,

, reaCtionnaires about Weir Perceiption of:school outcomes (results) and
processes; home study habits of their'diildrep, and ways parents could

c..assis , ,..
1..

t: ,

5. Students; in a. series of optan aiscuasions, sUggested reasons for their '
not doing better'in matheniatics and wars, they couldlimpreve.

s' .6. School and district-wide task forces were organized to glean these data, e

8 The Process of NeedsAsstsrnent



and to suggest ways tO improv34nathematics achievement.
7. An analysis was.made of how mathematici could be useful irlhelping

learners to survive and to contribute ouiside of school,

A e mprehen1cpIan of -action was- Instituted: Su pple-
mentary textbooks were purchased and placed in schools.,A
team of teachers developed special materials based on inter-
ests and needs students had identified during their aiscussion.
-semions. Areas of weakness identified by the tests' were
strengthened, with additional instruction. A nearby university
presented a tailored' inservice program for teachers an the7
diagnostic/prescriptive process in Mathematics. The cur-
ricul?im Was reorganized to allow an additional ten minutes
each day far personal improvement. Criterion-referenCed tests
were instituted to determine student progress toward new
achievement standards. Upecial 'teachers were assigned to
work with low-achieving students while counselors were
trained to help these students improve their self-concepts.

-These vignettes illustrate the power of needs assessments:

4. Improvement programs focus on real needs.
2. Needs are more specifically delipeated through sys-

tematic-datascollection processes.
3. Collaboration amOng 'prOfessiorfal educators, students,

and community leads to stronger commitment to change.
4. Needs -assessmen't is not a one-time process but a series

7 of attivities leckling to Areater definition of goals and
current conditions.

5. A wide range of sfrategies may be instituted once the
specific needs.are identified. -

The impetus for beginning a needs assessment may be a
problem, such as low achievement scores in mathernatics,:-.
drugs sold to high school students, racial tensidn leading to a
confrontation at a bakleietball game, high dropout rate,
student-expressed concerns (about irrelevant curriculurr1 or
pillage Of minimum ciompetency legislation. Other needs as-
sessments resillt from a sensitive staff which decides to im-'
prove the schotol or college. V Others result from a new school
superintendent or principal, a new dean of education, the

Defining the Concept 9
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closing of a school, a new state .or federal law (such as P. L:
94-142 that requires certain benefits for exceptional/handi-
capped students), or increased. involvement of the teachers'
-association.

Wide Apfilication
4

Some assessments of needs have related to a total school
district; others, to a single school or classroom jn a particular.
building,. Some have been general needs assessments which
dealt with a broad unfocused range of potential areas for im-

'. provement or accomplishment; others have been rargetedon
specific areas of need.

Needs assessments are useful to Colleges of Education and
othei educational institutions as well as to schools.* In col-
leges of education, needs have fo&ised on a spedific problem
(migrant children), a program (undergraduate education), a
department (Curriculum and Instruction), or the entire college
(typically called a mission study and often tied to accredita-
tion visits). Indeed, projects, such as Teacher Corps that relate
school and college change efforts, aria conceptually obligated
to assess the needs of each institution and their inter-

,- institutional relations. The bread,thtand thearea for consider-
ation. vary widely; however, the approac4Xsed in assessing
needs involves' similar processes and systems.

In the first vignette, the school was concerned with the edu-
cation of its Spanish-speaking migrant children. The tollege
of Education, working with the district, decided to 'use this

. concern as an opportimity to analyze and improve its,leacher
preparAtion programs.

A survey of school districta within tiventy-five miles of the
university foune that twelve percent of the students were
S sh-speaking and three percent were children of migrant
fami, es. Tvienty-nine percent of the college graduates were
assigned to teach these children. Using these date as mottva-

, tion4 the Dean and the Teacher Corpa director initiated a Eitudy.

A

For two descriptions. see Murphy and Martin (1977) and Morgan and
Feldman(1977).

wits
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of the undergradUate and graduate curricula: Each department
examined its requirements and the content of its courses for
relevance. Pifteen graduates were invited to a half-day work-

-showorr the-progrrk. Faculty visited the Teacher Corps proj-
ect site tchools, interviewed children and teachers, and be-
caiiie acquainted with conditions and expectations.

The first goal of the college faculty Was 'IQ develop a pro-.
gram that would prepare teachers to work more effectively
with Spanish-speeking migrant students." As the study pro-
gressed, this goal was translated into more specific objectfves
related to adolescent growth and development, instructional
strategies in secondary reading, §tudies of motivation and
change procesies, bilingual tducation, and Spanish.

The needs assessment at the college was broadened from its
narrow focut oh three schools, Migrant children, and inservice
educatiOn to include both graduate and undergraduate pro-
grams which emphasized education for children with prob-
lems. It led to ihsetvice educition for college faculty, a regaplar
series of interactions With practicing tekchers, and vital hew
professional education programs.

All of this was accomplished because tile college's admin.,
istration and faculty took the opportunity to reexamine cur-
rent practices andeoutcomes throUgh a.needs assessment: Re-.
quired for 'this process was comniitment of time, energy, and
resources, While the beginning was rather modest, the
changes were impressive within a two-year period.

%hied; and Contexts of Needs Assessments

Subjects of Needs Assessments

ysteinic processes and change strategies incorporate three
subjects or targets of the needs assessment:

1. Attitudes, perspectives, values, and beliavior of people who are con-.
corned with gucation.

,' 2. Programs of histrucAiofi, and
i. Organizational anorcommunications structures within which the edii-

cational programs operate (Houston, 1972).

Defining the Concept 4. 11
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. The first target, people, is the most important one and the
ultiniate goal for change processes which proceed from the
needs assessments: Three classes of people are typically in-
.eluded in needs assessments:- (a)- students in all educational
institutions; (b) etlucational personnel, including teachers,
aides, administrators, and auxiliary or support staff; and. (c)
community meraters, including parents and others. Each of
these groups becdmes not only the object of the needs assess-
rant (What are their goals, needs, present status?) but also a
source of data (What can each contribute to an understanding
of the system needs4

The secon,d target, programs, primarily includes the in-
structional programs related to people. These include (1) cur-
riculum and instructional strategies for scittsQl stu'dents, (2)
inservice and continuing edUcation programs for educational
personnel, and (3) educational opportunities for adults (e.g.,
an auto mechanics class for women, conversational Spanish,

'stained glass sculpture, high school equivalency programs for
non-graduates, and citizenship classes for naturalized U.S.
citizens). In'beeds assessments,-each of these program areas is
considered: in terms of its current status; goals of an ideal
system, and potential priority areas for improvement.

The third target of needs assessments is the organiza.tion,
communication, and governance structures of which the
schools are a part. Some school settings are organized into
classes, 'grades, or instructional groups. For part of the day,
students may be in large groups and at other times in small
tutorial settings.-They may be assigned to content specialists
and may relate to five or more teachers each day, be in self-
contained classroom at all times, or spend part of the day with
special resource teachers. The combinations and permutations
of organizational structures have resulted in myriad practices
in schools.

Equally diverse and coniplex is the organization of school
i)ersonnel. The methods of assigning teachers and the.nuhber

, and variety of teachers have intteased in the past decade; so
'too have the nuniber of support personsboth in8 school and
in the central office. 2.)

1 2 The Process of Needs Assessment
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While the governance structures of schools have remained
epsentially the same (with local boards of edudation), inter-
mediate school units, stich as county school districts and re-

lannal service_centers-generatly-have- inereased-imscoper,
power, and potential kir delivering useful educational Ser-
vices. State and federaLteducation agencies have alSO ex-
panded their organizatiOns and their influence on local pro.:
grams. .

Since schools are not isolated institutions but are interre- . \
1lated with other institutions in the arek these institutions may

also need to be considered in the needs assessment. They in-t. clude such groups as neighborhood property Owners' associa-
tions, businesses, ancr governmental social agencies asmell as
those groups with direct contact with scbools, such as
parent-teacher organizations. Professional organizations and
theii goals and programs alio .affed the programs and prac-
tices in sahools.

Because of the number of institutions involved in education, ,(

the assessment of the organization, coMmunication, and gov-
ernance structOre must take into account interactions that are
intraschool, interschool, and between schools and other in-
stitutions. These relationships are often obscure, even though *

organizational charts sholy clearly defined Nixes and author-
ity lines. Infornat channels, yarticularly in comMu ication, are
often as powerful as formal ones. Since 'points of conisct be- -

tween institutions ,are often places where friction'is likely to
ocdur, they should- be dinsidered 'carefully.

,While focusing on the school context, this.. enalysts is
equally appropriate

\
for colleges and universities. The Persons .

involved include st dents. and edUcational personnel; prii-
grams are related to service and inservice developpuint of,
educational personnel and their- cirganiiation, communica-',
tion, and governance structures are the object of and'coll,text
for needs assessments and change _strategies. Sirtiiiatly,
community-oriented needs assessments tatiet on people, pro,-'
grams, and organizanons. z,

The three targets of needs assessments arp not uniformly
considered in each phase of the study. Exhibit 2 loop exten-

. ,
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Exhibit 2: Extended,Algorithm.FOf Needs Identification

WHAT SHOULD. BE
Goals'
for

Na hod Students
or

oiler students

Difterenre

'WHAT IS

Preqent Conditions

People
Programs

Orianizatiom

Equals

sion of, the needs assessment algoritlim previously presdritird77
It has been mgdified to accdunt for the differential treatment of
the three targets.

-Since the education of students is the fundamental purpose
for schools and -colleges,, on,ly this target., is considered in
specifying the goals .to be achieved. However, all three targets
(people, programs, and organizations) are considered.in asses-
sing current conditiOns. For example, in the seéond vignette,
the sdhool district with low achievement could have as a ,goal:
to increase student reading achievement," but it would not

have as goals; "to add new. readihg teachers to secondary
schools," "to proVide inservice education for-teachers,Y or "to
supplement .instruction.Nith -additional reading textbook§.",
These are not related to student change.

The distinction betWeen goals related to students and goals,
related to otler targets is an extremely important one. Too
many needs assessments fail th distinguish between causes'
and symptoms; focusing only on student goals helpsimaintain
this distinctiem.

All too often data are obtained about the symptoms of prob-
lems but negleci the, underlying causes. For exaniple, one
school iy,sterri .studied its dropout problem by assessing it
absenteeism, repeated failures, a d gradeS as reported in pe
manent recordfiles. While, thetie ay be indicators of stu ts
who will drop out of school at ab early age, they are ohly
symptoms, not the causes for the dropout. The latter requireS
the school 'to assess such facicirs as' needs of individuals who
'are potential dropouts, relevance of the school program,, and
relationships of school to ottier parts of the. community. A
carefully formulated and documented needs assiessment pro-
vixies Information that enables the development of relevant

't 14 The Process.of Needs Assessment
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program ,actiVities anA priorities, demonstrating a direct re-
lationship between identified causes and proposed solutions.
Contexts for Neeas ssessments_

EducatiOnal needs assessments typically involye'three types
of institutions:Al} a t &tool district,, a school or group of related -
schools, or a department or grade-level within a scho9l; (2) a
college or universicy concerned With teacher educatiOn; and
(3) the comMunity(ieS4 in whidh the schools are located. Int
each, people, prbgrams, and organization are considered. Ex-
hibit 3 illustrates,théinhlraction of the three targets of needs
assessments and the three contexts.

Exhibit Inieractibn of Cbntexts
1

and Targets of Needs Asses5nient

Context for Needs

AssessmenN

;Targets of e0s Assessments

People Programs Organization

School X X X

Coll-eges , X X X-

. .
CommurOies X X . X

..i

' a

. Each intersection (X) of a target and a. context of a needs
assess ent represents an tirea of study. As the system js con-
ceptual zed, each of these nine target/context areas can be con-
sidered in isolation as well\ as in interactitn with all the
others. pealing with- any one of them, however, is likely to
affect the others. This is particularly true-whim a cluster, of
schoolak college, pnd a community team jointly make
chipigea in their prograMs. Needs assessments at the 'college,
for exanpie, affect tyose being 'conducted in.the schools and
should b conceptOally related. Likewile, school efforts affect
the comriun1ty and other colleges.

A

..;
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Stages of Needs Asssessment

Application of the concept of needs assessrnent leads to sev-
Ieral basic s(ages in its implementatign: The intexactioh of each
stage with thelargeis of the process is illüstrateil in Exhibit 4.
-After needs.are assessed, objectives and strategies for meeting
these 'needs -are developed and implemented, then evaluated
and revised as necessary. Since the targets are interrelafed,
they are considered in, every stiige with the exception Of Stage.
One, Qoal Formation.

Three phases of the change proceis are illustrated in Exhibit
4, Assess Needs, Develop and Implement, and Evaluate and

Exhibit 4: Needs Assessment Stages
within Systern,ic Change Process

2

STAGES TARGETS

People Program Organi,zation

Goal Formation X.f
2. Data Collection on X- X X

'Currkt Conditions
4

3. Needs_Analysis X X X
.,.

4. Objectives Specified X X X

That Are Based onCk
'. Priority Needs

5. Strategy Development X X X

6. Program lmplementatiqn X X X,

7. Program kvaluation X X' , X,
8. Revision X X, X

Revise. This bOok is concerned only with the firA phase
Assess ,Needs. This basic phase leads to actions in the other
Iwo. Within each of these phases is an embedded process loop.
Needs assessments are planned, implemented, assessed, and
revised on the basis of feedback.. Revelopment and, fill--
plementation of recommendations derlied from the needs aS-,
sessment also, follows the same steps. Plans are, made for de-
velopment of resouices and implementation .of processes;
these Er implemented, tested for effectiveness, and revised.'

16 The Process of Needs Assessmeht.
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Evaluation processes and instruments are also planned, im-
plemented, assessed, and revised.

Exhibit 5Process_.Loog_for..NeedsAssessment.

Planalimm=1:: ImPlement um....mis. Assess Programs

Revise

The.se process loops encourage refinementy the procedurett.

and the instruments being used in the change process. Thfa
important to a project designed to bring abounclonge.

Needs assessments that attempt to identify all needs or areas
for Improvement are likely to be unsuccessful. Such com-
prehensive changes require a lpng" process of identification
without appareNt progress being made; they result in a nega-
tive view of schools; and they tend to inhibit rather than
facilitate progresi

The needs assessment should lead to a series of change-
, rprocess goals tbat are delineated in ever-increasing specif-

icity. In the beginning of successful change efforts, quick and
positive changes are vital. Readily implementable gains stim-
ulate the overall effort. While a .series of stages is described
herein, it should be noted that they are neither linear nor
singulpr. They tend to be cyclical, leading back toward recon-
ceptualization and refinement of needaand strategies but with
an almosi infinite number of smaller refinements based on
feedback fibm analysis of the system. Further, the more effec-
tive systems involve multiple levels of needs.identification
.some directed toward short-range objectives; others dealing
with more perpasive needs or involving mgre complex and
long-range strategies.

Criteria for Evaluating the. Needs Assessment Process

An early decisitm concerning needs assessments relates to
the qualitative assessment of the processsitrielf. Several sets of
criteria provide models for those charged with this responsi-
bility. Kunskraa (1971) stated the basic criterion in these

Defining the Concept' 17
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words: "The needs.assessffient approach must meet one acid
test: it must provide sound:useable information on which to
base program development and planning."

Benson, Croft and Hybërtson (1973, p, 3) focused on the
procedures to be employed as well as on the outcome:

Needs assessment. to be of value to a school commUnity, must
not be so obtrusive and challengingby _its nature that it intimi-
dates the potential user. It must be analogous to a snapshot pic-
tuie: it must be expeilitiously obtained and clear in its image.
Similarly, a needs assessment process should be accomplisit N 1
within a reasonable period of time, yet accurately portray its
findings.

Kaufman\(1972, p. 29) listed three criteria which charitc-
,

terize needs assessment sy.stems. They were concerned with
the validity of the processes used relative to the desired out-
comes:

1, The data must represent the actual world .of learners and related
people. boili as it exists now and as it will, could, and should ex,ist in

. the future.
2. No needs determination is final and cowilete; we must realize that any

statement of.'needs is in fact tentative, and we should constantly Ties-
tion the validity of our needs statements.

3. The discrepancies should be identified in terrns of products or actual
behaviors (ends), not in terms of processes (or means).* .

,' The needs assygsment guidelines promulgated in Exhibit 6
provide a viablt set of criteria. If applied to university pro-
grams, some mgaification would need to be made.

Exhibit 61 Evaluation Guidel%; for Needs Assessment
Source: Edtkational Systems Associ , 1972

1, The needs assessment strategy should conform to the following considerations
about planning, management, and resources of local education agency.
a) Are the personnel involved in the program knoMedgeable about evalua-

tion, systemr design, survey research, statistics and management theory,
sampling and data-processing techniques?

*Roger A. Kaufmsn. Educational System Planning, © 1972, p. 29. Reprinted by
pet:mission of Prentice-Hall:inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
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b) Have-sufficient funds been allattecho adequately accomplish comprehen-sive educational needs assessment?
c) Has there been community-wide involvement in the phanning?
c1) Are lines of communication and 'responsibility clearly established?e) Are all

parties_coremitted_to-the-needs-assessinent and-its-prehTiaTieaTS?
2. The Strategy used should meet_the following chteria:

a) Does the overall contept of educational needs assessment define an edu-cational need as the difference betweenthe current status of the learner and
_ the-desired warner Outcomes?
b) Does the assessment strategy include both long- and short-range objec-tives?
c) Does the strategy .include specific activities which have been designed to-achieve each obifctive included in the strategy?
d) Does the strategy include a time frame for accomplishing each activity'?el Is the strategy sufficiently constrpOed so as to consider all the required

elements?
f) Are student learning goals establishetHor the purpose of determining chil-dren's needs through the educational needs assessment?g) Are the student learning goals behaviorally stated and representative ofcognitive, affective, and psychomotor' learning?
h) Are the student learning goals sufficiently refined to make them measurable

objectives?
i) Does the strategy include, provisions for collecting data about student

learning objectives into three categories:
1) perceptrons of the community (including business and industry), edu-

cators, and the learner with regard to the relevance and importance ofthese objectives;
1 criterion-based test instrurne ts to determine the extent to which student

learning objectives have ben achieved;
31 relevant demographic clail about the learner.

j) Does the strategy includ-e provision for a data sample from wtich validitY-tan be deterinined (i.e., are we measuring whar.we purport to)?k) Does the strategy include provNion for a data' sample from Which reliability
can be ctetermined (i.e., are we measuring accurately and copsistently)?1) Does the needs assessment strategy include provisions for .c011ecting ap-propriate information on specific sub-populations?

m) Claes the strategy include provisions to assure that the data colleCted ismanageable and current?
n) Have the instruments which are designed to collect data been tested thor-

Oughly on a Rilot.basis?
0) Have Procedures for analyzing data beeh thoroughly tested to cieterrnine ifall data collected can be appropriately utilized and treated?pi Can the conchrsions drawn from the interpretation of data be supported?

,q) Are there logical and defensible procedures. eslablished for determiningcriticality of education needs identified bydata for the local (and state)
4 educational awcy?

r
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Summary

Assessing the needs of school or college students is a vital
process in improving education. Theiirsi stage in the process
is to determine what ideal conditions or -goals -are desired.
This is discuSsed in greater detail in Chapter 4. The second
stage in the process, copsideredt in Cliapter iS to assess pre-
sent conditiorp. Finalfy, the discrepancy between current
conditions iinel gOals is determined. This third stage is the
subject of Chapter 6.

Planning kr the needs assessment is discussed in Chapters
2 and r while Chapter 7 considers the stages following the
needs assessment.

In the second section of the' book, three chapters yrovidb
support resources for the needs assessment. Chapter 8 outlines
several models of needs assessment systems while Chapter 9
describes processes that could be used in-facilitating
decision-making during needs assessments. Drawn primarily
,from futures studies, they provide useful resource$ in making
a study of needs. Finally, Chapter 10 Cliscusses study variables
and instruments for data collection.

This book was written.for those persons who seek a guide to
designing and developing needs assessments or a reference for
refining their assessments. Because several alternative ap-
proaches to the same problem are described in some cases, the
reference at times may becothe ponderous. However, it was
written primarily for persons with little or no experience in
the field.
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Planning for Needs Assessment
Process and PersOctives

I.

1

V :

A large urban school district had just been awarded a federal
grant. The initial action tiken by the district's Assistant
Superintendent for Federal PrograMs was to appoint s hright,
young director who would assume reSponSibility for planning
and orkanizing the project to meet the objectives for the initial
planning year. '

Objective I in the proposal was to conduct4'needs assess-
ment. After identifying itroject staff niemberk:/ 6i4 difector
made arrangements for meettng this objective. First, a friend
in another *ate was contaded to fOrward the instruments and
a computer program that had been used in conducting a rieeds
assessment .for another federally funded project. The director
was very Pleased. Ifaving these instruments and the computer
program would save untold hours and resourceq.

The nextstep the director took iitas to Set up a steering
committee to assist 'In disseminating inforMation shout the
needs assessment and to help, estiblish Objectives for the par-
ticipatin,g. schools. Two PTA preeidents froin the kicluded
schools were inyited .to serve on the Committy along with the. .
Dean of Education from a local ainiversity. The direct& also'
asked the president. Of the local clatar*2 teachers' asso0i-
thin to te a member. The school district vas,represented by
the Assistant Superintendent for Feltkal,-Programvand the, /
president of the student council in the pinicipating higlr
sthool was asked to serve. Thus, coMmittee membership 'met .

federal guidelines that planning include representation from

22 The Procesi of SI,ds Assessment
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the community, the schools; the teaching profession, arid the
institution of higher educationpartners in the educational
process 'that would be involved in and affected by- the sc-
tivities of the project. .

At the first meeting, the steering committee reviewed the
instruments selected for needs assessment and received a de- ,

- tailed description of the computer program to bq used. in the
data processing. The advantages of using the e ting instru-
ments and program were discussed. The assistant superinten- .

dent complimented the director on the preparation and deci-
sions, and it was moved that the project be continued as the
director saw fit. The committee gave unanimous approval. .

Multiple copies of instrumeats were made faliparents,
teachers, and students in the participating schools. These in-
strpments Were delivered to the principali of each sc ool with
tib request that they be distributed and zollecte pOn com-
pletion; The director was proud that theneedi asse sment wits
proceeding so smoothly,..would be finished very earlyin the
planning year, and had taken so few resources.

Then trotible began. One principal Called the assistant
sUperintendent to inquire about "this mound of paper that has
been delivered . . ." and refused to distribute the instruments
without more information. Some incidents reported in schools
where the instruments were Clistributed included:

1. A member of the local chaPter of a national teachers' union called a
meeting to organize a format protest becayse they were not involved in
the development of the needs assessment.

2. Innurnerable parents called principals inquiring about the purpose and
use of the instrument they had received.

3. Approximately fifty parent of the instiuments were upturned uncom-
pleted because parents or students did not understand, the wording or
language of the instrumenti.-

4. The Director of Community Relations for the district wrote a memo to
the superintendent protesting...the distribUtion of Instruments in the

-fifirnmunity withouthlifIcnowledge and involvement.
- 5.. Teirchers complained to principali that the items on the instruments

did not focus on, the relevant areas_ of, ptudent neilds nor mi teachers'
perceived needs for staff development Some.elsi Mined about
the instructional time required for students to res to the instru-
ments. $
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While thie incident is exaggerated, it does point out the
importance of planning-for the needs assessment and the way
initial decisions can affect the entire needs assessment pro-
cess- English--and-Ka-ufman- f1-97& p.-14)-mrote-, 'IA great deal
of planning should precede the needs asseSsment. Questions
about involvement, how the idea will be introduced, an-
ticipating problems, and developing the capacities to handle
the data when gathered are only a few of the queries that must
be answered."

This chapter focuses on several important aspects of needs
assessment that should be considered before planning is-ini-
tiated. These-include, a proceh's for planning, a discussion of
the relationship.between needs assessment and institutional
change, and the involvement of individuals and groups af-
fected by the needs assessment. Specifically, the chapter will
address

e)

1. Planning as a Systematic Process. 4
2. Needs-Assessm6nt and educational Iffiprovement.
3. Collaborative Planning.

As ofterras possible, specific examples of the topics
addressrd will be included to give needs assessment planners
ideas that can be used in local projects.

Planning as a Systematic Process

AI? endeavor which aims to validate or improve edw
li

a-
ons practice presents a comPlex problem. As pointed out in

Chapter 1, such endeavors involve a number of institutions
and role groupi and aro imbedded in the social' milieu in
whiCh schools carry ou§ their functions. Cooper and Weber
(1973) highlight the\pmplexity of such problems by iden-
tifying some 'reasons that many educational improvement
projects. are-unsuccessful:

1. There is a Wailed conceptualization of the total project.
2. Most projects are designed without a research base.
3. Goals, when stated, are too vague.
4. Changes and innovations are made in piecemeal fashion.
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5. Moil decisions are madiTacE4 an adequate diitilbase.
6. ,Programs remain largely unresponsive to change in the iiiternal and

external environments. ilk -
7. Programs are not client-orientedIF I

In addition to these reasons, two .others are evident in' the
failure of needs assessm4nt projects:

Faifure to involve tiAll secure the commitment of key individuals who
will be instrumental in administering and carrying out improvement
protects (or needs assessment).

2 Failure to consider the reality of constraints in terms of time and re-
sources.

.
if,All of these reasons provide a g&ideline for planning and

can be used as criteria on which to base the planning process.
TheSr also emphasize a rationale for extended planning for
needs assessment and for using a, systematk process for de-

. .cision-making.
In general, a systematic planning process is defined as a

rational, logical process involving continuous_data-based de-
,asion-making. A major step is the deyelopmeql of a document
whiclf illustrates a sf.,hedule.-of events for coitducting.a needs
assessment atid for hsing its results-in edUcational improve-
ment. Such a document includes spicific tasks tg be com-
pleted, resources needed, people =to be ,involVied,-Aleed'e
sasnient organization, and' a description of haiv heeds
sessment relates to ,the critical components loVeducational in-
stitutions.

A According to Kaufman -(1977, p. 60), a eystematic, planning'
process is "a generic pr9plem-solving tool." That is, it not
only ran but should be applied to any problem or problem
phase for which a systems approach, is appropiiate.

A systematic' planning process includes Identification an4
Nstification ota Problem, Analysis of the Problem, Collectign'
of Relevant Infbrmation, Generation of Alternativp Solutions.

.- Selection of the Best Alternative Solutioni Based on(Availabli
Information, Devtlopment of Strategies to ImpleMent the
Selected Alternative, Implementation of the Strategies, Col-
lection ofData About.Strategy and Solution'EffecOimess, and

t
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Decision to Continue with the Solution or to Select Another:
Exhibit 7 shows the flow of steps in this process.

The primary concern in systematic planning is the de-..
veil:lament of adequater i nforma t iorr for &cis-ton s. This can be
illustrated by referring to the vignette described at the begin-
ning of the chapter. In preparing for the needs assessment, the
director had identified a problem--;What instruments can be
used to collect data for the needs assessment? A strategy of
sorts was identified to solve the problem. If the systematic
plan.ning process had beemfollowed, the director Would have
had more information on which to base decisions which might
suggest a much different solution to the problem. Examples of
the types of information that could have been used for this
problemidentifying needs assessment instruments in each
step of the planning processare shown in Exhibit 8.

If the director in the vignette had employed a systematic
planning process and had based decisions on the type of in-
formation described above, several problems could have been
avoided, With the information collected, the director could
have developed .a schedule of events khowing what would be
accomplished, when it should be initiated and completed,
what resources were needed, and wild' was responsible for
carrying out spetific tasks. The decisions ,made Could have
reflected input from a number .ofindifiriduals or groups to .be
affected by the needs assessment while resources for carrying
out the project could have been available during implementa-
tion of the plan. With information collected during imi
plementation, decisions could have been made about the ef-
fectiveness of the strategy and about the feasibility a the so-
lution. Most important, data would have been available for
justifying the 'problem addressed and for supporting the deci-
sions made. Also important is the fact that many of the people
,affeciedrby the needs assessment would have been involved in
data collection, and information about the project could have,
proceeded in a much smoother fashion ind with fewer reper-
cussions from those involved.

flivfng adequate information, however, does not guarantee
that quality decisioni will be made. Observing some cautions

26 The Process of Needs Assessment
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Exhibit,7: Systematic Planning Process
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Exhibit 8: Types of ormation
- Relative to SysteWatic Planning

Pt ANNIM,
Pli(X Fs',

EXAMPlIS (0- RELI-VANI INfORMAIION
f()B1 COUR TM

v
I Identits

and,
-

lustily
Priibleni

Is the problem r Wu al to the suc r ess rit.the needs assess-
merit?" . ...
Is it Fier essarv to re.solse this probleru in Order to conduct the
needs assessment?

2 Analsli"
-Problem

.
4. .

VVhat are theg ritir al tar tors alter mg seler tion of needs as-
e

sessment instruments?
.

-How will instrument selection aftect the roller fion of data?
the overall needs assessment process?

--Who should be involved in the selection of the instruments?

i Collect
Data

...

.
- Who will be responding-to instruments? a

-What are the characteristics of the populations that will re-
spond to the instruments?

What are the most essential areas of schdol program about
which to collect data?

,.

--What are some of the reasons for fallure of existing pro-
grams?

What groups express dissatisfaction with existing-prpgrams?

4 kientitv
'Alternative

,

, .

Are there existing instruments that can Nrevide data?
Will existing instruments require Modification to fit within

the framework of this needs assessment? to be more appro-
priate for populations to be. tested?

,-Will new instruments have to be developed?A ,
5. Select

Solution

^

-Which solution i? most attractive in tern(s of the use of data
to, be c ollected?,...

-Which solution is most feasible in terms of available re-
sources? time constraints?

-As expertise available for modifying existing instrumertts? for,
.developing new instrumen'ts? -

-I-

ti Develop
Strafegy

._

,

l)ssume solutiorv selected was to develop new instruments).
-What are the specific tasks (writing and refining items, de-

veloping interview protocols, etc.) that must be ac-
,complished in the development of instruments? -

-,In what order should these tasks be initiated? comOtea?
-How much time can be allocated to instrument develop-

mentfl .
-What resources (secretarial support, computertinte,

supplieS, consultants, etc.) will be required?
-What types of data are requaed to deterMine the effective-

ness of the instniments?
-Where and with whom should die instrument! be.piloted?
-How will validity and reliability of instruments be deter-

mined? -
.1-

7. Implement
Strategy

,

-Is instrument development proceeding on schedule?
-Were adequate resources allocated for instrument develop-

ment? a, . . '. .,
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i .can greatlfr facilitate planningxMrinternational Business Ma-
chines pl nning manual (1963, pp. 16-17) and other sources

4 . 'have listed several concern areas in skstematic planning.
These_ urcealistimproper -definition ef-the-problem- as- an-

impedim nt to planning and,decision-thaking: Failure to de-.
fine the problem in-terms agreeable to everyone, to see all
related a pects oi the problem, tp distinguish between evident
and act al causes, to recognize the value of communication
among ersons affected, and to recognize blind:spots and
prejudi es are considered impediments.to problem definition.
Other ncerris associated with problem- definition involve
perceiv ng the problem as unimportant and refusing to accept

. new ir4ormat ion about the problem. ,

'A se4ond area of concern is ineffective data collectisp. Fail-
ure to Jinvolve people affected by the problem,_ to recbgnize
that f lings are as ilhportant ,as facts: to assess needed re-
sourc s, to interprer dita, to relate them to critical aspects of
the pr blem, to make assumptions, and to distinguish between
facts ind. assumptions will seriously hamper the collection
and ipplication of useful data. Another concern about data

& coll tion, is ta inability to deteimine how many data are
need d to support decisions and failure to recognize that
com lete data collection is impossible. .

A third impediment is the failure to develop and cohsider
alte native soluticins. Failure to .identify enough alternatives;
to c nsider the effeas, implications, and consequences of each

_ alternative; to establish criteria for alternative selection can
ltnit the, planning process and the potential for success.

f these imperliments 'are particularly critical for needs as-
,.

sessment Because so many institulions, groups, and people
are effected, a major danger is getting so involved in the plan-
ning process that the needs assessment never gets out of the
drawing bdard stage. However, being forewarned about possi- ,

ble hang-ups should help planners avoid many ,snags, before
they happen.

t

Systematic Nanning for Needs Assessaient

Systematic planning points Calt the types of decisions which

t
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should be made and the types of information helpful for mak-
ing decisions. It also provides some guide for the sequence of
decisioning. It does not, however, identify the problems to be
addressed when planning for _iteeds_assassment, Application
of a systematic planning process to the stages of a needs as-
sessment model can help identify these problemi While it is
the responsibility of each project to identify the stages and
their sequence in assessing needs at a specific site, the model
contained in Chapter 1 can be used to illustrate the relation-
ship between systematic planning and needs assessment. ,

Each stage of the needs assessment model an be consid-
tired a "problem area." If the director in the vignette had used
this needs assessment model as a guide, several other prob-
lems besides the identification of instrument& would have
been apparent. The director might have also realized that the
problem of instrument identification was out of sequence.

In developing plans for the needs assessment, each step of a
systematic planning process should be carried out for each
stage of the needs assessment model. Exhibit 9 illustrates this
relationship. For Example, in Stage 1 of the model, setting
goals is the first problem area to be addressed. To develop a
plan for setting goals, each step in systematic planning should
be completed. The problem is justified and analyzed; data are,
collected; alternatives are generated, and one 'alternative is
selected. For this alternative, a strategy for setting goals is
developed to include tasks to be completed for setting goals,
timelines for task completion, required resources, responsible
groups or individuals, people to be Involved, etc. The chosen
strategy is implemented and evaluated, and decisions are
made about whether or not the strategy is effective and should
be revised or replaced. When this cycle,is completed for goal
setting, it is repeated in its entirety for'the next ,phaset-data
collectionand for each subsequent stage in the needs as-
sessment. Thus, when 'Planning itkapplete, there 'Will be
strategies or plans of action for each stage. .

It is important to note that as systematic planningis applied
to each "problem area" in a needs assessment model, other
more specific probleriit may emerge. These problems are also
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Exhibit 9: Interaction of Planning Process
and Needs Assessment Stages
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subjected to the steps of systematic planning (if they are con-
sidered critical to the success of the needs assessment), and
the strategies devised for their solution become a part of the
overall plan.

The thbory of systemat c arming, When proper cautions
are obierved, is well-suited to the complex practice of educa-
tional planning. Its application in the context of needs as:
lessment provides for a total conceptualiiation of the projett,
specific statement of goals andiq problems, and adequate in-
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formation for decisioning. It also allows for the involvement of
1ndividuats- affected by needs assessment and incorporates the
consideration of time and resource constraints. Thus, sys-
tematic p 1 a nn i n_g_ w meet, many _of the earlier_ identified cri-
teria that are necessary for the success of educational im-
proveinent projects. In order to meet all of the criteria and to

Jissure a comprehensiv,e, daka base planners, must consider
needs assessment in relation to the overall educational envi-
ronment and to its potential for validation and'improvement.
These considera-tions provide a further conteXt for systematic
planning and more specific information for decision making.

Systematic Planning and Educational Improvement

It is important to recognize that, while needs assessments
does not'imply change in educational institutions, it maY be a
prelude to change. That is, it is possible or even probable that
needs will be identified end that decisions will be made to
make changes in components of the educational institution to
meet thOse needs. For this reason, planning MI' needs assess-
ment requires a perspective that places it in the 4intext 'of
change in educational institutions.

When specific plans of action for needs assessment ale de-
veloped, it is necessary to consider two important relation-
ships: (1) how:educational institutions interact with the social,
political, and economic community to define the educational
needs of students; and (2) how needs assessment results are
used to redefine missions and functions in educational in-

* Stitutions. In discussing these-relationships, it is helpful to
think of systematic planning as an ongoing process which Can
link the educational institution with the broader community.
An illustration of these relationships and the way systematic
planning links the institution and community is tirovided in
the Strategy for Facilitating Educational Change (Exhibit 10).

In the Strategy for Fatilitating Educational Change, sys-
tematic planning and.needs assessment are processes used by
.the institution and the educational community to determine

c

the direction of change, the specific activities to be carried out
in effecting change, and the criteria to be used in evaluating.
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Exhibit 10: A Strategy
for Facilitating Educational Char lge.
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change. Both the educational institution and the commUniiy
participate in systematic planning to identify needs and the
changes required to meet Reeds. During needs assessment,
discrepancies between what is desirel and what is are sought.
Discrepanciei (needs) identified d1 ring needs assessment
provide an impetus for change (eith r in the components of
the institution, the educational comm nity, or both). Based on
the I. I I $ ;

of action f4 meeting identified needs. Development and im-
plementation of these plans are considered the vehicle fop
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change through which institutional components are modified
to meet needs.

The change stategy defines the educational, community as
the- students --inthe- schools- in -a- specific geographic-regiom
their parents; the social, political, economic organizations
served by the school(s); the institution(s) of higher education
that provide training for preservice and inservice educational
persannel; and local, state, and federal agencies that reguliti
and fund public education,

All of these components are viewpd as interacting directly
with the schools. All have a vested ,interest in the success or
failure of schools in achieving their mission. All contribute
something to the functions of the schools. FOr this reason it is
desirable that they are involved when needs are assessed and
when strategies for meeting needs are developed. Information -

about themtheir specific and general characteriitics, their
expresed educational goals and concerns, their formal and
informal interaction patterns--should be an important con-.
sideration in planning.

This strategy also assumes the critical components of the
educational institution to be curricular programs designed to
meet the educational needs of students,.organizational struc-
tures 'established to facilitate program development arid- im-
pleme5tation, and people who interact with these components
in the institutional setting. They are identified as the critical
targets for 6oth needs assessment and for institutional change.
It is also assumed that these three coniponents,are functionally.
relaticd so that actions or changes ill one effect actions or
changes in, the others.

Any needs asiessment or educational.improvement problem
subjected to systematic planning should be justified and
analyzed in- terms of these targets. Infoiniation .about them
should be collected and used when alternatives ate identified
and selected and when strategies are devised, implemented,
and evaluated. At any point in- the planning process, a prob-
em may be identified in relation to the organization, the pro-
grams, or the people within the institution. If such iflothe case,
the identified problem is fed into the planning process; and

N
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stiategies' are developed for its solution.
Another aspect of.the institution that provides inforntation

for planning is the climate existing within the instittitiod. In
-this-strategyi-the-climaie-is-referred-to-as-the con ditfons-for-
change. The assumption is made that the affective atmosphere
,within an educational setting can 'positively oenegatively af-
fect the luctess of the institution in carrying ouit its mission..
The climate can also affect the outcomes of the needs assess-
ment an the success of educational improvement projects.

Com itment, support, and feedback have been identified as
factors 4ritical for creating a climate conducive to the Success
of need 4ssessment and educational improvement plans.. The
degree o which involvement is rewarded and is perceived as -
desire le, involvement is non-threatening and supported with
adeq te resources, and information about inVolvement is dig-
semiittated affects the success of both planning and im-
plementation. ese colimpnents of the climate provide
another source, o roblexid of information for considera-
tion during syste ic planning.

. The strategy disc sed in this section provides a perspective,..,
for needs assessment planni . The perspective is particulerly
helpful when educational institutions are trying to be respon-
sive to external .forces, such as mandates for integration, J?ilin-
gual programs, or accommodative education. While needs as-
sessment may not precipitate, change, no project to change
educational institutions should be contemplated without con-.
ducting a needs assessment. The strategy presented here ar-
sumps needs assessment to be a prerequisite for institutional
change. As such, the manner in which the needs assessment is' .

conducted can haVe Feat impact on the potential for success
of educational improvement projects. During, this needras-
sessment, individuals can become informed about the project
and its mission. Having the opportunity to become involved in
project tasks, they become committed to -the project!!! gVals.
Collaborating' institutions and groups can focus on project-
related tasks instead of on their 'separate goals . kid agOrida.,
Roles can be defined whileinteraction patterns anctcomninni-,
.cations ch els can be established. Systematic plannifig be- .
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fore, the neetjs assessment begins is necessary to assUre that
thlse proce-sses yield positive results and that the .aisessment
pt4vides a valid basis for total project planning.

The stnitegy also_ assumes thai as-instittitions-and- the edu--
cational community participale in, the processes of change'
based on identified needs, resulting changes will become
"institutionalized"-7the changes will become an ongoing phrt
of-the institutions' operations. Inherent in this issumption
the belief that the changes will be,evident in the institution's
programs; organizatibruil structure, people, and affective ell-
mate.""

Viewing planning as an ongoing process through which in-
Atitutions and communities interact to identify needs and de-
velop strategies for meeting needs provides a context for
analyzing problems and develVing_solutions. If the Director
in the vignette had considered the community and poteritial
institutional change when planning for needs assessment,
many sources of specifiC information could have.been iden=
tified. These,42urces of informationcomponents of the edu-

,

cationar community, components of the educational institti-
tion,*and affective atmosphereshould be tapped when plan-

. nipg for needs assessment. They should also be con-sidered
when plans are being developed to meet identified. needs.

Collaborative Planning

According to the strategy presented in the preceding sec-
tion, perhaps the greatest mistake in the planning process
mhgle by the director in the vignette was the failure to involve
those people and groups ,affected by the needs assessment.
Kaufman (1972, p. 30) states:

/
T ,

tlis strategy was based on a conceptualization found in W. Robert Houston,
Strategies and Resources for Devefoping a Competency Based Teacher Education
Program:Albany: New York'Stafe Education Department, It was further
defined in Sarah. C. White, Teachos Educator: Master Or Misn er. 1975, pp. 8-10,
anclin the University of Houston/Houston Independent SchoolDistrict Eleventh Cycle

11 1111

.

. W. Robert Houston, Robert B. Howssm, James M: Cooper, and Wilford Weber,
"Eiploring Alternative Strategi.es for Institutional Change", Chapter 21 in W. R.

-Houston, Exploring Competency Based Education, Berkeley: McCutchan, 1974.
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So far as possible, in conducting a needs assessmqnt, we.should
include all the partners in attempting to achieve educational
success. These partners include, at least, the learners, the par-
ents and community, members, and the, educators. An effort to
deternAine4weds-thet-does-not-include-allthe-partners-in-educa=--

. tion rtins the risk of presenting a seriously biased starting point
for educational desigri.* .

Equally critical is the matt4 of how and when these people are
included (English and Kaufman, 1978, pp. 14-154:

if classical educational planning has suffered greatly from any
particujar weakness, it has been the lack of, meaningful citizen
and student input in the process of planning, particularly in the
establishment of goals for, the school system. Any question re-

. garding the necessAy for citizen and 'student involvement in ;
establishing a needs,assessment for the school systeth can be
referred to the basic tenet that the schools bplong to the people.

tThe-se state ents emphasize the desirability of involving
those affected y the needs asseSsmentand those who have a
vested interest in the operations and outcomes of educational
institutionsin planning for the needs assessment. Within
(1975, p. 19) offers further support for this point of view:

When you invofve the community in the piocess, you are likely
to find more acceptance for the resulting plans and policies than
if educators alone assess the needs and make the dec`isions. Also,
when dissident as well as supportive groups are given a voice
and their participation is invited in a constructive fashion, there
is a better chance of reaching consensustm the areas of gteatest
need and upon proposals to Meet those needs. .

1

Thus, a yation116 is provided for includiriit a rangó of
groups, individuals, institutions, and agencifis in planning for
both needs assessment and educational improvement.
Further, it is implied that the broader educational comffiuttity

. should have a more meaningful irivolvement than a mere re-
sponse to a _needs assessment inatrument.s.To_derive-the-full

4.

'Roger A. Kaufman. Fducational System Planning, 0 1972, p. 30. Reprinted by
permission of Prentice-Hall. Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New jener., Planning Process and Perspectives 37
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benefit of community involvenient in needs assessment plan-
ning, planners should strive for comprehehsive representa-

. tion and for maximum involvement in all phases of planning
_p_n_cLimplemerktation..

A major consideration in collaborative planning . for needs
assessment is how membeis from the broader educational
community will be identified and selected for invtrivment hi
the needs assessment. The Houston Needs assessmeeSystem
(Houston and Rain, 1972, p. 11-37) developed a set of ques-
tions to be used in analyzing this problem. These questions
can provide guidelines for planners:

1. How many significant groilps_exist in the area?
2. ,What is the maximum number of members who can effectively work

together?
3. Will the members be selected or elected?
4. If selected, which individuals will comprise the selection body?
5. If elected, what process will be used to elect the members?
6. How manydindividuals from each referent group will be on the com-

mittee?
7. Will the committeevembers receive monetary rewards of other incen-

tives for serving on the committee?

HNINS (Houston and Bain, 1972, p. 11-17) initiates the
selection' process with a demographic analysis-of the attend-
ance ems of the selected site school(s). A socio-economic pro-

- file is _developed to 'determine the community character-
isticsage, income, llbusing, occupation, level of education,
and ethnicity. The Phi Delta Kappa program also uses a de-,

'1 mographic,analysis to initiate one of the recommended selec-
.tion processes.

'ollowing a demographic analysis, both Houston And 'Rain
(1972) and Kiser et a/M975) recommend the identification of
existing organized EirOups as a preliminary step to selection.
Some of the groups suggested by both systerns are civic clubs
(e.g., Kiwanis, Lions), school-related groups (PTA, PTO, ath-
letic support organizations), neighlkorhaad associations,

.political and/or ethnic clubs, University affiliated organiza-z,
lions, the Chamber of Commerce, local churcheaand auxiliary
groitps, labor union locals, professional and business groups,

38, The Process of Needs Assessment
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and governmental agencies with substantial clienteles. -
In addition to these', it is ilnportant tt) remember the role

groups within the educationA institution. Teachers, princi-
pals,_ counselors, paraprofessionalsr_student-groupsi and-elubs
are among the mithin-school groups that will be affected by
the needs assessment and that should be included in col-
laborative planning.

A second strategy is to determine individuals who are rep-
resentative of identified organized groups. Some criteria that
should be considered in determining individtial represents-
tion from organized groups are:

1. The extent to which individuals reflect the values and views of the.
organization.

2. The extent to which the individual is able and willing to serve as a
communication liaison between the group and the needs assessment.

Several existing needs assessment systems make the as-
sumption that formal or informal group leaders can best meef
these criteria: The Houston Needs Assessment System, for
cocample, recommends selection of the formal leader because
identification of informal leaders is costly and time consum-
ing. Kiser et al. (1973, pp. 48-49), however, specify an ex-
tended process for identifying informal group leaders. In this
system, a nominating panel from each organized group rank-
orders .the group's ten most influential members. The indi-
vidual rank-orderings are compiled in a master list and'again
rank-ordered On the basis of frequency of nomination and on
rank given in the individual orderings. This list is submitted
to the school superintendent who selects five names from each
organization. The five names are 'submitted to the board of
education which makes a final selection of twoinembers from
eacb organization.

Also important to collaborative Planning is the identifica-
tion of members who do Ot belong to organized groups. Ac-_
cording to Houston and Bain (1972, p. II-22), this is especlally
erticial since-Amorganized-elements-are-likely-to be poorer,
less well-housed, fed, clothed, and educated. (A needs as-
sessment) hivolving only organize4 constituency groups will

Planning Process and Perspectives 39
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be biased against those who probably have the greatest educe-.
tional need in the Community!'

One model suggests hb Ming public, meetings which are
well advertised through various_ _media fe.-g- ne-wsPapers,
radio, T.V., billboards, posters) and tieing public oinnion polls
to inform and to contact individuals not members of organized
groups.

Kiser et al. (1972, p. 47) also includes a strategy for selecting
community inflimintials wkip may not belong to organized
groups. 'This strategybinvelves the identification of community
Or school-related issues, recprding names of individuals who
speak out .on the issue's at public meetings (pnd their position.
on the issue), recording the position which emerges as a reso-
lution of the issue, apd Selecting as potential committee mens,,
bers individuals who took vitinning positions.

Other selection strategieg identified in review of the needs
assesSment Systems called for ra,ndom sampling or stratified
random sampling of the total community. Instructions for both
procedures ate descriyed in Chapter 5 of this document.

Election and direct appointment are other strategies used.
These two procedures are tspecially prevalent in selecting
students and educational personnel to participate in the needs
assesspent. Some guidelines for selecting student§ (Georgia
State Depaitment of Education, 1974) specify that:

, Student representatives should be carefully chosen to reflect the
characteristics of the student population. Therefore, princirials
should' select students from all races, both sexes and with vary-
ing interests and levels of _academic, hchieVemerit. Special cau-
tion should be taken to avoid selecting only students whose
record of participation is high. : . The number of students on
the committee is an arbitrary decision. Since they are the.even-
tual recipients of the project effort, token representation is inde-

, fensible. We suggest that20% of the 'committee seats be manned
,by students. This will allow enough representation for them to
be useful when the committee divides into teams.

The selection strategies reyiewed here are representative of
those used in a numbef of needs itssessments and should pro-
vide uSeful ideas for planners. Two major factors can affect'
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strategy determinationvalidity and economy of tIme. Such
strategies as formal-leader identification, appointment, elec.-
tion, or random sampling will provide comprehensive repre-
sentation at_ /he least_cost- and -in the-shortest-period-of-time;
Identification 'of infognal leaders and stratified random sam-
pling .will be more costly and time consuthing. These latter
strategies may lead to more confidence that true leaders have
been 'identified and that views are repreSentative of the total
community. The 'trade-offs' between validity and ecOnomy of
time shOuld be,parefully Weighed in each projCict when deci-
sions are made about identification ot individuals to partici-
pate in collaborative Planning,4

A second,majoNconsideration in collaborative planning is
the achievement of true involvement once representatives of
the broader educational commuthty have been selected. A first
factor -affecting involvement is the type of interaction that oc-
curs among members of the collaborating group. When indi-

,

viduals representing many divergent values, agenda, and
frames of reference come together fOr atommon purpose, it is
important to establish some operating rules that help the
groui5 focus on the task at hand7Kuuskraa (1971) listed some
guidelines ror establishing'such rules:

1. To work: the central school administration (Or educational leaders)
must be weting to share power and decision-making with the cornmu-
nity. .

2. Community groups must have maturity; thatis, they must be willing to
- look to long range as,,voll as short rangelFals.
3. Transitional funds and transitione organizaiions are more effective

than more permanent establishments; adhocracy is the byword for the
future.

4. If a community advisory cqmmitiee is not in a-position to make a
decision, don't tell members they can and try to manipulate them.

5. While a commnnity advisory committee should include vocal critics of
the sChool district, professional agitators or organizations are best ex-.clud ed .

8. Planning with, the community requires explicit description of,process
steps.

a

The Houston Needs Assessment took another per'spective on
facilitating group interaction by idsififying specific problems
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4that may occur and reCommending measures for oping with
them. These problems and prevehtives are shown 'in Exhibit
11. , ,. i

..

t
-. =

Another major factor_ affecting involvement derives- frbm
\differences in the frames of refers& brought to planitjng. gy,

. .

educators and members of the com4iunity. These frames of
reference are partcularlr different as-they regard the assump-
fions made about the purposes and nctions of education
(English, 1977, p. 19):

Educational Planners envision schools as means to ends and the
needs assessment as a process for specifying and seeking con-
sensus about those ends. . . .. The public views the purpose pf
schooling as "right action" and the basis for determining
whether they are good or iaot is what is going on in therfl, and not

,what they ma1be achieving with students. .

English (1977; p. 20). further explains that educators are
concerned about stating school purposes in terms of outcomes
and view the effectiveness of schools ill relation to the school's
ability to help students achieve outcomes. However, commu-
nity members are likely to. be far more concerned abou't how
the school operates on,a dax.-to-day basis and hOw smfiothly if.
functions. Integration without busing, lack of crime and van-.
dalism, and little drug usage ftre examples of indices more
likely to be used by the public in determining schciol effec-
tiveness. . . .

. Such differences can seriously affect communication about
the needs assessme

fr
t and the involvement of the Ct)mmunity

in the planning .p cess. They lead' to problems in 'aming
questions relate .to educational priorities an'd 4'n corn-
municating the purposes aud outcomed of needs assessment.
Failure to resolve these problems can result in the cimimunity
"tuining-or to the needs assessment and not participating
even when agreement has been reached that educhtional im-
provement is desirable. . .

English (1977, p. 21,) believes" the key to resolutiomof these
problems-iainformation It is the-responsibility-of the-educator

, toinform the public about the schoolstheir Outcomes and

4-2 The Process of-Needs Assessment
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Exhibit 11: Potential Problems
in Organizing the Steering Committee
Souroa: Houstdn and Bain; 1972, p.111-8-

Problems artiinTotit-W-the decfsion-making prociscia-cl by the committee.
Prevention: Discu6s the problems of consensus, dissensus, patty; agree at the
onset on a voting/decision:making procedure.

2. Problems occuring when members operate from a personal frame of reference
rather than representing the general viewpoirzt of their constitutents.

Prevention: Reiterate the responsitiility and purpose of the stbering committee
which is to represent, listen to, work with, and speak for the total Community.

3. Problems caused whe .ndivicluats Td/oP'groups attempt to use the steering
committee as a veh their`riOlitical, social, ocenvironmental concerns.
Prevention: Emphasize at the sole focus of the needs assessment is child-
centered for the purpose tof improved school Curricular programs and inservice,
teacher training. This is not tosay thit polijical.concerns, social problems, and-
environmentat coneerbs are unrelated to pyblic .education. It is to say that
should .such conCerns become the center OT attention, the objectives of the

- project will not be reached. irk

4. Problems occurring when the steering committee assOnes decision-making
powers it does not have.

Prevention: Clarify the purposes and duties of the steering c'omAittee, which
ultimAtely is4o take theresults of the needs assessment and makerecommen2
dations to,the school's decision-makers. it can be assumed that the recom-
mendations will be followed as long as the school's resourcel and any rules
and regulations permit.

5. Problems arising from meMbers' inability to attend the meetings and perform
the duties needed to achieve the objectives of the needs assessmetil.

Prevention: Determine what' arrangements each m*mber needs-in order to be-
able to attend. Arrange for released time for teachers, job holders, etc., Provide

- child-care facilities for those wtio need them. Discuss and agree on a degree of
expectation of attendance and effort on the part Of each member, and establish
procedures for any needed changei in membership which might arise from
lack oàttendnce and performance of &Ales..

6. Problems caused by ineffectimor inadequate-communication.

prevention: Discuss and .clarifY htlw the project coordinator and commitlee
members will communkate With each other and with the schools, community,
administration, and pro;ect staff...Communiquusshotild be prompt, accurate,
and should reflect dissensits as.,well as consensus,

. problems -arising when nn*7A are giveti too much or too little iesponsibllity.
Preveittion: Unfortunately; there is not a guaranteed recipe to follow in allot-
ingiesoonsibilities and tasks to committee members. The project coordinator
should be alert toconditions which suggest that members have more than they
can_ adequatly accomplish or that they seem to be without enbugh to do to
keep them involved and interested..
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operations. He recommends .the development pf survey idomr
struments ôr- interview techniques "which contrihute to and
Promote the public's understanding of their schools anF1'
which help professionals -use -su-ell information gathered- -in-a
meaningful way so as to enable the schools .to become more
accessible and accwintable to the consumer and-taxpayer."

The implication of this factor for collaborative planning in
needs assessment is that the public must possess a great deal
of information before becbming Involved, in the planning pro-
cess. Use of the media has already been mentioned as a
strategy to inform the community, and such use should be
incorporated into the plans for every needs assessment.

Another strategy used by, many needs assessment.systems is
a commAty meeting. Both the Houston Needs Assessment
(Houston and Iain, 1972) and the Phi Delta Kappa program
(Rpse et al.). include detailed procedures for conducting com-
munity meetiws to disseminate information about needs as-
sessment. In eaah of these, a media presentation is used to
describe basic purposes, concepts, and processes. Each also
allows for discussion in which community members can.ex-
presS their views, voice their concerns, and ask questions fore
clarification. .

The concerns of individuals confronted with institutional
innovations constitute a third factor affecting involvement in
collaborative planning. The Research and Development Cen-
ter for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin,
conducted extensive research on the concerns of educational
personnellacecl -with-theimplemeniation of institutional. in-
novations. The implications of this research should be consid-
ered when involving both educational personneLand commu-
nity members in needs assesAment planning. The point here is
not to argue for or against needs assessment as an educational
innovation but to present relevant information about how in-
dividuals are personally affected when asked to participate
actively in projects or processes which are new to. them.

Accordin& to Hail, et al. (1973), who devloped the
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (for educational knovation),
the concerns of individuals facing innovation can be classgied
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into four categoriesno concern, concerns about self, con-
cerns about task, and concerns about.ij-npact. The concerns are
developmentalthat is, as individuals become progressively
more committed to the innovation and more abk to carry out
tasks in relation to the innovation, their concerns will change
from no concern to self-concerns, to task-coirerns, and then to
concerns about impact.

The concerns of individuals will color both their percep-
tions and actions in relation to the innovation. In other wgrds,
the level of concern of an individual about a particular inna-.

vation provides the motives for behavior regarding thatpar-
ticular innovation. In a situation involving innovation, some
people will have no-concerns about it; some' will be concerned
about what it personally means to them; some will be con-
cerned about, bfPing able to perform the tasks related to the
innovation; and some will be concerned about how the inno-
vation will affect people or practice (Hall el al., 1974).

What are the implications 9f this model for collaborative
planning for needs assesSment? In any- group called together
for this purpose, some have no concerns at allthey would
lust as soon not be there. If they come at 01, it iwprobably for a
reason totally unrelated lo heeds assessblent(Some cOmmu-
nity members fall into theis category and probably attend such
a meeting-because theTy are interested in the effect attendance

4 t
has on their parental' image, because they are-siness people,
seeking to maintain an image of interest in the' schools, or
because they are taxpayers seeking to protect their interests

and prevent' a tax increase.
Others attending the meeting may have self-concernS. At

this level, individuals are soncerned about needs assessinent
and the way their ttarticipation may personally affect them.
They may be teachers who have been briefed about the needs
assessment, who are there because their participation might
favorably impress the principal, or who want to see how much
work will be involved. Parents or community, members
operating from self-concerns might feel that their participa-.
tion would positively or negatively affect their children in the
schoolsr_or_they mightbe_concerned about their ability to do

\
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what is asked of them.
At the task-concern level, individUals want to "get on with

it." They want to know' what Must be don't and how to go
about it,. Their MICIIMS focus on_the needs assessment itself
and the tasks decessary to cdhduct it. They are likely to be
impatient with individual§ whose cormvents and discussibn
appear irrelevant to these tasks.

Other individualg are concerned about impactthe effects
the tasks have upon the results of the needs assessmenfor the
effects of needs assessment on the components of the institu-
tion and conmiunity. TheY may qUestion tasks and procedureS
and want to explore alternatives for increasing such imPact.

Two aspects of this model are critical to involvement and
collaborative planning. First, at iiny phase of planning and
needs assessment, differeitt:individuals operate,, at diffeyent
concerns-levels. Second concerns.levels are not static, so any
individual may move progressively from one concerns-level to
another during the needs assessment project.

It is imperative /to successful Collaborative plahning that
needs assessmentidirectOrs or mcM-agers recognize the differ-
ent levels of in'dividual concerns, within the group and that
they provide wOs for concerns tol move to higher levels.

The different levels of concern§ are illustrated in the fol-
lowing .hypothetical dialogue aboUt-community input:

Principal: "Let's develop ,interview prOtocols so we'll allibe getting tile
same type of information." I

Teacher: rThat's a good-idea, but whatl want to know is who's going to
conduct the survey and will it jie done during school hours or after
school?"

Busines'smon: "Waitbefore we go into that, is there any chance otde-
veloping a brochure that lists local spgansors for the needs assesiment
like they do for Little League?"

Parent: "No. I don't think we ought to use school butiiness for advertise-
ment purposes!"

Student: "Does this mean you're going to change the courses we'll be
taking next year? I'm supposed to take French and J need it to get into
college.'!

Parent: "What will I have to do? I'm not sure my husband will went me to
go around the neighborhood knocking, on doors."

School Counselor: "Are house-to-house' surveys the best way to get the
kind of ,information we need? Maybe we should look Into mail-out
questionnaires or community meetings in neighborhood areas."

146 The Process of Needs Assessment
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Labor Union Officiiii: "I think this whole idea is a flute! Everyone knows
that what's wrong with the schools Is that. we don't have enough good
teghers and the ones we have are overworked 'and Underpaid."

C*

VI-addition to-these speakers, approximately half the group
made no comment and several of those members appeared
bored. At this point, unless the. level .of cocern underlying
each of ,the,comments is detected, the person conducting the
meeting may feel bewildered or frustiated. If the meeting di-

, rector had been aware of the' concerns-levels and some
'strategies for dealing with them, it would have been realizea
that this is a perfectly normal situation and a maeting climate
would have been provided which facilifated movement to--.

ward resolution of concerns.
While There is probably ,never a time when all committee

members are operating at the same concerns-level, there are
strategies that can be used to move individuals toward higher
levels of concern and that-allow individuals to contribute to
the needs assessfnent regardless of their level of concern.

The strategy postulated by Fuller (1970) for moving Judi-
Vidualf from one concerns-level to another involves Arousal,

Ass,essment, Awareness, and Action. In the Arousal phase,
indiViduals are caused to focus on the innovation in relation to-
themselves. In Assessment, the level of individual concern is
identified and analyzed for its specific characteristics. In
Awareness, the individual is given feedback about the concdrn
'or is made aware of the level of concern and its implications
for the- individual's behavior and perceptions. In the Action
phase of the strategy, the individual is encouraged to perform
some tasks related to the concerns. .The successful perfor-
mance-of such tasks, with support and feedback about 'perfor-
mance, helps resolve.the concern and allows concerns at the
next higher level to emerge. The strategy then is repeated,
beginning with situations which facilitate the arousal (Atari-
cerns at the next highest level if these concerns do not emerge
spontaneously.

In applying this strategy to the group meeting described
above, some guidelines may be described for its use.

Arousal of Concerns. The first step of the involvement

_ _ ...
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strategy is to set up situations in which individdal concerns
about needs assessment .may'be arousedindividuals must
.pel-ceive the needs assessment as persona11 affecting them in
some: way 4nfarri7stiett about the needs gt, sesgmervrand-ItS--
purposes may be 'helpful at this point but lit is not sufficient.
Concerns are aroused when individuals *dorm needs as-

,

sessment tasks that are perceived as-personal risks. For the ,
Administrator, principal. teacher, oLatudent, this may simply
mean they are selected and given responsibilities in partici-
pation. The risks involved in performing satisfactorily for an
authority-figure .may arouse concerns focused on needs .as-.
sessment. However, these concerns are likely to remain,at the
lowest level (self-congern) without further inteKvention.

It is possible, but unlikely, that the same force would be
operating for community members. The owner of a. business
selected for involvement may perceive no risk in participa-
tion. It may be necessary to arrange.situations in which this
person is required .to explain the ne. eds assessment to Dther
business owners and solicit their involvement before any per-
sonal risk is involved.

Setting up such situations for-each individual whose con-
cerns do not refate to needs assegsment can arouse personal
concerns, but they can also have payoffs for the needs assess-
ment itself. \For example, the teacher who spoke uk at the
imaginary meeting was obviously concerhed about the
annunt of work that might be,involved for teachers- in con-

- ducting house-to-house surveys (a willingly performed task
regardless oi the wOrk involved if operating at -a higher con-
cerns-level). In order to arouse higher-level concerns the
teacher might be asked to work with a school administrator tO
develop a schedule for- the -survey. This would possibly be
perceived as a personal risk and cause the arousal of concerris
about tasky related to needs assessment.

Assessment of Concerns. Important to the suCcess of the
strategy is the opportunitir for assessment of concern,ythat 18,4

to discover the level of concern and its specific nature.:As is
evident from the hypothetical meeting, it is fairly easy to de-
tect the concerns of individuals if they openly express them-,

_
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selves, if the meeting directof is knowledgeable about the con-
cerns model, and if the director is an effective listenet_An_
atmosphere in which Indivicluals do not feel threatened is
necessary for_open_expression_so thit they feel that- whet -they
say is accepted and Oren attention.

However, some people may not. speak ,up even in such an
atmosphere. For these, it is necessary to provide other means

1 of expressing concerns. This may be .done by arranging
small-group meetings or One-to-one conversations in which
indiyiduals feel less inhibited and speak more freely. lt_may be
necessary to approach the problem directly and aik these
eeople to write their concerns-about needs assessment or to
-&press them in direct conversations with the director.

'Both verbal and non-verbal behavior must be analyzed by
the director and inferences drawn about the concerns level.
AlsO, no concern is unimportant, eyen though it may appeag'
trivial or irrelevant to the needs asisessment.

Awareness of Concerns, Once concerns are identified, it is .

necessary to ascertain that individuals are really aware of their
own concerns. (According to Fuller, it, is highly possible that
individuals may be totally unaware of fhe concern motivating
their behavior in any given situation). The vehicle for aware-
ness is feedback. gitnations must be arranged so that informa-
tion can be, given to each individual about that individual's

. concern. This again might be accomplished through open dis-
cussion. In response to the 'teacher's comment, the meeting
director might have said, "Mr. Blank, yon have raised a critical
point. You seem very concerned about the amount of work
involved in conducting the surveY and who may be doing this
work. I'm sure that's a concern shared by many of us 'in the
group:" Feedback must 'be given in a diplomatic way and inia
manner which does not'cause the individual to become defen-
sive or embarrassed about the concern. The key to feed-
backWhether given in ergroup or ohe-to-oni discussionis
to approach it positi'Vely and with the idea that the concern is
legitimate and_constructive in regard to the needs assessment.

-I Action Related to Concems. Ong) itylividuals hive become
aware of concerns, tasks related to concerns should be negoti-
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ated. Two sconsiderations are mandatory in task negotiation:
that the task be something the individual is willing to do and
that the task contribute something constructive to the needs
assessment Success- in- task performance-is also a key- to the
strategy. Therefore, a third consideration in identifying tasks
is what the individual is able to do in terms of ability, re-
sources, and time. Collecting and disseminating information
are tasks that most Individuals can perform' to contribute to the
needs assessment. Conducting meetings may be within the
capabilities of some, but not others. The concern itself usually
suggests the nature of the task. The negotiatorsmust be flexible
and creative enough fo devise .waYs to relate the task con--

,
structively to the nfteds assessment.

It is also important that adequate support be provided for
the individual in carrying out the task. Resources should be.
made available, suggestions for carrying out the task should be
made, and a supportive person should be physically present if'
this would aid in task completion. Support must not be over-
done, however, because it is critical to the success of the
strategy that the risk and the succAs of task completion be-
long to the concerned individual.

Once self-concerns-related tasks have been successfully
performed, it becomeS possible to arouse concerns at a higher
level. This means thatif sea-concerns have bedn- resolved,
task-concerns 'may now be aroused. When individuals are
operating at this level, their concerns may center around
either the acttial tasks of needs assessment or their abilities tO
perform tasks. Here, training activities become relevant to
them,.and the needs assessMent, can really _begin tomove for-
ward.

When viewed from this perspective, involvement is not
easily accomplished. However, the model helps explain why
true involvement is rarely achitaddn such projects as nelds
assessment. If collaborative plarring is 'to be real and if More
than token involvement is desired, needs assessment mana-
gers must be willing to devote attention to the concerns 'of_
individuals and to strategies for mOVing individuals toligker
concerns-levels.
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Summary

Three#persPectiVes for needs assessment planning have
been_ presented- A_systematic_pktimingprocess applied to
..eaCh phase of a needs assessment model pan result in the
,development of schedules of eventS necessary for carrying out

.each Phase. Schedules of events can be defensible, based On,
adequate information, and with inherent procedures. for
evaluation and revision.

Planning a needs asseSsment within the context of a strategy
'Tov facilitating educatiorg imprerilement or change adds
further perspectives fgr i.iieins'assessment planning. Focusing
on the compcinents of the educational dmAlunity. the coin-

., pionents oflhe institution, arid the institutional climate as the
targets of fieeds,assessment and change helps identify sources
'of 'problems, informatiOn, and resources for both needs as-

:.

sessment and educational improvement.
:Collaborative plan'hing is viewed as impatient for the suc:

cess of needs assessment and educational imptAvement. Men-
, tificatiori and selectiOn strategfes desisned' to ensure .COM-

prehensive representation Or organizations_ and individuals
from the educational community are iviportant components-of
needs assessment planning.. Achieving maximum involve-
ment of the edwational cornmuni -is Mghly dependent upon
the extent to which educator shtire information with the
community and tipon. the willi gness of needs 'assessment

r " ( managers to identify and, resolve each individual's personal,i ' ,concerns.
,1r: These perspectives are important to planning, and attention
to themtan greatly facilitate planning and needs assessment.
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Planning for Needs Assessment
Tasks and Organization

Several stages of planning are associated With organizing and
carrying out an educational improvement project. In needs
assessment, three distinct stages of planning are suggested.
First, there is a planning period devoted to setting-up the proj-,
ect. This -pre-planning" for needs assessment is- critical to
getting off to a successful start.

A second stage of planning is devoted to organizing .the
needs assessment. Identifying the structural units and their
interactions it important to the successful operation of the
needs assessment and the effectiveness of communication
internal and external to the project.

A third stage of -planning focuses on developing the
schedule of events required for actUally conducting the needs
atttessmenf. At this point, a systematic planning process is
applred to each phase of a selected needs assestmentmodel in
order to Identity tasks, resources, areas of responsibility, and

eit timelines. Here also, collaborative planning becomes a mean-
ingful process for both comprehensive educational planning
and needs assessEnent. These three planning stages are diEC--%Q

cussed in this chapter.
Application of systematic planning to the phases of a needs

assessment model helps identify the tasks that must be com-
-preted to conduct the study and to use its results. While task
identificationaand sequence are dependent upon the condi-
tions existing in each needs assessment site, some major tasks
are appropriate for each planning' stage. The tasks were iden-
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tified by fixamining the procedures recommended by
number of e-Xisting needs assessment models and are pre-
sented_in_their sequence of use: Explanation -of-these-tasks-will
'assist planners in setting up schedules of events for local
needs assessments.

Pre-Planning-for Needs Assessment

While collaborative planning for needs assessment is rec-
ommended, several tasks must be accomplished prior to ini-
tiating this proCess. These tasks are necessary to lay the
groundwork for needs assewent and to involve community
representatives in the planning process:

1. Obtaining a commitment from the school district, target institution
and/or community.

2. - Analyzing the resourCes available (inckiding financial).
3. Identifying project director of management team.
4. Determining the scope and proCesses of the needs assessment.
5. Performing client/situation analysis.
6. Selecting and orienting project participants..

As each of these tasks is analyzed in relation to the condi-
tions Of a specific needs assessment site,,other tasks and ac-
tivities for performing them will be identilled. Each of the
tasks is discussed briefly to ikrovide ideas for task analysis.

Obtaining Commitment for Needs Asses,sment
OS

The strategies uied for obtaining commitment to needs as-
sessment are directly related to the purposes, for needs assess-
ment ahd to. the precliitating conditions from which they
arise. Threp types of precipitating conditions may Anitiate a
needs assessment. The first Of these is dissatisfaction with the
outcomes or oPerations of the schools resulting in pressure to
rectify real or perceived problems. The pressuremay originate
internally or externallyeither within the institution or frbm
the broader community. Dissatisfacrion may be indicated by
such actions frts student demonstrations, teacher strikes, or .

failures of bond issues.
The purposes of needs assessment, if dissatisfactions are the
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precipitator, may be to check perceptions (to see if there
indeed a problem), to deter-mine if dissatisfaction is general or
arising from some specific group in the 'community. or ta de-
termini§ the content and nature of diisatisfaCtico. If needs .as-
sessmec't is-Ow-result of dissatisfaction, obtaining commit-
ment may be a matter of convincing school officials and coin-
munity influentials of its merits as a data-collection/involve-
ment tool.

A second condition that may precipitate needs assessment
arises from mandated changes (such as accommodative edu-
cation, integration, or installation of a bilingual program) or
from projects funded to effect improvement in some aspect of
an institutional component. In this case, the prim,* purpor
of the needs assessment is to.obtain input for the developmeAt
qf new programs and to, ascertain that such programs are con-
gruent with the educational values and goals of the commu-
nity-Commitment may be more difficult to achieve. Members
of the educational community must perceive the desirability
of proposed changes; they may require information about the...N.
entire project as well as the needs assessment; and they may
need to be convinced that the profea will be worth the effort
and will not cause problems for existing progrems and opera-
tions.

A third condition that may grecipitate a needs assessment
arises from established evalaation procedures within the in- '
stitutional franiework. Ongoing evaluation procedures may
call for a validitY check in terms of the institution't-goals and
procedures. A needs assessment may be carried pui to deter-
mine if, in fact, the institution is performing its mission as
perceived by the community.

Commitment for needs assessment originating from these
conditions is usually a matter.of policy as far as the institution
is;concerned. However, there may be difficulty in obtaining
community commitmentthat depends on the extent of in-

: volvement desired, the wiping relationshipAhe institution
, has formed with the community, and allimmunity perceptions
about the institution's success in performing its mission.
- Obtaining commitrnenr requires the analysis of the condi-
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tions precipitating needs assesament and the' basing of
strategies on the purposes fot the stud.

,
Analyzing Avaitible Resources

Resource allocation is a direct result of commitment. The
extent to which an institution or community is really com-
rnitted to needs assessment will affect the resoute availab
for its planning and completion. As used here, res n-
clude personnel timt, materials, platnning time, support ser-
vices, computer time, offtce space, supplies,,and equipment.
Institutions and communiSes truly committed to needs as-
sessment will be willing to defray the cost .of a needs assess-

,ment to the extent that it does not drain resources from other
priorities. Of course, resdurces ma e available from oufside
funding sources, but most such sour require evidence of
commitMent from the involved instil iOn(s)pend ,com-
mu nities.

4.

The actual.cost of needs assessment depends- upon many
other variables. :The scope of the needs assessMent, the pro-

- cesses used, the required and available technical expertise,
and the number of institutions involved are onlST a few of

' these. Before initiating the needs assessment, it is necessary to
take a realistic look at the resources available in order to set
priorities and make decisions. Sc dules of events must in-
cltkde a cost/time breakdown in term of available resources.

Identification,of Keeds Assessmentnijirector or Management Team

Selection of a director or management team is critical to the
success of the needs assessment. In most nee* assessment
systems that were reviewed, the management function was
performed by one person. In others, managementleams coor-
dinated and directed the projedt. In some systems, needs as-
sessment managers were members of the institutional ad-

. ministrative staff while in temporarily funded projects, such
as Teacher Corps, the project director or project evaluator
often served as the needs assessment manager.

. Planners for the Houstqn Needs Assessment System (Hous-
ton and Bain, 1972, 11-5,6) .indicated that "there is no set,
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explicit requirement.that (the director) hold any certain posi-
tion in the system." The time constraints and the manager's
inability, to reach decision-makers are often important barriera

itahe'success ,of-tKe project. Non-institutional managers also
face those problems, but it is theoretically possible, thatidtal
managers could be dedicated, competent lay persons. The
iieriefits which could be derived from such appointments are
many. Because community involvement is a key factor in,
needs assessment success and because leadership Emil the

. community is so important. careful consideration should be
given to the involvement of parents ,or other lay groups in
project management. .

The duties of needs assessmeyi managers may include
planning and organizing the nyeds assessment project
(Primarily in the Pre-Planning staalt). Managers usually have
responsibility for staffing the project in,terms of the organiza-
tional plan, for determining job, descriptions and criteria for
selection and rewards, for orienting project participants, and
for providing training as necessary. They provide leadership,
in the devehlpment of schedules of events and coordinate the,
activities for task completiOn. They insure that volunteer and
professional workers are deployed efficiently, that. data col- ,

lection phases are properly conducted in accOrdance with
good stanstical practice, and that the results are articulated to
promote dissemination and implementation.

Other management responsibilities might include the de-
termination of interaction patterns, estiblishment of the com-
munication system, and development of reporting formats and
dissemination procedures. Project evaluation may or may not
be a responsibility of the manager. In some systems revie*ed,
managers were responsible for developing an evaluation
model and procedures._ In others, this-responsibility was as-
signed to evaluators or consultants: .

Several needs asiessment systems listed specific criteria or
management skills to be used as guides for selecting,directors.
Identified as desirable characteristics were experience as an
e4ucational manager or change agent, probleM-solving skills,
the ability to organize and motivate groups of people, the

A
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ability to use outside resources to extend those of the institu-
tion, and skills rested to systems analysis.

Managerial skills appear to be general across- all types of
t. needs assessments, although some skills may be more impor-

tant for specific instances. For example, if needs assessment is
precipitated by dissatisfaction, the most important considera-
tion for management selection may be the level of skills to
communicate with groups within the educational commu-
.nity, to facilitate in action and involvem" t, and to effect
compromise and co ensus. An analysis of the purposes for
.needs assessment should point out priority skills that may*
help in determining groject management for specific sites.

'

Determining the Scopeand Procestes
of he Needs Assessment

"VOW

This major task also is associated with the purposes and
precipitating conditions for needs asSessment. Analysis of the
precipitating conditions may identify\the desirability of a gen-
eral. or a targeted needs assessmetit. A general needs assess-
ment can be viewed as a focusing pr ess used to check per-1ceptions and to provide a sharper imag of factors affecting t,he
outcomes and operations of educationa institutions. It is used
to identify general goals, problems, o' areas of concbrn. A
major characteristic of a general needs isses&ment is its corn-
prehensiveness-encompassing all fac ts of programs, or-
genizations, and populations. .

For example, a general needs assesSme t may be used when
dissatisfactionthe exact nature Of which ieunknownis the,
precipitating condition. The failure of a ond issue may be
perceived as an indicator of community dipatisfaction. A
general needs assessment may be used to d termine if this is a
true condition and, if so, what specific areas of the school's
programs, organizkion, or people are the focus of that die-.
satisfaction. The process is valuable to both educators arid
c6mmunity. As pekeptionslire checked, the areas of concern
become more clearly defined; institutional aspects that are
functioning well are highlighted; and a clear& image of the
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overall mission emerges/for both educators and community
. members.

This type of needs assessment may also be used when needs
.- assessment- is precipitated as a part of the evaluation process

to determine if stated- goals and processes are congruent with
thl values of the general community and are directed toward
the educational needs of the broader educational 'community.

Another type of needs assessment may be used once specific
areas of concern are identified. This type is referred to here as
a targeted needs assessment. A targeted r*ds assessment is
focused on specific populations, program trees, or organiza-

. tionii structures to identify the specific characteristic's which
should be addressed in educational improvement. For exam-
ple, Teacher Corps programs specify preservice and inservice
teachers of economically disadvantaged children as a major
target. While needs assessment may address general or spe-
cific edUcational goals or specific curricular programs, such as
reading, information obtained through needs assessment is
interpreted in relation to the identified targets (teachers). .

A targeted needs assessment truly be the result of a mandate
to install bilingual programs. Dat4 are collected from specific

- populations and interpreted in relation to their implicatioris
for bilingual program developmOtt and implementation. A
targeted needs assessment may also be initiated by concern
.expressed about a specific program, school, or aspect of schaol
gyrations. In this case, there may be no need to conduct a
gapraf-needs assessment and resources are focused on the
speeific -area of concern.

There are three basic decisions involved in determining the
scope of the needs assessment:

1,- What will-he the level of impact; what schools and grades will be
included?

2. Which goals should be included in the assessmentwill goals related
to total child development be included er only those focusing on colt.
nitive areas?

3. How will the desired levels of performance be established for selected
/goals?

Analysis of the precipitating conditions for needs assessment
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should help answer these q-uestions and provide guidelihes
for selecting the type of needs assessment appropriate for spe-

.cific purposes.
Selection of the school sites for needs assessment is a major

consideration in determining the scope. School identificatioh
is Ethio associafed with the purposes for the needs assessment.
If needs assessment is precipitated by internal or external dis-
satisfaction or pressure, the site school(s) may be the focus of
the dissatisfaction; thus, ,no further identification process is
*Cequired. However, :it may be a good idea to include other
schools th ascertain that the same conditions do not exist
there.

When needs .as;essments are the result of mandates or proj-
ects, selection is based on the representativeness of the school
in terms of population and program characteristics. Most fed-
erally funded projects are tequired to select schools with a
large percentage of economically disadvantaged students. In-
stallation of bilingual programs in a particular school is based
on the percentage of students for whom English is_ a second
language. If suCh is the case, the first step in school selection is

L./ the identification of .schools that meet a set of predetermined
criteria. The.second step in this selection process requires the
development of site-specific criteria (based on the willingness
of staff/community to participate and number of students or
schools involved) to be used as the basis for final selection.

Random selection Is a valuable selection technique. For
general needs asisessments, random selection is probably_the
most defensible strategy. Stratified random selection, based on
Population and program characteristics, may be used to
facilitate analysis and interpretation of data. \

Determining the processtifOr needs assessment is a matter pf
selecting those phases of a needs assessment model appropri-
ate for a specific site. Three major processesGoal Formation,
Data Collection on Current Conditions, and Needs Analy-
sishave been presented asigenefic stageti of needs assess-
ment with a systematic decitnoriing process common to each.
In determining specific prOcesses, planners should first de-
termine the' purposes of the needs assessment in relation to the

a
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precipitating conditions and the type of needs assessment
(general or targeted) implied by conditions and then should
seleot processes appropriate for that type.

Performing Client/Situation An

While obtaining information related' to clients and situa-
tions is a major step in needs assessment, some information
must be available to planners before the needs assessment is
conceptualized and conducted. Analysis of .the conOitions
precipitating needs assessment 'has already been identified as
important information for planning. Other important infor-
mation in planning and organizing is derived from the
'characteristics of the components of the community and the
institutions involved in needs assessment.

Information about the community may be obtained through
conducting demographiC. analyses, opinion polls, concerns
surveys, or neighborhood meetings. It is important tb know
which are the' organized community groups, who, are the in-
fluential leaders, what are the 'generaFcharacteristics of the
people, how cOmmnnity jobs are provided, and haw all of
these components interact with the educational institution.
Such information will' help planners identify the critical com-
ponents and .proceslikses of involvement.

The cornponents cif the educational institutionprograms,e
people, and organizational structuresbecome the primary
targete. of the data collection phase of needs assessment. As-
pects of these compbnents are usually the focus for targeted
needs assessments, so it js helpful forgplanners to have general
information about them before planning is initiated. Even if
needs assessment is being planned and conducted by indi-
viduals or groups long astopiated with a particular institution,
analysis of the targets from a particular-perspective is likely.to
yield very different information from that which is already
avallabre.

General iiformation about the organizational structure, which might be helpful in planning tncludes:

1. Organizational units of the institution and their role-group composi-
tion.

Alb
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2. For al and formal communicationi flow among units, between it-.1\
di iduals within each unit, and between individuals who are members
of different units. .

3. Relationships between_ _organizational units- _and-institutions- outside-
the school.

4. Specific functipns carri6d out by each unit.
,

' 5. Resources and support sirvices available for carryingout functions and
how these are distributed. .

6. Criteria and/or , qualifications by which individuals are assigned to
unit's.

7. Formal and i formal processes for rewards and sanctions, including;
formal ev atien procedures and rules for behavior,

.

This type of information can help plannets make decisions
about activities to be carried out for task completion and about
who shoUld be involved in those activities.

Information about programp is helpful in determining the
goals and processes to be included in needs assessment. In-
formation useful in analyzing programs includes:

1. Existing goals andlor purposes for given curriculum or extracurricular
areas.

2. Objectives or outcomes of instruction.
3. Instructional activities used to help students meet objectives.
4. Instructional strategies that are employed to help students meet objec.;

tives and the teaching competencies necessary to implement strategies.
5. Specific instructional materials (including media) that are used, in

meeting objectives.
6. Procedures and materials for evaluating and reporting student progress

in relation to objectives and in providing student feedback abbUt prog-
msg.

7. Amounts of time devoted to instruction in specific areas.
8. Extent to which content is related to the interests and experiences of

students.
9. Basic assumptions about how stu4ents learn that underlie instructional

activities-arid how congruent tifese assumptions are with ratted re-
search.

While very detailed and specific infonnation may be obtained
during the needs assessinent to help identify-why educational
ne4110 aie noi being met, an Overview of programs held prior to
plantiing is helpful, as this infotmation affects the identifica-
;ion of specific tasks and interaction channels.

f6-
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Information about people is collected in relation to their
interactions with programs, organizational structures, and
identified priorities. During planning, it wou1 4 be, useful to
h-ave such infOrmation as:

1. The personal goals. priorities and interests of individuals.
2. The general level of competence of, individuals in relation to their

specific roles.
3. The formal and informal role-group leaders.
4.'General characteristits of individuals that are admired and rewarded.
5. Extra:educational grouim in which individuals hold memberships.
6. General importance i.laeed by,indiviiduals upon tbeir affiliation with

the schools and their place in the school Organization.

The information identified above for the components of the
edticational community and the institution is useful in help-
ing planners make decisions relative to the needs assessment.
Much of this information is generated when a systematic pro-
cess is applied fo -needs assessment phases. The conditions
precipitating needs assessment in specific _sites determine
how much of this information is needed for pre-planning'and
how much should be generated in the Planning for Needs
Assessment phase:

Selecting and Orienting Project Participants

Several strategies for identifying and selecting representa-
tives from the educational community were presented in
Chapter 2. In using thesj strategies for selection, there are two
important factors to eip in mind during pre-planning.

1. The scope of the needs assessment, thus the inclusiveness of represen-
- teflon (based on analysis of the conditions precipitating needs assess-

ment). . , .
2. The professibnal and 'technical knowledge and skills required for con-
* ducting-the needs assessment.

In cpnsidering the extent of community/institutional repre-
ientation, it is neCtissary to examine the purpose for *hich the
needs assessment is being conducted, and the type of assess-
ment, general or targeted. If the needs assessment is general,
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conlprehensive representation from the entire community and
from all involved institutions is desirable. In a targeted needs
_assessment, representation may be morejocuseck A needs as-
sessment which targets bilingual prograks may-draw most of
its representation from community aff school groups for'
which bilingualism is a real (as opposed to a philosophical) l`
concern. If basic skills are targeted in the'needs assessment,
those-with expertise in this area and those with àvested inter-
est in programs focusing on ttiese skills should be favored in
the selection procesrIn needs assessments with 'specific

f

schools as the target. selection strittegies should focus ,pn
community representatiOn within the sdltool attendance zone.
Analysis bf the purposes, precipitpting conditions, and.needs .

assessment type will help planner§ determine selection -.)

strategies for specific projects.
V

Another factor in participant-selection is the technial and
professional expertise required for ibe needs assessment) Such
tasks as instrument development, data collection, data pro-
cessing, and development of instruction based on needs re-
quire knowledge and skills acquired through years of study.
Expertise for performing these tasks Often is available in edu
cational institutions or through consultant services. Selection
or identification of specialized individuals is usUally related
.tO the availability of funds for employing consultants or to the
institutiOn's willingness to release employees from regular as-
signments for participation in thy needs.aSses'sment. It is WI-
portant that tasks requiring professional or technical skills be
identified early in pre-planning so that decisions can be made
about who should perform'these tasks.

The type of relationship individuals have with the project is
another consideration related to participation in the needs as-

_sessment. Needs assessment participants may be staff, con-
sultants, or volunteers. Some tasks are time consuming; e.g.,
instrument dtvelopment,instructio6til development, and cost
analysis. It is unrealistic to expect them to be carried out by
volunteers. Those who perform such- time-consuming tdsks .
should be either project staff or consullants and paid salaries
or fees for specific -activities.

b4 T he Process of Needs Assessment
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Timi-cOnsunttng tasks nthst be identified quickly in pre-
plannigng and dkisiqns *sickly made about official relation-
445 between pfoject participants. One criterion that may be
used in determining prOject particirimt relationships is the

; time a certain functiOn will continue ok what particular type of
expertise is needed. For example, training of staff or orienta-
lion Of project participants is 'an activity that,Anay require a
'short time in relation to the total needs assess
Thk activitydeveloping and conducting training pro-

, gralt s---rnay be carried out by a consultant or consulting
group. On the other hand, 'management functions are required-
tljroughout the project; thus, tjiose performing m'anagement
tasks should be part- or full-time project-staff and receive all or-

. part of their salary forNthat purpoie.
, Technical and prdfessional expertise is. generally available

in the broader. educktional commUnity. Needs assessment
planners -shclitild consider these resources when selecting rep-
resentation. information about the types of expertisK available
in the institutiqnt a 1. Unity can be inade avakiable 1!ra../ft.Lfiraugii,A*6 ation Analysis: Such information can
lac i decisiats as out selection of 'needs assessment par-
ticipantg. ,

Following selection of projecl4participants,, a major pre.-
planning task is orienting them,td.thelkikisassegsment.and to
its orgapization. The major. .purpose otOrientation is to help
individuals underspind. the pur- se and processes of iteeds
9ssessinent and their relationship-to it. Its:can be assumed that
participantscommunity members, students, and iprefes-

4 sionals-7-will ask:. "What is, goitig to be done find whyr arld
"Whip will be expected of rner The needs assespidnt orleri

. tation should give priority attention to answeri,Q them'
Depending on ithe level (*involvement, oriaMation/houl

proceed to addreli. fundtions and taaks,to b perforpie,d2
.; shotild 'include the background, theory, awl" dactice of n

assissment. PeiticiPants will probably wanf ¶ k it w What has
Ixteht done in. the Oast, hci!v effettive it fiaebeen, and whi
.iittplicitiOni it. has for' their needs arisessment..tinformation..:,,
about the scope fof the needa aisetisment, the decision-making

e. 1.
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process to be used, and varicids" stages of needi'assessmeht
models t-..air assist collaborative i)lanners, in making decisions
ibout tte processed to-be useotin a specific needs assessment.

Collaborfttive planners also require orientation al:;out ongo-
. ing functions, such as the'role of planners onoe 'schedules of

eVents, have beeu developed. Will planners be involved in
monitoring task completion? Will they carry out other tasks,
'such 1:w evaluation? Will they participatein goal identifica-

4 tion, prioritization, and analysis? If so, how? These are clearly
questionsthat participants will want answered as they become
more knowledgeable about needs assessment: In developing
the'orientation, plans should include information About all
aspeets Of We needs assessment and participant roles related

.to A

Orientation ,strajegies 'have been recommended in ,sieeral
needs assessinelit systems. The primary strategy used' is to

\prir ide oiieñtat.on for a selected ,committee or group which
in .turn provides' tArientation for participants involved in sub-
sequent phases. In Vie-Phi Delta Kappa program, friitial orien-
tation is provided by a consultant group. This..then orients
other participants. ;The Houston Needs Assessment orienta-
tion is provided initiajly by a local site coordinator (director)
for members of a steering Committee. Individual7 steering
cOmniittee rnembers.then "fioM sessions for the role group edch
represents.

Regaidless of the strategy used, orientation for any needs
assessment could be carried out in 'several phases. As the
needAssessment progresses.more people become introlveci at
each phase. Any indiVidual entei.ing the neys, assessment et
any phase needs ortentatIon'abbut the needs asseasment and
its meaning for the indixidual. ,

.4/
. . ,

.01anizins the'Needt

,Planning for needs assessment is'not complete without the
'development of fin organizational plan which identifies the
components and interactions Of the needs asseisment project,
Organization plans may he developell int the Pre-Planning
phase or in the Plahning for Needs Assessment phase. While a '

1
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4Irationale could be .given that organizational decisions sh 111d
be made by collaborative planners. some _attention_to- brgani- --.--

ti

zational plans, should be included in pre-planning. bin this
section, orglinizational models derived from existing' needs
assessment systems or educational improvement projects are

Jk presented to provide ideas for organizing the needs _assess-. ment. s.4
Organization fot needs asgessment is- concerned with the

; groups or poles to be established for needs assessments and
`-their interactions with each other, wi4i the targets for educa-
tional improvement, and with the institutions involved. In
developing the organizational plan, there are two major tasks:
(1) identifying the organizational units and (2) determining
the interaction patterns that will best facilitate the goals of the
needs assessment.

,!- .,,

Identifying.Orgarlizational Units
a

A structural analysis of sevral neeas assessment systems.
identified four basic drganizational units. Though given dif-
ferent names In each mode)s organizational units Can be
categorized 834:

:

1. A 'policy uthttliis may be an existing group.or a temPorary unit de-
pending'upon'whether the needs assessment is carried out V a perma-

/ 'lent or temporary system.
2. A managing/coordinating unit which is usually 'a iamporar* unit es-.

ta for the duestion of the needs assessment., The functions of
this un may be carried out by one person (a manager or tor) or_by

ka group.
3.1A. task unit which is also usually a temporary unit 's p to perform

tasks specific to the needs auessinent.
4. An impact or involvement unit drawn from existin g. institutioni or

groups who are ageded in some way by,the need* assessment. Usually
1this is a temporary.unit.

A fifth unit (a consultapt unit with in-depth knowledge of a
= particular .model or exPertiseiin needs assessment processes)

appears in some of.the needs assdsiment systemS. The re-
, lationship of the consultant unii' to the. needs assessment is

s"
0.. .

I. .1111-
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usually temporary, although in some cases it may extend for
the duration of the project.

There is some variation and overlap in the responsibilities
carried out by each group, but it is possible to' identify some
commonalities. The Policy Unit usually is responsible for -es-
tablishingythe operating rules, setting the scope or parameters
for action, and specifying the purposes of the project. They
make Go/NoGo decisions and may. also be responsible for ob-
taining and alloaating funds, resources, and staff to carry out

0project operations.
The Managiag/COrdinating Unit is responsible for carrying

out policy and implementing plans and decisions. This unit
coardinates tasks angyesources, monitors ongoing operations,
facilitates commbAication, and disseminates information
about the project.

The Task Unit has revonsibility for specific, delegated
fasks in relation- to needs. Asessmeria, such as developing in-
struments, conducting training or oiientation sessions, or ad-

* ministering _instruments. Some task units_ exist only for the
length of ti?ne. required for task planning and completion. .

The Impact/IiivolVement Unit is the'most difficult to.define,
as it performs a Variety of activities ranging frOm advising
about pOlicy to 'responding to instruments. The' range of ac-
tikities depends upon the philosophy of the Specific system
reviewed. Forexample, the involvement unit (the Steering
Committee) in the Houston Needs Assessment Sys4em (Hous-
ton4and Bain, 19.72, p. 11-13) serves as an advisory council,
devises and implements plaits-, represents specific xole groups,
interprets needs assessment results; and makes recommenda-
tions to'school decision-makers. This committee also serves A
feedback and evaluation function for the iirojedt. In another
system, this unit on4 makes recommendations about goal
'statements, iepresents vole groups, and, respontls to need$ es-
sessment,instrbiments.

Despite the reltge of functions,far this unit, it lerves'a m-
mon functtnn across all :mod* reliewedth$ of promoti.validitY and itcepteate of 'the 't. assessment by the gro ps

-:and institutions represented t a. iih.:unit membership. It is
: "tc:
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recommended that this groupor a Nanagement group with
similar compositionbe the center of collaborative _Planning.

A specific ekample of the organizational units of a needs
assessment system was derived from an analysis of the Phi
Delta Kappa Model Program for Community and Professional
Involvement. (Rose et al. ). The organizatiOnal units identified
are:

1.

z.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Area Task Force (Consultant Unit).
The Board of Trustees. Superintendent, or Educational Leader in a
local school (Policy Unit).
The Representative Community Committee (Impact/Involvement Unit).
The District Task Force (Management/Coordination Unit).
The Teacher Cadre (Task Unit).
The Clasiificatron Team (Task Unit).
The Interim Selection Committeead hoc (Task Unit).
District Teachers (Task Unit).

These units are more or less typical of the units identified in
all systems reviewed and should provide a guide for deter- ,
mining the structural upits of most'neeqs assessment projects.
Some of the unitsthe Policy Unit, the Managing/Coordina.
ting Unit, the ,Consultant Unit, an& the Impact/Involvement
UnitshOuld be established early th the needs assthsment.'
Specific task units may not be established until planning is
more complete and tusks foi developing arid conducting tile
'needs assessinent have been identifietl.

. The second consideration in the development of an otgan ;
zational plan is the determination of interaction, patterna
among the organizational units, between the units-and the site
institution, and between the units and the broader educational.
community. Each of these interactions is discussed in the fol-
lowing sect ions.

Interaction among Organizational Units

The typical interaction (pattern amongvorganizational units
in most institutions is hierechical. Infopnition has a two-way
flow;. decisions are rade zit: one level arid Zarried out at
another level; interaction 'among units is usuallk limited to

# .
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adjacent units. Thitrtype of interaction is especially evident in
the traditional organization of echicational institutions. School
boards set poticy;'superintendents act on .policyIting di-
rectives to the ildministrative staff whitith then issu direc-

tivals to teachers..who implement directives- in regard tirstu-
dents, prngrams, and organization.. t,

Variations of this interaction pattern are visible to some de,
gree in 411 of the needs assessment systems reviewed. In ali nf
the systems, maiorganizational units interact with more than
one other unit, and there is horizontal as well as vertical in-
teraction. A basicinteraction pattern commo.W the systerhs
iS deOcted in Exhibit 12..

As ilhistrated, there is both horizontal as well as' vertical
interaction and direct interaction among all units. While de-.
Cision-making flow is primarily hierarchical, decisions can.be
influenced by recomnieridations from all groups.

A specific illustration of the interactions oniong organizau
tional units is provided by an tikalvis of the Phi Delta Kappa

.program (Rose et all, as shown in Exhibit 13. Interaction pat-
terns for this exhibit were deterrninea by examining the step-
by-step procedures provided in the "Ad inist toi's Manual"
for the program. The analysis reflects the chect interactions of
organizational _units as titey carry out tas s or activities in
relation to other units.

In the Phi Delta Kappa program' (Rose et at), policies and
directivesfor action flow directly from the policy-making unit .

to the Area Task Force, the'District Task Force; -the Interim
Selection Comlnittee, the Representative Community Com-
mittee, arid the Clas'sification Team. The Policy Unit has direct
interactions with several units and is idluenced by thes units
through recommendations, training, and/or request or ac-
tion.:

Another type of organizational plan was found in the Uni-
versity of Houston/Houston Independent School District .
Eleventh Cycle Teacher Corps proposal. The project was de-
signed to develop, imelement, evaluate, demonstrate, and.dis-
sepinate a staff de*opment program balled on identified
needs of the commuifity,itudentscind teachep. It Was a col-

'co The Process of Needs Assessthent ,
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Exhibit 12: Conceptual Interailkon
among Organizational Units._

Consultant 4 10
Unit

4

*
Oft

.71

Unit
Policy Making

V V
Management/
Coordination
Unit

4--110

Lisk'Unit

41i

L

innpact/
Involvement
iTnit

indicates interaction <

indicates depsion/task flow

labOratiVe endeavor invofving joint pajjcipation of the coin-,
munity,- an institution of higher educØIon, the local education
agency, and the teaching prpfessi' /

The organizational unit wer derived through a functional
analisisIrelated clusters tasks that were' to be carried out in
the project) instead of through/a siructural analysis. These

c
_J

=WW1 MOVNA, MINIM

units were:

1. The Advisory Board C\
2. The Management Coordination Team

4
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Exhibit 13: Actual Interaction
* among Orgdflizational Units in PDK Mode

I ,rv

Area

Task

For( e

1

Trustees

Superintendent,
Educational

Leader

OM.

4

Interim.

Selection.

.11111 ammli

Committee

District-
Task

Force

Teacher

, Cadre

District
Tear hers

4E.11.11.

Representative

Cpmmunity
Committee.,

.

44,

Crassification

Team

indicates decision-task flow

is. indicates direct interaction
and influence on decision-
making through recommendations,
fraining or reqirest for action
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3. TI;e Program Development Team
4. The Dissemination Team
13: -ThtiWulum-Vm-Wmentation Team
8. The Staff Development Team
7. The Demonstration Team
8. The Evaluation Team

J.

.

;The organizational plan was devised ,to allow maximum
interaction, participation in decisiOn-making: and task c&n-
Pletion by all functional units. An illustration of this plan is
provided in Exhibit 14. In this plan, the devttlopmbnt and
implementation of instructional programs for students pro-
vide the central focus for all prbject activities and interactions.
All units are represented on the Management Coordination
Team, and each unit idresponsible for developing its own
plan to fqnction. Plans and activities of individual units are
coordinated through the Management Coordination Team and-
reviewed' by the Advisory Board to ascertain that they are
within project boundaries and 'do not violate existing policies
of the colloborating institutions.

Advantages and disadvantages are associated with both
types of organizational Plans. In the more traditional type of

'organization, decisions can be made and implemented in less
time. Planning proceeds in a smoother, rnbre orderly fashion
because fewer people are involved. These people usually have
both skill. in decision-making and tile power to see that deci-
sions arnmplemented. Resources and rewards are usually in
the hands of the policy-making group and, can be distributed
in a priority relationship to the brganization's mission.

Some of the disadvantages of, this type of organization be-
come apparent when the nifssioniequires the participation of
groups and individuah over which there is no'direct control
and when the mission requires the collaboration of indepen-
dent.insti utio s and sroups. While planning and imp emen-
tation may r qà4re less time, there s the danger that eopie
outside the direc influence of the organization may refuse to'
participate. If they o, valuable time may be lost in orientation,
to specific tasks or in development of the required knowledge
and skills. People who are involved in task completion but not

s
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Exhibit 14: Project Organization
Derived through Functional Analysist

Program
Development

Teacher Corps Project

e. 4

Management
Coordination

Evaluation

4 %--1

Staff
-Development

. -
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in decision-making may not be able to perceive the overall /
plan related to the mission and may fail to understand the
importan0 of their task or its relations* to other tasks.
Communications and many decisions may he made on incom-
plete information or hearsay,

Advantages of the second type of-Organizational plan are
that it allows for all units to be involved in decision-making, "
distribution of rewards and resources, and evaluation of their
own actions. People responsible for specific tasks would have
been involved in the identification of thoser tasks; they are
involved in decisions concetning their own actions and un-
derstand the overall mission because they have been involved
in its conceptualization. Implementation proceeds more
smoothly because there is no need to orient people. to the
project or lo try to sell them on the need to participate or carry
out tasks. Units not only know what they are doing but are
informed about the plans and actions of all other grbups and
decisions that affect the entire project.

A,major disadvantage of this plan lies in the initial necessity.
to orient people about the project. It may also be necessary to
spend time training people in dgcision-making and planning. ,_\----
Decision-ntaking' requires more time because more petspec--,-'
tiyes, information, and people are involved. It is necessary to
consider conflicting priorities and to reconcile divergent
points of view..

In comparing the two plans and assuming that the disad-
vantages of each ate overcome, the first type of organization
fosters efficiency in planning while the second facilitate col-

.

laboration and implementation of, commitment to, and ac-
ceptanCe of the this*on.

Interaction between Organizational Units and Other Institutions

A needs assessment project tan be Organized in several
ways to allow for interaction within the broader educational
community. Business and industryAnd' some educational
institutiofishave established organizational units (Public
Information Departments) to serve this function. Most educa-
tional institutions also have some .type.. of parent/teacher or-

.
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ganization to provide a vehicle for school/comMunity interac-,

tion. One way to organize for wider inyolvement isAhe_estah-
lishment of a separate unitwhose function is to interact with

'groups, individuals, institutions and agencies in the commu-
-nity.

..A modified version of this strategy was used by a!J needs
assessments reviewed through the establishme of the
Impact/Involver/cent Unit. Exhibit 15 is a schemati illustrat-
ing the interaction patterns possible through, this -type Of
strategy:

Exhibit 15: Interactions
with invqvementaVnit

Institutions
Of

Higher
Eduation

Civic,

Economic
OrganizatiOns
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\ The validity of three assumptions upon whick this strategy
is based is critical to needs assessment/comthuniV interaction,
These assumptions are that selpcted members are truly r re-'
scntative of the vAiews, (*anions, and values held by the gro
they represent; tharrole group representatives would interac
with the.group represented, thus, ensuring two-way inteiac-
tion; and that Ihe internal interaction patterns would allow
input froM the representative member to be disseminated to
all units, of ihe needs-assessment organization. Unless steps
are taken to assure that ,these assumktiOns are met, needs
dssessment/coinmunity interaction may be token.

The latter adsumplion has been met in a number of deeds
assessments and educatioital improvement projects bys as-
signing representative members etiothe educational comniu-
nity to a number of organiiational,units other firm the Im-
pact/Involvement Unit. In the Phi Delta Kappa prograM, there
is both an Impact/Involvethent Unit .and dissemination of
tommunity representatives amoni other units. The Houstoti
Teacher Corps. project calls for more widespread involvement
of the group-sin carryiug out the functions of the project. The
distribution of members of the various groups ?hong func-
tional units is shown in Exhibit 16. In this plan, members of
the broader educational.community, along with higher edu-
cation and staff personnel, participated in planning for and
carrying out tasks related to every .project function. Teachers
were members of five of the Imitp; representatives of profes-
sional echicAtion organization's participated in six'of the.eight
functions; School 'district personnel were members of seven
units;' and 4nterns Istudentsl Were:represented in six units.
Members of eyery role group participated id policy decisions
through Tembfirship on the adiisory board. .

Since the interaction of the organitational units with groups
in the broader educationil conimunitylcan take several pat-
terns, .it is importapt to identify them as early 'as possible.
While this ii a decisiorvto be made hyidanners for eacli indi-
vidual project, the distribution amOng the unit* of member-
ship from all groups in the educational comrpunity has many,
advantages. Among the advantpges are ,that it assures the in-
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exhibit 16; Management Assignments
by Collai)brating Groyp_..
Source: University of HoustonMouston Independent Schdbl District, 1977
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volvement of all ulA in The tasks required to darry,.out

- heeds assessment, thu1promotingcomiifffinent.toThe process
and thevresults; it stiMul es interactldn Among the gioups and .
facilitatO corrimunication-and.the flow of iriformation among
all groups; and it allows'influt friyip altgroups,-thus increasingi
the face validity of the needs asse4Menyand its results.

Interaction of Organizational 14nits
with the Targets of Educational Ctithge

As discussed in qi4pter 1, needs a4seimment interacts with
tagets of changes at crtaip stage's irr the prOdetis. 17

.c
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Exhibit 17: Interaction of Needs Assessenent Stages
with Targets of Change

STAGES
TARGETS

People Program Organizatron

Goat Formatidn

b;ta-.Collection on
Current Conditions
Needs Analysis

.1

.

,

'
.

x x
' .

,

x

identifies these interktiOns. As Exhibit 17 illustrates, interac-
tion occurs between the needs asse'ssment plocess ana the
targets during every stage of needs assessmeat. SpeCifically,
orggnizational units of the needs assessment are involved .in
each of these interactions. These units carry out specific tasks
in planning and conducting the needs assessment. A schedule
of events for task completion is developed, and responsibility
for events is assigned to a specific-organilational unit. For
'example, in the needs assessment stage, Data C011ection On
Cltrent Conditions, one of the specific tasks which may be
identified-Ts that of obtaining achievement-level data pn stu-
dents. In obtaIning these -data, the following activities or
events may be schedule&

1. Obtain approval to collect achie'verhent data.
2. Identify school procedures for testing students. 1
3. Identify curriculum areas in which to collect date; analyze curriculum

areas to determine specificobjectives or instructional outcomes.
4. Identify appropriate standardized instruments for curriculum objec-

. tives.
5. Identify school staff to conduct testing.
6. Identify student sample.
7. Develop,testing schedule,
8. Monitor and facilitate achievement testing.

As these tasks are carried out by prescribed organizational
units, the units would interact with specific tdgets of change
in the site, school(s). A possible unit-target interaction is
shown in Exhibit 18.
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Exhibit 18: Organizational Unit/Target Interaction
for Hypothetical Testing Schedule

,
.

EVEN TS ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT TARGET(S)
1

I Obtain approCal to Management/Coordination People (Principal)
collect data. . Unit

2. Identity procedures
tor testing dtsstuen

EvaluatiQn Unit '
.

Organization'

. and ror organizing,
s,toring, retrie-Vingind
reporting data.

.

-. ,
i. Identity ( ut-ii ulum Program Development Prqgram

,

areas, in which to
«illect kta; analyze,/

Unit
.

.,

curric ulliki areas. $
t 1

4. Identity appropriate
,Aandardiled instru-
ments. .

Evaluation Unit ,
',

Program
1'

*5: Identity sc hool staff Management/Coordinatbn People, -
to conduct testing., Unit' Organization

-6. Identify student . Evaluation Unit People,
4timple. , Organization

7. Develop teqing Management/Coordination People,
Sc hedule. Upit Organization

S. Monitoi a9d facilitate
achievement tesleig.

Evaluation'Unitp People

,

As/Exhibit 18 illustrates, many tasks for cortaucting a needs
assessment are potential interaction links between organiza-
tional units and tatgets'in the educatiOnal institution. In sys-
tematic planning,vit is helpful to identify the specific tafget for

.a gik:en task. If done, collection of information can focus on
that target; and the danger of information overload (in relation°
to other .targets) can be avoided,

Planning For Needs Assessinent..
Pre-planning and organiziplqor needs assessment with the

consideratiOns and suggestions offered herein should help get
needs assessment planning off td a successful start. During the
third plannihg stageplanding for neekls assessmentedu-
cators and members of the educational community plan to-

'The Proeess of Needs Assessment



ge ther. They idtntify tasks and dAverop sthedgles of events
,for conducting The needs assegsment. Some of the tasks that
have beerkidetttO.:, his' stage-include.

1. Devellop procedures r identifying goals (e.g., select, comPile,
enalyze lists of goals; write goals).,

2. Develop fprmat,for prioritizing goals.
3. Identify sampling procedure's for prioritizing goals.
4. Select yopulation'sample(s) fo'r prioritizing goals.
5. Develop schedule of events for prioritizing poltIs.'
6. Conduct goal prioritization aciivities: -

7. Determine 'procedures for analyiirig godl priotities.
A

'.4

8. Determine prec4duresor format for displaying goal priorities.
,9. Analyze and display goaltpriorities.
10. Determine procedures for communicating goal priorities to appropri-.

ate groups.
11. Communicate goal priorities.
12. Design and plan data colleCtion procedures.
13. Identify data sources.

-Iderilify- population samples.
15. Select and/or develap instiuments.
16. Develop testhig schedule:
17. Collect data.
18. Analyze data.
1. Detennine reporting format for needs identification.

'20. Compile data report (display data on goals and current Conditions).
21. Determine proadure for yiioritizing needs.
22. Identify populations to participate in prioiitifation.
23. Prioritize needs.

The following tpsks suggest activities undertaken after the
'needsia,ssessmefit is completed. As huch, they are' integral to
.the pltmning of change strategies. .

1. tpecify prograni objectives, based on student ontailings.
2. Determine implications of objectives for changes in institutional com-,

ponents.
3. Dev*elop stratlies fos meeting objectives adl effecting desiiable
°changes. f

0

4. Determide cost factors Of strategy implementation.
5. Implement strategies.
6: Identifiindicators of successful implementation and procedures for

evaluating effectiveness.
7. Evaluate program.
8. Reviser-imperil as needed.

Planning Tasks and Organizatitm, 81
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These sample taskis are app opriate for the needassessment
model described in this do ument: Task identification de-

. pends upon the needs ase4nent model- selected-for specific
si es. Ideas and suggestions for making decisions about the
t sks are included in ever4 chapters of this.document. Re-

rdless of the model selec d for a specific 'site, these ideas
nd suggestions should Iprove helpful in developing

schedules of.events for nee s assessment.

Sc hedule, of Events for' fleeds' 4sessment

After tasks are identifie
made. Resources are alloc
charts are helpful organize
nig schedules of events. G
ing verticOy tasks to be-c
time:horizontally. For eac
that 'approximates the start
in the box representing. th
drawn from the starting d
trated in Exhibit 19.

Exhibit 19: Illustrati

, specific task asssignments are
ed- for task completion. GAisitT
in both developing and display-

NTT' charts are developed by list-
mpleted on a page .and blocks of
task, -a-do- placed--in--the-block

ng date, and 'another dot is placed
completion date. An arrow is then
te to the completion date as'illus-

e GAN.TT Chart
1.

. ..

I Ask

'

. Week

1 2 I

.

4 5 6 7 8

-

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

l)evekip I( wrnat tor pima-
tiling goals .

.
.

.

4
$

'dentin, sampling pax edures
tor prniotiting iioals

.. b

.
.

)114

t

`seltit t population sampleisi
.tor prioritizing gook ..,

GANTT charts illusf rat the tirne relationships among tasks.
They may also be dejrelo ed to include tdsk assignments to
organizational 'units, Ieso rces needed, and the target for dach
task. An,illustrative har using the needs assessthent tasks
identified for the stages of lanning is provided in Rxhibit 20,

This chart contlins tas s, projected timeline, resources, re-
.
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ad it.

sponsibility assignments, and potential targets for a neefis as-
sessment. By breaking down the tasks into mdre specific ac-
tivities and_events, more detailed -schedules-of events- can-be--
developed for local needs assessments. Such a chart consti-.

tute's a management design for needs assessment, a product of
planning, and a vehicle fos monitoring and communicating
activities related to it:

Summary

Needs assessment planning takes. place in three stages--4

pre-planning, organization, and planning for conducting thern
needs assessment. Pre-planning tasks and decisions ,ab-out
them are made sid terrhs of the conditions which precipitate
needs assessment and the type of needs assessmentgeneral,'
or targetedwhi to be conducted. Organization otthe
needS-assessment èquires identffying the structural units and
interaction patterns which Characterize the needs assessment.
Needs assessors should develop. struxtural4mits and interac-
tion patterns Wnich best facilitate communication (a) among
units, (b) between.units and the broader commirnity,rand (c)
between units and the targets of the needs assessment:

Collaborative, s'ystematic planning is the,recommendeci
process for identifying tasks and developing schedules Jaf--
events for conducting the needs assessment. General tasks are
recommended and displayed in aril illtistrative schedUle of
events- using GANTT charting as a management tool. More
detailed schedules of eyents can tie developed and displayed
usingthe management design provided, and specific activities
and. 'Omits for concluding local needs aSsessments can be
identified.
,
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Exhibit 20: Activities Keyed to GANTT Chart
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FormUlating Educational Goals

Tlw function of a needp assessment is-to determine and docu-
ment the discrepancy between a. desired outcome, 'What
should be," sand the presentF Condition, tor "What is." Exhibit

illustvites the Needs Assessment Algorithm. This chapter

Exhibit 21: Needs Assessment Algorithm

Stair 2Star 1

,,, , .......... ; ...

WHAT SHOULD BE'

Goals

; 4/.../TrrerTITFI,
. .

Differehce
.WHAT IS

,

Ketetit COnditions

Equals

Sup 3

NEEDS
,

Dvpincles

which.focuses on the first of these three staged, `Gqal Forma-:
tion, iS organized into three basic. parts: Identifying Goals,
Ilrioritizing Gains, arictAnalyzing Prioritied.

Identifying Goals .

Needs asseisments tend to mirror one of tWo apprcoches:.,(1)
a general apprOach involving,the total education system or (2) .

a targeted approach involving one aspect of the .program. In ).
the first approach,lhe goals to be identified reflect the total
ethicational program pf, the school or college.' They are as ,

comprehensive and a's complete as possible, Statements of
,such goals.tend to be broad and .general, reflecting s concep-
tion Of the liberally ethicateid person. ,Should, the needs as-

. 7sessment be based on such goals; a first tisk is to spectify an

86 Proaiss of Needs Assessnwt
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s. ,
agteed-up& list. Initial siltements are available from a yariety
of sources:

1. Most state education departments have developed a list of goals for
education that are available upon request.

2. Most ptiblic schook districts have published a list of goals.
3. Colleges of Education have defined goals for their undergraduate and

graduate programs.
4. While dated, statements from-reports such as the Educational Policies

Commission of the National Education Association (19381 or the Mid-
Century Committee on Outcomes in Elementary Education (Kearney,
1953) provide basic,ideas for formulating goals.

.5. Goals may be drawn from needs assessment system's, such as those
developed at the Center for the Study of Evaluation or Phi Delta Kappa.-/

Several of these lists are illugtrated later in this chapter. The
second type of goals is more limited in scbpe, usually dealing
with a particular content area, problem, or set of areas and
problems. These goals 'may be derived from sources such as
these:

1. Teacher Corps proposals.
2. Discussions among parents, teachers, and students concerning a prob-

lem or a need for school improvement.
3. Lists of content goals published by professional associations (e.g. Na-
, tional Council of Teachers of Mathematfcs), textbook lists, or/analysis

of achieverneInt tests. .
4. Goals logically derived from a propbsed purpose (e.g, improving inter-

personal relations or sensitivity toward energy vse).
5. Goals derived from job or task analyses.
6. Goals resulting from analysis of research findings.

Comprehensive Sets of Goals

'' 11 Broad-based goals have been generated for students in
schools and for professionals in teacher preparation programs.
In each case the client, whether child or adult, is a learner.
Goals and the processes used to devise them for each client'
group are discussed in this section.

In both schools and colleges, political forces affect the
wording and the composition of goal-statements. Community
and personal values Are reflected in the political t.iimate of the
community which tends to shape the assessment process.

-en
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Special interest groupg, the Board of Education or Regents,
recent local events, and external politiCal factors influence the

, needs assessment {English. 1977}.
School-Related ,Goals. Many processes have been tiSed in

determining goals for children, and youth. These will be con-
sidered in this section. The Center for the'Study of Evaluation
(Hoepfner et al., 1972, pp. 87-796) listed 104 mibgoals foi its set
of forty-one major goals, which' tended to be related tb content
'areas (e.g., reading, mathematics, physical education). Sub-
goals for thiee major gohls are shown belOw. Using the CSE
numbers, they reflet affective 20), performance (#21), and
cognitive (#22) 4spects of music

20A Music Appreciatiyn
20B Musk: Interest and Enjoyment

21A Singing
21B Musicalflnstrument Pihying
21C Dance (Rhythmic Response)

22A Aural Identification of Music
22B Music Knowledge

The Phi Delta Kappa needs assessment system (Rose et al.,
1974) posed'its goals as proceves related to student outcornes
rather than in terms of subject areas as CSE had done. Among
the eighteen goals in the skstem are those shown in Exhibit 22!

Bu-cks County Public School developed the Quality Educa-
tion Program Stydy (1971), which became the basis for several
needs assessmehts in Pennsylvania and other states. Ten
major goals were included in the needs assessment system:

1. Self-Understanding
2. Understanding Others
3. Basic Skills
4. Interest in Schooltand Learding
5. Good titizenship
6. Good Health Habits

it 7. Creativity
8. Vocational Development
9. Understanding Human Accomplishments

10. Preparation for a World of Change

88 The Process of Needs Assessment
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Exhil;it 22: Illustrative Goals
from Phi Delta. Kappa Needs Assessment
Souree: Phi Deha Kappa, 1978

Learn how to be a good citizen
Learn' how respect and get along with people who think, dress, and act0differvntly..

4I. Learn abdut and try to understand the changes that fake place in the world.
4 Develop skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
5. Learn how to use leisure time.'

(Eath of these goals vias described more fully using 2-4 suligoals. The first goal,
41.earn How to Be a Glod Citizen," iricl'udeq four ;aubgoals:)
A Develop an atvareness of goQd civicrights and responsibtlities.
B. Develop attitudes for prikluctive citizenship. in a democracy.
C. Develtip an-attitude of respect for personal and private property.
IX Develop an 'understanding of the obligations and responsibilities of citizen-

ship..

\ Each goal .was descr4bed more fully under- "areas"; then
"subgoals" were listed within each area. Goal IX (Bucks
County, 1975, p. 5), "Understancling Human Accomplish-
ments," was called an important part of a student's education,
since "Quality education should help all children to under-
stand and appreciate as much as they can of hurnan achieve-
ment in the natural sciences, the social sciences, and the arts."
Five areas further defining what- this goal entailed are in-
cluded in Exhibit 23. This approach illustrates how broad
areas can be broken into more sharply deiined goals and sub-
goals, with descriptions at each level. 'These goals and sub-
goals are reacted to by niembers of the educational community
in terms of an ideal school program. Chapter 6 includes, a
description of how data on current conditions arepollectecl
andocompared with thsse data on ideal conditioRr

In Temple City, California (Rand and Stover, 1971), the
goals Were organized around six areas:

Afea 1 Citizenship Preparation4
Arew Occupational Preparation
Area III Basic Knowledge
Area IV Cupent Issues
Area V Self Undersiandiag'
Area IV Extracurricular Activities

- Formulating Goals 89
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Exhibit 23:.QEPS Subgoals for Goal iX
Sour( e Buc ks County Public Schools, 1971, p. 5

Areas I, 2SHOWS APPRECIATION fOR ACHIEVEINTS;OF OfHERS.
Show,,.appreciation for the great artists, writers, an musicians-41d the hard
work needed to excel; attends concerts, art sfVms, museums; .selects good
books, music and mOtion plctur"

Area 3HAS KNOWLEDGE iN AREA-OF HUMAWACHIEVEMENT.

Shows 'knowledge byrepeating lines of a book, -poem or st'ory; teaches or.
offers to teat+r-S-class; knov,s history facts; explains differences between'

teen*rs and adults.

r
Area 4SHOWS INTEREST IN LEARNING ABOUT HUMAN ACHIEVNENTS.

Collects information on accomplishments of ,a peort, race, or group. of
people; studies on own about persons or events; aSk iidestions; goes to librar*
to learn about achievements of people.

*
"

Area 5TRIES OR NQ-IIEVES7IN A FORM Of HUMAN ENDEAVolt.
.1-akes.mci4, art, or dance lessons; writes new'words-to.a_Wrig; perfomis.in a
musical., art or ath`letic group. *-

-

Fikre aspects of the e<iculum *ere shown in Area iI,-Occu-
.ptional- Preparation:.

1. Opportunities for yocational training for direct eniployment.
2. Appropriate coursework to meet public anCi-private uniyerSity entrance.yequirementsr
3'. A broad choice of elective.
4. Career connseling.
5. Academic counseling. .

-

The results of prioritizing efforts :by parentS, students, or
teachers provided school administrators with 'data on what

, piograms and services loAffer.
Sarasota County, Flora., schools (1973) drew.thirty-nine

goals fronl a number of sources, including the state education
agency, Educational Testing Service, and the Mid-Century
Committee .on Outcomes' in Elenientary Education. Stated in
general terms, the4ie goals did not rely on subgpals for further
ddinition. The first six goals are listed in Exhibit 24.

. '90 The Process of Needs Assessment
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Exhibit 24: Partiallist of Sarasota Goals
Source: School'Board of Vasota County, 1973

fACti SfUilENT Witt_

I. -Devetop for the, regulation of on e's personal and civic hfe,-0 code of'
betiavior based on ethicar principles constent with democratic ideals!

2. Participate actively as an informed and responsi,btesitizen in splving the:
.economic, social,and politic.sal problems of one:s community, 'state,.and
nation.

3. Recognize the, interdependence of different peoples of the world and
one's persopal res-ponsibility for fostering inte-rnational understanding and
peace.

4. Understand the ide,3s of "others and express one's ow- n effectively.

5. Maintain andimprove his own health and cooperate actively.and intelli-
gently in solving community health problems.

Goals For Professional Educators. Comprehensive sets of
goals for,teachers,, administrators, and others engaged in pro-
fessional education have been generated in a number of ways.
The process has been facilitated bk an emphasis on compe-
tency-based teacher education but draws its power from the
systemic concept thatprofessionals shoplcl be prepared in an
integral system. Several approaches have been employed in
this process (Houston, 1975).
'Perception is the Most commonly used approach. Groups

are asked to identify behaviors needed in a particular role.
That role tmay he generalall *elementary teachersor
targeted on a particular groupelementary teachers in a dis-

'trict's open classrooms. These may be obtainedjthrough open
discuisions; Delphi techniques (see Chapter 9), interviews, or
descriptive statements. They typically are specified as aiset of
goals 9r competencies and rated or ranked in terms of impor-
tance. They may also(be analyzed to assure completeness and
balance.

The second approach to specifyini professional goals, Con-
ceptunl Models, assuines that effective instruction is related to
a theoretical position and holds profepsionals accountable for
demonstrating that position. The conceptual construct may be
related to the background of the teacher (e.g., practiCing be-
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havioral scientist), to tli processes used b the teacher (e.g.,
rational decision-maker), or to. the airproac

(
es used ih teach-

ing (e.g., models of teaching). Success as a_ teacher is.demon-
strated by congruence of behavior with; that specified in-the, -

model. .This is an importandistinction, since other ap-
proaches assume, that success ag a teacher is demonstrated
when learners achieve.

, ..

Ig, Task Analysis, each professional role is analyzed to de-
tertbine what tasks are performe&by practitioners. Teachers
ate observed or interviewed to determine what is ineluded in

2 ihe rote description. In other cases, teachers keep activity logs
. which are translated into goals. In still other cases, a particular

- task is analyzed logically for the behaviors and knowledge
r6qu ired. .

In Course Translation, the staff reformulates requirements
of current courses into goal statements without reconceptu .
alizing the program, the relevancy of content, or approaches
employed in the'course. .

In Use of Other Lists, the staff relies for its initial input on
work from the field. It collects the competency-specifications
or goats formulated by other programs and either uses them as
they are or modifies them.

NegOtiation may be linked With any `other approach but is
distinguished by the procedures used in final determinatiönpf
goals. The 'staff typically sits around a table, discuising, edit-
ing, and modifying statements. Staff members wit mare per-
suasive arguments, the most tenacity, the loudeff voices, or
the sharpest editing skills seem to prevail in the final listing.

In, the Needs of SchoOl Learners approach, tte teachers'
preparation .program is based on a process that begins by

. identifying the needS, values, and perspectives of learners.
Then, the kind. of school organization 'and program that
facilitates achievement of these goals is described. Third, per-
sonnel needs for such a school are specified, and teacher com-
petencies are identified, This long, systematic process is
rooted in the basic purpose for the teacherg' competenceto
help learners.

The Conimunity-Based approach is similar to the last one; it -

92 The Process of Needs Assessment
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examines the consequences of teacher action and then formu- ".
bites a 'teacher educatioi . program to cope with ihose conse-
quences. This approach adds a step to the process outlined in

. the- "Needs of School- Leainers' approadi; it begins-by a seg
sing the needs of society and of a paqicular community") fore
speculating on student needs and values.

Targeted Sets of Gcials

The number of goals to be included in the needs assessment
is often limited by the steering committee prior to data collec- -

tion. The resulting,goals maY reflect their own priorities for a
,school (these are the most important Rills); they may reflect
potential areas of need (these are the areas in which improve-
nient is,ntost needed); or they may target a particular problem
in the school (e.g., poor interpersonal relations, low morale,.
drugs). ,

Goals ultimately derived for the first two areas may be
drawn from more comprehensive lists. ThosqIncluded in the
third arep typically evolve out of the, problem situation and
usually are idiosyncratic to that situation.

A case study illustrates the process used in one school dip-
trict to fo'cus needs assessment on pettinent areas of concern.
-In California, San Jose organized its needs assessment panel to
include representatives ,from several institutions. Thern
eighteerk-member panel included .eleven parents, two central
office administrators, two teachers, one conununity'represen-
tative, and two community agehcy directors. Beginning with
the forty-one goals in the Center for the Study of Evaluation
system, the panel narrowed the list to ten high-priority goals
as a more realistic number to consider. An eleventh goal was
subsequently added.

To clarify the meaning of the goals, six different goal defi-
nitions or statements were written for each oflhe eleven goals.
Those definitions which-best fit individual perceptions were
selected by a task force of twelve community representatives
not on the panel. A reactionnaire based on the resulting goal .

descriptions was compfeted by parents. Descriptions of the
first three ioals are included in-Exhibit 25.,

4.4
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Exhibit 25: Three Goals Setected for San Jose Study
SdiJrce: San lose Unified chool Dktrict, 1972

,l. :ATTITUDES; r.

.0' The ( arriculum shojild focus on die stUdent's adjustmentsiand WOl-being,
ieachs the benefit4 of cooperatidn, instill confidence, a sense of responsibility,
srespect for sell and others, and an interest .in other people.

2. MATI4MATIcS '

The student should understand math concepts and be able to work with whole
numbers, fractions, percerVtagend he should be able to apply this knowl-
edge to practical problems of daily living; e.g. balancing a check book.

3. READING

Emphasis on reading comprehension with careful consideration given to voc-
abulary and pronounciatio.n; ability to write what is read. Reading should be
taught as a pleasurable experience. An adequate library sho'uld be available to
studenits.

Particularly with project-derived goals, confusion occurs
between goals, symptoms, and processes. Por example, one
project set as its goal to "iniprove an alternative school" when
it actually wanted to design and test procedures, content, and
organizations so that students could increase their self-
concepts and have opportunities to explore unique progranis
of study. The former, which focuses on an organization,-vould
be judged in terms of changes in the organization. The latter,
which'is student-focused, would be jpdged in terms of student
change.,Regardless of whether goals are broadly conceived or
targted, they should be examined and redefined until they
focus on changes desired in learners.

The. following principles for stating goals may provide
criteria for examining a list of them:

1. 'tech goal is.clearly itated.
2. Each goal uses currant terminology,
3. Each goal conveys a consistent.message.

Abbreviations and acronymitare avoided.
5. Statements are brief.
6, Each goal is a complete sentence.
7. ,Multiple-verlis'ire avoided.
8. Each goal is specific, observable, and measui:able.

94 The Process of Needs Assessment
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9. Each goal represents an important change in behayioror challenge for
students.

10. Each gnat- is realistic and attainable.

Nurperous examples of goals have been provided,in thi;'
chapter. Each should be examined-,while consiaering tIe
criteria for stating goals. It noteworthy 'how few goal state-
ments are adequate; some_ar4tactually nouns namiris classes of
behavior; others describe processes rather than'. oufComés;
while some are not even related to students.:

,

Prioiitizing_poals

Identifying a §et of goals for a school or college is the first
lep,in the needs assessment; prioritizin'g them is the second.
The latter provides data on goals which are considered most
impartant.

Determining priorities is an important decision to be made
by needs, asseisoj,i. Priority can be established using one of
three criterie in some cases, those goals most in need of at-
tention are considered as highest priority. Iri other, cases, goals
that aigi most important are listed ashighdst priority. The third
procedure is based on goals requiring, greater emphasis.

A number gf procwes adapt thpfidelves- oa"
goals. Several are describe& in ChaptiV9,

1: The Delphi Technique 'which permits respondents toaine their ioal
iatings without meal§ face-to-face.

2. FOrce Field Analysis'which causes groups to consider forces fdr and
against dchieving a particular goal. ,

3. 'Simulation/Gaming which encourages groupq to place 'recommenda-
tions in a, 'time realistic context.

4. Group Process Techniques, suckas "TownMeetings," "Speakups," or
"Fishbowls." in which individualp challenge and defend goals to bet-
ter understand their implicatiohs. '

- -These, strategies help focus attention on potential future.
needs and conditions rather than/on Oesent ones. Many of ,

these techniques require tfmall .group fnteraction. 'Indeed,
Keith Atchesgn, "long others, hypothesiies that such open
unrestr settMgs are the,only viable ways ,io determine
goals to bl h meaningful priorities.

Formulating Goa01 _ 95
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.
Kaufman (197.2; p": 37) not s that .by their pro egses needs

' assessors often limit themsel es to curricula cur ently. in use
and to goals currently bein consideradj ecommends-
ranking 12roblems or goals in erms of two simultaneous ques-
tions: "What doeS it cost.to m et ihe fteel?" and1"What does it,

cot to ignore the 'need?" T is practice pehriits needs assfils-
. sors to consider.each goal in

/terms
Of. its priority andjmpera-

, tiva frame.
,

Reactionnaires are often ised to elicit perceptions of goal
priorities. Two forms for re ponses have tieen ethployed: rat-
ing scales and ranking proc dures. These are described in the
following.two sections. 1

Rating Scales

A number of -formats have been devised for collecting data
on the goals that are, perceived as having the highest priority.
In the °Qualify. Education Program Study (Bucks County,
1971), a rating wale was usedlo describe the importance of a
goal (Exhibit 26). The Center for thel Study, of Evaluation

, 4 .

Exhibit 26: Rating Scale Used
by Quality Education Program Study
Sviirce: Bucks (dunty Pulztlic Schools, 1971

,

I Po

AREA I. Shows appreciation for
achievements of others.

. ,

E

ad,

c7J

Zr

44.1

1 2 ). . 3 " 4 5

(Hoepfner et al., 1974.also concerned with perceived impor-
tance, used these fiVe ratings: (1) Unimportant, Irrelevant, (2)
Margifitil Importanp, (3) Alferage Importance, 0) Moderate
ImportanCe, and (5) Most Important,:

-
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Ex lobit 27: Ratitig_Sale Used
in Phi Delta Kappa Needs Assessuient
SouiCe Pfii Delta Kappa

10.

8. Leakrn to respt.; t and get along with
peopk. with whom we work and live

OP"

VI&

A. Develop appreciation and respect for
the worth Ihd,dignity of individuals.

B. Develop respect for individual worth
and understanding of minbrity opinions
anc1 acceptance of majority decisions.

C. Develop a cooperative attitude toward
living and working With-others.

FAIR BUT MORE
-EXTREMELY NEED S TO BE TOO MUCH IS

POOR P(X)R DONE' LEAVE AS IS BEING DONE Score
'

1 2 i 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ; 13 14 15

Rand and Stover (1971) prioritized goals by determining the
extent to Which respondents felt each goal should be em-
phasized. Their rating scale includes these options:

1. Greatest Emphasis
2. Secondary emphasis
3. .I8.4ollerate Emphasis
4. Minimum Emphasis
5. Omit

Rhi Delta Kappa (Rase et al., 1974) uses a more complex
rating system. Becatse of more positions on'the scale, because
it inwlves both hnegative and positive values, and because
.each scale carries two meanings, interpreters must tonsider
multiple messages. Exhibit 27 illustrates One scale from-the
instrument.'In response to the question. "How well are current
programs meeting this goal?" Phi Delta Kappa respondents
circle a numerul reflecting their perception. If either 1, 2, or 3
is marked on the scale, two meanings are possible: (a)."1,13e-
lieve students are not being taught the skills necessary to meet
this goal," or (b) "This goal 'is the school's responsibility, but
almost nothing is being done to meet this goal." Marking 10,
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11, or 12, "Leave As Is," would indicate, "I belive the school is
doing a good job In meeting this goal," or "I am satisfied with
the, present programs which are desithxd to meet.iliis
Respondents circling 13, 14, -or 15,wToo Much Is Being
Done," reflect perceptions that they "believ.e the school is al-
ready..spending too much time in this area" or that.they "be-
lieve programs in this area are n9t the responsibility of the

,school."
The Battelle Memorial Institute (1972) designed a survey of

educational needs that elicits community perception of school
activities, policies, personnel, and programs. For each of the
eighty:-five statements, parents and non-parents indicate the
extent to which each should exi`st in the school (Exhibit 28).

", For comparison purposes, they respond to_a similar sc.ale in
terms of "acutally exists" while the difference between the
ratings is used for determining need.

Ranking Goals

One of th e. shortcom,ings of rating scales is the tendency for
respondents to rate all goals eqtially high, leading to less dis-
crimination among them. When there are few goals (less than
a dozen), they can be ranked from loweit to highest. This is

. illustrated .with the following goals for multicultural educa-
tion:

Goal

Increase student's knowledge of other cultures.
Enrich student's life personally through a multicul-
tural environment. ,

Modify. student's behavior as a result of multicul-
tural experience.
Promote interaction among persons of different cul-
tures.

While all four goals are considered important, choices have th
be made concerning whiCh are mom important. Ranking
forces respondents to make kich choicei.

When a-greater number of goals is listed, ranking becomes
more difficult and cumbersome. The Phi Delta Kap-pa system

98 the Process of NeedsAssessment
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Exhibit 28: Rating Scale Used*
in Battelle Needs Assessment
Source: Battelle kternonal Institute', 1972 ,

I

.st-ioup Dag.; .
.

,
... ,i,

Do not Not dt To a slight To a mOclerate To a 'fairly To a very.
knovx :all ek$ent ' extent large extent large extent

. ? 1 2 3 . 4 ' 5.

(Rose et aL, p. 7) uses markers to weight various goals. Partici-
pants are provided a set of forty-five red markers and a board
'on which (midi of eighteen goals is written. The forni is illus-
trated in Exhibit 29. Each participant is instructed -to place a
red marker ip the first Column beside each goal statement,
using eighteen of the forty-five markers. A second red marker
is placed in column'2 beside goals believed to be more impor-
tant than the others. Those goals with two markers are reread,
find a marker is placed irk tolum.n 3 beside those judged still
more *portant. These steps are repeated for columnp 4 and 5
so that each goal shas from one to five markers. -All ilorty-five
markers must be. used, and at least one' goal must have five
markers beside it. After all forty-five markers have been distri-
buted, they may be rearranged until the tespondent is satisfied
with the relative weighting.of goals. In the rearrangement, all
markers may be withdrawn from A goal. The rating for each
goal is determined by the number of markers beside it (e.g.,
goals with four tnarkers are rated 4; thote with two markers are
rated 2). This rating for each individual goal is written on a
summary sheet for the goup.

. .1
The same proceaure may be used with any number Of goals.

The- number of spaces available in a chart is equZ to the
number of goals.times the /limber of iatings (five in this case).
Markers are provided for half this number. If twenty goals are
to be rated, fifty markers will be needed (20 goals x 5
priOrities = 100 spaces 4- 2 = 50).

A similar process is used in the needs assessment system
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Exhibit 29: Phi Delta Kappa Goal Ranklg PorM
Squr.ce: Phi -delta Kappa

.)
GOAL

STATEMENT 1

I,

5

16.
, ,

.,

,

1 7. e,

,

18.
, I

_

. ts

,

S. ,4, .

Itevrember lo trangef our wort lo ;he Summarr %rig
s. ..

IS

developed at the Center4or the Study of Evaluation. Parents
are given the follo4ing instTructions in rating goals (Haepfner,
et al., p. 21): .

Accompanying is a pack of 106 printed cards, pach one bear-
ing a goal of elementarytducation, and 5 blue rating mats! The
'goals differ in iniportance. Our%chool &mid devote more time,
effort, and resources to having the students achieve some of
them than it should devote to others. Similarly, progretis in
achieving the more important goals should be monitored More
cloiely to insure early detection of problems. Information about
the relative importance of the goals is necessary, therefore, in
helping us plan both our educational programs and procedures
for evaluating them.
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If you have a child attending the school, you should make all
your ratings on the basis of what yO411 feel your child should learn
and know at his grade.

Participants then place five blue mats before themselves and
sort tfie goal cards into five piles in 'terms of their importance.
Placement of at least five goal cards in each pile is required.
After Al cards are sorted, oach goal's rating is listed on a
summary sheet, with those on the first blue mat, "Unimpor-
tarit, Irrelevant, rated "1"; those_on the secondblue mat rated

1"2", and so forth.

Analyzing Priorities

The data from instruments such as those described above
should be synthesized for easy communication of results. Sev-
eral relatively simple processes are typically used:

1. Goals are ranked according to their rating or combined rankings and
listed in rank order.

2. The mean rating for each goal is found and listed. This is more easily
interpreted when the higher value reflects more positive attitudes (1 is
low and 5 is high rather than the reverse).

3. Population subgroups are considered separately to show differences in
ranks among parents, teachers, students, and other relevant groups.

4. Mean ratings may be shown as histograms or graphs to emphasize
differences votsually (Exhibit 30).

5. Simple Statistical computations, such as t-tests, can be used to deter-

Exhibit 30: Illustrations of Bar and Line Graphs

111

^
p

11 20
-

GOALSUr Graph
41.

11 19 20 '

GOMSLine Graph
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mine if significant differences exist between goal assessments.
Analysis of Variance pro des a procedure for considering the differr;
ence among populations d goals while multivaiiate techniques pro-
vide ways to cluster-goals Iy factors. The use of computets and a good
statistician can improve the Werpretation of goal priority data (or
perhaps confuse the process if used without understanding).

Summary

The first stage in the needs assessment is formulating goals.
These should be foeused only on learners, not on processes,
organizations, or programs with which they might interact,
Goal formulation inVolves three parts; (1) identifying goals, (2)
prioritizing goals, and (3) pnalyzing priorities. Many sets of
goals have been written and can be used in the initial deci-
sioning process. What is important is that they are valid and
relevant for the audience for which they are intended.

This is an important phase infchanging educational prac-
tice. Goals can be made more explicit and used as the basis for
guiding changes in practice. They call be used as benchmarks
to assess' the extent to which progress is being made.
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Collecting Datajon.Current Conditions

The needs assessment process includes three, major stages.
The first stage, Formulating Goals, 'is concerned with iden-
tifying ideal conditions for learuers (Chapter 4). This chapter
is concerned with Documenting Ctirrent Conditions, Stage
Two in thrurocess. The discrepancy between current condi-
tiqns ar1Tgiials becOmes 'a statement of needs to 1e addressed.
Determining those needs is the subject of Chapter. 4n exten-,
sionlf the needs Asessment algorithm is depicted i4 Exhibit
31. \

Exhibit 31 Exterided,Algorithm for Needs Assesiment

Stage

WliAt SHOULD BE

Goh
Difference

"
fp.

Stage Stage 3 .

. NEEDS

DiscregMicifs

A 'major distinction between the targets in Stage One_ and
Stage Two shoiild *noted. Goals lire specified only in terms
of learner outcompf. The instructional program and schoOl
organization are vehicleg-to achieve goals; they ale not goals
themselves and should not become goals.cif the needs assess-
ment wocess. When assessing current conditions, however,
all three targets of the needs assesinient (people, programs,
and' organiiations} are assessed.Each provides unique infor-
mation on goals. Without considering all, three targets, the,
results ere likely tp be less than adequate. .

,
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The power of a survey of current conditions, is often di-
minished for three reasons. First, .clata collected are not related
spetifically to goals; and ,when data interpretation, occurs,
there are not sufficient opportunities_for comparisori,

, -Second, too malny data are collected because of a temptation
that plagues many needs assessors"now-that-might-be-
interesting-information; let's-collect-it." Instruments become
longer and more complex; the decision is made to analyze data
by subgroups (e.g., roles, age, sex, and demographic vari-
ables); and complicated statistical techniques are remembered
from graduate school and utilized. The process goon becomes
too long and too tedious. Far too many resources are required
to collect and analyze such a mass of data, and too much time
elapses before results are interpreted. The long-range goalto
improve educationis lost in the mire of data, and the steer-
ing committee loses its momentum and perspective before
initiating the change process.

Third, too much reliance is placed on the perceptions of
'individualS rather than on broadening the data collection to
include a wide range of processes. Too- little time is spent in
creatively considering alternative data sources, including
available test results, documentary evidence, comalunity
sources, and census figures.

Procedures related to data collection are discussed in this
chapter while Chapter 10 provides lists of variables and illus-
trative instruments. Five steps are included in the data collec-
tiim process: (1) design and plan data collection, (2) identify
data sources, (a) select and/of develop'instruments, (4) collect
data, and. (5) analyze data'. Each of these steps is considered in
this chapter. A. concluding section lists proposed criteria for
assessing the effectiveness of the assessment system.

Design and Plan Data Collection

Planning for data-collection is part of the overall planning
410 process of the heeds aressment. Since that has been consid-

ered extensively in Chapters 2 and 3, onlY a brief discussion
will be included here.'For each goal, several decisions should
be made: (1) What are icators of goal attainment? (2) From
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what Sources are data ivailable? (3) What data can be collected
from what source (4) What procedures are needed to collect
arid analyze these data? A planning tool which helps in for-
mulating plans is includfAin

Exhibit 32: Illustrative Pldnning Chart
for Data Colleetion

r
't g

.2 '5

tl
t 1z

2 5.i p
-

1. Improve
mathematics
achievement
4,tudentl

.

,

N
ctlieve-

merit
,

3, 6, 9, 11
grade
students

all
N

Calif.
Test

Battery--

Calif.
Test

Battery
.

90 min.

.. .

Smith avail,

extent

of math
instruction

teacher '

---

10% of

teachers

grades

K-8

,

Observa-

!Ion of
math

lessons

for time-
on task

Inter-

view
time
p4anned

for
math

to be
dsgnd.

to be

dsgnd.

30 min.

per day

for 10
days

2 min.
as part

of tchr,
intervw.

Faseler

,

Faseler

Oct. JO-
Nov. 4

Oct. 1V
Nov. 4

,

.

parent

commit-
ment to

math

achieve-
ment

parent 1% small

group

dis-

cussion
,

to be'

dsgnd.

,

5 min.
in

1 hour

dis-

cussion

Senter

.

..,

Nov. 1-
Nov. 20

.

Considerations in completing the exhibit ate included -in
other parts df this chapter. Such a chart helps to conceptualize
the extensiveness of data colle6tion and the impact it has on
various constituencies. Not all data can be dollected and not
all data should be collected. Deluca-(1975) makes the point
forcefully.
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ttefore data can be collected It is most important to identify very
clearly *hat information will .be collected. There is nothing

2 more useless than irrelevant data and nothing more frustrating
than trying to use /and interpret it. To avoid such pitfalls it is_
necessary to identify-IA-That information needs to becollected and'
to outline the reasons the informailon is necessary.

The Arizona State Department of Education (1§72) concen-
trated on basic skills as its highest priority and sampled one
grade "rather than a diluted multi-grade approach (because) it
was decided that resources would be concentrated . . . to.ob-
tain a higher degree of precition."

In making decisions about the kope of data collection, sev-
eral factors should be considered:

1. The rekitive importance of goals. Those considered more
important by the constituent group should receive greater at-
tention in analyzing current conditions.

2. The cost involved in data collection and analysis. Costs
includ,/the expense of purchasing instruments,imalyzing
data, and the time of respondents in completing instruments.

1( This latter consideration is often not considered, yet it may be
a major cost factor.

3. Validity of results in terms of gbals1 Data thati do not,
provide adequate and valid. information are not useful.

4. Feasibility of data collktion, including the -availibility
of respondents, tests and instruments, and data analysts pro-
cesses.

5. Impact of data collection 'on target audlence/system.
6. EXtent ,to which data collection processes generate sup-

port. for ,subsequent programs.

Identify Data Sources

The assessment of current conditions is more likely to be
valid and to draw out nuances related to goal attainment when
the widest ienge of data sources is considered. These can be
drawp from all three targets of needs aisessmentpeople,
programs, and organizations. Data sources may be classified as -

documentary or person-oriented.
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Documentary and Person-Oriented Sources

Documentary ..soui?ces of data are neglected in many needs
assessmentg. Data from such sources include but are not lim-

. ited to (a) population and age distribution, (b) dropout rate,,(c)
community demography, and (d) financial resources. Such
information is included in reports and records available in
central school offices, county yourthouses, .and state depart-
ments of education. They include (a) final project reports, (b)
attendance recokds. (c) census tract information, (d) achieve-
ment test results, (e) cumulative record folders, (f) newspaper
reports, (g) financial records, (h) reporis from colleges to
schools on their graduates, and (e) surveys ofschool facilities.

Person-oriented information includes data on attitudes, val-
ues, achieveMent, perceptions, behaviors, and consequences
of liebavior. Such information may be secured by direct obser-
vation or by questiorting people (through instruments; inter-
views, or group discussions). Data may refer to students-,
teachers, administrators, paraprofessionals,. college faculty,
comNunity leaders, parents, and.'graduates Of schools. Educa-
tional Systems Associaies p. 14). described several
groups which could provide data for the study:

Community-Business
A. Company officers
B. Labor union leaders-
.C. Local government leaders

Community-Citizens
A. Parents
B. Senior citizens
C. College students':-:'.

Commuqity-Educational
A. Higher education persdnnel
B: Public school teachers
C. Public school administrators
D. Sctool board members
E.° Parent advisory groups

Students
A. Elementary/secondary
B. Urban/rural
C. Male/female
D. Ethritic balance
E. Identified schools

Witkin (1975, p. 26) posed a caveat for those collecting data
from community groups:

Research shows that the usual sources of information to parents
on-what tha schools are doing and how.well they are doing it are
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thoir "children, neighbors, and the news media. Very little.infor-
mation comes from school boards or school staff. Parents often
have limited bases forn kidgement. U the major data base in the
needs assessment is to be subjective judgements' of citizens on
M-agree to-Whi-diffie,school is presently attaining its goals,
the validity of the judgements will be`enhanced by preceding the
goal statements'with factual inforMation.

Emphasizing practical considerations, Houston and Bain
(1972, p. IV-4) pOinted out that if "certain members of the
community (are to be surveyed) at the exclusion of others, it,
must be possible to identify and contact the& If mailouts are
used, addresses will be necessary. If honse-to-house contact is 4
employed,' the geographic parameters of each group's area
must be establisled. If open meetings are held, there must be
visble ways of publicizing them and encouralging atten-
daRce."

Sampling Processes

In an .achievement testing . program, the total population
may participate in the needs assessment. However, sampling
from the varibus populations often provides a valid data base
as adequate as,if the total populatitm were studied at a fraction
of the cost in time and money.

The first step in a sampling procedure is to define the
populations to be suiveyed. Are the opinions of all members of
the communitY to be elicited or only those of parents? Will
paraprofessionals, cafeteria workers, maintenance personnel,
and custodians be contacted? Each population that is iden-,
stifled is related to information it could logically ibtiknd accu-
rately sppply in the needs assessment process.

The second step is to determine the sample size, which
should be.sufficiently large and representative so that inferr,
ences based on sample responses give an accurate indication
of those for the total population. In. general,A larger the
sample, the more representative it is likely to be. The specific
siie of the sample' depends On the reliability of the instrument,
the method used in choosing the samPle, the siie of the
population, survey costs, time constraints, and the procedures
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employed in analyzi`fig
(Houston and Bain, 1972,

'to selecting an adequate sam
tion of 100 or fewer persons,

100-1000 persons, (31 data for a
sons, and (4) data for groups 1

shown in,Exhibit 33. One needs a

ta. The Houston Needs Assessment
IV--55) provided charts as guides

le size: (1) a chart for a popula-
2J a chart 'for a. populdticin Of

opUlation of 1000-2000 per-
ger than 2,000. These are

sessnient system' selected

t.

bchibit 33: Sample Sizes Relativ
to Number orSampling Units

(11.\EI II

`sailiplt

I i)
I

r.

40 50 fs0 70

101,11 Number of 'sampling Units.

1

80 1001

Iii, (11) 001) sampling units use -.ample sue of 100 persons/

'rim num, than 2 NW) samplugg units. use sample sue ot five percent of the
, foul sampling tAlts)

c

six students from each class as an appropriatb sample size
while national surveys, such as Roper or Gallup, rely oh care-
fully constructed, stiEtified samples of about 1,500 persons.

The third ,step in the sampling process is to identify The
partiCular persons to be surveyed. Numbering members of the
population .and using a table of random numbers to select
menibers from the group is one way to insure that bias does
not enter into the sampling process. Tables of random hum-,
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bers are found in The appendices of most statistical textbooks
while computers can be programmed to generate such lists,

For example, students' names are typically listed by number
ia teacher& _attandaance- rnct -grade- books,- Random- numbers
can be tised to select students for interviewS, small group dis-
cussions, tests, targeted observations in the classroom, or
,whatever data coltection would be utilized. As an example, six
stUdents from a class of 27 can be identified by using the table
in Exhibit 34. Some numbers are irrelevant because 'they are

Exhibit 34: Table of Random Numbers

C> CI)
38 _55 59

C) 54 67

64
;35

69. 57 1.2!)

61 93,

'55 54,, .32

37 04 92

28 61 95

87 77 39

71

88

-51

31

65

24

90

03

greater than 27 while others have been repeated in ttie
random-draw process. Beginning with the laft-hand coluMn
and reading vertically, the first usable number is 03, then 17( .

111, 26, 04, and 05. The students whose names were in these
poisitions in the attendance roster would haye been selected
fo testing.

or community groups, a similar-process can be used,
dr wing parents from student attendance rolls or community .
rtPi.esentatives 'from lists ,of organizations. Population sam-'
plas can be determined in a cluster of schools by using maps of
the school district or br using:

1.1 Census tracte of the scrOol district, identified from County 'or etate
\ records, with samples drawn from eadhone.

2.1\City
bli)cks, riumbered`consecutively (beVinning with 1), then using a

table of random numbers to select the blocks to be included in the
\ survey. , 4

3. IAll street ruunes listed on pieces of paper and drawn from a container
ith houses on those streets surve).ted. House numbers also may be
rawn randomly to narrow the scope of the 'survey.
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The same procedures can be used with stratified samples.of a
population (ming: for example, race, age, economic status as
stratification criteria). Arizana needs analysts (1972, -p. 12)
suminarized the need for care in selecting sarnPles:

The major goal in designing a student sample is to select a refire-
sentEitive group that accurately reflects the total group in those
characteristics under study. if this endeavor is successful, valid
generalizations can be made about the total group concerning
achievement in the selected basic skill areas frorp data obtained
through testing the sample group.

Se led and/or Develop Instruments

In selecting or developing instruments, several questiong
should. be -asked:

1. Does this, instrument provide data specifically related to
.the goals of the study?

2. In What form are results reported? Before-selecting, the
extent to which the results will be useful should be con-
iidered.

3. Hdw much time is . required to administer the instru-
ment?

4. How much-kme is required of the persoitcompleting this
and other instruments in the study? Is it reasonable? Are
the data obtained froin each instrument worth the time
required?

5. Is spdcial processing or scoring of the instrgment re-
quired? How much time and cost are involved-? .

6. Is there another, better way to obtairithese date
7. To what extent is the instrument valid? reliable?
8. What adverse Side effects might be anticipated from ad-

ministering the instrument?

Indicators

The first stage in setlecting instruments is to specify indi-
cators of goal attainment. The question is posed, If this_ goal,
were achieved 100 percent, what would be occurring and
arhat indicators would be evident?" These'indicators provide

11 2 The Rrocess of Needs A.ssessment
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S.
- clues to the type of data to be colleCted hnd the instruments to-

be used.
The broader the sources of indicators considered in the pro-,

cess,_ the inorelikely the- need `-s2-asesser -is- ta -designirbarp-,
valid, and useful instruments. The di-Tee targets of needs as-
sessment provide a framework for considering data sources
and potential indicators. Exhibil 35 suggests a format for
specifying indicatbrs which hould siirriulate diverse think-

: ing.

Exhibit 35: dasses of Data tO C/nsider
When Developing Indicators of Gotls 411.

- GOAL:

Indicators of Goal Attainment
's-

r

Indicators of,Goal Non-Attainment

When Considering People
Student
Professional Educators
Community Representatives

When Considering Organizations
and Communitation Systems

-School and School District
College and University
Community and Other

Relationships Arnong
. Institutions

When Cogsidering Programs
Student's Curriculum.
PrOfessional Educators at,

School and College
Preservice Teachers.
Community Educators

When Considering People
Students

Professional Educatoq
. Community Representatives

When Considering Organizattons
And Communication Systems
School_and School District
College and University
Commuoity and Other

Relationships Among
. Institutions

When Considering Programs
Student's Curriculum
Professional EdUcators at

School and College
Pieservice Teachers
Community Educators

0

Most goals for school improvement involve highly complex
phenomena, settings, and interactions.for each of the targets
noted in relation to each goal, the question is posed, "What ,

indicators of goal attainment could be reflected by this
target?" Conversely, the question is posed, "What indicatOrs

.
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of non-attainment are reflected?" The second question will
often add indicators not automatically included in the first
list. Both,lists should reflect phenomena that are potentially
present rather than absent-in the-situation, Inferences are-not
atways correct when Assuming that if something is absent.the
inverse iS true. Logicians have difficulty with such conclu-
sions as do those developing adequate needs assessment in-

, struments.
A wide range of variables has been used in needs assess-

ment studies. They have been applied to people, to programs,
'and to organizations.

People-oriented variables Eire typically directed tij tole
groups, such as college and. school students, teachers and
professors, adminisfratofs,'iither-editcatiOnal personnel, and
parentcotnntunity. members. Variables hEive' included per-
sonal characteristics, personal and professional. jobs and
priorities, achievemeilt, attiitudes,.and sociological context.

Program-oriented variables have included content and se-
quence, strategies, and resources for comprehensive pro-
grams, lessons, units, or modules.

Organizdtion-oriented variables have included governance,
organization, and management of classes, schools, school dis-
tricts, colleges and universities, and interinstitutional rela-
tions.

Chapter 10 describes a format for classifying variables that .

may be useful in determining the range of data needs. Appew
dix A lisa illustrative variables for needs assessment.

11.

Variables and Data Collection Mettiods

A task force in Virginia formulated a seeof indicators and'
instruments of measurement of each educational goal for the
state. The indicators for Goal 13, "Partiapate in Society as 'a
Responsible Citizen," are reprbduced in ExhiLiit 36. For each
indicator, Virginia educators listed several instrumenti that
could be used as data .collebtion.devices. Tables such as this
promote a wider range of data collection processes and, in-
struments and a potentially more.valid study.

A
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Exhibit 36: Some Indicators of Student Performance
and. Instruments for the Goal, "Participate in Society
as a Respaisible Citizen"
Source. Virginia Qepdrtment of Education, 1976

Participate in Society as a Reariona ibis Citizen

lhdicator of Student
Performance

Participation in civic activities 1.1

Instrument of
Measurement

r.

Survey of students: support Of or
Rembership in enumeralid civic
activities, including offices held+

1.2 Survey ot local civic organizations
student memberstrip in and support
of enumerated civic activities+

1.3 Survey of parents children'member
ship in and support of ifiumerated civic
activities, including offices held+

2 Acceptance of civic duties and 2.1. Survey of students:
responsibilities (a) number eligible lo vote and

percentage who vote
(b) number .who.attend local govern- .

ment fUnctions carcouncil.
board of-supervisors nieetings. .-.,
special hearings. etc.+

i 2.2 Local registiar's records
3. Acceptanee of responsibility ou 3.1 Survey of administrators and teachers:

selfdiscipline . degree of student concern for rights
of others+

3.2 , School Records:

"(a) amount of vandalism in scliod o

(b) number of studented disruptions
(c) numbehend-kinds of discipline

df,

1

7

cases handled by school adminis-
. tration

3.3 Law enforcement agency records:
number of students arrested

.3.4 Survey of law enforcement agencies:
student respect for law+

3.5 Survey of students: student respect
for law+

Survey of guidanciCounselors and/or
administrators: number of citations
for good citizenship receird
studentst

Collecting Data
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Exhibit 36 (cont.)

Goal
Participate In Society as a ResponsibleCitken

Indicator of Student ,
terformance

Instrument of
Measurement

Participation in school organizations
and activities

5. Acquisition of knowledge and skills for
decision making and problem solving/
knowledge_of the meaning of respon.

..41Ve participation ..

.
..

6. Acquisition of knowledge of political
processes, persenalities, and events'

4.1. Survey of club and/or activity sponsors:
number of students participating in
schOol government, newspapers, dolls,
and other voluntary school activities+

4:2 'Survey of students: number involved .

in school and club elections+

4.3' Survey of teachers: extent of student .

participation as responsible citizens+

4.4 School records'. extent of participation
ofltudents as volunteer tutors

5.1 Teachermade tests: understanding-of
and ability to participate in group
process

5.2 School, records: number of students
completing courses Such as government
and civics

5.3 School records: instances of student
behavior whickdemonstrate a concern
for the rights of others I

6.1 Teacher-made tests: knowledge of
politilleprocess, personalities, dents,
and i s

6.2 Survey of students: newspaper reading.
And TV/radio news viewing and
listening habics+

'6.3 Standardized (notit -referenced) tests!.

6.4 Criterion-referenced tests*

+ Wherever Possible a ahns survey should be devetoped totecure information about selieral
indicators..See the Appandix for Suggestions on developing and administering surveys.

.*For a guide to some of the-testa available In this wee, ale the publication, "Test Director's -
Handbook," prepered by the Testing $ervice, State Deportment of Education.
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Several methods of colleeting needs assessment _data are
analyzed in Exhiblt 37. Fgreach of seven types of instruments,
afe data resulting as well as the advantages and disadvantages
arelisted._ , A

Sources for Instruntents

Currently available are a number of excellent sources which
provide illustrations' and analyses of instruments useful in
needs assessments. Standardized ihstruments,a)re illustrated
and discussed in the following sources.

; 1. Borich, G. D.. and Madden, S. K. Eiuluating Classroom Instruction: A
Sourcebook of Instruments. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1977.

This book describes instruments about teachers, classrooms, -and
pupils: while actual instruments are not included, their reliability,
validity, and norms are discussed for standardized and non-.-standardized tests.

I2. Buros, 0. K. The Fouith /Ciento/ Measurements Yearbook. Highland
Park, New Jersey: Gryphon Press. 1953.

. 3. B,uros. O. K. The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook. Highland Park,
New Jers-ey: Gryphon Press. 1953.

4. Buros, 0. K. The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook Highland
Park. New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1965.

5. Buros, 0. K. The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook. Highland
Park. New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 11372.

This series of autliorfiative yearbooks analyzel standardizediests in

6. Eenter for the Study of Evaluation. EiSE-RBS Test Evaluations: Tests of
Higher-Order Cognitive, Affective. and Interpersonal Skills. Los
Angeles: Center for the Study of Evaluation, Graduate School of Edo-
cation, University of CalifOrnia,,1972. .

This-resource, included in the CSE Needs Assessment kft, provides
an andysis'of elementary school Wits, using measUrement validity,
examinee appropriateness, administrative uspability, and normed

.tethhical.excellence as criteria.
7. JOhnson. 0. G., and Bommarito, J. W. Tests and Measurements in

Child-Development.. San Francisco: Josey-Bass; 101.
Ryans, D. G. Characteristics of Teachers. Washington, D. C.: American

. Council Of Educition, 1960. .
9. Travers, R. M. W. (Ed.) Second Handliook bf Research On .Teaching.

Chicago: Rand McNally. 1973.

Existing programs in, the school district where the needs
'assessment is being conducted may dictate die Choice of stane

)' '
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Exhibit 37: Some Common Means of Collecting Data

.

.KIJ,4D.t.if INSTRUMENT DATA RESUL TING 7,_
ADVANTAES,

.DISADVANIAGE.S_ ...L....

WRITTEN SURVEY TO
ALL MEMBERS OF 'A
P( WULATK )ts1 OR TO A
RANQOM SAMPLEi A
set at written questioos

. to whic h peopre_ are
asked to revond in

.. writing
.,

.

."'

iCan vary considerably
from "hard" data about
sar;bpIe ( haractenstics to'
"soft- data about the
sample's oRinionst

.

. .

.

-4

for large sample populaiions,
compilation of results is time-
consuming; written responses"

.-do not alVVaycdistinguish
'kshades of meaning"; semantic
problems Are often not iden-.
tified; return,rAte is often low;

-hut "hSrd data" otherwise ie-
,

corded cap be systematically
wIlected;.. relationships be- -

tween certain /ariables.can be
statistically evaluated; rela-
tively large numbers of people
can he 'polled.

s TRU( TURED INTER-
N./MN: A lace-to-face
interciew in which the

, persons Ileing inter-
.viewed :Ire asked the

,' '
very same questions in

t

every interyieW, a 1(10 of. ,

one-wav communication.
with feedback.

.

.

.
.

.
c.

- .

tSame.variability tis for
written surveys)

.

t

,
. .

.

..

'
, .

.

'-i,
(omplex scheduling problems;
length ot time required for an
intervier, reducer, the number
of Reople WhO can realistically

k. be polled; uniformity of inter-
viewer bnhavi'Or hard to main-.
tainfronrtrifer;iew to interview
or from iriterviewer to idler-
viewer; interviewing requerviL
relatively skilled, data colle.7

tors; hut interview responses
can, be, checked for clarity
through pariphasing; usually
'100 percent of a sample can be
'polled; people are often more
comfortable talking than writ-
ing.

RECORO SEARCH: The
compilation of sglected ,

facts from existent re-
'cords, either on a sam-
Pling"bask or for an en-.
tire popcaation.

.

,.

.

Mostly "hard" data, sui:h
as numbers of people
haying certain charac-
teristics or experiences;
frequency of cgrtain in:
cidents which are-re-
corded on peftanent re-
cords, etc. . '

.

.
,

.
,Done manually it cahsbe very. ...
time consuming; quality of

,data is' dependent upon the
quality of the records; kind of
.data is limited by what is avail-
able in the records; liut when
the records arestored via EDP,

i data carae 'Obtained very
quicidy; because mosi records
are uniformly kept, reliable
data can tie obtained about a.
large population.

1 18 The Process of Needs Assessment
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'KIN() OF INSTRUMENT.
'

DMA RESULTING
'ADVANTAGES,

. DISADVANTAGEI'S

OBSERVATION ,

CHECKLISTS: Written
instruments tor recording
selec ted overt behaviors.

.

.

Data regarding the Ire-
quenc v with whir h r er-
taindesired behaviors
are exhibited b),/ a given
person within a r ertam
pe'riod .01 tone,

Requires trained observers;.ar
curar v is diffic ult to maintain:
relStivelv smap populations
c an be observed: but more
valid data is a«juired than it
the persons being observed are
askcld to report their behaviors.

.

SIANDARDIZED TESTS
Instruments tor measur-.
ing sper ihed kinds of
knowWgr,the resug ot
whit h c anbe compared
to those obtained t ron 1
the population in gen-
erat. . ,

Data regarding the de-
gree 01 knowledge of
skill in a spec lilt area
possess0 6v a given
group ot people

.

,

L.lw is limited to the measure-
mem di the behaviors stated b
the test; lqa al interpreta-
hons c a re contusing; but
dat obtained is statistic allv
vatic ndripable enabling
corn nsons over time or trom
group to group. ..

.
.

NON-STANDARDIZED
TESTS.. Instruments .
whit h are 'locolly- de-
signed to measure spe-
cific kinds ot knowledge
or -skill possesse(l by a
group ot people .Best,
example: teat her,t'
t lassroom tests.

(Same as tor stan-
dardized tests)

' ,

.

,

'

" i
Usually It'?ss reliabOand less
valid than standardized tests:
time musthe spent developing
the instrument; but the test is
"custom-made" fro the pro-
gram so data.,:ire typically more
relevant..

.I,
,

\
r

IDCS. Instrument for re-
cording pre-specified
activities or incidents,

,

.

Rate of occurrenceof
certain desirable tor un-
desirable) incidents;
amount of time.spent in

_conducting certain ac-
'tivities, etc.

-
.

.

.

Resistance among those filling
Tout logs is comMon; orienta-
tion and supervision can be
time-consummg; high rates of

.,.error or omission in record:R..
can affect accuracy Of 'data; but

.it.is lh excellent means of re:
Wing day-to-day actiVity to
long-tecm objectives.

3.r
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dardiZed tests. Mpst school districts regularly test student
achievement and maintain other information on cumulative
record cardg. Such a practice can be an" asset to a needs a-
sessment'sdy.inV that longitudinal data may be- available to-
detect achievement trends.

_One pitfall of standardized testing lies within its very "nor-
malcy." The normal distributitm of statistics can produce a
negative beginning according to English and Kaufman (1975,
p. 120).

. .
It is paradoxical that,a "needs assessment" derived from stan-
dardized tests will, on a latge enough sample, always show that
50% of the population are below av'erage apd at least' 14% Or
more one standard deviation below the mean. Thus, to allow a

, standardized test to define a '!need" is to build-in failure from
the beginning for at least a percentage of the studentii.

Most assessments of need do not 'rely totally on stan-
dardized instruments. Non-lendardized instruments are used
to iHobe specific variables that often are not Oailabkt. Non-
standardized tests are illustrated in these sources.

1. Tests in Microfiche. Princeton, N. J.: Educational "dihg Service,
-

106-1977.
Includes microfiche reproductior6 of unpublished tests developed"

by individuals 'and drganizations, that have been mentioned:in the
professional literature and incluaes an annotated indek. Four 'sets ,

have been reproduced to date: A, B, C, and D. -

.. 2. Good. Thomas L.. and Brophy, J. E. Ldoking in Classrooms. Nakv York:-
Harper arid RoW, 1973. '

3. Medley7 D. M., and Mitzel; H. E. Measuring Classroom Behavior by
Systematic Observation. In N. L. Gage (Ed.), Handbook of Resectrch on
Teaching. Chicago: Rind McNally, 1963. '--

Thit chapterfficludes conies of if number of classraom observation
instrumentkpf All as' discussion and analysis of them.

4. Robinson, J. P., and Shiver, P. R. Measures of Social Psychological
Attitudes. Ann Arbor: Institute for Social Research, University of
Aichigan, 1969. .

5, Shaw, M. E., .and Wright, J. M. SCales for the Measurement of At-,,
titudes. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1987.

6. Simon, A., and Boyer, E. G. (Eds.) Mirrors for Behavior: An Anthology
<of Observation Instruments. Philadelphia: Research for Better.
Schools, 1970.

120 The Process of Needs Assessment
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7. Walker, D. K. Socioemotional Measures for Preschool and Kinder-
garten Children. San eJoeyBass

8. Fox, R. S., Schumck,fr.VGond, E. V., Ritvo, M., and Jung, C. Diag-
nosing Professional Climate of Schooli. Fairfax. Va.: NTL Legisning
Resctiarces,1973.

9. Systematic Qbservation (theme issue). Journal of Research and De-
velopment in EduCation, 4"(1), 1970. _ .

10. Yelon,S. L. Construaive.Evaluation: Improving Large Scale Instruc-
tional Projects. Lansing, Mich.: Author, 1974,

Collect Data

Data in needs assessments are typically collected using (a)
direct observation, (b) queStioning (standardized or non-
standardized tests, mailed reactionliaires, interviews, open
meetings), and (c) analysis of documentary information. Each
type of instrument has its own unique characteristics, re-
quirements for esdministration, uses, advantages, and disad-
vantages. Further discussion of these types of data collection
'procedures and illustrations of instruments are found in
Chapter 10.

In planning data collection, it is importtint to consider the
usefulness of data in comparison with the costs in time and
resources in collecting the data. It is particularly important to
calculate 0the amount of time required by various respondent
groups. When the combination of instruments planned for a
particular populatiori is too long or too complex, needs asses-
sors may need either to delete some data collection processes
or collect partial data from different samples of the popula-
tion.

Analyze Datil,

In needs assessments, goals form the basic unit for analysis.
Meaningful results must be relatea directlyto the goals (and to
subgoals if at all possible). The purpose of analysis is tO
thesize data So that the extent to which current conditions are
related to goals becomer evident.

In addition to being organized by gbals, Analyses- are typi-
s en popu ations to which they relate-

and (b) respondent populations. The first classification is:
self-evident----turrent conditions of eleMentary ptudents differ

;

+

I. :'II :
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from those of econdary students, suburban students from
urban students, boys from girls, and others. The extent to
which data are analyzed by student populations depends
upon the nature of the data and- the precision required.

Respondent populations often are used as divisions in
analyzi.ng data. The responses of teachers,. parentsy-and 011-
dents are separately analyzed to determine differences among
their perceptions of current conditions. This extends analysis
computations proportionally. If students', teachers', and par-
ents' responses are analyzed separately and then totaled, about
four times as much data analysis is required than if only totals
are calculated.

After data are collected, it is ie.() late t3o distinguish sub-
groups. On the other hand, every,such division_increases the
Ieng-th-oTthe data collection instrument and the extensiveness
of the analysis process. Thus, needs assessors do.not ask for or
use identifying information on instruments without careful
consideration.

Some data are best arialy+Sd quantitatively. They include
such instruments as achievement tests, rating scales, and nu-
merical documentary data. Others, such as results of inter-
views, ethnographic studies, historical reviews, and an-
thropololOgical studies, are best hakidled descriptively. These
distinctions are discussed further in. Chapter 10 with illustra-

.

tions of instruments.

Some Criteria for Eyaluating Assessment Systems

The, following_ critedikmay be used to test the adequacy of ssl

the data collettion system"that is developed.,.The list is not
complete or adequate for ail purposes; thus, it slimild he re-
vised to tailor it to local use. r

1. Data are specifically related to goals of the needs assessment.
2. A.wide range of relevant data collection tools is employed.
3. Instruments collect data on variables related to goalsthAy Are valid
4. Instruments are appropriate for the audience to whom they will be.

administered.
5. Instwments tap a wide range of goal attainment levels.,
6. Planned sampling is used in data collection.

122 The Process of Needs Assessment
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----------7-.- Instruments are tett-dry-dry-Yee of ambiguity: they are objective and
specific.

8. The instrument format ist arranged for ease of recording data.
9. Instruments have undergone independent revfkv by a competent per-

..

Data collectors are adequately trained.
11. Data generated from instruments are cost-effective in teixg, of time

and resources expended.
12. Proceduses for combining 'data lead to few errors of subjective in- ,

terpretatiop and bias.
13. Information produced throügli the measurelent and riduction p

cess is meaningful.
14. The development cycle for ingrument const rsuction, including data

collection, v3iation, and revision, is planned.

Summary

Assessing'current conddons involves all tbree targeta of the
needs assessmentpeople, programs, and ofganizations. D'ata
that are callected must be directly related io-specific goals to
be interpreted meaningfully. Five steps in the data collection
process include (1) designing and planning date collection, (2)
-identifying data .soprces, (3) selecting andlor developihg in-
struments, (4) collecting-data, and (5),ana1yzing data,. Finally,
an assessment of the data,collection system itself is important
'in refining Ste procesg.
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Pri+itizing Educational Needs

TM's is the last of three chapters concerned with the.processei
for determining, educational needs. Exhibit 38' repeats the
ba lc paradigm for the needs assessment algorithm.

Exhibit 34 Extended Algorithm for Needs Assessment
Stage I f Stay 2 Stage I

WHAT SHOULDIEIE

Goak
for

knoof cgrdents

lCollapinsients

Differeme

WHAT IS

.Present Condittons
of

Pm*
i:, Programs
Organisation

This chapter focuses on the discrepancy between goals and
current conditions, Stage Three of the algorithm, Or Needs. If
the data from Stage One and Stage Two have been collected so
that data on current conditions are related to goals, Stage
Three is considerably, simplified. Data are displayed so that
current conditions are compared directly with goals and are
easily understood by analysts. Typically, two steps are com-
pleted in Stbge Three: (1) displaying data on current condi-
fions dnd goals and (2) prioritizing needs. The first section of
this chapter incluiles several formats for reporting data that

'ficiiitates needs identification, while 'the second section is
concerned with prioritizing needs.

Reportine Data

Data on cuirent conditions (Stage Two of the mOdel) have
been reported in a. wide variety of formats- and. with varying

Prioritizing Nevds 125
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degrees of sophistication in terms of statistical analysis. The
primary criterion for data analysis and reporting (perhaps. the
only one) is does this information, analysis of its emphasis,
_and its_ reportprovide _data that are-di rect-ly -related -to- one of
the needs assessment goals? Data that are not directly related
to the goals-of the needs aSsessment are not Usable. Regardless
of how simple or complex the analyses are, they 'are not help-
ful if they do not answer the question, "How well is the school
or college doing id relation to a particular goal?" Reports are
less than adequate if they do not synthesize data and highlight
discrepancies between ideal and acfual conditiOns.

One way to display data on current conditions is a series of
factual statements, each related to an educational 'goal that is
not being achieved. These statements should make no attempt
to ascribe causes 'to the discrepancies. English and Kaufman
(1975, p. 39) listed several needs statements of this type:

Fifteen percent of the senior class could milt read an editorial
from the New York Times with at least 80 gercent,comprehen-
sion as measured by a criterion referenied instrument prepared
by the teacher and approved by the department chairman.

After a walk through the surrounding woods, onlY 6 percent of
the first grade-students could not recall at least three sounds they
had heard or imitate them, draw apicture of the source' of the
soupds, or explain the source of the sound as peculiar to the
woods as measured by a check list kept bY the teacher.

-

Whether such statements represent discrepancies depends on
the standards or criteria set for each goal.

Data are displayed .to facilitate user comprehension and
conversion of information into programs and change
strategies. Some techniques for presentation are listed below
(International Business Machines, 1963, p. 14): ,

"U.

A flow chart is useful for demonstrating a sequence of events
and decisions. Throdgh a series of symbols connected by lines, it
provides a framework for relating operations logic requirements.

Narrative form is valuable when background information is to k
be presented . . . and for listing requirements.'

Decision, tables are especially useful for displaying the cause-
and-effect relationships in complicated systems logic.

126 The Process,Of Needs Assessment.
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Procedure statements can be employed to describe special
problem areas requirkng precise computer-level definiOon.*

Reporting Actual and Ideal 'Perceptions from the Same Instrument
A number of needs assessment instruments collect flat& on

current conditions and goals using the same instrunients..Sev-
eral of these are included.in this section to illustrate ihe vari-
ety of approaches used. The Battelle Memorial Institute Sur-
vey of Educational Needs (1976) determines how community
members respond to two questiona about each of eighty-five
statements.

1. To what extent should the condition exist in your
school?

2. To what exteht does the condition actually exist in your
chool?

Respondents used the two scales illustrated in Exhibit_ 39.
r

Exhibit 39: Rating,Scale Used
in Battelle Needs Assessment
Source: Battelle Memorial Institute, 1972

To a To a To a
SHOULD Do not Not at-, siight moderate fairly large
EXIST ^ know all Went extent eXtent

? 1 2 3 4

To a To a To a
ACTUALLY Do not Not at slight moderate fairly large
EXISTS know all extent extent extent

To a
very large

extent
5

. To a
very large

-extent
? I 2 --- 3 --- 4 --- 5

Teacher Corps Project S.M.A.R.T; (New York University,
. 1978) used the same responses "Should Exist" and "Actually

Exist" to assess training needs of teachers, aides, and ad-
ministrators. The five-point rating scale and one section of the

Islew-York-inatniment are-shown-Im-Exhil
The CFK School Climate Profile (1973) is an example of a

commercial instrument used by Teacher Corps projects. The
Eastern Montana Teacher Corps Project used it to survey re-
spondents who rated a series of statements in terms of "What

. *Reprinted by permission from IBM Siticly Organization Pion: The Approach.
1963 by International Business Msabines Corporation.
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Exhibit 40: Rating Scale Used
by New York University Teacher Corps Project
Source. New York University, 1978

_

SCALE: (0) Not at all
(1) To a slight extent
(2) To a moderate extent
(3) To a fairly large extent
(4) To a very large extent

Should Exist Actually Exists

TO TH(BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE TEACHERS AT P.S. 233 I.Amq
v41. help 'children enhance their self image

42. help children explore their values ,

43. know about the morardevelopment
of the child

Is" and "What Should Be." The first five statements and the
rating scale are illustrated in Exhibit 41. Boxes at the end of .

each part of the questionnaire provide space for the summa-
tion of ratings.

Another instrument (Laramie County School District, 1978)
includes sixty-four subgoals related to eighteen currimiluM
areas. Parents and recent graduates are askea to. consider each
statement in terms of "What Priority?" and "School Is . . . ."
Thus, comparison can be made between gOals considered
most important (highest priority) and present practice. A por-
tion ot the, Wyoming instrument is shown in Exhibit 42.

Instruments such as these that collect parallel data are rela-
tively simple to quantify. Mean ratings for perceiltions of ideal
conditions (goals) can be compared with mean ratingslor cur-
rent practice on each item in the Jnstrument. In some mime,
means are ranked or differences between means are calculated
and compared. Some 5lata are displayed to show the rank of
the difference in means of goals and pf current conditiOns.

128 The Process of NeedsAssessment
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Exhibit 41: Rating Scale Used
in the CFK, Ltd.; School Climate Profile
Source: CFK, Ltd.

Part A
General Climate Factors

Repect
In this school even low achieving
students are respected.

Teachers trisZat students a9persons.

Parents are considered by this
school as important collaborators.
Teachei% from one subject area or
gradsleverespect those froin
oler subjeet areas.

Teachers in this school.are proud
to be teachers. c

What Is:.

2
0

Should Be:

> =
g

.6 I 1

Reporting Data-from Mtiltiple Instruments

Needs assessors often collect data on several factors related
to a particular goal. Their assumption is that goals Fe com-
plex and relate to a wide range ótiirrent Conditions. This is
illustrated in Exhibit 43. The mean ratings for four statements
of current-conditions are compered with a god. When these
four statements are contrasted \With the mean ratings for other
goals, a relative value can bp determined. Interpretation is
required in such. cases.

Other date nilated to this goal could have been collected and
rep,ted, including (a) reports on the kinds of activities in
which students enjoyed participating, (b) sociograrns or-otlier
socionietric techniques that related current conditiont to the

t,
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Exhibit 42: Laramie County Goal Analysis Instrument
Source: Laramie County Public Schools, 1978

.2

You are asked to respond to each statemeni in two ways as, fol/ows:_.

First:
Consider what priority the state-
ment should hav,e in the school
program and circle your response-
accordingly on the left.

Second:
Decide how well the sChool is
doing what the statement says
and circle the number on the
right. that represents what you
think.

WHAT PRIO.RITY . SCHOOL IS . . .

4 3 2 1 (1.1) Developing skill; in oral and written English 5 4 3. 1 1

4 3 2 1 (1.2) Developing skills in spelling 5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 (1 .3). Devetoping basic reading skills 5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 (1.4) Developing skills in basic mathematical. 5

computation and problem solving
4 3 2 1

goal, (c) observations of lunch-time ihteractions, td) discus-
sions by student cotincil or homeroom groups, or (e) work
schedules. Each type of data has its own characteristics hich
lead to a preferable format.

The'Quality Education Program Study (Bucks County Pu
.lic Schools, 1971) in Pennsylvania employs two related in-
struments. In the first, responderas are-asked to rate subgoals
in terms of their perceivedimportance._ The four sub-soals for
Goal DC "Understanding Human Accomplishment" are illus-
trated in Chapter 5 (Exhibit 23). Each subgoal is rated in terms
of its perceived importance; the mean of these is computed;
and the reletiVe importance of Goal IX is determined in corn-
parisori with other .goals.

The seCond phase involves identification of current prac-
tice. Each subgoal is described as a set of behaviors that are
ojservable. This is illustrated in Exhibit 44 using subgoal two

130 _ The Proceis of Needs Assessment
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Exhibit 43: lllustrativp Format
for Displaying Data on Meanrs and Ranks

t

31'

I..

Goal
Data on Current Mean

Rank Conditions (5-point-scale) Rank

4
lmpr6ve interpersonal
relati ns among students

\

2 Desire for close friends 4.32 1

at current age level

esire for close friends . 3.1 2 4
from another race

Extent of out-of-school 3.43 3
contacts

Willingness to work in 4.10 '2
after school activities
or project

or Goal IX. ata frolWe observations of current conditions
can be.. corn ed witlilhose for desired (goals) to determine
the greatest s of need.

In Pennsylv- a, state norms for each of the goals are calcu-
1 ted so that local school districts can. compare their results
with state norins, as illustrated in Exhibit 45.

Note that there is not only a general description of the scale
for Goal IX but also a stated criterion. These two basic sub-
scales for Goal IX are described and sampleitems illUstrated in
-Exhibit 45. Finally, student attitudes computed for the state
norms are reported as SSSS graphs while locral averages are
reported as LLLLL graphs.

In, reporting and interpreting information, it is extremely -
important to recognize the limits of data. For example, an
instrument May be locally developed with unknowAreliabil-
ity and tenuous validity. After data derived from the instru-
ment are analyzed and presented as tables, .they may be inter-s
prated as, more valid than warranted. Recently, a steering
committee made far-reiching deaisions based on mean re-
sponses of a locally. delieloped survey. One need wet accepttd
as valid because it wet rated 4,37 -while another wattnot since

wa rated .only 4.31. The differemes probably were statisti- yet ?VI/

S.

,
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Exhibit 44: Relation of Analysis of Current Conditions
'to Goal IX in Pennsylvania Needs AssessMent
5ource: Bucks County Public Schools, 1471

Area 2SHOWS APPRECIATION FOR
ACHIEVEMENTS OF OTHERS.

2.1 Admiretla certain' area of human
achievement. .

2.2 Stiows appreciation for nature or for
an _area of human achievement by
attending an event, listening, read-
ing, observing, or collecting.

' -

2.3 Makes a kidgment oroelects an ac-
tivity, reading material, etc., based
on how good it is.

2.4 Shows appreciation-for an area of
human achievement by using the
prciducts and information of same.

2.5 Brings materials to class that relate
to topic of discussion, that will help
in teaching, or that will increase
class appreciation.

.,

2:6 Tells class about an 'event he went
to, or an educational experience he
had.

2.7 _Appreciates the opportunity to larrt
about a certain human achievement.

r , p

8
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

R

5

5

5

callY not significant (although this was not tested), but, more
importantly, they were not educationally different.

Prieritizi4 Needs

Discrepanciesore categorized according to the magnftude of
the gap between lhe goal and current status. Ohe procedure for
prioritizing needs *as develoPed by Pol and Gale (Pol,'1976).
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Exhibit 45: Illustrative Report roirnat
.

for Data on Goal AchieVement
Source: Pennsylvania State" Departn1ent of Education, 1974, p:54

I« FQA `rPRIN(. I'/74,, NAME (.R 5 ID - DATE 117+21/740

(AM( IX APPRk IA HNC FIUMAN 4 ( IMPLISETME NTS t(3NERAL ALMESt RIP1R IN
trims MEASURE HOW. mUC. Ft VALUE s I UDENTs PLACE UN HUMAN /KENT IN THE ARTS ANT) SOINCES
AND 1111 i.)ECREE TO WHR El 4HEY ARE WILL INC, 10 RECEIVE SIImULI THA THESE ENDEAVORS PROVIDE

-THIRTY-Erbil ITEms iN( I I., LITE RA TURF ART A THEE TIf S. GOVERNMENT SCIENCES. MUSK OLOGY.AND DRA4A SkMPIE x, Al I, INC ITEM PEOPLE WHO PAINT PICTURES OFFER vER'Y MILE It) OUR WORLD
sAmPLE RE( EIVINE, ITEM I IM I LIKE TO CO WITH A WATERWAY PATROLmAN TO SEE HOW HE KEEPS OUR
STREAMS CO AN RESPONSE oP IRAs ARE I I I uNC ERTAIN AND 4 DISAGREE

( TE RI( )N FOR F4VORAIEL I RESPONSE TO 'ITEMS
RESP( NS* (AK IN III IS t UNSIDERED F AvORAELLE TO ALL RR-Eh/INC ITEMS AND TO 'THOSE VALUING ITEMS
WHICH DEscRIBE A( TIVITIES IN AR TS, SCIENCES E 1( IN A POSITIVE LIGHT OPTIoN III is FAVORABIE
RESPONSE to NU.A DYE T s I ATED VALUING ITEMS

SUBS( Al E DESCRIPTIONs AND sAMPT E ITEMS e` APPRECIATING HUMAN AC( OMPTISHME N Ts PROFILE

VAL UINC, Al AE HINE; IMPe/R T ANC E
HIEVE MINT,' IN tHE AR Ts AND S4. IEN(..4

AND VAL UINC ROLE. PI AVID BY PEOPLE IN
THESE AREAs STORY WWII Rs GI \E A (MEAT
DEAL TO OUR WORLD

RE( FIVIN(. WILL IN( ,NF4ks 1( I EARN moRE
A8( 0)1 A( 'Alf vi MEN IS, THE AR TS 'AND
S1 AN( ES AND 10 SEE I. ot. I t'OPERIEN( ES
WHIT El PRO WIDE FIRST ti Ss.0 INF( )14MA NON
ON .WHAT PEOPLE IN 1111,,t ARk AS ARE
,DOIN(, I WOL. I) (NO W ATI HNC A 1
PROCRAM AROL I sT It s(

s ELME N P., DISMAYING POSITIVE ATTITUDES ON SUBS( ALES
IIN PER ( NEI

lyt .10,4 -toce. si/4. bog' 70,1 fT) r; ,nrc 1(191F

SSSMSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS11111SSYTS1S1S1SSSSSSSS
RELLatiim 11 1 litittt LII11111littl I t

sssss ssSSY:(S.SSSSsSSssS455ss s SS

TELLIALELLIALLLILLIALLEDI Ill LI

Referred to as the QuadrantAssessment Model, it compares
ideal and real sets of §xPectations and perceptions for schOol
principals. While the model was developed for a particular
audience, it is aPplicable to other audiences and.to other forms
of data. Exhibit 46 illustiaies and explains the model.

This process is intended to identify the More crucial areas
'needing akttention. Hershkowitz (1972) derived a similaemat-
rix frorn the needs algorithm. He dichotomized 'attainment
data (current status) and importance data (ideal conditions) to
derive a 2 >e2 mairix, as shown in Exhibit 47.

In the matrix, Cells B andb are classified as more important
than Cells A and.C. 'Likewise, Cells .A and B 'include condi-
tions with greateilikelihood of ittaifiment than do Cells C and
D. Th, refult of 'this, interaction is that the entries in Cell D
tepresent those areas needing most urgent action, while those
in Cell &need less attention.

HeihkavVitz bases his classifications on the mean rating by

Prioritizing Needs 133
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Low
Ideal

I I

1

High Ideal
Low Real

1

4 4

EMlibit 46: Quadrant Asskssment Mociel
sjurce: Po( 1976, p. 6%

From

igh High
Real,Ideal

..ilimmowslieselmeamememeall.

High Ideal
High Real

low Ial .

High Real

To

low
Real

/

Low Ideal
Low Rul

7

H110:i Ideal High Real Quadrant: Statements generated by this quadrant indi-
: cote that the components of competence described are imporant and highly r-
expected, At the same time, it means that these components of competence are
pos4essed by the ptilipals.and perceived as being practked at a satisfactory level
of performance. .

High Ideal Low Real Quadrant: This quadrant is called the "needs quadrant"
because it generates statbrnents that are an important part of the competence of
the principal. Howeyer, they are perceived as inadequately .peiformed or ,not
possessed by the prindpals.

Low Ideal High Real Quadrant: Statementssenerated inthis quadrant indicate..
that the comporients of competence are of lowiThportance". At the samatime, it
means that these components of competence arepossessed by the principals and
are perceived as being over-performed.

Low Ideal Low Real Quadrant: Statements in this quadrant indicate that the
eomponehts of competence described are of little importance and are not overl
perforrned; thus are practiced at low level infrequently: if at all.

134 The Process of Needs Assessnient
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Exhibit 47: 2 2 Matrix Displaying Goal Attainment
and Coal lmpoilance Data

rce: Hershkowitt. 1972

Attainment of
Goal

,

.A B

,

D

,

Importance of goal.

resspondents. the New Jersey needs assessment system, on.the,
other.hand, uses a similar approach but bases its dichotomi-
zation! not on means gut on the percentage of respondents
rating the scales.

Arguing igainst these _approaches, English and Kaufman,
(1975, p. 14 .) cite the following example in making the point
that the priority of needs should consider the priority of goals
and should not be bailed solely on the Magnitude of the dis-
6Pepancy:

There may be a 65 pitrcent gap in students recognizing Beeth-
oven's Fifth Symphony, and 8.23 percent gap in students being
able to read the editorial page of the Nqw York Times. If the goal
relating to basic skills was ranked.higher than a goal calling for
recognition and appreciation of great music, then the 23 percent
gap must be addressed by the system and its resources first.

Using the same approach to prioritizing needs,. Rookey
(1975, p. T7) classifies goals as hish, met4ium, or low in prior;
ity. He then subtracts current contlitions from-goal priorities to
determine tbe discrepancy and utilizes a matrix similar to Ex-
hibft 48. The'statements in Cell A represent the greatest needs
While those in. Cell E are the least needs. The two B cells, the
three C cells, and the two D cells are .intermediately important
needs.

Another approach is illustrated In_Exhibit 48._Goals_are_
in terms of their probable increase in utility and
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Exhibit 48: 3 x 3 Matrix Dis'playing Data
on Discrepancy and Goal Priority
Source Rkic)key, 1975, p. 17

Goal
Priority

--.
Discrepanc .

. .

Hrgh Medium . Low

:High

Medium -

't.Ow as,

tl, A C

B . C.
.

C D E

C

importance. The format used in the exhibit displays the
analyses for one goal.

In Exhibit 49, 80 percent of fifth graders achieved the
criterion set for the goal. The needs assessment team estimated
that 95 percent of students should be expsscted to aohieve that
level; thus, the probable increase in goal achievement_was 15' I'
percent (95 percent-80 percent). In a second part data collec-
lion, participants were asked to rate the importance of the.goal
on a five-point scale. This goal was rated 4.7. The goal's prior-
ity was calculated by multiplying 15% x 4.7 (.f05.) This
priority was highest for all goals and was ranked 'number 1.

A more, complex system of prioritizing goals than previ-
ousbi described is illustrated in Exhibit 50. In addition to
-needs assessment data, inforthation is collected on perceived
accuracy of data, Costleffectiveness, interrelatedness with
other goals or needs, criticality of need, and potential teasibil-

Exhibit 49: Format for Displaying
Goal Utility and Priority Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Goal Current Probable Average Priority Rank

. Performance Increase , Rated Value, ' --. Level in Utility Importahce

in May, 9S perceiit 80% 15% 4.7 .705 1

of fifth graders will
read at 4.7 grade

S.

level or higher
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Exhibit 50: Si% fitating Scales
for Prioritizing Needs
Source: Univessity of Florida, 1978

0

,
.

0. AP

(A) What is the extent of gap between the facts (what
is) and the values (what ought to be)?

4' : %

.
(B) Ill Itio. accurate (consistent with facts and values) is

. the analysis of this concern .
. .

i
,

. .

.

(D) What degree of effectiveness (student benefit) for
doliars spent is likely if this need is satisfied?
Cost/Effectiveness

.
(0) To what extent would the satisfying of this'need

aid the satisfying of other needs on the list?
,

_

.
(D) In comparisdn to the other needs of children what

is the degree of criticality of this need?

s,
.

.(F) Consideringtime, csO5t, and other constraints, how
,.. kasible is satisfaction of this need?

ity of resulting plans. All ratings in Exhibit 561re completed
for each i. goal and are usedin prioritizing needs. Some cases,
the' additional information .permits needs assessors to make
"more rational and realistic dkidions.
I In 1972, the Ogden City School District complefed a study of -
the 'critical needs of education in its sclydols (Drechel, 1972).
EaCh a the needs was treated in three ways: "(1) a priority
ranging from important to extiemely 1ticaL (2) a time limit
fw which the need was to be resolved, and (3) criteria or
guidelines which had to be met in order to solve the need:"
The interaction of the two treatments is 1111W:rated in Exhibit
51.

The Ogden approach suggests two importint ideas to needs
assessors. First, needs can be prioritized in a few categoriek for
ease of communication (in this case, they are "extreinely criti-
cal," "critical," and "imporakt"). Second, not all needs/din
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ExtiiEfit 51: Needs Prioritized
by Criticality and Timelines
Source: Drechel, 1972 1
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be attended to simultaneously. By determining-fa timeline
within which each need &in be met, these can 'be a more
adequate followup. .

The neeas, assessor' should determine which Df ;these
proaches to use in listing-critical needs in prfority order. Once
the decision has been maclka statement of leeds (still factual,
descriptive, and devoid of.causal implication) should bemade
public and cfrculated athong those wilt have shown previous
interest in the program. The needs assbssmentathen is ready to -
be applied to educational programs and implemented. These
processes are t onsideied in the next chapter.
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Summary
Il lk

To determine the extent of-needs, goals- are compared with
current conditions. Reports should be organized to clarify s

tlifferenees- -and- Tel-ationshiwielthilrt- diffrent ditii requiie
.varieti report formats,.the following are useful: tables, charts,
descriptive statements, ,and decision tables.

Priorities tan be determined in a number of ,ways. Some
result in 2 x 2 matrices in which level- of attainment and
importance of goals are dimensions. Others rely on 'complex
calculations an 4(ormulas, considering utilay of results, cost/
effectiv,enes% ibility, -and optimal time required for at-
tainment. Once priorities are established, factual statements of,

'need form the basis for change efforts.
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Converting Priorities into-Programs

Other chapters in this book focus directly on needs assess-
ments. This chapter places needs assessment within the con-
text of systemic change. efforts. The purpose of needs assess-
ment is not simply to collect data but to do so in order to-make
chews where they are needed. Only when change-oriented
strategies are initiated and- improvements are made does the
real value of needs assessments become evident. The needs
assessment encourages implem'entation based ,on targeted
actual needs for institutions.

Needs assessments can be compared with the diagnosis of
individuals. The diagnostic/prescriptive process is often ad=
vocated as a procedure for improving the learning of, children
and youth, Likewise, needs assessment/implementation pro- .-
cesses are employed in changing institutions. Thus, needs as-
sessment is analogous to diagnosis and serves sintiler func-.
tions. .

Irt Chapter 1, eight steps in the systemic chanlier-process
were outlined and are repeated in Exhibit 52. The first three
steps ere the needs assessment. The next cthree steps are Im-
plementation processes based on the needs assessment. Fi-
nally, program evaluation and revision conclude the cycle but
also permeate at stages. Whpe they appear to be linear, the

*-eight stepsare -not. Needs assessment id an ongoing process; as
implementation is undertaken, new demands for assessing
needs emerge. When change strategists begin to rely on data,
the demandi. for data and the dependence on it increase.

This chapter focuses on Steps, 4, 5, and 6. Section One is

A
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Exhibit 52: Steps in Systemic Change Process

,

Z

1. Formulation Of Goals

Pata Collectioei- on Current- Cond-itio-94

3. Needs Analysis

4. Specified Objectives That Are. Based on Priority Nkeds
5. Strategy Development

6. Program Implementation..

7, Progratii Evaluation

8: Revision

concerned with spedfying objectives based on priority needs.
Section TWo suggests some ideas that could broaden stretegy
development, 'while the third section is concerned with im-
plementation of change strategies based on the needs assess-
ment. /

cpeciffyeng Objectiv+

Determining What Could Be

The algorithm for assess neneeds shown in Exhibit 53 has
provided an organizer for his book. As !reds are translated .2.

, 1

Exhibit 53: NeLtds Assessment Algorithm

WAT SHOULDIE
GaAs

WHAT IS

Pnivint Coniftions

s- NEEDS

Disavpanties

into objectives,, three levels of objectives become evident: (a)
what might be, (b)" what sho4ld be, and (c) what 'cotild be.
Understanding the distinctions among these three types of
objectives aids in clarifyingschange-strategies. As depicted in
Exhibit 54, Rand an,d Stover (1973) prOposed a schemOic for
compartng "what is" to an ultimate ideal system'.

142. The Process of Nieeds-,$,ksseSSment
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,Exiiibit 54: Conceptual Model Depicting
tdeal/6ality-Based Levels for GOals
Source: Rand and Stover, 1973, p. 14

4HEORE-flEAt IDEAt--8`6-TIM-

A,
WHAT MIcHT BE ULTIMATE IDEAL SYSTEM

(.

"Mr Irair

A IIII 111111 1111111111111k

WHAT IS

AHAT SHOULD BE

WHAT CAN BE

FEASIBLE IDEAL SYSTEM
TARGET

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM

CONVENTIONL
APPROACHES

UNITS OF EFFECTIVENESS (cost per unit)

t the pinnacle of Nadler's model is the Theoretical Ideal
System, unobstructed by constraints and functioning under
ideal conditions not found in reality. The second level, What
Might Be, describes the ultimate ideal system as it might func-
tion,in a real world under ideal circumstances. These are often
the goal statements found in charters or articles of purpose
and intent. They provide direction, but their targets are rarely
attained.

The, third level, Whqt Should Be, describes a feasible ideal
syatem. These statements also pioiride direction and are not
typically achieved, They are within reach; are relatively spe-
cific, and can be related.to actual condititms. Goal statements
in the needs assessment process are typically stated at this
level.

-
4
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Schools and colleges operate under constraints, some of
which are bound withiri theinselves and can be mbdifii3d; but
others involve suprasystem constraints that limit attainment
of goals. Tkenay include sucit constraints as finances-, re--
soUrces or buildings, or popillation`Eiinfigurations. In effect,
these limit the What Should Be to What Can Be. Analysis of
them provides more realistic objectives.

The bottom level in Nadler's diagram, What Is, corresponds
to the second part of the needs formula. It is an analysis of
current conditions. The &stance between these statements
and What Should Be is theoretically the discrepancy or needs
function. This i§ 'the formula used thrOughout this volume.

.However, theg.e is another discrepancy index that could be
conjured; that is, the difference between What Is and What
Can Be. In implementing programs, this realistic approach
may lead to fewer frustrations and greater successes.

The Western Washington University Teacher Corps Project,
reported by Hite et al. (1977), used this theoretical construct to
illustrate the kinds of data collected during an inservice pro-
gram planning process. Three levelsWhat Is?, What Should
Be?, and What Could Be? (Nadler's What Can Be?)provide
an excellent illustration of how realities can be incorporated
into the planning process. This illustration is shown in 'Ex-
hibit 55. ,

Writing Objectives

Objettives are the What Could Be -phase of th& change
processthe specification of realistic, obtainable outcomes.
They are derived directly ftom needs and are designed to cor-
rect conditions that were identified through the needs assess
ment.

Because so much has been written-about the techniqUes and
processes for writing objectives, the topic is not considered
here. Several criteria for assessing the value of objectives are
listcd. Needs assesiment teams may wish to revise these to fit
local conditions, then apply them to objectives. Each objective
should:

Ele relateCi directly to an identified °need.
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Z. Be realistic ad obta1ri4le.
3. Bshort, clear, concise, and tmderstandable.
4. Result In a luccessful resolution of needs.
5. Consider the Magnitude of needs in determining extensiveness.

-Reiate-to--a-a-inglif-issue-oilpregramrL-

Developing Strategies

The strategies selected to achieve 'the previously ideMified
objectives range widely in scope and impact. They may in-:
dude curriculam design and development efforts, organiza-
tional reform, staff development, or resource allocGtion.. Their

.

WHAT IS?

Exhibit 55: Planning Document
Illustrating Current Conditions
CoMpared with Ideal and Feasible Objectives
Source: Hite et al., 1977, p. 5

WHAT SHOULD BE? WHAT COULD BE?

Individual teachers select
courses and activities ,.

District administration plans
programs and requires

"and/or encOurages pahici-
pation

Assessment of pupil needs is
based upon formal and in-,
formal observations

College offers programs
-based upon intuitive per-

.. ception of needs

Progams mandated by state
and federal legiilation re-
quire additional training of
staff

District funds for inservke
education art limited

Activities should be directed
at meetinggidentified student
need

Programs should be
planned by a team repre:
senting staff, district and de-
livering agency

There should be a
systematic apessment of
needs .

Information on specific
needs should be availablO to
college faculty

District should establish
local programs

k

A minimum of 5% of the in-
.;stnktiona l budget 'Would be
allocated to staff develop-.
ment

Student needs could be
identified and an inservice
program planned

Joint committee for inser-
vice education could be
established

There could 6e a systematic
assessment of needs

Working relationship with
college could be established

Required programs do DOt

seem reasonable at this time

Staff development could be
established as a budget item

e
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S

,arget may relate to a total school system:II schaol, or a small
group of elementary pupils. Strategies 'may include only
school officials or . may involve social agencies, businesses,
community organizationsz.or ,individu0s_outside the school,-
They may require. special. expertise and consultations or1 be

- devised, developed, andt,delivered by the school staff.
In selecting the most appropriate strategy, three quettions

are posed and answered:

1. What alternative strategies could be employed to achieve the opjective?
2. What are the relative strengths and weaknesses of each poteiitia.1

strategy?
3. Whk:h strategy seems most apPrOpriate?

Each of these three stages is explored in the following sec-.
tions.

Alternative Strategies

'The first phaSe of strategy selection is to generate a wiâe
array of potential strategies. Once the objective is Specifie& as
many procedures as possible should be developed for attain-
ing the objective. There shoilict be interaction with other per-
sons, particularly'with those having a different.baCkground qr
perspective. hi their desire to move rapidly, innovators often
restrict tkeir contacts to creative and Suppcirtive people. Such
a posture often limits eventual effeciiveness of change qfforti. ,

Americ,ans are often accused of "straightline solutioos";
given &problem, there is a direct and related,solution. Fredelle
Maynard 0976, pp. 96---99) capsule(' six techniques which
might be considered when generating alternative. strategies. 1

The first technique is Change a Minus to a Plus. When ad-
vertisers have a good product with an apparent drawback,
such as a terrible-tasting mouthwash, they don't.conceil the
liability but exaggerate iiiiand make-it special. Mayn.ard de-
scribes a 14-yet-old NaliYork girl whose father was trans,
ferred to England. The harder sheiried to be like the English;
the more they mimicked her accent and made fun of her..The'
girl's mother suggested she emphasize her indrviduality and,
foreign background by wearing T-shirts and jeans; that is, she
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Oanged a negative feature intq a,positive one and soon was
tilt center of attention among her -new English friends./

In Reversal, situations are turned around to make them ad-
vantageous-. A-dri'ver-on a nax-row country-road found the'Patr
blocked by slow-moving sheep. Rather than creeping the ve-
hicle trough the flock-,--and probably pushing the sheep

.aheadthe driver reversed the problem. 'ay.storiping, turning
the sheep around and driving them past the ,yehicle, the
problem was solved:

In the RedefinitioasteChnique,4he solution ttc a 'prob1fp5
.often depends upon'Eow it is stated. The question of `1-iow.td,
buil (la better mousetrap" may be too narrow a focus. Eiy a
bream definition of "how to get rid of mice," a greater`ringe
of Possibilities:is opened. Conversely, the. question May .be
tmidified from the specific to the general"how fb get rid of
mice" to-"how to build a better mousetrap." \

Planning for Results is the fourth tecthlique. The long-range
results can be considered rather than th4 immediate ends, A
family considering its-tax refund; might spend it-for current
desires or invest it toward a family objective desired in five or
ten years. There are 'clearly two flivergent ranges:4A options in
such a situation.

Breaking Routines provides a fifth' approach to solving
prOblerns. 'Routines that are taken for granted often leacl to
problems that can be avoided.. An examide described by
Maynard (1976) was that of a family whose father wogiCed from
4:00 p.m. to midnight. The mother was continually cookrng
blcause the maidmeal was in the evening when the children
were home, but the father's meal was in mid-afternoon before,
going to work. In addition to the problein about cooking, the
children aver saw their dad. By breaki ;' routine, the main-
meal was served in the morningthe 4ther cooked for only
one Major setting, and the family en oyed more time together.

Brainstorming generates many icreasquickly. Following the
Problem statement, all group meniibers spill out ideaswacky,
funny, far outin accordance with four prevailing rules. No
criticism br evaluatiOn is allowed, participantsare encouraged
to be uninhibited in their thinking, quantity 'is emphtisized
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rather than quality, and participants are urged to build on or
modify others' ideas. Regardless of the process employed, the
result of this step:is a set of alternative strategieLforachieving
the objectivos".

Resource and Constraint Assessment

In this step, each of the alternative strategies is analyzed to
determine its strengths and weaknesses, its advantages and
disadvantages, its positive and negative aspects. In logically
organizing the analysis for more objective consideration, a
table such as Exhibit 56 may be of value. This approach is
similar to and based on Force Field Analysis, described in
Chapter 9.

Exhibit 56: Strategy Assessment System

STRATEGY:

Strengths of strategy
Advantages of strategy

. Positive features of strategy

Weaknesses of strategy
Disadvantages of strategy
Negative featUres of strategy

2.

3.

4.
a

1.

2.

3.

4.

Prior -to selecting a strategy, threqurther considerations
may facilitate the process. First, one cjh speculate on the tin-
Pact of the krategy on each of the nees assessment targets
people, programs; and organizations. Such sa process can
broaden perspective and stimulate ideas about other positive
and negative attributes that could contribute to the success of
the strategy. For example, by analyzing negative factors,
assessors may be able to change some aspect that ce 1 trans-.form the negative force into a positive force.

Second, the risk factor should be calculated for each pr
aposed strategy. Rivk should be considered from two viewsif
the strategy is adopted and if the strategy is not adopted. For
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students involved in a new experimental venture, ;Oat arWhe
risks involved? What are its long-term psychological and edu-
cational legacies? What are its chances Of success? What are
RS effects on eXisting programsl

The third consideration is an analyses of resource alloca-
tioni.- ,Brieve et al. (1973, pp. 62-63), identified three
categories which affect decisions about most strategies. The
first.is costs, including personnel, materials, equipment, and
facilities. The second category is timeboth for development
and implementation. Time can be considered in terms of ac-
tual time devoted to the strategy or in terms of the lapses from
the time the strategy is conceived until it is completed. The
third category is socio-psychological Wand includes such con- .

siderations as social acceptance, the interest # strategy might
generate, and its general political feasibility. As an example of
how this third thnsideration may be applied, a strategy could
be potentially effective but could cost too much, take too long,
or unfavorably affect the political climate of the schools.

Finally, a word about constraints"they won't let us" is not
acceptable. Too many great ideas have been swept away by
this phase. "They" get blamed for too many failures to act.
Sometimes "they" are identifiedzand "they" are always in
authority. They are Washington, the community, the central
officebut as Sago said, "We have seen the enemy, and they
is LIS." Too often, "we" need to solve the problem. Too often
switrimers turn away from the sea before the smell ofsalt water
iS in their nostrils, and implementers turn from a unique and
viable process before it has been adequately explored.

Other blocking statements should also be questioned:
"We've always done it this way." "The community expects
the schools to ," "The tdeas can't be sold." It is
beyond the scope of this committee." When 'such statements
are considered rigid and final, manST useful alternative
strategies neiver surface.

Selecting Appropriate Strategy

The generation of alternative strategies is an analytic pro-
cess, but selecting from among tlie alternatives is a political
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process. The latter may be referred to as U combination of
systematic evalUation and artful judgement. One of the myths
of education is that evaluation leads to objective (value-free)
decisions. Sikh a myth is particularly destructive in education
when it clouds human judgements with pseudo-scientific,
pseudo-objective assessments. A junior high school music
teacher gave a student with an average of 89.4 a B but Would
have assigned the student an A if it had been 89.5 (which
rounds up to 90). The 'teachers' actions inferfed that the
criteria were so precise that 1 part in 4000 Made the difference.
Perhaps the teacher was avoiding professional dedsions by
using numbers and pseudo-scientific evaluation.

Since decisioning is a human endeavor, involving those
who are concerned in making the decision is'en effective
strategy.

This should not bea one time involvement. M alternative
strategies are generated, affected parties should be continually
involved in the process. As positive and negative features of
each strategy are,projected, those affected should be involved.
The strategy employed is more likely to be effective when
input from significant people is sought; not only is die in-
creased range of ideas likely to improve the quality of the
strategy selected, but sukport for the otitcome is more likely.

Implementing the Program

This is the action step derived from all previous efforts.
Needs assessments count for naught if they donot lead toward
action-oriented piograms. Planning is, negated if it does not
lead toward chanle-oriented strategies. As noted previously,
it is important to recognize that all previous stages in the
change -process are empty Without implementation.

Needs assessment is not a one,time process; neither is im-
plementation. Implementation strategiesare planned, tried,
evaluated, revised, and tried again. Their outcomes May result
in changed objectives or goals7and they may lead to Modified
statements of needs.

Two other stages, evaluation and revision, are included in
the systemic process. While not emphasized here, they are

,
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integral to the success of the change-oriented effort. The pur-
pose of this book ts to stimulate a more valid assessment of
needs which should lead to more effective implementation
-and- thus te- more effectiver education-ofchildren and youth.

Summary

Needs assessment is the initial phase of viable change. Ob-
jectives of change are derived from specific needs, and im-
plementation strategies relate to those objectives. The entire
procesS is monitored and refined by evaluation and. revision
stages.

Needs assessment is not a process that is completed at the
beginning of change efforts and never repeated but i a con-
tinual effort embedded in other stages. of the procest Needs
assessment not only defines what occurs in these stages but is
shaped by them.
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Analyiing Models of Needs Assessment .

r

A wide array of models an4ystems has been developed for
conducting needs assessmedt studies; some are commercially
available while others can be -found in the literature, particu-
larly in the ERIC system. A few'are relatively comprehensive,
while others are called models of needs assessment simply'
and solely because their authors choose to do so..While several
needs assessment systems are used widely, no one syst4m can
be considered a panacea or the "best."

Existing systems tend to share the same general Characteris-
tics and "conceptual frame; major differences tend to be in the
sequence of specificity of events. Some emphasize one phase
Or one process while others are designed for special purposes.
Another noticeable aspect ofti: differing systems is an ex-
pected range of terminologf ascribing virtually the same
concept (e.g., the naming of groups as advisory boards, task
forces, steering committees, of charettes). Existing models of
needs assessment function, most effectivAty as sphngboards
for the development of an approach appropriate to particular
local situations. Ideas may be eitracted from exiitirig materi-

* als that fit specific applications.
Using the principles of needs assessment and.ilrawing from

existing sytems and the staff's creativity will-likely result in a
more satisfactory study than will a lock-step application of
someone else's system.. The key to successful needs assess-
ment is in the systematic evaluatiod of the local Situation.
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MOdels of_Needs Assessment

Models of needs asSessment can be classified as one of six
types, klepending -on their relationship to-a, six-step systemic

, planning cycle (Kaufman:1977). Such a classifiCation implies
that an institution can perform a needs assessment starting at
any point in the systematic pladning cycle(1) identification
of problems based upon needs, (2) determination of solution
requirementiond identification of solution alternatives, (3)
'selection of lution strategies from among alternatives, (4)
implementation. (5) determination of performance effec,
tivenss, and M revision.

Kaufman (1977, p. .n) identified needs assessment types
sVith Greek-letter designations, Alphayibrough, Zeta, corre-
sponding to the six-stage systems approach. Most of the fol-
rowing examples of needs assessment models falrinto Alpha
and Beta types, according to Kaufman's taxonomy (the first
two phases of the planning cycle listed above). They are in-
tended to be illustrative of the available needs asse§sment
'systems.

Evmples of their reports, nanals, and other documents
are "provided in other chapter SO`urces for more information
on each model are listed at th4 end of each capsule.

Needs -as sment models h ve reflected a wide range of
concerns and scopes. Designedibs a process fa-unifying fed-
eral grants, the TREND model vas developed to be used by
school districts concepned witl improving the educational
opportunities of children from 1 w-income homes. A number
of school districts modified it an1 used.the.basic concepts in
their own programs. llre Phi D Ita Kappa model vras first
developed in northern Caliform then .marketed by PD15,;
Comprehensive in scope, the PD kit .inclUdes- materials for
conducting an assessment. The W rIdwide model is another
example of a comprehensive system. The Houston Needs As-
sessment System was designed for a cluster of schools begin-
ning a renewal process. Developed as part of the Texas Center
for Improvement oflEducational Systems, HNAS focused on
student curricular needs as well as op those for prpfessional
inservice .eduCation.
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The Center for tke Study of Evaluation developed a KIT for
use in needs assessment after commercially availnble
achievement tests were analyzed in terms, of their salient con-
cepts. Educationat-Systems AssocTEitës iIo dive-hiPed a
commercially available manual for needs Eisiessthent. The Job
Analysis Model (Florida Community Col1ege4 and Me model
developed by the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped'
(BEH) are examples of targeted 'needs assessment systems.
Each of these systems is di,scussedibriefly in the following
section. .

Targeting Resources for the RIncational Needs
of the Disadvantaged

The TREND needs assessment model was first developed for
use in federal program aimed at disadvantaged youth. It has
been successfully used in diverse locations, and the process
has been used beyond its 'original purpose in general needss
assessments. . .

Identification. The TREND process Consists of seven inter-
related tasks based on the ;ommunity-wide structufe of par-
ent/youth expertise and inv lvement, systematic planning and-
implementation procedures. locally developed goals and
prioritie& and a programming-budgetins structure which
mEtlyes resources with spedfic _program objectives.

Scope. Although TREND is designed for use in district-wide
needs assessment stildies, the model is applicable for use in a
smaller setting, such as a single scllool Or a cluster of schools.

Purpose. TREND was developed as a reflection of a
heightening awareness that' total community involvement is a
prerequisite 6f successful program innovation. Its acronomic
title acknowledges the movement toward community in-

. volvement and the suissequent targeting of resources in that.
direction. According to Kuuskraa (1971), TREND ensures:

,
1. An identification of the major gaps between desired level of perfor:

mance and actual performaice;
2. An understanding of the underlying problems and causes why a child -

is not developing rather than a mere listing of symptoms;
3. An evaluation- of the major child development gaps that should be

corrected; and,

ea*
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4. A determination of the likelihood of success in corfecting a deficiency
under reasonable assumptions as to current program development,
availability of iesources, and time or personnel demands.

Model Design

An overview of the,ten-step comprehensive planning pro-
cess reflects its purpose, which is io consolidate funding into a
single comprehensive document

Step 1, Conducting the Management Review, generates a
grant porposal (not applicable to all needs assessment
Indies), a work plan for the planning phase of the project, and
aTechnical- assistance plan.

The Prpose of Step 2, Establishing a Community Planning
Task Force, provides community, agency, and school admin-
istration input to the *ids assessment planners. Community

c,participation is insured with creation of the task force or advi-
sory body.

Conducting a Child-Centered Needs Assessment is Step 3.
Overall goais are related to individual children with the iden-
tification of their social, physical, emotional, and educational
needs.

St6p 4, Conducting the Program and Resources Review, re-
sults in identification and analysis of the ways school re-
sources are currently used in providing services to children in
target schools. 4 systematic document is produced showing
funding sources, goals, costs, and outcomes of the current
educational program.

Step, 5, Setting Priorities, is designed, to incorporte analy-
tic data with .human value judgements in the process of al-.
locating scarce resources. It results in a listing of Program
areas which call for new or increased attention.

Resources Are Mobilized in Step 6 to organize hundan and
fiscal factors to meet the demands of the new or expanded
programs. The procedure results in the delermination of new
sources of funding and staffing.

P'rorqm Design is the translation of priority needs into an
actiom plan designed tO meet the needs. The purPose of Step 7
is Logi ally to group objectives, resosarcep, and time require-
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ments into a series of programs which complement each other
while ,meeting the stated needs.

Determining the Program Budget is Step 8, translating oper-
ational- Talutra-merits and- expectatiOns into budget Figures.
The task establishes cost-versus-benefits statements for par:
ticular programs.

The Comprehensive Plan, Step 9, integrates the current and
new programs with other community-wide child development
services, resulting in a single plan for the educoational and
developinental efforts of the school system.

To end the TREND planning process, Step 10 produces a
Consolidated Grant Application and establishes a single
funding document and application for state or federal funds.

Evaluation

As a- planning process, TREND can be applied to general
needs assessments if modified to local situations. A needs as.;
sessment is not necessarily linked to an application for funds,
-but TREND's attention to the financial aspects:of program
planning is one of its strengths. Rather than being an inclusive
guide to conducting a needs assessment study, TREND should
be considered as an historically significant model which stres-
ses child-ceilteredness and community-wide involvenient.
While there is not a s-pecific manual of instructions, there are
several descriptions of steps and assessments using TREND.

Phi Delta Kappa Model Program
for Community and Professional Involvement

The Program Development Center Of northern Californ,iff
developed its Educational Planning Model early in the 1970's,
and it has been disseminated by Phi Delta kappa to numerous
school districts throughout the nation and in foreign coun-
tries. By 1974, the PDK materials had bpen used by,more than
360,000 persons involved in education, and more than 4,000
school districts iad received materials in the plamiing

Identification. \The Phi Delta4,Kappa Educational Planning
Model is a comprehensive system in whichipeasurement of
needs forms two of ten steps -in a continuous process. The

4.
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Exhibit 57: Phi Delta Kappa
Educationallikannins Model
Source: Ph, Delta Kappa.
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planningiit comes with administrator's manuals, instfuctions
In writing perforrinnce objecti es, and goal-ranking materials.

Scope. The PDK system is Iasically intended for district-
wide-usei--but-it-ean be-madifi fui smaller Ablations as-wel-1-
as for larger ones. Hi wide use testifies to its durabilityand
adaptability in many settings.

Purpose. The purpose of the PDK planning model is to pro-'
vide information for the cqntinual improvement of evaluative
techniques by educational decision-makers.

Model Design

A number of identifiable tasks may be gleaned from the
-materials associated with the PDK system, but tfiere are ten
'major steps divided into three distinct phases. Rase et al. (p.
vii) illustrated the Phi Delta Kappa Educational Planning
Model, shown in Exhibit 57.

Phase I of the PDK system is divided into procedures as-
sociated with (1) Prioritization,of Goals and (2) Assessment of
Perceived Needs. During these steps, community advisory} committees are formed an ;I a goal ranking/rating strategy is
implemented. A set of markers is used to allow referent groups
to priorte eighteen goals. (The goals and the strategies for
involve. ent are.discussed in other chapters of this mhnual.)
In the PDK schematic, the administration of the gual setti,ng
instruments results in prioritization, and clerical protednres
result in analysis of participant perceptions.

Phase II Performance Objectives Design,ind production
of a Goals-Objectives Matrix follow the tallying of perceived
needs. Two booldets on the writing:of performance objectives
are included ih the PDK idt. Phase II results in objectives
which conform to generally ascribed qualitiel oi performahce
or behavieral objectives. .

Phase III begins with Analysis of fiesource Allocations, de-
scribed by Rose et al. (p. 3) 44 "an analysis of the way in which
a major Share (over 90% ty.Pically)'of the school system's funds
are being expended: salaries of personnel, fringe benefits ex.'
tended to personnel, plant operation and maintenance, trans-
portation of students, and food seryices,"
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The next step, Preliminary' Identification of Target Goals
follows the steps in Phase. I-7-prioritizatiOn of gOals and ea-
sessment of perceptions.. The ?DK manual illustrates two
exarnptes of target-petting procedikes TRoSe et at., pp: 257,W

In PDK's terminology, an Expaireled Needs Assessmeht
lows prelimirlary targeting lo accumulate data from .variinis
sur4yS; sChool records, and demographic or public soutces.
When such infortnation is combined with the results of the
performance objectives design, the final Identification, of
Target Goals iSifiade: Rose et al. (p. 43) write that."-fdr each

'Potential target goal, district porsonnelmill have identified (1)
,prioritization data, (2) perceptiont of related prograin perfor-
mancf, (3) relevant objective and supportive data; and. (4) 4
'statements of indicated 'needs.",

Ins,tructional .Program Design *deterniines the vartous.
sfrategies for,delivery of.the curriculum, and the Vanagewent
Design for the Instructionsi Program outlines the organiza-
tional Strategies for implementing the teaching materials.
'Evaluation and ReCycling _completes the PDK model. .

T he Workshop Packet

"rile. Phi Delta Kappa packet includes:
A.comprehensive manual which cover's allzlibtee phases, or
Educational Goals Qbjectives; A Model Program for Comniunity'andx

Professional. volvement (Phase I &II Administrator's Manual)
Phase III of &Educational Planning Model; A Prograrn for Community

and Professional-Involvement - )

'A Programmed Course for the Writing of Performance Objectives
Writing Performarice ObjeCtiveS; Instructor's Manual for Teachers arid-

Administrators
Various goal forms and directionsinauding.goal seledtion instruments

in Spanish.

, Source. Phi Delta Kappa; 'Inc., Eighth and lining, BQX 789,
Blobmington, IN.47401. -.' .. 1.,-

, ..
3,

The Worldlide NeedAssessmentModel .'
tok. ..

0

4

The Worldwide Model was developekby the Worldwide
Education and Renewal lqtitute of Salt Lake City in.,conjunc-
tionwith state,agimcies'and districth in five s4ites.

,r.14 '
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Identifipation. Descriptions of the mddel are available in
.sev.eral sOurces, one of which.is a voceduraimanual for career
guidance stuflies (Timmins, 1.974). The moderincludes seV-
enteen-activities which ensurIcomrnittee involvement in the
needs assessm,Obycle as well as participation of constituent
groups.

Scope. The. Worldwide Model is appli le to tiny school
setting for conducting a comprehensive ne'4a.ment.

Purpose. The Worldwide Model may be construed as it set of
procedures that, according to Timmins (1974, pt 19); allow
planners to derive:

1. Identification of the critical educational needs of the region;
2. 'Categorization of these needs in ferins of their priority (or criticality);
3. The expressed valuesor statements of beliefthat the commtttee 'can

agree upon; and
4. A summarrof suggestions made by the committee for resolving the /

educ:ational needs that have been identified.- ,

04,

Model Design -r)lk ' ,

Activity 1.0 of the WoHdwide Model is the Appointment of
a Quality Assurance COmmitteo, analogous 'to steering com-
mittees and task groups it4other systems.

Activity:2.0, Orientation 'cithe Quality Assurance Corn-.
.mittee to the Total Task, asutrerthat participanits are aware of
their responsibilitieSanct funcIfOns.

'The PeView of Goal§tatiment§for Adequacy (3.0) assesses*/ tentative goal's from'other sources or those developed localty.:, '
8 . The planning function is critical to successful implernenta-. tion of the World-wideModel, and Activity 4.0 is the De-

velopment of a Tentative SChedule of Aclivities..Activity 5.0;
Conducting of Surveys of Qpinion, %is linked to Activit0.0-, :..
Sumniarization of Test and Measurernfnt.Data. w

The kucceeding gtep's use .teirtnilology unique'to the. ''.
Worldwide Model. ACtivity 7.0 is.a W..icerns Conference jIncr
Activity 8.0 is the:Sponsoring of,,SOok-Up. The Conberns.

,CialAeren.ce...is similar to ComMunity Awareness Coanferettcei- ,.I-.
sunesty in othiir xmoiels, but Ihe sequencing tollows,thq
collection of-data ipsteadof preceding it. The Concer.ntr:Con-)*
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ferqnce is defined as ifn organized attempt Jo identify fun- ,

so l prob lems . . that inelltirnantly ernorging_orlikely tu
arise, out of the trends that may be observed. It is a way to
sYstematically tap the ideas and perceptions ota great number
of pebple in a very short -time" (Timmins, 1974), p. 18).

Speak-Ups are identified as student expressions of, their
own educational priorities. By conducting meetings away
,from their own teachers and building administrators, it is pos-
sible for students to "tepresent the'uninh1bited identiftcation
of needs by those who are the' recipients of the educational
process" (Timmins. 1974, p. 18).

Activity 9.0 is the Summary of Administrative Data and
Evahlations and activity 10.0 is the Classification of Concerns
(analogous to g6a,ls in other models). Activity 1 r0 is the Ap-
pointment. of Needs Assessment Committees (4ifferent from

, other mddel which tend to appoint one represeiltative groupb
for the W, ire procesS).

Docuri6Oing Concerns with Facts an'd Policies (12.0) places
the goals in. the context of the existing situational constraints,
and Activity 13.0, Conducting a Concerns Analysis, results in
eiprioritizing of, needs.

Concluding s*s include the PublicAtion of Statements of
Critical Needs (M.0); Publication of an Operational Philo;o-
phY.from the Agreeld-Upon Value Statemerits (15.6); Outlining
'Of Next Steps for Resolving the Critiirral Needs. (16.0); apd PO-
iieattn of a ReviseitStatemerlt QfGoals cind-Objectives (..17.0)

Source:'Norldwide Education arid Regaarch Institute, 2315
.NStririgham Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT 84109.

,

1
Houstoh Kteeds Assessment System

DeveloPed bY the Univprssify diliouston in.conjunction with'.
the Texas Center for 'the hnprovement of Educationet Systems
(Texas Education Agency), the' Houslon Needs Assessthent
System was-tested in six s4Oo1dis"frkts during 1972/-73 .,

t A

Idpntification
-

HNS is'a telf-phise, step-by-step'approach to the totial'pro-
/ -cesi of a 'needs 'asiessment stqdy.'Beginning with a. spiciiic
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commitment to initiate the process, it .progreSses through a
complete study ant condlides_ with recycling piocedurEfs._

The ,basic assumptions of HNAS justify the ;conduct of a
needs assessment (Houston and Bain, 1972, p. 11):

1. There is a real commitment to an assessment of priority needs. Key
people if .the community and in the scliools are committed to and
support the effott. Scshools tire Willing to provide resources for com-
pleting the needs assessment. Outcomes of the needs assessment will
be used as a basis for-decision-making in reformulating and restruc--
furing the school programs, teacher inservice and administrator in-
service.

2, People are meaningfully involved, Significant numbers of people rep:
resenting the various constituent populations are involved both in
expressing opinions and in tiroAdinginput in the decision-making
process.-

3. Data analysis represents the intent cif dies respondents. All referent
..groups 'in the community have an opportunity to express their feel-

ings; instruments used in the study are valid; subsequent interprets-
non reflects, the origny intent of the respondents.

4. Diveftse referent grouPs exist in the target area. These groups' orienta-
tions, perceptions, hopes, and fears are divergent, and- the.needs ,

sessment process recognizes and copes with this diversity.
5. aBoth compromise and consensus characterize the .decisions made

trUe parity wi.th unanimous consensus is improbable. Therefore the
model relies on compromise rathili than.true parity. 4411,

6. A '"blanic paper charge ,only" should not be ased in eliciting re-
it spotises. Individualstcan validly vOice their pribrities through Well-/ -developed instruments without locking them intt rigid, unalterable

choices.
Noitio Samples of behavior and opinion reflect that of the total group. When

perceptions and opinions of respondents. ire Capped using stratified
random sampling techniques, they will reflect the responses which,
would have been elicited had the total group been surveyed. ,

8. Teacher and administrator competencies can be identified and im-
' proved. Those Which need .to be improved can be,differentiated from

'the pthers, .
9. Schooli are committed to imtiroved elation through planned-pro-

,

gram design and inservice education. ,

10. Needs assessment is a continual regeneratfve priccess.

*ope. HNASsis designed foriuse in anrindividual school or,
hi a cluster ot schools such' as a high school and iti feeder
elementary, junior 4igh, or middle schools. It is applicable tO

fe
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the diverse range of cultural and socio-economic backgrounds
found in the typical school system_

Purpose. The purpose of HNAS is to_ identify student needs
and professional personnel needs through a study which in-
volves the toial community as well as Administrators, teachers,
an3littudentS: changes in the curriculum of the school arid the
inservice education of professional educators are outcomes of
the needs assessenent.

Modt,t, Design

The phasts of. the FINAS are written for use in the Spe-
cialized requirements of a Teacher Center. As modified for
pOtential Teather Corps users, the system would adjust to the
particular requirements of a project.

Step 1 includes procedures for obtaining a Crmitment to
an Assessment of i,eeds. However the project has been ini-
tiated, by mandate or local impetus, a given agency will have
reached formative stages of the decisioning process to conduct
a needs assesment study: HNAS- outlines procedures for
ach'ieving cominitment froth., constituent groups.. Among the
sub-steris are awareness, organization Of the project Nam,
ineetings.th tlie project.

The selection of a Project Coordinator, Steering Committee,
and Tarset Area.is the task outlined in Step 2 of HNAS. 'In a
Teacher Corps project, the target area would be defined by the'
project. Included in HNAS are guidelines-for seleCtion of A
project steering committee and a sample meeting agenda.

The Training of the Local Steering Committee' constitutes
Step 3 of HNAS, with sub-steps ranging from selection otthe
local committee chairperson to determining the, agenda and
activities for specific public and committee,Meetings. One
section discusses potkintial problems.

Step 4 is ari Assessment or PerceiVed Program Needs.
Within the HNAS guidebook are suggestions ¶or selecting re'e-
sponderit'groups and instruments, administering 4ie instru
mei*, and anazing.the &ifs. V.`

ensuiringctg crutpof 'Present Programs' is Step 5
Hf4tS. The guideltiok 41114ses how to use standardize(' tests
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with other instruments in asselsing current conditions of pro-
grams. ,.

In Step 6, f&ntification of- New Program Priorities, dis-
crepancies between perceived needs an i present outcomes are
listed and priority needs and prog am emphases stated.
Sugg,estiont and guidelines ale included for determining dis-
crepa*ies.

. Step 7 refers to Support of the Profession l Staff and could
assist other needs assessors in identifying teaching and ad,
ministrative competencies appropriate to the lOcal situation.
Ten procedures'are listed for a review of competency analysis.

The Relating of Teacher COmpetencies to Program Priorities
is Step 8 ana portrays a systematic way of relating professional
personnel needs to program objectives. .

Step 9 outlines the means of Data Presentation to Decision
Makers and community Referent Groups to insure the widest
possible dissemination of needs assessment information. .

The model is completed with Step 10, a plan for Continu-
ous, Regenerative. Assessment of Educational Needs. HNAS
stresses the recycling of the piNessras an ongtoing necessity:

Source. Profeisional Development Center, College 'of Edu-
cation, University of Houston., Houston, TX, 77004,

The CSE Ekmentarif School Evaluation KIT:
Needs. Assessment

The CSE KIT was developed_by the Center for the Study of
Evaluation cit the University of California at Los Angeles: It has
been extensively field-tested nationally and is comniercially
available.

Ident4ication., The KIT is a -self-instructional approach to
needs assessment.that guides a- school principal step-by-step
through its five booklets and other supporting materials.. A set
of 10,6 goals iS reproduced on sorting cards to be prioritized
on rating'mats or t4rough use of a questionnaire. ,

The needs assesstment KIT is the first of a set of five units for
school evaliiation 'develOped by the Center for the Study of
Evaluation. In addition' to.Needs-Asseswent, the system in-
cludes Program t 'Ianiting4 Impfementation, Eyaluation, Pr

\ miss Evaluation, and Outcome Evaluation.

-f
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Scope. The CSE KIT was designed primarily for use in ele-
mentary schools but has been more widely "pplied..Tite KIT is
designed to be utilized without a highly-tra' ed. staff.

Purrpote. CSE endeavors to help principals swer question!
about specific goals for their school hOw prOgress toward
meeting the goals can be assessed, hew commtmication of. ,

i) appropriate data .can facilitate decisions, and how policy can.
allow for differences in constituencies' values (Hoep- fner et al., ,

1972, p.4.10. - s

!iystern Dt--dgn

The guidebook enclosed with the esE KIT (Hoepfner et al.,
1972) outlines the design of the system. Chapter 1, The Nature

,and Sc e of the Evaluation Kit, describes the nature of evalu-
ation from the perspective of CSE. Background information is
given about the rationale for development of the KIT, and

4
further the remainder of the guidebook.

.Choosing Gbals, hOrsubject of Chapter 2, outlines two
methods of selecting goals. In one;respondents independently
rate goal statements while in the -second, sroups are charged
with this responsibility. Procedur s aresilescribed for selecting
raters through random and stratifi d random sampling. Sam--
ple letters to participants are inclu ed in the guidebook,

Chapter 3, Selecting Tests, discusses..the selection and re-
,

view of standardized testing instruments. The MEAN test
view procedure (Hoepfneret al., 1972-, p. 41) is utilized.
M-E-A-N is an acronym for recommended criteria for asses-
sing tests: Measurement validity, Examinee appropriateness,
Aarninistrafive usability; and NOrmed technical excellente.
number of elementary test batterie,s are 'analyzed using this
system.'

'Tl chapter on Collecting Information (4) gives information
on de'ring tests, various ty-pes of tests (e.g., essay, true-false),
and coring'services. It also discusses ,test administration,

- Sampling procedures, and the use of norms.
/ Selecting Critical Need Area, Chapfer 5, outlines the use of

the KIT and tscusses a comprehensive decision model and
rule which is a tOnsition oni needs assessment to progilini

t.
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planning. BaSically, priority4alues are computed fo ca-
tional goals, and the goals are implemented in the Feas with

.

ther highest priority.
Sou rce. Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of

ealifornia at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 90024.

Educational Systems AssoCiates Needs Assessme t System
The Educational Systems Associates (ESA) n ds assfss-

ment system was' developed ,in Austin, -Texas, in the- early
1970's and is commercially available.
'Identification: The ESA approach to needs assessment is'

through a four-phase process which encompasses various
sub-activities. ESA publishes a concise manital (1974) which
introduces the concept of needs assessment and outlines pro-
cedures necessary to carry out a study.

Purpose. The ESA.system manual (1'974, p. 2) is designed to
"describe the procedures which sisuld be considered in
planning a comprehensive needs assessment study. It Vas de-
signed to aid -administrators in. conceptualizing the tasks
which need to be accomplished and formulating their plans
for conducting -such a study."
Model Design

.1
'The four phases of the EV system are (1) Planning, (2)

Identification of Perceived Needs, (3) Identification of Learner
Needs and Mministrative/Support Needs, and (4) Identifica-
tion of Resource Needs (Educational Systems Associates,
1974).

Phase 1 includes seledion of a,coordinator, training and
orientation, establishment of committees, and definition of a
time schedule.

Phase 2 established procedurps for the developinent of pro-
cess and learner-oriented goalk or concerns. Several iristni-
-ments are listed anddluggekioris made for ihe identification Of.
goals.

Phase,3 refers to the development of objectives, and Phase 4
is concerned with the allocation of resources.

Eiruce H. Read, Educational tytteips Associates,
3445 Executive Center, Austin, TX, 7875 .

4 4
0
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fob Analysis Model, Florida Community College
'Needs Assessment Model

The Job Analysis Model (Phillips and Tucker,. 1975) was
desi"gned to assist community colleges in Florida in an-
ticipating and meeting the demands for milapower training
programs. It was developed in 1972, by the Central Florida'
Needs Assessment Consortium, composed of seven commu-
nitycolleges and two universities.

Identification. Fourteen steps and seven correlated proce-
dures constitute the Job Analysis Model (JAg,J)., It is an exam-
ple of -a targeted needs assessment process which begins with
generic ingtitutional goals rather than with a perception of
fonstltuents or a revision orgrials which accompany the
model.

Scope. As designed; the model, is most applicable to com-.

munity colleges, but it can be modified to fit any level of
educational institution. Nine phases-are specified in the de-'
velopment f the model (Phillips and Tucker, 1975):

-

1. General model design
2. Data collection and screening of avinlable information

Proce;sing and synthesis of data collected
4. Development of the detailed model procedure based on findings
5. Selection of prototype; pilOt and test of 4del
6. Development.of relevant data tables for curriculum decisions; evalua,

tion and refinement of the model
7. Implementation'of the model procedure '
8. Provisiop of .continuous data on assessed nee4 for planning"

Continuation of evahiation and reliision of thd model

Pu-rpase'.. Tire goal of the Job Analisis Model i$ to provide a
`!statewide system uSeful to educators, manpower specialists,
and -any planner concerned with.the supply of trained persons
or demand for training services" (Phillips arid Tucker, 1975, p.
5).

MoClel Design

According to Phillips anct Tuclri (1972, p. 2), the, Job
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Analysis Model "works on the principle that data already,
being collected on a continuous basis is far superior to the

-development of a (local) survey procedure."
Step 1 of the model is a reaction to the Legal Chair to

conduct.a needsassessment project. The charge might take the
form of either a mandate or, a prior administrative decision.

Determination of Community Employer Needs, Step 2, is
constituted of statistics and a separate survey. This phase of
4#ta collectiOn is then compared with'institutional or generic
golils to form Step 3, Limitation of Needs to Those Within
Goals. An adjunct to this step is the clarification of institu-
tional goals in terms of obligations and objettives.

Employment Needs are Ranked in Step 4, and Present Pro-
grams are Ranked in Step 5. A survey is also taken to evaluate
courses inlmograras within the instituti,on. The two steps are
followed With a step which ShoWs Priority Differences Be-
tween Employment and College Offerings (6). %

After differences are determined, steps are taken to Show
Numbers in Ea'ch Program Versus Numbers Needed in Each
Pkogram (7) and to List Programs Needed, Numbers, and Dol-
lars to Change, Assuming 1:1 Supply:Demand (8).

Statistics and surveys depict student characteristics and
Show Where and What Type of Stddent Will Take (a particu-
ar) Program (9). Likewise, Step'10 uses statistics and sutveys
kishow follow-up information on ex-students working in the
ifea they were trained for or 'to Show Holdifig Power of a
.Program on Students. Stet) It includes Number's Needed to
Begin a Program to.Guarantee Plumbers to Fill the Gap.

Perceptions of the corumunity and others interested in edu-
cation are used to determingt.Where Potentially Rectuited Stu-
dents Are (12).. At that poinPrograms are Reported in a Pro-
posed Order with osts and Numbers of Students Needed (131.
T1,43 concluding tep (1/4) is in the determination pf decisions
and the Sendin of Reports tdProper Decision-Makers. Exhibit
58 illustrates the model in schematic form.-(Phillips rid
Tucker, .1972, p. 10-11):

-
Source. Center for Conimunity College Needs Assessment,

.1212 SW Fifth Stteet #8, Gainesville, FL, 32601.
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Exht,bit 58: Job Analysis Needs tssessment Mod l
Source: PhillIps and Tucker, 1975,
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Bureau for Education of the Handkapped ConceptualModel

The vaphcc concept -of a- needs--assessmen-tmodel
veloped by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(BEH) is helpful i4understanding the steps in.the process. It is
presented in Navarro and Schipper. (1975).

Identification. Typical of the formalization of the fq.deral
grants process in, recent years, the BEH needs assessment
model was designed to assist in the devtlopment.of proposals.
Essentially, the BEH model demonstrates the importance of
social forces on a problem rather than on the determination of
goals.

. Scope. Conceptually, the,BEH model can be applied to any
problem-solving situation. In its simplicity, it is perhaps more
applicable to all educetional settings than are morfl sophisti-
cated systems..

Purpose. The pureose of the BEH concept is to enact' a pro-
-cess which considers the implications of social, political, and
other forces that affect a given situation. By analyzing these
forces, issues and needs are derived.

Model Design

Step 1 of (he BEH model is Analysis of "Forces; Step 2 is
Determination of Resulting Issues Which are Then processed to
Identify.Hypothetical Needs (Step 3). The needs are confirmed
cm= denied through Accumulation of Data (Step 4), 'and the
Confirmed Needs (Step 5) are converted to Program Objectives
(Step 6). The model 4 shoym in flow chart form in Exhibit 59.

Summary1
As pointed out: in the introductory section to this chapter,

no one system or model can completely fit every given situa;
tion. The preceding moklels have been described to portiay the
range of options available (or local decision-makers. They.
specify the macro-designs for conceptualizing needs asseis-
ment systems.

Modifying designs from other systems can be a Useful ap-
proach for a local needs assessment. Acquisition of a commer-

Needs Astsment Mod 173
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Exhibit 59: Bureau for Eclu Cation of the Handicapped
Conceptual Model
Source. Navarro and Scjiipper, 1975, p. 2

Conceptpal Model for a Needs Assessment

Use ?art D funds to solve
Need confirmed

Forces Issue Hkpothetical Need ----0.Data Solve anbther way
Need disproved

Not an issue of concern

TerMs

Data .
,

1
Factual material used to confirm or disprove the hypbtheticai need.

.-

Forces Directives, generally outside the sy,stem-, that determine what should be attended to in formulating

i .

an overall plan for training: e.g. laws, court cases, pEH priorities, etc. .

. ,
Issues .,

i
`Priorities or.concerns addressed byitac of the- forces; e.g. due. process, severely handicapped,
etc...

.
.

. .
Hypothetital 'Need , . .

i .

. . A tentative assumption, based on selected is e's, thdt there exists within' the State a disparity
between what is and what should be. -'

Need

Major Objective

'A ,c4infirmed hypothetical need. Oata 'has demonst6ted thdconditions do-exist that need attA-
On and intervention.

..

e.

.06.0
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cially available system might be the path of least resistance in
contrast to the_ relrision_d_several. sources_to-meet individual-
needs.' Needs are not standardized and neither are procedures
for identifying and'assessing them.
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Increasing Validity thrqugh Decisioning Technique4

Overvietv of Techniques,

4 -This .chapter descrilles a series of Aechniques,that can be ap-
propriately used thrbu,ghbut the 'needs assessment proce-ss.
Each technique is described. in termi of its piirPose, strengths,
and weakneases; and in most cases, Ji case study demonsttOtes
its appliCations,

To be effective,-freeds asgessment calls-for actiVe
lion of all peraons involved iii the educational processstti-
dents, parents, teachers, administrators, 'and giiyerrimptal of,
ficials.. 1-his interaction is enhance& When procesaes find
meetings of these bbdies are desigad to allow iticire'effectivti
input: 0

''Reticrisption of Tecrtniques

De
Opinions
obtanining c

'Cross Impac
.nique \depicts the interrelatedness Abetweeti events using a,
matrix analysis. It Wcarnines educational events dn tliegontext
of th p ir local setting.or iEt their community, context.

Simulation/G9ming. Thrajlinkes Nnsible the generation of ,

possible future evsntabym6ans-of a speculative game. It pror.,,
vides an opportnetty,to siniulate._to-cpusider, fossIble-prObl.'
lerns and the effed of Iniggested program-Implementation be-t

:fore actually trYing it. .

Trend :Extrapolaticin. This technique uses past and present
. ..176 ottreg Skapporiing 'fife Process

This technique, is basically At- means ot gathering
rri persons by mail. It.tausad in lorni.ulating goals,

sensua: and SolicitiRtund.efiried ipforniatiOn.
rtalys4. This, kriktpioh .of :the PdI9111 lech-

,
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A
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trends to predict future trends, future enrollment% building
needs, or staff size.

Scenario Wan& This calls for the-generation of ,possible
futures by. speculating about what might or could .be. It is
generallyfused to stimulate thinking about positive changes-in
regard to system gdals and Priorities.

Historical Analogy. In this approach key happenings from
the past are related to the present.and the future. The tech-
nique may be used to determine if past pitfalls can be recog:
nized and avoided in future planning.

Brainstorming. This technique`stimulates uninhi6itel input
of ideas by a group. As many creative solutimis to problems as
possible are generated.

Fishbowl. Folir to six people discuss a topic or problem
while others surround them to listen and ask questions. It is
useful for eliciting ideas of A particular rdie group or for pre-
senting icljeas from a committee.

Buzz Sessions. This technique is used in arneeting or corr-
ference by dividing members into sub-groups to discus's a
topic and to share these reactions with the total group. It in-
tends 'to eliminate the dominatiOn of a group by a few indi-
viduals and to stimulate participation by everyorie.

Force Field Analysis. This procedure analyzes problems by
considering a goal and listing the factors eitherior or against
accatnpLishing it. It helps.to identify the strategies that would
enhance goal attainment and to diminish the importance of
factors that would inhibit implementation. .

Future-Oriented Studies

Many of these techniques have implications for needs as-,.
sessment and have grown out of futureS-oriented res,earch.
Futures research is an emerging sub--discipline in education
and in other fields, arid its major thrust is'ithe anticipation of
alternative courses a action that could facilitate social pas-
sage into tomorrow'rworld.

Cloutier (1977) warned that to solve the problems facing the
owhole society "the firil step is the recognin that these
problems reach across traditional disciplinepernd their solu-

4
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tions are interdigciplinary. We must do aWay with 'tunnel vi-
sidn' in vIkhich the investigator 'quickly loses sight ofall con-
nections between his _Ark and that of anyone else." Futures- .

_

-oriented research tends to avoid this tuqnel mision and give,s
its user a technique to examine alternatives, make. insightful..
judgements, consider particulars with resPect to their global
persPecfive, and account \ r the interrQlatednesp,of today:s
rapidly changin world.

hecause research methods fr studying the future, are new
ands often misunderstood, they.de being corktinually runctified
anda refined. Educatual inOtutions most often use futures
re'search "techniques for planning and curriculum develop-. pent. By attetripting to pnedkl skills tfiat the student will need
in the future, schools are able to fulfill oneof the basic reasons
for their eXistenceLteaching students to deal pffeciively.with
their present envircinment and to prepare themselves for the1
future:

.

The belphi Technique
.

The D.elphi technique, originally -developed by the Rand
Corporation, Is a conceptually 'simple innovation which.may
be used to sumniarize opinions or judgemepts obtained from
persons through mailed qiestionnaitesThus, consensus can
be drawn 'wlhout the grarup's ever assembling. The Delphi
consists of tliese steps:-

1.
.a-

Ayanel is selected that may be composed of experts in 'a field, parents,
students.. or some other officials.

2. A questionnaire is mailed to panel members asking them to list their
opinions or judwments concerning the subject being considered (In a
needassestment, they may be asked to identify major goals or serious
problems for a school).-

4
3. Recmnmendatioens from the panel are refined and listed on a second

questiOnnaire. This questionnaire then asks panel members to rate each' item in terms of its importance, need, or chance of success.
4. Items received as responses on the seconAluestionnaire are analyzedand reported as means or as being In interquartile ranges. This s,um-

mary of the group response as well as the comparison of each panel
'member's responses to the majority of the group is returned with the
third questionnaire. Umbers are asked to revise their ratings or to give
the reason they do not wish to do so and thus remain in die minority.
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4
, 5. This third questionnaireis analyted upon its return. Al?ain majority

ratingsaredetermined irpr the responses.' These majority ratings, as
yverl as minority%opin, are mailed to *the Inembers,end they are
given fffiii Opportunity to ie1eir ratings.

By,using this process, needs as;essors can.gain,a consensus of
opinion atid in awareness of any diverSe reactions to events
uq,cler consideration..

The Delphi.may be used in several- ways in a tveas assess-
ment. Virsts it can highlight the-varying viewpoints, on it sub-/ ject ana the groups of persons' holding those viewpoints. See-

it. can genelate a cotiseriguk among persons without
'face-to-face Clitcussions. Third, it Can synthesize expeit opin-
ion or persons ,fro varying disciplines: According to
Linstone and Turoff (197 ,tiome of the potential applications
of The Delphi include:

1. Gathering current ariChisti5r*al data not'accurately known or avail-
ab

2. EvalAating possible budget alkocations.
3. Exj51firing regional' and urban Planning opt4ons.

Planning, campus and curriculum developme -nt. I
Putting together the structure of a systems model.
Delinoating the pros and cons associated with potential policy options.
Developing causal relationships in complex social cp. economic

4.
5.

6.
7.

phenomena.-
8. Digtinguishing.and clarifying real and perceived human mqtivations.
9. Exposing prioritieg of personal values and goals.

Alt

Advantages and 6i;advantages of Delphi
4.

As asummitry of its advantages, the Delphi technique:

1. :.Permits focused interaction between people who are geographically
dispersed. e ,

2. Allows persons in separate fields -to exchange ideas.
3. Is relatively ;inexpensive. ' .

4. Requiresoless time commitment from park' members.
5. Provides each panel member with information on the responses of

, other panel members.
6. Gives panel mem b s time to 4onstider their judgements and to make

prindependent deci ons.
7. Ca IT be adapted to a wide range of problems, topics, or arees.

Dec isioning Techniques
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'the disadvantaget of Delphi ten primarily from its con:
struction and implementation, r

1. Vague tatements.that lead to amb uous results.
2. Return jrates from panel members hich tend to decrease with each

roudd f questionnaires.
3. Leng y time required to complete t e proce'ss (including time to for-

mul e the questionnaire, mail:to th panel, have the panel respond
an return the questionnaire, analyze esults, and prepare for the.next

nd of-the process).
4. Lack of stimulation through fee-to-fa
5. Misinterpretation by panel members of

.no process for clarification.

Csise Studies
4.

Two case §tudies illustrate the Del
to idenfity goals and the second

ange in deaf education based on p
ase Study 1: A Goals Delphi. Expe

phi IO.rank goals suggests that consens
'readily aOieVed if the Delphi fqvuses fi
than on general goats. Once 'objectives
be specified witli'much greater ease tha
reveised. Exhibit 60 showS the Delphi ste
piey are helpful in 'depicting the relati
ticipant actions and Delphi administrato

The purpose Of a hypothetical stiidy
divergent perceptions of high school stu
teachers in terms of the schootgoals. Ro
participants who ranked each objectiye. Tit
Exhibit 61.

Before Round 2, results of Rqund 1 were'
to participiints who were asked to rate ea
information from the previous round as feedb
ontside the interquartile range (ratings of mid
participants) were asked to ,reassess their rati
and either modify it or explain thelr rbasons
T.be foim used ill. -Round 2. is illustrated in E
effect, of the'Delphi process in producing cons
trated in ExhibIt 3.

discussions.
he meaning of statements with

r tec hniqueone.used
ich specified 'needed

ojected future events.
ence in using fhe Del-
s about goals is more
t omobjectives rather
e defined, goals can
when the process is
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as to identify the
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forml: shown in

alyzid and sent
objectiVe using
ck, ParticiPants
le 50 percent of
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r their rating.

ibit 62. The
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Exhibit 60: Relationship between 6rticipant Actions
and Administrator Actions Using the Delphi Technic! tie
to Prioritize Goals
Source: -;cheibe et al , 1975, p. 264

r.

AL LIONS BY
DELPHI

PAR TIC IPANTs

FILL OUT PRE DELPHI
QUESTIONNAIRE '

l TIONS BY
PROCESS

ADMINISTRATORS

EXPLAIN
DELPHI METHOD

DEFINE OBIEC TIVES

ADMINISTER PRE.-DELPHI
QUESTFONNAIRE

RANK GOALS

DESCRIBE HYPOTHETICAL
SITUATION

RATE GOAL
ROUND ONE

RATE GOALS
ROUND TWO

WRI 'E COMMENTS

GROUP OBJECTIVES

COMPILE ROUND ONE

ALTER DISTRIBUTION
OF GOAL THREE

RETURN FEEDBACK

COMPILE ROUND TWO

RATE GOAL%
ROUND THREE

1 1

EDIT COMMENTS

WRITE COMMENTS

RETURN FEEDBACK

COMPILE ROUND THREE

RATE GOALS
ROUND FOUR

EDIT COMMENTS -

RETURN FEEDBACK

PAIR-COMPARE GOALS

COMPILE ROUND FOUR

RETURN FEEDBACK

FILL OUT POST-DELPHI
QUESTIONNAIRE t9

4

COMPILE PAIR COMPARISONS

ADMINISTER POST-DELPHI
QUESTIONNAIRE

ANALYZE QUESTIONNAIR

ANALYZE ALL ROUNDS'

CORRELATE QUESTIONNAIRE fa_
AND RESULYS
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Exhibit 61: Delphi Round. 1 Qiiestionmiire

,

,(Vimunnaircs-

Our high school is exavnining its programs and priorities, A major facet otthi
involves the perceptions of a select gawp of-parents, tekhek and students.

You are one member of.this group, and becatise of thelmall number of,people
involved, we hope you will participate fully. This is the firs't of thtee surveys. You
will receive the second in about threveeWs.

For each objective listed below, circle your rating; 0 = Unimportant objective
for this high school during the next fiye years: .9 = Very -important obctive for
this high 'school. Circle your response:

111-
Unimportant Very Important

0, 1 2'

0 1 2

0 1 2

'0 1) 2

0 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1. -Prepare students for entrance to
college

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2. Prepare students for a vocation
or career

4 56 6 7 8 9 3. Provide work experiences for
students during school hours
with credit

3 4. 5 6 7 8 9. 44. Organize school clubs' around-
' vocational interest areas ,

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 45. Provide additional Counselors to
work with seniors-

These are only some of the objectives that should be pursued by our high school.
On our next survey, we would like you toi enter.any. others that you feel are
important and that we have missed. Please fist-them below,

4'
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Exhibit 62: Delphi Round 2Qjiestionnaire
e.

OptniorM te
Round Two

Throe weeks ago you participated in a survey of preferred objectives for our
High sc hool. Results of that survey are found below The following illustrates how'
each objective is to be interpreted.

0 I 2 I 1 S 6 f 8 9 L Prepare(students for entrance to
college.

Interpretation: A line drawn 'through the ,4, 5,.and 6 indicates that 50% of partici-
pants marked one of these threesvedues. 2 5 c7c rated this objectike lower and 25k
rated it higher Am this.

Your Task: Use your previous opinion.nake, and circle your rating on each objec-
ttive.

If your rating is.within that of the rpiddle 50% of respondents (a line through it)
and if you.do not wish to change it, leave it as it is.

Ifyour rating is outside that of the middle 50% of respondents, you may either
change your r.lting to within the line or write the reason you belie,-1 yourrating is
appropriate, Do notbe swayed by maiority opinion _if you believe otherwise. In
previous surveys, a persuasive statement has shifted others' thinking. Your com-

-.ments will be included in the next survey.

Feedback to the, penel on the responses of other people
tends to affect ratings, thus leading to greater consensus,
within the panel.. This is illuarated in Exhibit 63 by the smal-
ler standard deviation for Round'2 than for Round 1.

Case Study 2: Education for the DeafThe Next Ten Years.
In another example, the Delphi technique.identified changes
over a decade in an effort to improve the education of the deaf
(Prickett, Hunt, 1977). Each of twenty-seven experts was asked
to suggest at least five other persons who were knowledgeable
in the field °and Who were in decision-making roles. Distri-
buted nationwide, 134 people became' respondents in Round
1.

Round 0. Each respondent was asked fo list at least five
trends in deaf education ancl to indicate the diRection, of

Decisioning Techniques 1f)3
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Exhibit 63: Graphs of Responses

4

to Round 1- and Round 2 of Delthi
4

RESULTS OF ROUND ONE RESULTS OF ROUND TWO .

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

GOAL 6
Meal.? 6.48
Standard DeviatIon 1 99

change: increasing, decreasing, larger, smaller. The 473
pTatements generated in Round-0 were- reduced to seventy-six
predictions of changes expected to occur by '1985.

Round 1. The resultant questionnaire was sent to 122 of,the
. original-respondents. They werp asked to evaluate each item.

on a seven-point scale (1 = very unlikely, to 7 = very likely)
accordiAg to its likelihood of occurrence by 1985 and to evalu.-
ate each item on the questionnaire according to the 'desk-
ability of its actually occurring (1 = very undesirable, .to
7 = highly desirable).

Round 2. The data from Round 1 were analyzed for "likeli-.
hood" and "desirability" of each item. Mean values were used
to develop a Round 2 questionnaire, WW2 was sent 'to 85
respondents who hafl participated in Round 1. This time.the
reipondent Ida s asked to justify differences from the means.
The Round.2 documdnt was analyzed to find the mean of,the
item responses, "and reasons for deviition from mean" re-

`----4sponses were summarizeci.j ,
Round 3. 'She mean re4;nnses>and summ aries of minority

opinions from Round 2 were used iv the development of .a
Round 3. questipnnaire. Each person (63) who responded to
Rour42 was sent the Round 3' qiestionvaire. The mean -re-

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

. GOAL 6
Meao 7.10
Standard Deviati5n 1.43
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sponses far eath item m Round 2 along with a summary of
minotity opinions were indicated. Exhibit 64 includes a part
of the Round 3 questionnaire. A ,

In Exhibit 64, the mean rating is found in parentheses le.g.,
(5.5); (4.5)f. Under comments, an L represents a Comment by a
person favoring lower ratings.

°kiss impact Analysis .4r

Cross Impact Analysis is an extension of the, Delphi Tech-
nique designed to improve the power of the Delphi iby es-
timating the impact of events oh each other. The Deliihi as-
sumes that events are discrete; cross impactanarysis Makes no
such assumption. It is based on the theory that one event may
inhibit or efihancé another. The methodology was developed
by Gordon and Helmet at the Institute for the Future. Accord-
ing toRochberg, et al. (1971, p. 8):

A Cross Impact Matrix is an array consisting of a list of potential
future developments' and two Iinds of data concerning them.
(First, the estimated probabilities that these developments occur
within some specified period in the future, and, secOnd; esti-
mates of the effect that the occurrenae ofany one of these events
coitild be expected to bave on the, likelihood of occurrence of
each of the others.) In general, the data for ,such a matrix arej
bbtained by colliting expert opinioqs derived through the use of
methods such as the Delfhi Technique: N

Gross impact Analysis has been used primarily in industrial
and governmental forecasting and planning. To date, only a
few applications to education have been maile, and they.have
been small in scale..

The nature of Cross Impact Analysis can best be described
through an examination of the matrix presented in Exhibit 65
(Collazo, et al., 1976, P. 36), Construction of the matrix in1-
volved the following steps:

1. For each event, 'xi initial probability was astiniated, based on research
or expert opinion. In the example, it was estimated that the probability
of auto use,increming was .75.

2' A "conditional probability matrix" was dfweloped. If there wete three
eVents as in the example. the matrix would have been 3 )6 3; if there
were 12 events, it would have been 12 x 12.
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Exhibit 64: Delphi Questionnaire Round 3
Source: Pricken and Hunt, 1977, p. 377

PREDICTION OF CMANGES IN EDUCATION *OF THE DEAF
EXPECTED TO OCCUR BEFORE 1985

Name Position:

Organization: Phone No
.

AddresS:

Instructions:
In the set of items-on the followirig pages y.ou are asked to provide ratings on

the li'kelihood and the .desirability.of certain trends or -changes which would be of
importanCe in the field of education of the deaf should they occur. The time frame
is "by 1985". .

. Statements concerning particular changes or trends are given On theleft side
of thq fort4wYour responses s ould go directly on the form to thelight ofq,each of
the. change statements. Plea4 draw a circle around a ndmber in the Continuum
froM one ( 1 ) to seven (7) w ich.best represents your view of each change item's

anclitcdesirabili . : -.,

Values -likelihood- terms
very likely

6 Jikely
5 somewhat likely
4 nOncommitted
3 Someikhat unlikely

unlikely
I very unttkel) .."

"desirability" cerrns
highly desirable
desirable
somewhat desirable

.noncommitted
somewhat undesirable
&desirable
very undesirable

,Change statement Likelihood: What-is Vesirdbila: Should
thelikelihood this this chariF occur?

Comments

'change will of(cur?
(circle one) (circle one)

1. More attention
will be given 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 LI douhedeaf want
to family life:: (5.5) (6.1)

-. education arld
sex educatoin
for the deaf

L-Highest tiltidcap-
tioned fflm material.

2. B 1985 the
residential 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I-Multiple handicapped
school will be (4.5) (3.2) may decrease.
primarily" L-Change won't take'
school for th# s

lace in 10 years...
multi-handi-

caped deaf.
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g.

3. The iMpact of each event on ill other ev,ents was estimated. In row 1 of
the illustration, the .80. means that if auto us continues to increase
throu h 1990, the probabihty that there will be an acute shortage of
fogstl uelvw iltiTicrease- tO AG. Lik-eW if auto use continues
to inc ase, the' prokability that all major cities will have mass transit
systems in 1990 *Rad decline from .25 to .15.

4. Results may' be analyzed by a cOmputer to determine the resulting ,

. probabilities for each event, given estiniates of other events occurring.

Exhibit 65: CrosImpact Matrix
Source: Collazo et at, 1976" p. 36

-

,

Events

Initial
Proba-
bility

Conditional
Probabilities

..:.. 1 2

1. Auto use continues to increase through 1990 .75 --. .80 i15

2. An acute shortage of fossil fuels occ.urs
by 1t190 ' ...50

c:

..25 .60

:..' All major U. S. cities have rapid mass.transit
systems in oper.ation in 1990 .25 .65 .40 -

Advantages and bisadvantages.

Advantages of the croSS impa,ct matrix are that it:

1. Provides a statistical method for determining the impact of interactions
among events based on the original probabilitiof occurrence. With a

'large number of variables, the technidue can be,particularly powerful.
2. Permits analysis of events within a wide social and technological con- ,

text.

ie
Dfsaclvantages.of the techniques include those listeci for the

Delphi and also that:

1. ImRlementation is complex, requiring either a seriei of mathematical
.Cbrdputations or, with larger numbers of variablbs, compbter analysis.

22 Events ara assumed to influence each other in consistanewtys.
3. The order of avents;brnot assuffied to affect their relative weightihigs in

the calculations, yet iji. reality, sequence of adents often does offect
putcomes

Decisioning Techniques
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An in-depth description orthe problem's concerning the use
of cross impact analysis as an analytic tool in actuallY fore-.

" casting future occurrencesU incTuded in theifollow ing. source: ----

Folk, Michael. EPRC Research Report Rit 5, A Critical Look at ihe Crass
Impact Matrix Methud, Educational .Policy Research Center Syrac4se
Univgrsity Research C poiation,'Syracuse; .NY 13210. .

Case Study

Florida educators (Collazo et al., 1976) used: cross impkt
matrix in two Ways: (1) ten variables affecting1.educationl
(*comes were.cisnsidered, 'and then (2) future lirections of

-change on five social indicators were forecast.
A list of .variables that appeared-to affect stp.de t outconies

was derived by reviewing research in the area. Se nd, a panel
of experts, identified Nariables it considered important. Third,
a forced-choice procedure was einploYed..to determine those
VariablesAudged Jno*t imporfant in influencing school out:
conies.

The ten variables having the highest ratings Were used aS.

cOmporignti of the cross *pad:matrix. These variables (C9l1T,
lazoe al., 1976) were:

1. Socio-economic Status of th.inily.
-

2: Family,expectatiOns:ettitudes, and aspirations.
3. Student's self7concept.
4. Peer group characteristi6.
5. Student's general ability.

' 6. Student's fate control.
7 Administrative leadership style.
8. Teachd expectations regarding learning ability of specific students or !

classes.
9. Teacher behavior in the classroom.

1,0. Student's attitude and motivations.

. In addition, fivesocral fridicAts to be used in making the..
forecast were identified--(Collazo, et al., 1976).

1. Percentage of armed forces inductees who fail, the mental test upon;
induction. -

I

2. Eighth-0;3de test results. 0
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3. NAEP reading test results for 13-year-olds.
4.- Number oiiiewspaper subscriptions per capita.
5. percenlage of labor force unskilled.-------------
-Two further'stepkwere taken. First, the year 1.981 (five yelirh

intcithe future) Was -established as the referent point'. Second.
each 'variable was eated -as an event with a -direction; e:g.:,
number -3 beearne "studehts' self-Concepts will -decrease by'-
1981", SOcial inaicators were also s:tated as ev,ents; e.g., "the .

sCOres on the NAEP test foi thirteen ye& oldsivill' increase by-

o

1981." - . ,

Because few ata were available, the researthers slrew on
the, varied experiences of members of a university faculty
panel to assign initial ana conditional probabilities, The
means of their ratings were recorded as the initial probability
for the variables affecting education, while the social indi-
cators were always estimated initially as,...50.;.A table Was pre-

, pared that included the ten variables ,plus one of the social
indicators fo determine the extent to whiCka they _Were interre-
latea. This initial probabiliiy is Illustrated for soda! indicator
three in Exhibit 68.

- In the second step, the impact that 'each evont,would have

Exhibit 66: Cross Impact Analysis Matrix
fo'r NAEP Test kesUlts
Source: Collajo et al.', 1976, p. 40 .

gent Initial
Probability

'
1

j. 2 3 it
1. Family expectations., 4ttihides di

aspirajions'Iill dedine .64 .63 .62 .41

2. Peer group expectations, attitudes
& aspirations relative to education 4,
will decline .54

.

-

, .65
.

.61 .67
.3. Percent of children living in poverty

will increase
.r

.60 .68 .61 .0.3

10. Teacher behavior with respect hi
ipstructional. practicts.will improve .50 .54- . 0

/--- -

.50
11. NAEP test results for 13-year-oldS
; willincrease .50

-

__..54 .49 -- .32

,

..47

'
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on all'other events was'estimated to assign conditional prob-.
abilities. In Exhibit 66 the first question was asked: If "family
expectations, attitudes, and aspiratioiis declinp.': (Event #.1),

-.how will these affect the probability tivit "peer 'group expec-
tations, attitudes and aspirations relative tp education Will de-

. . .

(Eyent #2) it was estimated that if Event #1 ocCurred,
it Would increase the probability that Event ;#2 would occur
froin .54 to#65.

'Ctilumn 11 includes the estimates of impact of each variable
on the sotial indicator, `'increase in NAEP ready test results,
for 13-year-olds." Tor example, ,in the first row, it was ésti-
waled that* family ekpectations, attitudes, and aspiralions
were to dkline, the scores on the NAEP test would decline.
The conditional probability becaine .41 instead of the initial
probability of .50.

Cornputer analysis was used to improve the estimated initial
probabilities Of all the eKents. Ratios between the initial prob-
abilities and the conditional probabitities were considered in
determining the odds for the. ocCurren,ce of an event. All
events and their effect upon one another could thus be seen by
use of the compliter analysis.

CrossPurpose Matrix

The "Cross Purpose matrix provides a precedure f.or
stimulating dicussions about various ,goals advocated in the
needs asseSsment. it also provides a way to prioritize
without using ratings. Competing goals are displaSred
matrix; then through discussion and deliberation, the rerative
value off each with reference to the others is determined (San-
dow, 1972). In Cross.Purpose analysis, a goal is defined as an
event that someone intends to occur:The first step is to iden-
tify the goals for thd school and a person-who advocates each
goal.

Second, the advocate estimates the most plausible" date the
goal could be attained, given the time needed to ,coMplete,
necessary activities and, assuming that the 'goal is the top
priority of the school district. Third, a matrix is, constructed
with all goals listed chronologically on both the horizontal
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and vertical axis, beginning, with the earliest plausible date'.
Fourth, each advocate coMpletes that portion of the matrix

appropriate fa the goal. When responding- horizontally (row),
the advocate answers this questiOn: "assuming this goal is
.attained 100 percent, wht will its impact be on the success of
each of the other goals as I now understand them?" the fol-
lowing code is used: +'+ =1 strong positive impact; -4- = posi-
tive ,imp'act; 0-= neutral or no impact; = negative impatt
and = strong negative impact (SandOw 1972, p. 38).. A
question is answered by marking one .Of the ratings in the
bottom half of each cell.

Each advbcate then notes the same goal vertically (column)
on the matrix based on the question: "If this gotil is 100 per-
cent successfill, what impaa will it have on my goal? The
same response code is employed, but is written in.the top half
of the cell. Exhibit 67 illuArates this process for one goal,
number 4.

Fifth, after ,each advocate has recorded an, estimote of im-
pacf, all are displayed in a common matrix.. With these data
made ptiblic, exploration of the reasons for the various ratings
and implications for goals being achiAved may be"discussed.
Nego- tiations are held until a single ratirT ill each cell,reflects
the perception of the impact of one goal on 'another.

The resulting information may be analyzed to determine the
probable impact on one set of goals on the,total program. pat-
terns of positive and negative impact may be examined. When
combined With the Delphi or other apbroaches to prioritizing.,
goals, the Cross Purpose Matrix provides a graphic represen-
tation of relationships among competing priorities.

Advantages and Disadv5hiages

The advantages of Cross Purpose Matrix analysis are that it:

1. Forces those who advocate a goal to make public their strategies for
accomplishment.

2! Provides_ an opportunity for individuals to examine their ciwn judge-
ments. -

.3. Calls upon advocates to explain the value of their goals io the institu-
tion.

.r
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1 t4. Fot Uses entiorron the wortfiiness of individual goalq in relationship
to the wh le.

5. Identifies 'goals tliat may be, in opposition to each other.
.1

. . ....._ ..
s.

The disadvantages of Cibss Purpose Matrix analysis are that
,. it: ,

1. Is non-data based. ..
2. May be time-consuming.
3. Requires openness by participants.
4. May be difficult to understand.,

Af

Exhibit 67: Cross Purpose Matrix
Showing Potential Impact from Emphasizing Certain 6oals

ADVOtATE.

Improve interpersonal
relations among students

I

r 411.1)-11
2 3 5

Increase achievement 19,,
basic skills of math
and reading

r
Broaden social studies
inquiry

7111.11'.005111
Expand career education
opgxxtunities
through work exiehence r

4
Exteneflangua rtsge a
opportunities to express
thoughts in wnting
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Simulition/Gamkng_

Simulaiion/gaming processes offer excellent opportunities for.
indirectqr assessing needs and permitting-those- engaged' in
the process to,try out their own ideas. Simulations,' however,
are seldom used, since most Assessors favor morVraditional
approaches.

Simulation/gaming_involves partidpants'in complex situa-
tions, giving them experience in interacting with certain erivi-

, rontnents and people and allowing them to try different ab-
proaches.

In all applications of r,gaming/simulation, certain comihon
elements can Ike found (Armstrong and Hobson, 1975, p. 83):

, .
z 1. Roles not necessarily coniesponding to those assumed in the real-life

situation;'
2. A scenario defining a prQblem area or a given 'state of the system%
3. An accounting system designed to record such decision& and events

together wittPtlaeir consvuences; or that occur during play;
, 4. Algoritbm(s) .or explicit) which indicatets) operating proce-

dures for playing and controlling the exefcise.

'v

A number of excellent simulations/games axl commercially
available. &:lurces are.listed atthe end Of this sectionk Most

"Om have specific purposeschanging attitudes, ating analytical
skills, and.putting meaning and.rrolity into concepts, sucli Rs
in economical,' social, or palikal systems.

These problably are not directly applicable to needs assess-
., ment systems' and would need to be ttansleited for use. The

basic 'educational and sociological concepts carkbe employed
N3r the basid approaehes-can be uped it anothericontext.,

Advantages and Disadvantages

Advarftages of simulatiOn/gaming are as follows:
,t

k1. Provides an intractive leaining situation.
2. May be used tO help gl,arify values.

Allows the te ting ofa pltio before it is put int6
4. Allows plan consider 'their actions in relatIon to the total

k societal cont
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Disadvantages may be xonsidered as:

1. Currently, no hard dale about the future.
_ 2. May be tonsidered ea-more-than- p-by- participants.

s

Case Siiidy
,

One simple use of the technique involves thts'equipmentl
(1) a Aet'of assessor cards, one each for persons to play.the role -.
of pacént, high school student, college professormayor,
legislator, superintendent of schools, and high sehooWeacher;
(2) a set of value cards (-2, 1, 0, 1, 2) for each assessor; (3) a
playing board similar to Monoply; and (4) blank needs cards.
One set of players becomes "assessors," playing pre-defined
roles and evaluating results in terms of those roles. A second
set a pl,ayers becomes "aesenters," and each has one minute
to present and convince the assessors that their dchool need is
the most ,nntiortant. After four presenters have made their
cases, each asse'ssor assAnt a value card to each presenter in
terms of the power bf the presentation and.the, potential' of the
idea. Each player then turns over the value cards and moves
the marker thit total sum oflpositions on the board. Since there.
can be neptille values, the presenter might 'actually move
backwards. j .. , -

. In a variation,'several -nee& tor the school" are pre-
dptermined, liinited. to 3-5 areas, with thxee car& per area. The
moveable marker on the board, rather than represeiiting a pre-
senter:stands for a particular need. Each presenter then draws
a card (on which a need statement is written), e.g., "our school
needs tO iniprove the reading skills pf students8" and spends
one minute explaining 'f.yhy it Js afi iipportant needs. Other
pres9ters draw and explain until four cards fire idrawn. As-
sessors again rate the needs, and a marker representing each
w3ed is moved forward The sum of ratings. The round is re-
peated two more times so that each need area is discussed
from thtee -perspectives With the "winner" being the need
whose marker has progressed ihe greatest diem e.

The gamiris aspect permits people to say and o things that
might otherwise be ,difficult tor them and to play roles impor-
tant in getting at true perceptions.

,
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Trend Extvapolation

'The use of present and past trends to predict- the future is
.called trend extropdlotiom Thia technique assumes that what
has happened in the past will likely continue in the future. It
may be used as a method ,irc itself or combined with other
methods, such as scenario writidg or simulation/gaming.

As a form of forecasting, the use - of trend extrapolation
began when accurate itatistital record-keeping became a
conknron practice:, It became' apparent to statisticians that pat-

.terns or trends often emerged.
Trend extrapolation uses statistical . data -that havetbeen

plotte'along a time line to' observe emergiiig iiatterns or
trends. If a pattern is, visible: it is projected ahead to make a
prediction' of future events..

An increasing sophistication of statistical Methods, and ac-
curacy of data collection make trend extrapolatick a more reli-
able technique. When it becomes obvious that the forces that
have.shiped a particular trend are likely to remain constant,
planners may project as far ahead as the forces may remain
'constant. . -

Advantages and Disadvantages

Some adventages of trend extrapolation am that:

1. The mettod is well-Oefined, based on increa'sed acCuracy of statistical_
procedures.

2. II map be an accurate predictor of 'the future if there is a correctly
identified trend.

Disadvantages- that:

1. It does not analyze the underlying causes of trends.
2. Predictions may be -highly erroneous if uncontrollable elements, sua

as a natuial disaster,are present.
ef

Trend extrapolation has been used extensively In adminis;
trathre studies over die past two decades. Predictions of future
enrollments.were made ty comparing pest enrollments with
population trends and by projecting into the future. ,
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The school- tax base, additional costs due to inflation: and
other fiscal matters have been projected using trend eXtrapq-
latiori. Population figures and gdphs are aveillobleby census
tracts with a wealth of data on the school -area. Time-based
graphs have been used to diagram ethnic shifts.in populations.

'Scenario Writing

A scenario is a desctiption of the future states of factOrs
influencing society ahd the interconnections among these
factors. Perfected 1;)y Herman Kahn and popularized ino The
Year 2000, it attempts to examine and conibine various trends
in a' systematic way. Scenarios can be viewed as "future his-
tory" (Kahn, 1973).

Mendell (1971, p. 17) defines a scenario as "narrative de-
scription of one version of the future. It purports to show how
a certain train of events will lead to a desirable or (usually)
undesirable result." In futures research% scenarib writing is
viewed as one- approach for generating forecasts. Several
criteria for assessing the quakily and usefulness of the forecast
were set Qut by the Institute lof the Future (Amara and Salan-
cilc, 1977, ) p. 112-113):'

4
1. Specificity. A forecast should be stated in terms which are specific

enough to permit unarnhiguous determination of fulfillment or non-
fulfillment.

>2. Uncertainty. Forecasts should be stated in terms oT probability of oc-
currence or a distribution of a value or a range of possible dates at

1 which a probability of occurence is expected to reach a given level ot in
other probabilistic terms.

3. Time Relatedness. Form-lists reflect stages of change, growth, de-
velopment. diffusion, disseminaticon and the like. Events to be forecast
Elie determined not by time, per se, but rather by concurrent events
which take place during tinie.

4. In trafieid Relatedness,. This requirement recognizes that related de-
.veloprients in the same general area as the forecast event are not likeky,..
to remain static while the forecested event is evolving.

5.' Interfielcl Relatedness. A forecast should reflect knowledge or 'cle, -
velopinent in other fields that may influence the development in flues-
tion,

6. Recognition .of Costs and Benefits. A forecast should incorporate
'Icnowleligeable judgenients.about economic and social costs and bone-
fits and reflect the perceived trade-offs between benefits and costs.
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Advantages.and disadvantages

Advantages of scenario writing are thatit:

1. Force's persons to look at possibilities they may never have considered
by generating alternaiives that ccruld occur. .. .

1. likes persons out of the present and forces them to focus on the future. --).
3".163ri.cies a view _which Mows interaction of psycholotal, social, *Id

1. spolktical elm/lents.
.,

Disadvantages of scemario writing are that, It:

1. May be controlling in that it suggests possible alternative futures.
2. is non-data based.

Case Study

In projecting thp needs ai'sessment, a number of different
scenarios, or alternative futures may be used to illustrate the
effects of various events whial might occur and'the ways they
might affect the long-term future of education. The following
example of a scenario illustrates both the technique and some
possible events: -

-
yembers of the Metropolitan school board convened today- for the filt

time iince taking office in the wake of sweeping politithd changes that
placed the New TechnocratiC Party into national power in last fall's general
elections.

Board members assessed 1996 census updates which have again changed
the face of the local -school district. With amalgamation of suburban school
systems in the past few years, the district now, has 300,000 studentsthe
third largest in, the country.

014

District planners reviewed the series of scenarios produCed during the
1980:s which predicted the iffects of the transportatibn/energy crisis of
1986. Current enrollment patter:ha indicate a continuing growth pattern for
at least the next ,flire years, according to the Metropolitan board.

The-reorganization of local schooling came with the technological inno-
widow' which spawnedthe New Technocrat Party. The development of the
holographic video recorders in 1988 permitted the first school/home televi-

;Sion connections which eised overcrowding problems ind removed physi-00
cal attendance requirements.

,The rapid transmission of dial-access education-bank matestials permitted
school officials to begin phasing mit most formal classes required of chil-
then past the ape of ten. The modification of existing buildings into priinary
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socialization centers began with the conversion program of 1990, foreseen in
,the planning scenario .of 1988. .

At the first meeting of)the newly elected board, members heard, a pieview
of:the latest crevetopment of hotogcaphic recorders whicia have, sped up
transeuipsion times to allow home edtication unrits to store a full day!s pro-
gramining tailored to individual student needs using only two minutes of
central cdnipnter tiine. The plaYback.Of educlitofurl progEdmming will per-
mit monitors and older learners to regulate tear ing time according to their
Self-determined screed.

. .. .

_The first aciions taken by the board itickided 'a directive to focus the
continuing netds assessment on alternatillpbarios to optimize the newly
advanced holograph Vtterns. Additional dgenda items included considera-
tion of a broadening of the conveyer transit system's educatiOnal mobiles. At
present, one car on each People Mover is devoted to video recorder units. A
feasibility study ,was approved tu determine the ease of limking portable
learning.sets with the central data bank by Ilplograph.ic tratismission.

.

Historical Analogy

Another potentially ful tool. in needs assessment is,the
histcrical analogy, p ularly if used for social prediction. If
afflied with both brea th of vision and depth of perception, it

can achieve unique, insights into the needs of a community.
The quality of thought makes the difference between profound
accoMplishment and the many lesser examples of historical
analogy. While few needs assessors may have the resources kir
a comprehensive effort, the proces§ may hold promise for pro-
viding insights into alternative futurOs.

The *historical analogy requires a parallelism in history, an
essential simirarity of key variples. Always tenuous, this
-similarity must extend to those factors thaf are meaningful and
important rather than' peripheral. History may repeat itself in
some essential respects, but such repetition is not inevitable.

Afivantages and Disadvantages

Achiantag(3; of )iisto;ical analogy are af.

1. May be used to project future as an extension of the past.
2. Allowg for reflective view of conflic,t.

Disadvantages of historical analogy are that it:
1. May be risky.
2. Have no defined procedure for an histoOcal analogy.
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Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a relatively simple procedure that can pro-.
Nide_a_wealth_ of ideas-in needs-assessment,Steeting-commit--

. tees have used it to generate ideas about unique ways for col-
lecting data on particular needs, to identify goals, and to list
different ways for Implementing d program. They can consider
creative aiVroaches to any of the many problems that -faecf
them during the assessment phase and later.in the implemen-
tation phase. Although well known to educators, this tech-
nique is not always used to its fullest extent .or in the best
ciarftext. Some ideas for improving the technique are noted
below.

1. The problem on which the brainstorming session focuses
should be specific rather than general. if the problem is too, large or complex, break it down.

2. Brainstorming participants should be selected with care.
Persons with a wide range of expertise, as well as some who
have no knowledge of the area, should be included. Some of
the most persuasive social science break-throughs of recent
years have occurred when a person, from One discipline or
perspective was working in another field.

3. Eight to fifteen persons are an appropriate group size for
brainstorming. The group should be large enough to generate
a range of, ideas, but not so large as to be unmanageable. Ajew
"self-starters" should be -in the group, people who can pro-
&ice ideas on anytfling and,everything at the drop of a ques-

.

tion. They help stimulate'thinking and get sessions off and
rolling. Administratcirs and pbwer figures...will tend to inhibit
participants. They and visitors ahould be included only with
that awareness by. the organizers..

Prior to the' first session, the participants should be briefed

the date, the time, and the
on the, problem

them of
lwill be brainstorming. A etter or

memorandum remin
place, and the topics to be considered,will allow for a period of
individual thinking. If this is not feasible the.problem should
be posed in the beginning of the mgon, and then participants
should be given five minutes tink and make individual
notes before beginning the general session.
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Actual sessions should be conducted according to four basic
"ground rules" of brair.Ttormi*Mason, 1960).:

-1c1(5-ilic-ism is snowed-.
2. Encourage unrestricted thinking.
.3. Seek as many ideas as possible. .

4. Combine ideas of various people

The chair is crucial to a sirccissful brainstorming ession;
the responsibility of the chair is to encourage participartts and
to insure that each person has an opportunity to take part.
Chairs often "pie-brainstorm" problems prior to the session,
searching for categories of possible ideas and generating
leading questions to stimulate the group's thinking, ,)

Regardless:of quality, all ideaeare recorded. If the session is
fast-moving, two recorders 'should be used. While'there are not -

any rigid rules on time limits for a sessiOn, forty-five minutes -
tot; an hour and a half is feasible: After ten minutes in a sesiion,
there is often a lull, signaling the 'end of easy Suggestions and' -
the time participants must really start thinking and becoming
creative. At this point the chair-may have tcv draw on pre-.
brainstorm ideas ,to rejuvenate the session.

)

Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages of the brainstorming technique may be sum-
marized as follows:

1, Generates wide range of creative ideas.
2. Provides stratosphere thafencourages individuals to-feel free to-make

suggestidns.
a. May uncover new ways to solve old problems.

In considering the disadvantages 'of brainstorming, the fol-
lowing are,crucial:

1. Possit 1e difficulty in Pinpointing. problems.
2. Raluctance'of participants because they do not wish to look stupid.
3. Critichim duriOg the session. .
4. Preclusion of koblems requiring value judgements.,
5. OiffiCulty in selecting "kind of prdblems."
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Buzz sessions

The "Buzz"-"iechRinue was originally developed by J.
Donald Phillips- ta encourage- audience-wkle- participation in
di scuss fons. His conCept of the technique was that Rroupa_ of
six persons would discuss a problem.agr assigned topk for six
minutes. This technique is particulaity effective when larger
audience thinking and' input into the process is desired. The
basic goal of the technique is to encourage drocratic partici-
pation in a meeting or conference and to limit the influence of
a small but vocal minori/ty who lend to inhibit widet partici-
pation. It can be used during the traditional t-ttiestion-änd-
answer 'period following a presentation, -as the basis for an
entire meeting, or in conjunction with other standard disdus-
sion and participation devices.

The buzz session is designed aound a carefully prepared
question on a specific point and has both a stated. objective
(the answer to the question, suggestions for action, or a re:
commendation) and a limited time to reach that objective.

,To begin a buzz session, the 'audience should be divided,
into groups of six using any convenient method. Each group is
asked to select a chair and a secretary. Tbe chair insures that
everybody has an opportunity to participate and that the
group iceeps moving toward its objective to ieach a definite
conclusion. The secretary records notes that are pertinent to'
the subject and mafc*Is a list of the' ideas produced. The notes
are reported to the total audience (or a sarnple if the number of
groups iS unusually large, with all notes and ideas filed with
the secretary of the needs assessment steering committee).
.Satisfaction by members of an audience is greate; 'when the,
leadership signals strongly-to them that they have been heard,
that what they said is impoftant, and that it will be acted on.

Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages of buzz session are as follows:

1. Encourages inclfvidual participation in a group process.
2. Prevents vocal minority from controlling a meeting.
3. Allows a lide representation of community.

r. T64
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Disadvantages. of buirsegsion mai/ be summarized as fpl-
lows:

.. 4
s 1 , ,

1

, A

L. Reqtpres that group leader be eff cirt in organization and diplratic
guidance.of a largp group. . ,

2,. May n9t generate any useful information.
3. May be noisy and distraCting,

ft.,..41
'Fishbowl vitt 40,

-Another technique for eliciting ideas for needs assessments
is the -fishbowl. In its simplest form, four to six persons are
placed in the center &the group and begin discussing a prob-
lem or issue. Those on the outside may look and listen but may
not participate in the discussion. In a variation, a person on
the periphery nidy put himself in the center Ary order to, par-
ticipate. In another variation, the outside group .can Isk
clarifying questidffg, but not m'ake statements.

The uses of' the fishbowl in needs. assessments. 'are many.
Role groups 9an be phiced in the fishbowl to discuss the pon-
cwt of the Atiool's,.needs. High school seniors have partici-
Asti while their teachers and parents were in the audience.
So too ,have teachers participated with community represen-
bitives in the atidience or parents with teachers as the audi-.
ence. The group selected for thelishbowl should relate..dii,
redly to the questions.being posed. ,

In one assessment project4 the steeringsommittee used the
fithbowl to present its plan to tl*community and school
groups. While,, in the fislitowl, Members. presented arid dis-
cussed their plan and decisions. The contexts of this strategy
permitted the 'audience to feel the plan we§ more open,, and
often questions were 'raised< (and fi buzz session employed).
The community was more fully committed than ev,er to a. suc-

'cessful project.

Advantages and Disadvantages
4

Advantages of die fishboivl are that °.

1.'Stimulates-interaCtion among a up rexperts (however classified)
while otherstlisten.

.
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2. Allows non-participants to observe' the roles individuals playln the
r, group process.

3. Brings a topic and its discussion before the group.

-The majof disadvantage ofihe fishbowl is
. ,

1. May be threatening to some people. I.
_

foyce Field Analysis

Analyzing a problem promotes solutions that are viable. The
"force field analysis" is one such,,agproaeh that encourages
careful analysis by delineating the forces both for kind against -

successful implementation.,Needs asiessment steering com-
mittees will fincl this to be a useful technique in their own
planning for completing the 'assessment and later in'consid-
ering alternative solutiops. It-can also be used by groups et-
tempting to id
needs with res
format is shOw

stEitement o
force-field format s

ntify goals for the school and in analyzing
ect to those goals. A diagram of a force-field ,
in Exhibit 68.

roblem is written at the top of the
eet. A statement of turreht conditions is

Written within the vertical column in the middle of the dia-
gram. The column on the fight side of 'the format is used to
write a descrrption of the way things will be when the problem
is solved oronore explicitly, the goal of the analysis. Two.
major .cblunins are reserved -for listing _"Forces for" and
"Forces Against" the Achievement of this goal. Forces for'
achieving, the goal are events that will inove Aliings from
where they are now to where they ought to be. Likewise, forces
that might work against solving, the problem are recorded in
the column labeled "Forces Againdt." The mold (-=+) is ined
cryptically to denote forces fof And (4) is used to label `Florces
Against."

After completing the force field, an analysN of individual
iten. là inade. The forces that cannot be Changed are deleted
before deciding welch forces)tolvork on. "Forcee,Aninst" are
;finked in order of difficulty in changing. Likewiee, "Forceslor are priorithed. Each is then considered in turn. Two
cOmpanion. questions are asked: "What c_an .be done to
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, Exhibit 68:FOrce Field Analysis

PROEILEM STATEMENT

force5 fut.-77. Nc.wtr. ±-,-. forc-e-&-Against
.

-Gnat--

Listed in this column are forces
that wOuki assist in 'goal
attainment. ,

,

-

..

',;', '4
a,

'3- Fyi

1
. n = ,C -
a) --7 n

0
v .---f,

x -:
,-.7.- 5

. ,

Listed in this column
are forces that are
against achieving the.,
goal

.

-

..

. -

.

.

.

..
..

,

. ,

migimiie the forces against goal achievement?" and "What
can be done to enhance the fordes for goal achievement?". The
strategies ultimately selected draw on ;responses to both of
these. questions.

Advoltages and Disadvantages

Advantages of force field include these factors:
.

1. Forces issues into the open.
2. Recognizes unchangeable circumstances: *

- 3. Provides means for analyzing ways to eliminate those things which
prevent a goal accomplishment.

The disadvantages Of force field are as follows:

1. Is subjective in nature.
2. May not define all aspects of a problem. ,

3. May oversimplify relationships in the pro-blem.

Stimmary
4,

For a needs assessment to be effective, it should involve as
many persons as possible in formulating goals and determin-
ing-needs. It also needs to proDact the futtire. This chaptei has
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dealt with a number of techniques which can be used to in-.,
volve needs 'assessment participants and to look into the fu-
ture. Futures-oriented techniques collect information in order
to-look at alternatives- forpolicy-making. Thesetechniquusare
action-oriented and deal with realistic life situations rather
than with hypothetical problems.

The Delphi technique seeks opinions, judgerhents, and con-
sensus from a. wide array of individuals by using the mail.
Cross Impact Anafysis looks at the interrelatedness of events

, while Cross-Purpose Matrix views goals fn this same perspec-.
tive as. well as forces individuals to examine the strategies for
their attainment. Simulation/Gaming'permits participants to
see how their ideas will fit into a particular situation before it
is tried in real life. Trend Extrapolation uses present and past
trends to predict the future. Scenario,writing calls for genera-
tion of possible'futures. Historical Analogy compares the past
with the present in order to plan the future more effectively.

Group pro ss techniques aim to involye a large number of
people, solic ting their ideas and input. Brainstorming pro-,
vides 'an unrestrained environment so that- people feel free to
offer suggestions and solutions ,to problems. Buzz Sessions

, structure a group situation so as to provide for maximum indi-
vidual participation,. Fishbowl ts another means for eliciting
ideas from individuals in a group. Force Field analysis forces
people to look graphically at forces for and against the solu=

,..

tion to a Particular problem.
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Developing Instrumentation for Needs Assessment

2

414

s.

A major task in need asaessment is the selection, modifica-
tion, or development of instruments appropriate for the data to
tie collected. Two factors related to the task 'are decisions re-
gaiding (1) the variables ashociated with the people, pro-
grams, and, organizational structures which are the data
frources for needs assessment; and (2) the instrument formats k

appropriaie far the specific infol.mation required. Discussion
of instrumentation is organized around these, two factors.

Variables associated with the' data, sources have been iden-
tified -through an analysis of needs assessment models 'and
instrumentt. These variables are introduced in the first section
and listed in Appendix A.. Categories of instrument formats
are described and illustrations of instruments using those
formith are included in the second section of this chapter. A
third section identifies format types appropriate for categories
of varfables that may be helpful in selecting or developing
instruthents.

Va41les of the Study e
. .

The first factor to consider in designing and/or developing
instruments is the specification of the variables to be included
in the study. A wide array of variables has been used in previ-
ous needs aiiiissment studies,:a number Of Which are listed in
Appendix0A. Drawn fr* an analysis of completed needs as-
seisments; this list is designed to stimulate others to the wide
rangi of variaides that may be considered.

Each variable in AppendiX A is preceded by a box to.assist
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needs assessors in checking those variables with promise for
their own study. Variables are organized according to the
three targets of needs assessmentpeople, programs, and or-
ganizations. Each of the three categories is further diVided as
sh6wn in Exhibit 69.

An illustration of how these variables may be displayed and
how they, ma'y be 'translated into instruments is discussed in
Chapter 5. Most of the variables SPecified in Appendix A may
involve more than one collection format and method. After
identifying variables, the, next stage is to determine which
procedure 'would provide the most reliable and valid data rn
the most expeditious manner.

Instrument FornIM

Designing instrument formats involves two related proce-
dures: collecting data and recording data. Iriherent in deci-
sions about these two procedures are questions about the types
of data to be collected and the types of analysis to be used.

'Data Colfection Procedures. Riley (1963) identifies three
primary procedures appropriate for collecting data relative tq
the variables in a needs.assessm&t. These methods are Direct
Observation, 1:tiestioning, and Documentary Analysis. Al-
though all.three procedures are appropriate for needs assess--,
ment, each providesslifferent types of information.

Direct \Observation. This data collection procedure involves
watching, listening, and recording. The propertiesactions,
physical trait's, interactions, or productsof subjects being
studied are observed and recorded. Direct obtervation focuses
only on the'objectivb properties of variables. NO effort is made
to record the underlying orientations (intent, perceptions,
causes, attitudes, or meanings) of the properties being ob-
served (Riley, 1963, p. 185).

Direct observation is a procedure extensively used by social
scientists to studY human behavior. Educational researchers
utilize the procedure to study the behaviors and interactions
of individuals within the school setting. In direct observation,
the training of the observer is of utmostimportance. The ob-
server is actually part of the observation instrument (hemmer,
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Exhibit 69: Categories of Variables Al--

_1 People_

4.

A. Student Variables
1., Personal Characteristics
2. Attitudes, Values, interests
3. Goals and Priorities
4. Behavior
5. Knowledge
6. Sociological Context

B. Teacher and Professor Variables
1.. Personal Characteristics
2. Attitudes toward Students, School, and Programs
3. Goals and Priorities
4. Competence
5. Behavior

4C. Administrators
1. Personal Characteristics
2. Attitude toward Students, School, and Programs
3. Cbmpetence

D. Parents and Community
1. Personal Characteristics ,

2. Slurrent Conditions
3. Attitude toward StUdents and Schools
4. oais and Priorities
5. Siologicat context

11. Prograr4
A. Curric3urar Programs

1. ntent and Sequences
2. S ategies and Methods
3. Rsources

B. Less , Unit and Module
C ntent and Sequence

2. St ategies and Methods
3. Reources

-Ill. Organization
A. Governance

1. Policies
2. Composition

B. Adminikatidn
1. Perionriel
2. Facilities
3. Students 3'"
4. instruCtion

C. Management Climate
1. School Satis*tion
2. interpersonal Relations

,
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1963, p. 330); and for this reason, reliability and Validity of
observations are affected b'y the extent to which the observer
can record data accurately and'

SourCes of error in direct observation Iie th the potential for
bias as observers' perceptions influence the selection and re-
tordIng of information and the extent to which the wiriables
are affected or changed by the observation' (Riley, 1963). Both
of these sources of error are particularly important in the study
of human behavior. Observers are human, and their observa-
tion of behavior is affected to some extent by their own at-
iitudes, emotions, and perspectives. FIJr this reason, recorded
actions are always subject to interpretation by the observr. In
any situation in which human beings are observed, th6ir ac-
tions most likely are influenced to some extent by the presence
of the observer or by the.fact that subjects know they are being
observed (the .Hawthorhe effect). It is diffidult to determine if
observed behavior is typical behavior or if it has been altered
in some way by the-conditions of the data collectioh situation.

Another disadvantage of o6servatiOn discussed by Riley
(1963, pp. 186-187) is the necestary limitation in scope by the
physical capabilities of the observer..The number of variables
and cases that can be obskived by a single person or a team is
limited. The types of behavior. that can be observed, the
numtaer of subjects, the number and.types of events are limited'
by the fact that every subject cannot be,ohserved all the time,
;and everything theft:, is Wit, done, used, or produced Cannot be
recorded. Observations apply only to actions taking place in
the present. Inferences cannot be. made that the behavior
under observation is' typical behaviof unless several observe-
lions under similar conditions are made across an extended
period of time.

.

.Questioning. According to Riley (1963, pp. 189-190); ques-. a

tioaing is a means of collecting data by asking individuals
ibout the variables being studied and/or by recording the in-
dividual's reaponse to the problem Or sttuation. Questioning
reveals the way individuals perceive events, actions, and in-
teractions; how they feel about therm how they explain'them;
and'by whafcriteria theY evaluate them. Questioning can also
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reveal knowledge about content, proceases,, communication%
events, and products. This is the basic method used in educa-
tional testing to determine achievement, attitudes, 4nd ap-.,
titudes. -Questioning- is particularly 'appropriate Tor coltetti-ng
data about orientations as these properties do not lend them-
selves to direct observation..

Several limitations and sourceF of error are associated with
Questioning (Riley, 195,i, pp. 1897190). In Most cases, ques-
tioning an individual about some action, interaCtion, Or event.
is not possible until after the fact. ,SiiIce alin.6t ', ll data are ex'
post facto, the reactions, feelings, and .interpr flora may be
altered by the passing Of time, by discussion, th Oher indi-
viduals, or by the intervention of other evpntS. bate collected
are specific to the subject, ancicontrols must be exerted to the .

extent that representativeness is desired, orithe responses of
one individual are generalized to several in4ividuals. Anothet
concern is how responses are altered by the data collection
situation. Responses may be altered by the wording and the
interpretation of the questions, by whether the questions are int
written or oral form, and by individuals', reactiohs to the data
collection situation. , s . % ,.. .,

Documentary Analysis. This data' 'Collection 'procedure '

makes' use of information that is already /available .in some
.form. Either artifacts or documents ',may be usea as data

- sources, Information may be in raw fm (e.g., letterspdiaries,
photogiaphs, and products) or it may have been previously
compiled or formally reCorded in legal documents, such as
deeds, marriage certificates, vital statistics, court proceeding's
or oich records (as census, schoot and employrnlmt. Docu-
ments and artifacts can be obtaine'd from individuals, librarigs,
and educational or governmental Institutions and agencies.

Documentary Analysis focuses on events that have occurred
cilready. For this reason, several advantages and disadvan-
tages are inherent in the procedure (Riley, 1963, p. 254). One
of the advantages' is that data ,may be collected about past
events to allow for ihe stability of variables. It is possible, to
collect data across time:thus estibighing Changes or trends.
Many documents or artifacts were not produced for data col-

A
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lection purposes, go sources of error -associated with data ail-
lection may be lessened or eliminated. A major advantage is in
the time and resources that-may be saved when compared with
the collection of new -data. iri this way, vast amounts of data
about numerous variables may be collected at relatively little
cost. The .present use of computars for data storage and re-
trievsal has vastly reduced the time and cost involyed in data
cbllection related to multiple vatiables.

Riley (1963, p. 254) identifiaA obvious disadvantages As-
sociated with the procedure. One is that complete data about
the variables may not be avai,lable or may not be available in a
form meaningful to the problem. Much time may be required
for locating and assembling data sources and in sorting infor-
mation relative to the itudted variables. If data are recoided,
the accuraciof the 'data must be asSumed since there is no way ,

to assesslb validity or reliability. Finally, data collectors may
have to reject much of the available information simply be- -

cause they are not able to establish its limitations.

Data Recording Prpcedures

' Two basic procedures are employed for recording data. In=
formation pertaining tct variables may be described or numeri-
cally defined. Data -obtained through description are qualita-
tive; that is, the purpose is tb record the nature of the variables
in the 'greatest detail. There is nc; attempt to assign a value to
the properties described.

Numerically *fined data, On the other hand, involve the
assignment ofimeaningful numerical values to ihe variables or
their. characteristics. Meaningful numerical values are deter-
mined through measurement according to sotne type of scale
and"to careful definition of variables in relation to it.

Interval scales and ratio scales are used in numerical defi,
nition (Ferguson,-.1971, p.14). Interval scaling is used when
variables or their Characteristics haire been defined to the ex-,
tent that they can be aligned along a continuum (such as a
nuniber line). The assumption is made that distances'between
points on the continuum are equal, so that the distance be-
tween point 1 and point 2 is the same as the distance between
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point 2 and point 3. Variables assigned the value of 4 possess a
defined characteristic to a greater extent than variables as-,
signed the value of 3. The difference between variables 4 and 3
is equal -to the difference between variables assigned the val-
ues pf 2 and 1. Interval scales do not havel,a true zgro point
because it is impossible to define the total absence-variable
being tifeasured. For example, given all the forms that class-
room interaction might take, it is impossible to say that any
one individual in the classroom is not interacting. An arbitrary

- zero point may be defined (individual A does not interact in a
certain way within a specified period or,time). Time and
Fahrenheit and Celsius-temperature measurements are exam-
ples orinterval scales 4Perguson; 1971, ,pp. 43-14).

Ratio scales make the assumption of an absolute zero point.
Alt assigned values represent distances from this point of nat-
ural origin. Ratio values may thtis he assigned so that' it is
impossible to say a-vattetle assifined the ,value of 4 possesses a
defined characteristi wice the/extent of a variable assigned,
the value of 2. Length, weight, and "numerosity of aggregates",
are measured with ratio scales. Using weight as a variable, one.
individual may be said to we.gh twice as much as another
individual (F'ergusorn, 1971, p. 4). IT the situation is careffilly
defined, it is also possible to ay that Room A with 20 chairs
has twise the yalue of Room l3 with TO chairs (both of these
rooms are itially compared with Room C which hasc'no
chairs).

Two other caleschominal and ordinalare often used in
identifying variables. In nominal scaling, numerals art used as
a naming device, and no value is implicit in the numeral. as-
signed. In nominal scalifig, a numeral may be used to identify

.. subjects on the basis of the possession of a certain characteris-
tics. Blonde hair may be given the arbitrary label bf. 1 and
brown hair the 'label of 2. Subjects may be assigned to one
category or the other orh, the basis of the characteristic. No
iuferences can be drawn about the 'value of the numerals
given, and no degree of. difference can be assumed.

ATI ordinal icale is used to assign values greater than or less
than variaitles. No attempt is made to defilre the degree of

;
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diffeience. Ordinal variables may be ranked according to de-
fined characteristics. Individuals are often placea in order ac-
cording to observed differenCes in height. This is an exainple
Oran ordinal scaleirno-efrort is ITlfla to determ i),the exact
degree of difference (Ferguson, 1971, p. 13). Individuals may
also be ranked according to their expressed intensity of values, ,
perceptions, or emotions. 'However, without further careful
definition, no assumptions can be made about differences in
the degree ,of .intensity.

Authorities.generally agree that data using a nominal scale
are descriptive data. There is some disagreement,. however,
about whether or not ordinal data afe descriptive or numerical
(see -Ferguson, 1971, p. 14 and Erickson, 1970, pp. 10-11). A
general rule that can be used in distinguiiliing among scales is
the type of mathematical operations which can be performed.
Nominal data allow no mathematical operations. Ordinal data
allow only rank-ordtring. Interval data allow for performing
the mathematical operations of addition and Attractionwhile
ratio data allow addition, subtraction, multiplication, and di-

. vision (Erickson, 1970, pp. 10-11).
Describing, as a data recording procedure, alloWS for the

recording of the specific nature, characteristics, or qualities of
a variable. Numerical definition allows variables to be com-
pared across subjects by the degree to which certain charac-
teristics are present. An important comparision between the(
two types of data is that descriptive data proide informationc
.about the content of the variables. Numerical definition pro-
vides information aboin the degree or extent to which the
variable is present in a selected case. For example, if class-
room interaction is the variable under study, description
would focus on the content and contekt of interaction..Who.
interacted with whom, about what subjects, and under what
conditions as well ai the specific reactions of individuals
during interaction could be recorded. Numerical definitioh
focuses on the quantity of interactions. 'the number of limp
one individual interacts with another; the amount of time de-
voted to a certain type of interaction, and perhaps the total
nuniber of interactions is recorded. In this way, interactions
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can be measured, but flip spbcific content and context of in-
,.teraction is disregarded.

Both types of data recording procedures yield important,
-informatiOn for-a needs assessment, illcow;h numerical Mini-
tion is used the most. Numerical definition isbmore convenient
to record; mathematical and statistical procedures may be
used; and data are more easily displayed for interpretation and
repothng. However, the pieoccupation with ambers may
eliminate-important infdrmation about schools and theii. com-
ponents. 'InTdepth description of the behavior, perceptions,
and characteristics of a few individuals may Oeld more im-
portant and relevant information than the necesiarily general
information provided through quantification. The use of nu-
merical definition may also be premature given, the present
level of sophistication in the measurement Of human behavior.

Types of Instrument Formats

1;3y examining the categories formed by the InteractionS of
,tiata collection procedures with recording procedures; it is
possible to analyze and describe the types Of instrumentation
formats useful for needs assessment. These interactions are
illustrated in EXhibit 70. -

As the interactions indicate, there are potentially six types
or categories of instrument formats:

I. Direct Observation using description as a recording'procedure.
2. Direct Obeervation'using numerical definition.
3. Questioning requiring descriptive responses.
4. Questioning using numerically defined responses.
5. DoeuMentary Analysis in which inforniatian' is describerl.
6. Documentary Analysis'in which information is numerically defined.

I.,
,

,Needs assessmente have used 411. 'six categories of imitrument
fOrmats. ExamplQs of each type-are included in this section.

,

Direct Obst4vationiDescriptive
r

This type of instrumentiormat is most often referred to as.an
.4. Observrion fiecord. ObservatiVihrecortis are used ill collect-,

ing data about social syStems (such as classrooms) when ,the
,

N.

tA--r i

.
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Exhibit 70: Interactions of Data Collection
'and Recording Procedures

.

.,

lima -

Collection
4

Procedure

,

Recording Prticedures
.

Description .

,

N u mer i cal

. - Definition .

,

.

Direct Observation

..

.
.

.

.

, .

,.

11 ) .

,

. .
.

(2) .

..
. .

L.

- Questioning
.

. .

.

. (3) .-

...
.

.

.

.

.

...

( )

.
.

_.

,

.DOcurnentary

AnalysiS 1.' .,

0

...

*

. _

. . ,
,.

. (b)
.,..

inteni it to Collect is much information atVossible.about indi-
viduals, groups, and tleiNnteractio*. Pata cojlection often
focuses on ifve6ts a.s a means of organizing observations.
tvents are distinct from one another in time and have idelatifi-
able ;initiatory, consumthatory, 04, closing phases (Biddle;

,
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1967, p. 341). An attempt is rhade to record every important
feature of the event, including the actors, the content, the
context, and the materials used. Events are described in terms
of their sequence in relation to one another and in.relation to
the acts occurring within each event.

Observation records can irield .a great deal of information
and are . useful for identifying problem areas and variables
which may require( closer serutinyThey are-alselpful in
identifying such variables as group affiliation, grou`p leaders
(fbrInal and informal), organizational structures, and interac-
tion patterns. As such; this format May be pakttcularly useful
for general needs assessments.and for collecting andacording
planning information: Ethnogrjphic records are Wag used
more frequently in educational researth and promise to be an
effective tool.for needs assessment studies.

Because observation records are time-ccinsuming and non-
.specific, several strategies have been used to delimit observi-
tiOns and to foeus on specific variables. A Stenographic Re-
cord is an example of an observation record-which focuses on
verbal and non-verbal interaction. It can be a complete record
of everything said or it can be selective, choosing only those
interactions of particular interest. lh one study, all nonns and
pronouns were classified aaording to their referentthe
speaker or others. The questions asked- by a teacher in a class
discussion can be recorded, or everything a child says (or is
said to the child) may be recorded.

Some formats have been developed to simplify the record-
ing process and to eliminatrrsources of bias related to obseiver
selectivity. In these fo ats the variable to be studied is de-
fined (prior to observe ) in terms of the characteristics to be
observed. Formats are developed to allow categorization of
observations as they occur. An example:of this format is the
Sign Category System (Goo& and Brophy, 1973, p. 337). The-ft
characteristics to be 'observed are specified in advance of ob-
serVation, and the observer simply tallies the occuftence.
This format is shown in Exhibit 71. c

Other symbols beside tallier) may be used t give more
meaning to observations. For example, Boyan et 1. (1973, p.
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Exhibit 71: Using`Tallies tO Record Behavior
Source: Good and Brophy, 1973, p. 337

TEACHELBEHAVIOR_

ft

Number-

_Teacher asks question

Teacher gives directions about process

Teacher explains concept

Teacher corrects process

rt4.1 rti..1 III

644 ll

iili 4

267) used a notational key to categorize student behavtor:

3:c Student raises hand and was called on.
.f<r Student raises hand, but was not called on.

= Student w's called on, but did not Ise hand.

e instrument format allows for the description of specific
st ents in terms of the predetermined behaviors, as shown in
E ibir 72.

Exhibit72 also uses plotting or mapping When observations
tire keyed to specific locations within the observation setting.'

fxhibit 72: Notational Instrument to Categorize Behavior
Source: Boyan et al., 1473, p. 267

Observation Instrument (This chart presents the raw data results for the six stu-
dents in this class.)
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a
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Descriptions of interactions are often recorded in this format.
Mappingarequirepreliminary .4iervations to determine the
lotation of indiViduals before d Ata collection begins or the
_preliminary structuring ofvou ps_ so that specific individuals
are assigned to exact locations. cince this is accoMplished, \--

* interactions are recorded by drawing arrows from die initiator -
of interaction to the object of interaction as illustrated in Ex-
hibit 73.

Mapping allows for assigning specific observations to indi-
viduals and can provide information about the focus of in-
teraction arid interaction patterns. Movements of individuals
maialso be ma-pped if a graphic reprcpentation of the physical
environment is first developed. A sequence of naumerals may ,

be used to mark points on the map illustrating an individual's
mOvementsin sequencefrom mg point in the physical en-
vironment to another.

Sequiences of interactions or behaviors may atlso be de-
scribed. Sequential numerals may be used on the interaction

Exhibit 73: Classroom Mapping
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map to indicate which interaction occurred first, second, etc.
Another method for indicating sequence is by developing a
list of anticipated behaviors and assigning a sequence code.

example of this format is shown- in Exhibit .74.

Exhibit 74: Classroom Discussion Behavior
.

Teacher asks question 1

Teacher ( ails on student

Student responds 2, 4 8

;Teacher indicates that answer is correct

Teacher calls on another student 7 .

Teacher clarifies student response 9

Teacher askc student to darVy response

9 Teacher rephrases question

Teacher gives cue to correct response.

5

6:

fatterns of behavior, can be rkivealed through use 4 this
format.. However it is important to note that the numerals
assigned have no meaning other than sequence and are thus
descriptive, not quantitative:

These examples of formats are illustrative of those used for
deseribin: .... .1 s aL I : : p on o o :er-_

vations is a tim onsuming task. The more the focus is de-
limited and the ecording procedure simplified, the morkin-
formation is lost. In developing instruments of this type, deci-
sions must be made about the purpose of data collection and
the variables to be observed. Furthei decisions must bepiade
about. the scope of observation and the extent to which re-
cording prcicedures can be simplified without violating the
purpose of observation.
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Direct Observation/Numerically Defined

Two means of measuring observations have been used ex-
tensiliely by educators. These-are (1) using rating 'itales as a
mepns oLassigning_ value_to _observationi_ancl_(2)itombin-ing-
time as a unit of measure wiih cumulative observations. 1

jiating Scales. Good (1973, pp. 468-469) defines rating as
4`an.estimate, made accOrding to some systematized proce-
dure,,Of the degree to which an indiyidual persim or thVig
possesses any 'given characteristic .. :," and rating scales as
" . .. a device used in evaluating products;-or attitudes, or
other characteristics of tiErsons rated." .

In Aeveloping rating4ales, behaviors to be observed are
carefully defined in terms ,of their characteristits. A ivalue is
assigned to represenj, the degree to which the characteristics
are present, and thek: values are arrayed along a Continuum
from "Not 13resent" to "Present to a High Degree.? Numerals
are placed at points along the contikmum to indicate the de-
gree to. which characteristics are present. An examPle of this
type of rating scale is shown'in Exhibit 75. Use of this format
requires a rater to observe tileilefined behavior, to judge the
degree to which it is preserit,.and.to record the judgement on
the app/opriate pot of the scale.

1.#

Exhibit 75: Typical Rating Scale

NOT OCCASION- FRE-
OBSERVED ALLY QUENTLY ALWAYS

Teacher gives
Positive feedback
to student
response

. A variation, of. this type. of format assigns indicators and
non-indicators of .the behavior,to opposite ends of the scale
and uses more nuinerals as points on the scale. Using Mdi-
cators and no9-1ndicators helps define the behavior, more
explicitly while using more pcbints on the scale requires
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observers to use ,finer discrimination among indicators. This
type of format is' illuitrated in the Classroom Observation Re-
cord developed by Ryans (1960, p. 861), as Shown in Exhibit
76-, la this- i-nstrumept, adieetives flescribing opposite-behavtor
characteristics marked the, extremes of the continuum. These

Exhibit 76: Classroom Observation Record
Sour( e. Ryan., 1960, p. 861

Pupil Behavior Remarks:
I. Apathetic 3 4 5 6 7 N Alert'
2:3 thstrur live 2 4 5 6 7 N Responsible

ertain 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Confident
4..Chipendynt 3, 4 5 6 7 N Initiating +.

Teacher Behavior

5. Partial I 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Fair .

6. Autocratic I 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Democratic
7. Moot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Responsive
8. Restricted 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Understanding
9 Harsh 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Kindly

10. Dull 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 N Stimulating
11. Stereotyped I 2 3 4 5 6' 7 N
IS Apathetic 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Alert
13. Untmpressive 1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 N Attractive

. 14. Evading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Responsible
I S. Erratic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Steady
lb. Excitable f 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Poised
I 7., Uncertain 1 2- 3 4 5 6 7 N Confident
18. Disorganized 1- 2e3 4 5 6 7 N Systematic
19. Inflexible I 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Adaptable
20. Pessimistic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '19 Optimistic:
21. Immature 1 2 3, 4 5 6 7 N Intevated
22. Narrow 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Broad

characteristics were further defined in terms of indicitorp; for
s7 example, indicators for the scale, pupil apathetic-alert be-

havior, are irichided in Exhibit. 77.
The utility of rating scales as a means of 4uantifying obser-

vations is highly cippendent upon the definition Of the Be-
havior and the 'points of the continuum. With this type.of

. .
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E hibit 77: Indicators
o Apathetic-Alert Pupil Behavior
f r the,Classroom Observation Record

me; Ryans, 1960, p. 861

APATHETIC

1. Listless

2. Bored

1. Entered to activities
half-hearftedly

4. Restless

5. Attenti wandered
6. Slow in getting underway

Apathrtic-Alert Pupil Behavior

ALERT

1 . Appeared anxious tcS recite and participate

2 .'Watched teacher attentively

1. Worked c9ncentratedli

4. Seemed to respond eagerly

, 5. Prompt and rea,dy to take part in activities

format
betw
rating
scales
tive

, analy
sider

it is not possible to determine the-degree of difference
n ratings given. For this reason, data obtained from
scales are limited to analyses appropriate for ordinal
and, in th% strictest sense of pie word, may be descrip-

nature. Caution should be exercised in selection of
is procedures, and interpretation should take into con-
Lion the limitations of data.
her limitatidns are associated with the format. Ratings

are iot records of observiitions; they are records of the judge-,

ments of ihe observer. Observers are required to interpret be-
haviors, actions, interactions, and products in order to make
tudgements. Regardless of the instrurnept's precision, exact

-----measureinentotthirva on is impossible. The quality of
the measurement is dependent upon the expertise of the rater
and the extent to which multiple raters agree upon the values
assigned to observations.

Time as a Unit of Observation.Several instriment formats
have combined time wIth frequency of observation as a way to
measure observations. In this foRmat, observations are made
ilprs a specified period of time (e.g., 15 minutes), ahd observa-
tions are recorded at intervals during the time unit. Obierva-
tions may &guts on discrete behaviors or on categories of be-

a

a
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havior. Following observation, recordings for each behavior or
category are totaled and percentage of time devoted to that
behavior is calculated. Since a time unit is specified, an arbi-
trary zem pointcen be established-. By recording at specified
time-intervals (points), equal intervals between recordings can
be assumed. As long as behavit by time is the unit of mea-
sure, data obtained through this format can be considered
interval data.

A widely used version of this format is the Observation
Schedule and Record (0ScAR). This instrument (Medley and
Niitzel, 1963, lip. 278-282), which makes use of a list of
teacher and student activities observed for a specified unit of
time (3 periods of five minutes each), is illustrated in exhibit
78.

At the end of each five-minute interval, all behaviors that
had been observed are recorded by checking that behavior. Nia
attempt is made to record ,the frequency ar duration of the
behaviors within the interval, although, cumulative tttals of
check marks are calculated for the three fiye-minfite observa-
tions. Thus, for each behavior, the range of scores is 0 (be-
havior did not occur) to 3 (behavior was observed in each time
interval).. _

Instrument formats have been developed which encompass
complex verbal behaviors. Flanders' Inteiaction Analysis Cat-
egory System (Flanders, 1970) illustrates)this format. The ob:
servations are-discrete categories of student and teacher verbal

, interactions. Categories -of teacher behaviof are further this-
sified as to whether thay have direct or indirect influence on
students. Observations are recorded every three seconds. The
Flanders Categories are shown in Exhibit 79. '

With thiS format it is possible to calculate the percentage of
itime devoted to each type of behavior. Using the Percentage
"scores," variables may be compared (such as the percentage
of time spent in questioning as compared to the percentage of
time spent in giving directions). It is also polisible to deter-
mine predominant teaching 'style (ratio of teactiep directlin-
direct behavior) eind the locus of interactiOn (ratio of teacher

%
s behavioestudant behavior). Because observations may be con-
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Exhibit 78: Observation Schedule and Record (0ScAR)
Source: Medley and Mitzel, 1963, p. 278

.
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,
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sidered interval data, va4les may be compared across sub-
jeCts and subjects may be compared on the basis of overall
percentage scores. This format is one of the most useful for
quantifying% observations.

If behavioral categories e. used, they must be defined
carefully in terms the be aviors included. Categories must
be mutually exclusive t there is no ambiguity and so that
observed behaviors can be easily assigned to only one cats-
goiy. gbategories should also be exhaustiveincluding all be-
hgviors of the type possible within the Category.

Trained observers increme precision-In ricording data, thus
increosing inter-observer cOrrelation and instrument rellabil-
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Exhibit 79: Flanders' Interaction Analysis Categories
1., Source: Flanders, 1970

Teacher Talk

(Indirect Behavior).

(Direct Behavior)

1. ACCepts Feeling

2. Praises or encourages

3. Ascepts & uses ideasof students

4. Asks questions

5. -Lectures

6. Gives directions

7. Criticizes or justifies authority

Student Talk 8. Student talkresponse

9. Student talkinitiation

10. Silence or confusion
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Exhibit 80: Coding Chart for Group Behavior

AM.

On-Task--8etr'avior

Number of Students

Questiorta Off-T063havior

I. 20 3 2
2. 17 4 4
3. 17 3 3
4. 16 3 6
5. , 22 3 0
6. 23 3 0
7. 22 2 0
8. 22 2 1

9. 23 2 0
10. 22 2 1

ity. An advantage of this type jof format is that itcan encom-
pass numerous categories, thus many general behavioral ob-
servations. It can include non-verbal as well as verbal be-
havior. Bectuet behaviors are quantified, numerous analysis
procedures re possible. Observations may be made of rela-
tively large groups, although they focus on Ihe interactions of
orie individual with the entire group (student behavior is
treated collectively).

, .

A variation of this format is illustrated in Exhibit 80. During
each of- ten ,observations, the number of students eXhibiting
on-task, questionable, and off-task behavior is 'recorded.

Categories of 'student behpviors are identified and observed
at fixed intervals (e.g every three minutes)during aspecified
time-unit (30 minutes). The 'individuals participating hi-be-
haviors related to each category are, counted and the total
number of individuals is recorded, by,category, for each time
interval. This .type of format alibws f r the quantification of
group behavior. Percentage score!' ma be calculated for each,
categorY on the basis of the total. n ber of individuals en-
gaging in a given category of behavior for each interval or for
the total time unit. Scores for indivIdñali cannot .be calcu-
lated, but groups may be compared on the basis of the category,
adores. .
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Direct observation, whether quantitative or descriptive, is a
valuable data collection procedure for needg assessment.
While illustrative formats have focused primarily on teacher
and student-behavior, the proc-ed-nre i&eqta11viabIe- -for
gathering information about the community, institutional or- ,

ganization, and programs. Direct Observation/Description-may
be used to determine the types of businesses, industry, reli-
gious institutions, housing patterns, recreational, facilities,
and types and quality of shopping facilities of the community.
Other information such as the dispersal of ethnic groups, dif-
ferences in quality of housing, 'distances from convenience
shopping 'also can be obtained.

The organizational structure of educational institptions may
often be revealed through observation. Following a student,
teacher, or administrator through a day at school 'and record-
ing actiyities and interactions can reveal such information as
the basic structural units of the school, the formal and infor.:
mal leaders of groups, formal and informal sanctions and rules
for behavior, and availability and accessibility of resourceS.

Checklists, rating scales, or stenographic records focusing
on programmatic activities. (instead of interactions or be-
haviors) can identify discrepancies betweeii stated and real
objectives, the emphasis of instruction, dominant teaching
strategies used; reactions of students to instruction, and much
other valuable information about programs.

Finally, observers recording the interaction of geoups in-
volved in planning and conducting needs assessment might
provide insights about p.roblems, patterns, and types of in-
teraction that may be helpful in facilitating the needs assess-
ment.

Questinning/DescriPtive

Several types of instruments make use of the Questioning/ --
Descriptive format. Such instruments may be administered
orally'and require oral responses (interviews) or they may be.:.
in written form requiring individuals to record their own re-

-asponses in some form.
_ .

The format is particularly appr.opriatelor obtaining infor-
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melon related to the% "underlying orientations" (Riley, 1963,
p.-184) Of individuals:Questioning/Descriptive focuses on:the
subjeCtive nature .of actions, interactions, events, conditions,
behaviorg, or productAas they are_ perceivadhytheindliti,duals
involved. This format is fiequently 'used by needs assessoth to
itdentify the attitudes, valUes, and perceptions of individuals
about people, programs, and organizational structures of edu-
cational 'ins itutioris.

The unsftucturod respdnse is a- format frequently used to
,ohtain thi type of information. Exhibit 81 illustrates this for-

.

mat.

xhibit 81:,Questionnaipe, for Administrators
Source: Alaska Teacher.Corps Project, 1978

, S What. interested. you in seeking your present position and Wow did you go. -)
about getting it?

llI.-2 What. is yourattitude ward theiu of -project as paA of the gmall,hi0
school curriculum?

-

-,. 14. What .do you think th cial characteristics .of your students. are which
shoula be.taken into ConSideration in a small high school program.4'

,.
. _ .

a.

While focusing on -specific types of inforMation relevant to
the needs assessment targets, the questions allow for an unre-
strictedresponse' which combines facts with opiniOns. The" -
same tylies* of -questions may have beew asked by aik. inter-
viewer. In an Interview, individuals 'coulif hawk. asked for
clarification so that an3r. bias 'associated with question
terpretation-thight 'have, been reduced. However, individhals
May feel -lesi free to -express opinions in an interview, Re-.

'6ording oral responses also presents a .problem, asiecording
devices (such as a tape recorder the interviewer writing whilet
subject is talking) may further bias the response. It intervieW-
ers ere used, they should belrained so that all4nterviewers
interpreftha climitions in the same manner and approach the
interview4iitiation, similarly. .

Another ilhistration of this format it provided irt Exhibit 82.
"This is reférd to as a sentence-completion format.
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Exhibit 82:' Sampte Format
for Seo!eoce Completion InstruMent

4. OTT days n ing bit-students--

2. When stOdents misbehave, i

3. My principal is

./

,s

'Some of thedisadvantages of teaching are

The "TerherConcerris Statement" developed by Fulley and
Case (1971) is another example, of,this format. The Teacher
Concerns Statement'consists of an kmruled 8" by.,4.01/e sheet
which is headed by the following instruGliolp;

When You think about your teaching, what are you con4Fned
about? (Dci not say what you think others are concorned about,
but only what concerns you now.) Please.be frank.

Preservice or inserviCe teachers Ase the. bfank portion- of the.
paper to write a paragraph or more, about their concerns..

Theist) formats utilize "Open-ended" questicins.. Such for-
matt ere styled to provide a wide range of information 'about
the topic and are less _restrictive than more sOuctured:formati
which may eliminate .hpportant informatiOgs Thise formats

yarE particularly appropriate for identifying . feelings and con-
cans, and . careful :interpretation .can reveal problems .that
sho44be. addressed. No informatioh is discarded and 'analysis
requ s careful scrutiny of all hifOrniation g1ven1
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A variation dthis format limits:the range of responses, thus
the amount of time, required for response and analysis. Open-

, ended stateilents are used but ere limited to one 'word. The
, assumption is_thatthe word used to desoribertain-aspects of,
the educational environment will reveal the underlying feel=
ings end attitudes of the KesPondent. Veldman and Peck de-
veloPetha sixtAtwo statenient format Which is completed by
the insertion a a single word in each statement (Exhibit 83).
Statements may focus on a range of variables related to stu-
dents, administrators, support, personnel and services, organi-
zation, parent and. Community influence, and progrinn goal's
and processes. :

Exhibit 83: Sample Format
for Single-Word Completiorrinstrument
Source: Veldman and Peck

)2. Children need

9. The key,to gdod teaching' is

11. Children usually

30. Teachers should their students.

,

Another format used for descriptive data requires respon-
dents to list responses. This type of format is illustrated, by
Exhibit 84.

varietion of the listing format asks respondents tib list and
then rank the items listed. ,Exhibit 85 depicIts the variation
suggested by Kiseret al. (1972).

This format allows for a range of tesponses yet focuses them
on a specific area of concern. More structured formats have
been used to reduce the range of responses by requiring re-
spondents to choose from among alternatives. These formats
usuilly *lude a listing of some type, amnd respondents simply
cheCk- theresponse most suitable for them. An illustration of
this format is the "Learning Preference Profile" developed by
the C. F. Kettering Foundation (Exhibit 66). The instrument
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Exhibit 84(San.iple Formats for Listing Responses
Source: I. University of Hawaii, 197.8;

.

II, Washington West SchoolDishict, 1977;
ill, Houston Independent School District, 1977. .`

Jo.

Sampie Formats for Listing Reiponses

3. List 'specific.kinds Of help (workshop, consultant, matercal resources, financial
suppOrt, etc.) that you feel would enable you to increase your effectiveness in
fulfilling ciny of the responsibilities listed above:

II:
Part C: Things which would increase your job satisfaction:

2.

4

5

C. If you feel additional courses or programs should be offered, list them by level.

OP

Flementary level.

Junior High level-

,

Senior High level-

bil;*. 232 Resources Supporting The Process
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Exhibit 85: Sample Format for Listing and Ranking
Source: Kiser et al , 1972, p. 4.12

1- Ltst those- items- prop-iced air diSTussed ;It.stUttent-ki5Vernitient meetings (or
"bropght to you in your role with the student government) which you perceive
as being "concerns or problems of our students.

2.. P,anic the items listed aboN:e according to their priority among students by
pl-at ing a I in tront of the highest priority of concern, a 2 for second priority of
concern, etc.

asks students to check media and task preferences related to
instructron.

This forthat has also been us.ed to identify preferred changes
(Uniersity of Hartford, 1978); as shown in Exhibit 87.

Areas of interest may he identified through use of the
checklist format, iH4strated b3t. the University of Maine/Orono
(1978), where respondents mark an O to indicate their interest
or potential interest in a workshop (Exhibit 88).

Another variation of the format is used to identify teacher
educational needs. A Teacher Corps Proposal (California State
UniversityFullerton, 1976) included a checklist and com-
bined it with an open-ended format which allowed teachers to
explain responses (Exhibit 89).
Alhe checYlist format has been widely-used to obtain demo-

graphic data related to students, community, and educational
personnel. Classes of responses are listed in Exhibit 90, and
respondents can be asked to check or circle the response most
descriptive of thimselves. ,

Questioning may also be used to describe underlying
structures as well as underlying orientations: The sociograin is
an illustration of this format. In developing a sociogram,
questioning is used to identify "friends" or "statuslieOple"
within alroup, e.g., "List your friends in this class"; or "List
the influential leaders in this group." Friendship or status
patterns are then plotted on the basis olthe number of times
each individual is named and of the reciprocity of identitica-
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Exhibit 86: Learning Preference Profile
Source: I/DIE/A

a

a

eward Preference 'Factors:

-Cemittittrtetftibbtrriv.atrattis
L] Gracie's

Graduation credits
Praise trom pdrents
Praise from fellow students
Praise trom teachers (privately)
Praise trom teachers ipublicliel
Publidty
Self .satisfaction
Sense ot accomplishment

Activity Preference Factors:

[ Avid reader
0 Listener
O Like to write
EI Prefer to talk over ideas
EI Dfscussons student led.: '

Discussions lacher led
EI Field !rips

Laboratory experiments
o Research
EJ Simulation
o Tutoring

Media Preference Factors:

EJ Audio cassettes
(71 Audio tapes
1:1 fooks,

O Computer-Assisted.Instruction (CAO
O Chansigraphs/rnaps,
0 films
0 Filmstrips
O Models ,

O tiverhead. transparencies
O Periodicals
O Phonograph records
o yrogrammed texts
0 Resource files

0 Slides
.Television commercial
0 Television instructional
0. Video tapes

Grouping Prefers*. Factors:
.Large groups for lectures or movies

O Small groups (froth 3 to 113)
O Paire'd learning learn together
O Tutorial teach or help another

person learn
O Independent by orself

DIRECTIONS: Chk the learning preference
lac ft/I that matitapprupLatc- foryou
Checiltne answer in each set

Task Preference Factors:

LI Selt-imppsed task
[A Imposed task -

LI Ambiguous task
Specific task

.0 Little guidance
El Moderate guidance
o Much guidance

O Not difficult
O Moderately difficult
0 Very difficult

O Sequential ,

Riansequential

O Problems of immediate concern
o Probrems of long-range or

future'concern

O Problems that have
short-range solution;

O Problems with long-range solutions

-

Student Characteristics:

O Gets down to mirk fast
O Is slow to get started

fl Works best in the morning
(day person)

0 Works best in the afternoon
or evening (night person)

o Catches on to ideas quickly.
Neetis "think time" to
comprehend new ideas

O Likes to do homework
(3 Endures homework .

O Hates.homework

alikes to finish tasks
la not bothered by unfinished tasks

O Puts off. tasks
O likes to finish tasks early

O Preers mental, activity (reading, ,

writing}
O Prefers 'doing" things (building,

O Prefer al a9ivity (dramf,
ffvec
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. ituderst Characterfstks Icontintsed),, Comments:
O Is usually prompt__ ,

-Er Is usually ford,.

0 Is a neat, precise, well-organized
person

0 Is organized but in a carefree way
O Is # little bit disorganized

o is healthy
' Has health problems

o Isran introvert
.0 Is an'extrovert

0.

Teacher Prtfarenct Fattorwr

O Male 0 Formal dress
Female 0 Casual dress
No.preference 0 ?,lo preference

O Under 40
O Over 40
o No preference

O Organized
o Disorganized
O No preference

O Strauctbred
O Nonstructured

No preference

0 Npectalist
- 0 Gertralist

O No preference

O Keen sense of humor
O Down to business,

.0 No preference

Personal interest in students
Formal c

-0 No preference

Ume out-of-school .intetest
O Different out-of-school interest

-No preference

O Strict disciplinarian
t3 Moderate disciplinarian
O Lax aisciphnarian
O No preference _

illth expectation
O Moderate expectitloft'
0 Low expectatiOn
O No preference

,

; - . ,
, . , . ^ ,4

,
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Exhibit 87: Project TeaCor Needs Analysis

'Source: University of Hartford, 1978

A. CHANGE-5-: t
In the space provided please check.any chan es, if any, which you ttiink have
significantly altered, or may alter, the natUre, of your job.

kJ1. A change.of schools (not buildings) ,

2. Our new school building , r.

A change of assignments (grade 'level, specialization)

Exhibit 88: Checklist.Format
Source: University of Maine/Orono, 1978 t

Very Somewhat Not Will Might Will Not
Interested Interested Interested Attend Attend Attend

1. Design or redesign
curriculum materials
that will promote a
positive set of assumptions
about minorities and
their cultures

Exhibit 89: Checklist with Open-Endd format

1. Do you understand strategies necessary for
,

effective teather/pajent/
community relations?

,
. .YesNo__. Partially__ (explain) .

4. Are you knowledgeible of basic bilingual education philosophies?
4.

YesL._ No__ Partially__ (explain)

_
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Exhibit 90: Demographic Checklist

1. AGE

a. 20-24 years
b. 25-29 year.s
c. 30-34 years
d. 35-39 years
e. 40 years or older

2. SEX

a. male
b. female

3. RACE/ETHNIC GROUP

a. Anglo/caucasion American
b. Black/AfrO Acnerican
F. Asian/Pacific American
'd. Native American
e. HiS'panic/Chicano American

4. WHERE HAVE YOU LIVED DURINd MOST OF YOUR CHILDeHOOD?
a. rural
b. smal1 town (under 10,000)
c. small city (10,000-50,000)
d. city (over 50,000), inner city
e. city (over 50,000), suburbs

tion (Riley, 196.3, pp. 174-176). Exhibit 91 illustrates a sociog-
ram;

Each person in the group is identified by a numeral. Arrows
pointing ti3Warccle or triangle thdicate that another per-

igul.
son has named the nctividual as "friend" or "loader." Arrows
poin g from a circle or triangle indicate who that/individual

, name as-"fdelid" or -141-aAiii." This-format is valuablq in
ident fying infoknal group jeaders, isolates, and perceived
interaction of groups. 'tiled/way' of relating observe(' interac-
tions with eived group structures.

, With se types of formats, the range of responses is lim-
lied. T reiluired to_respond-to and analyze-respontes -is
reduced, and analyses may be more easily displayed. As with
all descriptive &its, the more the instrument forinat restricts'
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Exhibit 91: Sociogram
Source: Housron et al., 1965, p. 70

A
/

4

, /
,, ,,.,,. , /

.

responses, the more information, is eliminated, discarded, or
disregarded. ,Data collectors should be aware of such-restric-
tions ancnal ake_decisions- ahout these formats on the basis of

1he information required.

Questioreihg/Numerically Clef (;-(1 it
1CsThis rmat is the most commonly Used in all areas of ed,u-

cation ta collection. While numerous instruments.exist rbl-
atively I variation in the formats is used for quantifying
data.-The formats presented in this section are representAtive .

Of those used for collecting data about numerous, needs as,
sessment variables. However, the examples have been selected
as much as possible from those developed primarilifor nerds
assessment purposes.

,-----/- , .
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'Exhibit 92: Illustration of a Ranking Format
for Collecting Data
Source: Richard L. Curwin and Barbaea S. Fuhripan, Eiocovering Your

Jeaching Self-HurrZnishc Approaches to Effective Teaching, ©1975, pp.
Resolated-by-permismon-of Prentice-fiatt; ihr.,--Engtrwoodetiff5,1ctew-

Jersey.

Below are 22 values that might be displayed in various ways in a-classroom. In
your ideal classroom, which are your top three? Place a '.1'- next to the quality
you value most in your classroom, a '2' next to the second most important, anda
'3' next to the third most important.

F reedom Dogmatism
Rigidity Orderliness
Self-Direction Favoritism
Personal Choice Creativity
Quiet Alienation
Chaos Mutual Respect
Laughter Privacy
Passivity Equajity
Decision Making Dominance
Fear Fairness
Purposefulness Love

Most of the formats make use of some type of rating scale in
which respondents assign numerals to indicate the degree or
intensity of their response. Ranking is a variation of this for-
mat as is the use of "multiple-choice,","true-false," "yes-no,"
and "semantic diffeiential" types of responses.

Ranking. A frequently used format for identifying educa-
tional values and goals requires respondents to assign knu-
merical value to rank the values and. goals in order of their
imilortance. Exhibit' 92 is an illustration of this format
suggested- by Curwin and Fuhrmann (1974) for'a workshop
activity.

Vith this format, the most important values for a school
might be identified in terms 'of the collective rankings of
teachers, students, and parents. Goals may be similarly ranked
or-may be defined in terms of perceived importance by using a
format illustrated by the "Team Leaders Needs Assessment .

and Resource identification Instrument$' California Teacher
Corps Network. This format was developed to identify the
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most important needs areaS and the team leaders who could
serve as resources for them (Exhibit 93). A procedure similiar
to this is used in the Phi Delta Kappa Needs Assessment Sys-
tem to prioritize goals. See Exhibit 29 for_an illustration -of-the
rating form and the accompanying description of the process.

These types of formats allow for quantification on the basis
of perceived priority. Because they require respondents to
make finer and finer discriminations among choices, 1114 may
be a more valid way of obtaining perceptual data than are
some others. Another format offers multiple responses and
requires respondents to choose the one that best fitheir
opinion or perception. An illustration of this format (Kiser et
al. 1972, B-8) is shown in Exhibit- 94.

ThiS format is often varied- by omitting the numerals before
responses. In analyzing the responses, however, numerals are
assigned. This format is illustrated in the "Parent Opinion
Schoolwide Survey" developed by the Learning CommunitY
High School Change.rProgram (Exhibit 95).

,These formats allciAst km more speCific definition of the re-
sponses; thus, information yielded May be more meaningful.
However, to make comparisons among variables in terms of
their relative impOrtance is difficult. Variables may be corn-
pared if a consistent rating scale is Used for all items. In this
type of format, \numerals reprEsent points on a rorber-line.
Points indicate a range of potential responses, and respon-
dents qelect the one most- representative of their. feelings,
opinions, or perceptions. Exhibit 96 illustrates this format
(State University of New York at Albany, 1978):

This format has been used to asseSs teachers' personal and
professional attributes as perceived by students; An example
of this format, provided by the Student Analysis of Teachers
(University of Massachusetts, 1978), illustrates how data are
obtained to develop a composite or individual profile for
teachers (Exhibi( 97).

Placing the rating scale alongside each item is a'variation
that may decrease time required to complete the instrument aswell as poessible errors related to respondents' memory of
scale-point descriptions. Exhibit 98 illustrates the Student
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Exhibit 93:,Team Leaders Needs Assessment
r and Resource ldehtification Instrument

Source: California Teacher Corps Nerivork, 1978

N$
-1.;;.

The instrument requires that you give eaCh description obe point, then go aer the
list a second time and give those things you would like trainP2g in a second point,
go through the list a 3rd time and give the more critical topics a third point. bo
this twice more for a total of five times. When you arP through the following must
be uue:

I . Each descriptor must have at least one point.
2. At least one descriptor must have five points...,
3. You muct have used exactly the number of Aoints specified at the top of edch

part ofthe instrument. .,.

4. No descriptor should have more than five points.

-The following steps may help in completing the Needs Assessment Instrument:

I . Give each item one point.
2. Co through the hst a second time and give each hVortant item a second

point.
3. Co through the list a third time and give the most important of the items with 2

points a third point.
4. Go throkigh the list a fouith time and give the most important of the items`with

3 points a fourth point.
5. Go through the list a fifth time and give the most important items with 4 points

a fifth point.
6. Count up all points given and delete points or add pointi to reach the total at

the head of each'list.4

PART I (60 points for ihis part)

Points Functional Descriptor Resource
1. Team Building ,

2. Supervision of Interns
3. Documentation of Internship

17. Facihtating Interns' Entry into CommUnity
24. Gaining 5tatus with-Collaborating -University

PART II (60 points)
Topical Descriptor

1. Multicultural Education
2, Bilingual Education4

23. Motivation for Inservice Education
24. Instructional Development

Developing Instrumentation 241,,
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' . Exhibit 94: Illusttative Muttiple Response Format
Source: Kisef, et al . , 197j:,' p.13..-5

-1-1. tri-generah-how-ofto t e teacfier d-offitTa his khoot.treat your
'child fairly?

_ 11' Always treated fai.rly
2) Usually treated fairly

. 3) Treated fairly about half the time
_ 4) Se1dom treated fairly

. 5)' Never treated fairly- 6) I have no opinion
,

14. How much help does thiftchool usually give your child in solving his.$ocial
problems?

11 A(l or Almost all of the help he needs
_ 2) Considerable amount a the hehf he needs
_ 3) Little of the help he needs

4) I have no opinon

Opinion Questionnaire developed by
.

Portland State Univill)\:
t'

sity (1978). - / ,_ : ,...

Another 'illustration of this fbrmat is provided by the "Stu-
dent Needs As§essment" developed. by 'the 'Navajo Teacher ,
Corps Demonstration Project (Northern Arizona Oniversity
1978). In this format, respbndents are asked to agree, disagree, .,-.

or indicate no position by circling the appropriate respónsw: Ar (FAhibit 99). 3 , ., - -. ,.,Many formats using rating scales include the scale,in cqn-
junction with, the item: Point's op the line are defined, and -

:

.

numerals spiced at equal intervals ars included. Respondents
maybe asked to circle the approPriate numeral, qr they may be.
asked to gtark...pointstalong the line. In many copes, distanbas
between numerals or points 'arerassumed to be equal,Aind rei

, sponses are assumed tosrePresent equal-interval deta. This 85-.,
., sumption is questionable. Thefibrinat does, however, allOw 19:r
: finer discriminations among revonses and.for responses totbe., '4

comPared on the basis of ratings given. One illustration otthis
',format is piovided in the "Final Evaluationoi the WhIt'aker-

.,,,- ,

,

J
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Exhibit 95: Parent Opinion Teacher Survey
$) Source: I/D/fiA
e. Do you feel that wh,at your son or

daughter is karning will help him or
her in the future?

Verr definitely
Somewhat

Probably not

Do you feel thatwith my help your
son or daughtertypefiences more suc-
cess thin line?

Yes demurely

probably yes

' PrOhably, nO.
. , -

10. Ate you satisf,led with my 'Fading
sYstem?

Yes

Needs. some 'improvement/

Neecb: Major -improvement

No. shcluld be totally changed

14. How do. you feel about the formal .
ruks and regulations I requite the stu-
dents to follow?

More lax that I would allow. if
I were teaching

Seem about right

more formal than needed

Niorh too strict

S.

15.

.

11Do.you feel I atige your son or daughL
ter son:thoice in what he or she is .

going-to learnt

Frequently

Sometimes
-;- Selcipin

. No

10. , Ho* do yourate any contacts such al
vhone calh, notes,or lelirs You have
had with me? .

Beneficial

Helpful '

Adequate,

Ineffective

Have not eoniacted yob

13. After completing one of my courses,
dote your child hare e.ILter, desire
to team roonrabout themtblect than
before he entered the course!

Do you feel that I have helped your
child to become a more confident,
self-directed;responsible citjat40

Very definitely
. ,

Somewhat

Little co,ntribution
No

16. Have I helped your child identify his
or hfr strength!
, Very definitely

,,Generally

'Somewhat
No

17.i Gene/ally, how do You feel aboutme
as a teacher?

I have very_positive feelings.
about you

Generally 1 approve of you
kel rather neutral

t have some Aegative feelings

I believe you are in the wrong
business

i;

OthetSomments:
...

_ Ves, he is more interested in
'learning .
a:There has been definite im-
provement of attitude toward
the subject

There has been little improver
-vment 4n attitude toward the

subject -

No, it "turned him ow

S.

,

.
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Exhibit 96: Sam.ple Rating Scale
Source State University of New YorkAlbany, 1978

brrections .th the column provided, enter a number (.1, 2, 114, gr 5) oft.e.roa.c.tt.
. ......__ .

g6afindiCaTing how important you think it is Oat students achieve that goal in this
vschool distria. v

Coal i's: .1 - inappropriate for schools
2 Of marginal imPortance
3 Ot ayerage importance

4 .0 f considerable importafic e
5 barer/10y Important

COALS IMPORTANCE

). Develop bask skills in reatfing, language arts,,,and mathe-
matics. f

2. Gain a general 'educatiOn by developing a fund of-informa-
tron and concepts, skills, special interests and abilities.

1. Learn how to examine and use information.'

Columbia, Middle Schceol Spring Planning Retreat" (Portland
State University, 1978). An eleven-pant rating scide was in-

. cluded fOr each item with the ixtrele ends of the scale de?
fined. Participants were asked to rate aspects of the retreat by
placing a mark on' the scale. The items and scales are illus.:
trafed in Exhibit 100., Responses were analyzed b3; recording
the numerical values assigned by all respondents for each item
and computing nwan values. In this way, a "Score" fdr-eaCh -
item was determined and used to:judge the , success of the
workshop:

This type of format has-been used for teachers' selfzratings
in relation to teaching competencitis. In the TeaCher Compe-
tency Inventory;developed for the Houston Needs Assessment
System (HouSton and Bain, 1973), points along the scale are
defined in terms of "indicatois"di the Competency. Respon;
dents indicate their level of perfamance! along the scale in
relation to the indicators that best describi).their own behavioz
(Exhibit 101): Rating scales defined in this wdy,allowkot more
definite interpretation of scale points (and competency) by
bOth respondents and data analysts. Both validity and relia-

N.
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- Exhibit 97: Student Analysis of Teachers
SOurce! University of Massachusetts, 1978

PAR_T-A-

far each part of the statements in Part A, choose the response which bestshows
. how you feel our teacher is doing. Write the number of the best answer in the

space next to the statement. Your opinion counts. Please-be honest. THANK
YOU!

1.. This teacher does an excellent job in this area. (No improvement
needed)

2. This teacher does a gca job in this area. (Little improvement
needed)

3. Thistitacher does an average job in this area. (Some improvement
needed)

4. This teacher does a poor job in this area. (A lot of improvement
needed)

5. -This is not a necessary thing for the teacher to t in this area.

The way the.teacher listens to students' queStions.

The way the teacher listens to students' coMments.

The way the teacher helps me if I don't understand something.

_4 The teacher patience.

5 The way the teacher explains things.

bility of instruments are more easily determined when scales
are defined to this extent.

Some formats have utilized two rating scales for each item
so that variables 'limy be rated along two dimensions. The
Teacher Corps Project at the University of Ne ampshire
(1978) used,thislormat (Exhibit 102) to obt e opinions of,
teachers about the iMportance and present condition,of needs. ,
areas. A number of similar ifistruments el illustrated in

'Chapter 6. Exhibits 39,40,41, and 42 and their related discus-
sions *suggest a range of formats and approaches.

Another type Of scale which may be used fof needs assess-
ments is the Guttman Scale. Riley (1963, pp. 464-499) de-

4
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Exhibit 98: Student Opinion Questionnaire/
Scale Point Descriptions
Source: Portland State University, 1978

.,

1., Not very often
2. Sometimes
3. Often
4., Most of the time

1. I invite school friends.to my house 1. 2 3 4

2. 'Other bbys and.girls at this school bother me 1 2 3

3. My friends want to go on for more education after .
high school.

1 2 3 4
4. There is a lot of laughter when bur class is -

to her. 2
1 2 3 4 4

Exhibit.99: Sample Using Agree/Disagree Qichotomy_
Source: Northern Arizona State University, 1978. \

A U D 1. My teachers tell us what we will learn before we study the .
3 2 - 1. lesson.

A U 0 2. My teachers do not make me interested about karning some-
3 2 i thing new. . aa,

.
-A U D 3. My teachers tell us what work we'are supposed t6 do.

3 2 1

Exhibit 100: Ranking Scale fotAssessing Retreat
Source: Portland State University, 108

1. To what extent were th4 purposes for having the retreat achieved?
VerY little Very muchp 1 2 3 4 5 P. 6 7 8 9 10

2. Assuming adequate follow-up, how i/aluabje was the retreat for the school?
Not yaIttkie Very valuable

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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4
:scribes this scale.in detail. Basically, use of the Guttman Scale

, assumes that indiVidual response can be categorized into cells
in accordance with the presence (+) or absence -() of pre-

Iscribed indicators. If a mignimum of two such indicants is
used, numerals day be assigned to scale points on the bids of
the scumulative presence or absence of indicants. In other
words, for any group of respondents, the following cothbina-
tions of indicators may be present: + +, + +, . Thfis,
scores of 2,1,1,0 may be assigned an4 arrayed along an equal
interval scale. The assumption is also made that for any van-

Exhibit 101: Teacher Competency Inventory
Source: Houston and Bain, 1972

Competence: Admirusters and interprets asessment techniques; sundaritrxed-iests and
1.1

Towards
8 9

si)( fattletrit s

From

0 I 2
. 4 5

A. Administers standar A.
dized tests only when

herluled by central
administratum.

Files test re-
sults in indtvidyal
student forders.

C. Uses standardized
test data' for evalua-
tion of individual.

Administers standar-
di?ed test's according
to directions in ac-
companying fest manuals

B. Reads test results for
individual studeNs.

C. Uses test data to
deterMine.the nature
of the class.

A. Se I ts and ad-
minis rs standar-
dized tests'when in-

. formation is needed
on individual students.

B. Understands and
uses in interpreting
test terms such con-
cepts as reliability,
validity, standard
deviation, tandard
score, national norms,
local flOrms.

C. Knows and uses the
variables that can
affect individual
scores when interpreting
test results.

Uses test information ,

as only part of total
evaluation..
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Exhibit 102: :Two-Dimensional Scale
for Rating Importance
and Present Conditions of Goals
Source: University of New Hampshlire_1978_.

Thescaks areas follows:"

VIVery Important
FIFairly Important

.NtNot Important
DKDon't Know

GGood
FFair
PPoor
DKDon't Know

20. Portsmouth. Junior High School ad- VI Fl NI DK G F P DK
ministrators ". educational viewpoints
are understood.

21. Student involvement in the evaluation VI Fl NI DK G- F 4P DK
of programs.

22. Our school reflects its school philoso- VI Fl NI DK G F P DK
phy.

23. Communication between reading VI Fl NI. DK G F P DK
teacher and classrokim teacher.

,24. Students prtimoted on trial but not VI Fl NI DK G F P DK
working out the first month could be
returned to the 'previdus grade.

doin sampld of a given population, response patterns will be
dvenly distributed among the cells in such a way that fre-
quency of response. patterns may lie determined and the ass
sumptions underlying the scale may be tested. An Inservice
educution survey, "Neects, Assessment SurveyTeacher Corps
Cycle XII, University of Hartford"11978), illustrates this ap--
proach (see Exhibit 103).

In this format, areas related to training programs are defined
in terms-of pcssible indicants, and respondents rate the degree
to which each indicant would be necessary or cresfructive to
the training program. The uniquenest of this format is that it
utilizes the potential, response patterns as scale-points, thus
simplifying analysis. The scale may( also be applied to other
formats for which indicants have been empirically defined.

The Guttman Scale has been used widely for quantifying
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Exhibit 103: Illustrative Guttmann
Source: University of Hartford, 198

PRIORITIES

(Please rate each of the following possible elements of an iakervke training
program in terms of its importance to your participation. Please check one
of these columns (or each factor). -

CODE: + + A necessary element of the program (i.e., if it were missing, I
would not participate)

+ A preferable element of the program
O Neither negative nor positive (doesn't matter to me)
- A negative, but not critical, element

A destructive element that would preclude my participation
(i.e., if it were included I would not participate)

,
( redo opt'

Types of mc

Time at whi

,

,ns tor training:

University Credit

.

ieces,
-

prefer-
able neutral

nega-
tive

destruc-
tive

.

+ + s+ b
,

_

. .

Board credit

No credit.
. -

Other (speCify)
4r

,netary benett for training:
No tuition charge

+ + + 0

No registration fee .
c

4

Sum r stipend -

Other (s ify) , a

ch the train g -

would be offered:

Before school hours
+ + + 0 _ ,......

During school hours

Directly after schdol . ..

Late afternoon
.

..

Evenings, .
.,

.

Weekends

School vacations
. lip

_

.

,..
Summers

Other (specify).
,

-
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attitudinal, achievement; intejligence, and social variables.
One of the.few. Scales that can Ile designed to meet the as-
sumpiions of interval scalings it is a valuable tool for needs
assessment.

In this section, examples of formats combining Questioning
with Numerical Definition have been presented. Illustrative
formats were primarily developed for needs assessment pur-
poses, although manytstandardized tests which also use the
format are available. These tests usually make-use of a multi-
ple choice format in which- right, and wrong answers are the
primary definition of scale points. Although nermal scores
which allow individuals to. be compared on the basis of their
Verformance on the tests have been determined, the validity of
the instruments for all populations has been questioned in the
last few years. These instruments shoitld be used with caution
as a source of data for needs assessment.

Documentary Analysts/Descriptive*

.The most available sources for Documentary Analysis/De-
scriptive data are teachers' and administrators? logs; anecdotal
accounts of school and/or classroom events; teacher lesson
plans; student work assignments; records 'of ddministrator-
teacher, administrator-student, teacher-student, counselor-
student, diagnostician:student, teacher-parent confernces;
records or minutes of meetings related to various topics; pro-
cedural handbooks, or memoranda related to procedures.
Textbooks, curriculum guides, and instructional materials are
also sources of this type of data.

In this format, the focus is on the content, context, and de-
scriptive properties of the variables under study. Teachers'
and administrators' logs may be.analyzed to determine the
major activities engaged in over a period, of timl. Principals
who perceive thetnselves as instructional leaders may. find,

"virtually no.illustrative formats have been identified for the categories of
Documentey Analysis/Descriptive and Documentari Analysis/Numerically Defined.
For this reason. discussion of the two formats is limited primarily to the sources of
data and potential analysis procedures. All illustrative formats for guiding the collec-
tion and recording of data,are contrived for the purposes of this discussion.
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thro. ugh such an analysis, thai they are devoting the majority
of the& time to Correcting student behavior or completing ad-
ministrative reports. Analysis of teligher lesson plans and stu-

-dint work assignments may reveal that teachers who believe
themselves to be fbcusing on basic skills maY be, jji fact, rein-
korcing disruptive behavior or providing instructional ac-
tivities that promote divergent thinking.

An analysis of the reports or minuteiof conferences ot'
meetings may reveal 'physical settings that do-not lend them-
selves to open interaction or "screening" devices tised to
avoid discussion of critical topics. /

In Documentary Analysis/Descriptive, interpretations are
made on the basis of unstructured Analysis. Clues to historical
development of institutional practipes, influence of important
individuals, interplays of personaaties, and geographical or

Exhibit 104: Teacher Anecdotal Record

Soprce: Teacher
-In the following account, the teacher is describing the behavior of a pupil in the

class. According tci the teacher, this type of behavior is not unusual and the
teacher is perhaps making a case for further action on the-part of school officials.

Mon , Mar. 3, 1970. John Blue created another disturbance in class today. Another
student took a pencil from his desk and John became alii-rost hysterical. As indicated before,
this is not pntypical of John's behavior in the classroom. John yelled at the other student and
at me when I tried to calm him down. I first tried to reason with him, telling him his behavior
wasivery immature and that there was no cause to get so excited. He yelled back that I didn't
carAwhat happened to him tand that if I didn't see that other students didn't bother him, he
would have to take up for himself. Regardless of my attempts to calm John, he became more
excited and I finally had to restrain him With force anci Virtually drag him to the principal's
office. The ehtire incident greatly disturbed the other students and it was some time before

k -we could settle down and get back to work. (1)

(1). It is possible that the entire account is biased in favor of the teacher. fohn became
"hysterical". ''yelled", and had to be forceably restrained. The teacher was "calm" and
"reasonable", and, even when having to "drag" John to the principal's office, and `was
concerned about the effects of John's behavior on the class. There is possibly some person-

,ality conflict between,the.teacher and John as indicated by the teacher's refecence to John as
immature and over-reacting to the incident. John obviously feels that the teacher is not going
to protect his i 4. when another student is involved. John's perceptions maV be-fairly
Kona* as indic by the lack of deference to the teacher's actions or reprimands re-
larding the stude took lahn's pencil.

'
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sociological context of critical events may be, obtained and
their interrelationships inferred. Interpretations are primarily
inductive; that is, given this information, what does it mean?
Infurwatirm is not systematically treated and no structure is
imposed during data collection- and analysis (although some
pre-conceptuali:zation usually guides the selection and re-
cording of raw data). Analysis andinterpretation is "generally
rather loose and int4ive" (Riley, 1963, p. 242).

Reporting data clisists of nafrative descriptions of in-
ter"pretations supported by raw data. One form, illustrated by
Riley, uses raw data as the primary content of the report with
infioductions and footnotes c6ntciining interpretations. An
exaN)le Of this type of report is shown in Exiiiq04.

As evidenced by this illustration, itherpretation is based on
rqw data.'While interpretations will yary according to the-fer-
ceptions of the data collector, inferences drawn must illustrate
logicl relationships. Data collected througb this format may
be biased by the perceptions of the ollector, and collection
may be time-consuming. However, use of the format can pro-
vide perspectives that may be important for needs assessment.

Docufh<tary Analysis/Numerically Defined

In this format: data collection and *tValysis are far, more.
structured. Some type of "model" is d veloped before data
collection begins. School and college rec rds, census records,
attendance rosters and reports, financial eports, state or fed-
eral audits, membership rosters, student permanent record
files, personnel files, student progress re orts, evaluation re-
ports. project reports, registration forms, and medical and
psSrchological recordeare examples of sour es of data for this
format in addition to those identified for .Documentary
Analysis/Descriptive. Using-this format, a hievement data
across several years may be collected and interpreted in terms
of trends for individual students, defined groups of students,
or for entire schools or schRol districts. Changes in institu-
tional or _community demographic pattergs may be high-.
lighted through longidiRal data. Programmage data may be
quantified and related to student achievement. Oudgetary
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1 lotments may be related tc(the effectiveness of components of
the institution. The use of such data is a powierful, seldom-.
used, and viable approach if needs assessment if care is exer-
cisird , *zing -it-

This type of format has been used to relate such variables as
pupil achievement to ethnic background, econopic status,
and teaciier caracteristics. School attendance, overall
achievement patterns, teacher job satisfaction, and school
dropout rates have been-related to the makeup of
the community. Use of. existing data coll ed through this
format can be extremely useful for needs assessment. Because
so Many data are already available and because use of such
data can reduce the resource requirements for needs assess-
ment, full consideration should be given to use of this format
before decisions are made to collect new data.

Basically three varlatious of this format are used to facilitatt
the collection and recording of data. One variation consists of
a listing of the ty-pe(s) of information .to be Collected with .
blanks to record the informati6n. This format 4 particularly
appropriate for collecting summatized data that has already
been quantified, as shown in Exhibit 105.

Exhibit 105: Summarized Data Form
for Documentary Information

1

SUMMARY OF STUDENT INTELLIGENCE SCORES ,

Year

1969
1970

Range

67 154
62 - 156

School Enrollment

1,026
1,125

1,971 , 64°- 160 1,008
1972 b4 = 149 1,008
1973 68 139 / 1,003
1974 82. - 151 605
1975 85 - 161 636
1976 ' 84 .- 159 710
1977 85 - 161 ill 703
1978 8: - 162 723
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As illustrated, these data may simply be recorded from
existing documents. The data to be recorded have been pre-
determined and can be recorded in summary form. This for-
mat cab be -used- for recording -data about triany variabres.
Family income, average yearly income for the community, av-
erage daily attendance, student achievement scores, number
of families residing in the community with school-age chil-
dren, number of professional staff members, ages of students
and/or professional staff, years of experience of staff, years of '
professional education- for staff, and number of absences are
only a few examples of data that have already been quantifiedin many schools.

This formJiTso allows for preliminary analysis of data by
recording data by groups. For example, the formal in Exhibit
106 might be used to examinevelationships between incomelevel and average daily attendance.

Exhibit 106: Relationships between lhcome Levels
and Student Attendance

INCOME LEVEL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

AVERAGE
DAILY

ATTENDANCE
RATIO

than $10,000
4. 356 297 .83

$10,000 $20,000 678 660 .97

$20,000 30,000 454 448 .99 \
$ 30,600- .$40,000 215 . 209 .97

Mer $40,0110- 58 42 .84

Groups may be formed on the basis of many factors, such as
ethnicity, numblr of years in the school or community, grade
level, sex, family characteristics, institutional affiliation, and
membershi0 in organized community groupsPData collection
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combinations can provide data appropriate for identifying
correlations among numerous variables.

Another format variation makes use of coding of variables.
forthat categories of-content are identified and defined

in much the same manner used for coding direct observations.
Each category is explicitly defined in terms of indicants
(Riley, 1963, p. 331). As with categories for Direct Observa-
tion, the categories must be exhaustive and mutually exclu-
sive. Rules are established for assigning information to eve-
cilic category and are used as a guide in data collection. In-
struments using this format consist of two parts: "(1) a code, or
a set of code designations, made up of numerals, symbols, or
names of categories, the code lists all the points or intervals or
categories marked off on each dimension of each' property. . . .

(2) coding instructions which, on the one hand, define each
dimension and its categories in terms of the conceptual model,
and on the other hand, specify the kinds of data to be taken as
indicants under each category" (Riley, 1963, p. 331).

In other words, devielopment of this format requires (1) a
conceptualization of the properties of variables; (2) explicit
definition of variables in terms of their exhaustive indicants;
(3) identification of vriables in terms of some type of code.
numerals, symbols, or category names such thar specific cases
can be classified into only one code designation; (4) coding
instructions or the rules by which specific cases are assigned
to one category or another. Information is examined to identify
cases which meet the criteria for -category assignment, and-
each case is coded (tallied) into the appropriate category.

A simple illustration of this procedure is the coding Of indi-
viduals according to categories (levels) of income.- Categories
are specifically defined to include all cases of incomes within
a given range and to exclude all cases that do not fit within a
defined category. As specific cases are identified, they are
examined to d6termine their "fit" with citegoiles and tallied
within those categories.\ This is illustrated in Exhibit 107.

Categories may be defined for any meaningful unit of infor-
mation related to needs assessment. Leaderihip,styles, teach-
ing styles, categories of stadent.achieyement-, and categories

77-
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. -1-131-144.

10,000
1-0;000--
20,000 30,000

30,000- &bye
40,000 \ 40,000

. rtiJ rt4J fru N rtti
rni

ri4j rt4j
IN MI Mr rtii 114.1 Mil 114J rtu

114.1 rt4.1 114.I ru.rFu rt4i' rttl M4 rttl FRI

Exhibit 107: Income Categories Used
f to Illustrate Tallies in Categories

of' parent interactions with schools are examples of types of
categories that might be defined. Once categories are defined,
data related to the categories may be obtained from a 9.umber
of sources. For example, categories of parent interactions with
schools may be defined and ditta obtained from teachers, prin-
cipals, eounselors, and nurses' records; from PTA attendance
rosters; from school visitation reports kept by. teachers or prin-
cipals; or from "Back To School" sign-in sheets.

Citegories might be defined and symbolized as -shown in
Exhibit 108. While these categories have not been empirically
determined, they may be assumed to be inclusive and mutu-
ally exclusive for illustration purposes. With these definitions;

'existing documents can be examined to determine spetific
cases which fit into each _category. A more systematic ap-
proach .is to identify a random sample of parents, .then to
examine recorda to classify cases into,each category. from this
type of analysis, an overview of, the types of parent interac-,
tions with the school could be fletermined.

Another Nariation of this' fOrnt-stmaa. .earating scales as a
means of assigning values to the varic;bles being studied.'The
rating scale is particularly useful for examining cnrricular
materials and documents related -tO programs. :Teacher lesson
eltup, for example, can be rated on the bags of inclusion-of
pre-determined 'desirable components, such as objectivei,
prwseistnent activilles, variation of learning activities, and
eviruation and. feedbackactivities.

In developing suCh formats, the sppcific components of the
4

variable to be stud*d ire explicitly definid. Riting scales are
-
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Exhibit 108: Categories of Information
for Needs Assessment

Parents who have had no recorded interactions with the scliool
--durirwhe-past- years.

,

Indicants: .These are parents whO have neither contacted nor been
contacted by the school; and who have not interacted with the

, school in such a way that they can be classified ento any one of the
following three categories.

.

1

--

.

Parents who have negative interactions with school. .

Indicants: Parents, who come to schocil only when contacted
about a problem. Pareng who contact school only when there is a
problem. (Problems may relate to 'student behavior, grades,
truancy, absenteeism, illness, discipline, grade-placement,

. teacher-student coniikt, pupil-pupa conflict, teacher-parent 'dm-
ffict) conflict between pupil and other school personnel, student

-tise of drugs, smoking, dress & haircode violations, vandalism,
excessive .tardiness, fighting, disrespect' to others, abusive Ian-
guage, leaving- school without permission, refusal to accept

, punishment from,schoof personnel, excessive punishment (or
. unjUst punishment), objections to school rules or practices).

-

2

.

,

.

Parents who have positive interactions with schools.
,

Indicants: Parents who leek contact with die schooi land with
whom contact is sought) when there. is no student problem or
conflict. (Such contacts may be Mahe form of School visits to
discuss student progress, schoolcurriculum or extra-curricular ac-
tiVities for students; PTA or PTO meetings or functions; school
activities to which all'parents are formally or informalli
invitede.g., plays,,programs, schoobvisifatiort activitigcAjlture
fairs, open house, athletiC functiOns, concerts, awards programs,
field days, interscholaStic league competitions; planning meetings
for needs assessment Or program development, volunteer ac-
tivities, such as tutoring, sponsoring parties, dring students to
sclfOol outings, giving talks or ciemonstrations.,in a curriculum-
related area; sponsoring or coaching school events or teams; in:
formational'. meetngs relited to some aipect of school
functionsplanning for school parties, leader uniforms, etc.g.

.

: ,.. .

.--

1;...

..

3

.

IA
-1

,

Parenb who have both positive and negative interactions with t
school. . .

. , '
.

. lndkants: These are panies- who haVeinterattions whkh fit into
both categorles 4 and 3. yo not make judWents. bawd'on fre..

._ .

quency of \brie type of interaction above the ;other type.. lf parent
has had iq positive cqntacts and only one negative contact, that
parent is still'classified into this category, ..

., ,..-

_

I.

,

,

, I (
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developed to quantify the components on the basis of absence,
presence, and quality' of desirable characteristics. For exam-
ple, for objpetiv,es found in teacher lesson plans,_a rating scale
might he devetoped-whiCh-defineS ts on 'the scale as
shown'in Exhibit 109.

Exhibit 109: SamplefRating Scale for Lesson Plans

OOhjectives not included.

el--Ohiectives included. but-intended outcomeware vague or anibiguous,
performance critiena or conditions included.

2----Obiectives clearly stated in tenns of studdnt'behaviors
. .

i--,:Oblectives (-leafy stated in terms of stuaent behaviors And perfoRpance.
critena.

Iry

.

,4- p,-Ohiectives clearly stated tn terms of student qnaviors, performance critiin
and conditions under which' behavior sheid:occur.

With this tYpe of ratipescale, in which successiye ratings
are based!on an accpniulation of desirable characteristics+ it is
releively easy;palnake objective judgements In assigning rat..
ings. Instruptents including such scales may be used to collect
data° abput a number of programmatic, organizational, "and
people variables that ,can be useful for a needs assessment.
Snell data can be obtained from a variety of sourCes which
presently exist in documentary forth.

These formats are illustrative of the types that can tie used
for quantifying data obtained through Documentary Analysis.
While data obtained 'through this format are sUbject to. the
limitations described ,in earlier sections of this chapter, ,this
format is certainly a viable and useful one for needs assess-.
meht. Vast quUntities of data are already available related to
educational institutions, the community, and their various
components. These data should be coniidered as a means of
conserving needs aisessment resources. In' addition, these
data must be considered if a total pipture ,of the targets of
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nee& assessmeNt is to be developed during the data collection
phase.-
TnThis:section of the chapter, six different instrumentatibn

forrnats have-been -discussed and ililustrated. Each of these
formats can provide useful data Tor needs assessment. While
some formats are more appropriate for collecting infor ation
abont sonie variables, it is not' only possible but des a le to
use combinations of formats to collect data. For exa ple, the
collibination of Documentary -Analysis/Numerically efined, an&Direct Qbseivation/Descriptive can provide a compiehen.
sive overview of the demographic characteristics of the school
dr commilnity. Student achierement data collected through
use of the- Questioning/Numerically Defined format can be
verified through Documehtary Analysis/Descriptive of student
*ducts, such as worksheets, reports, notebooks, or unit tests.
A more thorough ais'essment of teacher competency tan be
obtained' if both Direct Observation/Numerically Defined and
,stUdent perceptuai data obtained ihrough .QuestihoninkilDes-
criptive are wed. Again, it is emphasized that choice of in-.
strument format is a matter of:determiniug the "best fit" be- s.

tween information desired, the.sinalysii and reporting -proce-
, ihires to be used, and appropriat4 formats.

. Needs Aisessment Instruments',
"k

In previou&sections of this c4Apter,. categories of variables
related to the targets, of a needs Msessment are identified In-
itrument formats have been discussed in terms of combina-
tions .of *data-collection procedures with data-recordivg
cedures. In the latter discussion, examples of netids asse

, ment instruments were used to illustrate the fotmats and, to
some eZtent, .their\appropriateness for some qt the'variables.
Needs Assessors have been ciautioned to makedecisions about
instruments in terms of which Tormatfr Oov' e the most reli-
able and valixt data kin the most ftpeditio, anner. In /hi&

;sectiori, formats ghat can be 'flied to to ,lect data about
. iiategoriefs di variables are.identified. hi Making selections, the
ailvantages, disadvantages, tim1tations, and data yield for (flea.

--format should be considered. "/

4

7- :-

41
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4.

Exhibit 110: Catego.ries ogariabIes

4.

1Dioc t Otiservation/Descriptive
2Direct Observation/

Numerkally De4irtes1
\Questioning/Descriptive

4Questioning/Numerka* Didl4d
SDocuntentarc Analyses/Descriptive
6:Documentary Analysis/

Numerically Defined

PE oPi

A Student Variables

1 Personal Characteristics
2 Altibildes, Values. Interests
I C43.0k and Priorities
4 Behavior :-
5 Knowledge:

So( ullowcal Context

B TeachOr:and2Protessor Variables

I person.al Characteristics
2 Attitudei ttiward students, sc hool. programs
.3 Goals arKi iii.iorittes
4 Campetenci0
5 Behavior .

( Administrators

I Personal Chatactensticsr
2 Attitude toward pedipp., school, programs
5 i."..ompetence

Parents and Communal:2,
'r Personal Characteristic

2 Current Conditions
3- Attitude toward people. s,chool, programs

II PSOGRAMS .

A. Curffci5lar Programs. tesson Uvit, and module
1. Content and Sequence
Z. Strategies and Methods
3-,. Resources

III ORGANIZATION

A. Governance

I. Policies . .

2.- Cdmposition

B. Administration

1: Personnel 7

2. Facihties
", 3, Sit/dents ;

, 4. instruction ;

C. Manigemel Climate."
1. ,Schoof Satisfaction'

2 lnterpersisna1 Relations,

v.

irs

Instninnitvit Formats

.x

X

2 1. 3

C.

4 6

A.

.x
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Exhibit 110 lists categories of variables. Instrument formats
which may be used to collect data related to each category are
identified in the columns on the right. .

'Summary
A

Two factors related to the selection and development of
needs assessment rnstruments are determination of the vari-

- ables associated with the people, programs, and organiza-
1,tional structures which are the targets of a needs assessment

and the instrument formats approprfate for obtaining, data
'about the variables. Categories of variab.les related to each of
the targets have been. identified. (Specific variables within
each category are listed in Appendix'Al Specific variables
and their indicators or properties constittite the content of the
Needs Assessment instrument.

Six 'instrument formats have been identified based on the'
interactiOns of kata-collection procedures with-data-recording
procedures. Tliamat tYpes aro (1) Direct Observdtion/Descrip-

.

tive, (2) Direct Observation/Numerically Defined2(3) Qties-
tionitig/Descriptive, (4)'Questioning/Numerically Defined, (5)
Documentary, Analysis/Descriptive and (6) Documentary
Analysis/Numerically Defined. All.of these formats are useful,
for needs assessment, though Some may,be more approliriate
%ban others' for 'specific variables. Thorbugh data sipllection
wotild probably require the use of all formats, pularly
those eloying Documentary Analysis.

FinaMIPP chart has been presented that should thelp needs
assessors make decisions about instruments based on selec-
tiokof 'variables and appropriate formats.

;..1.
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APPENOWA

Listing of Potential Study Variables

'On the follev\eing pagesiire listed a number of potential vari-
ables for a needs assessffient. Drawn from a survy of previous
studies, this listing is designed to stimulate ideas in needs
assessors. A box precedes each variable as a way to identify
promising ones for your study.

Variables are: anized aecordt 41115 svb-categories of the
three targets .ojihe needs assessment, Exhibit 110 (in Chapter
10) provt
loca

a perspective of this organization and'a guide to

- /
'I. Poop ll '

.A. Student variables
1. Personal characteristis ,

O a. Age
, 0 b. Ethnicity .......-------

. 0 c. Grade .
- 0 d. Religidn

[2] e. Sex
A

O to Place of birth .

0 g. Current address
O h.. Length of time aecurrent address
0 i.. Location and length of longest residence
0.I. ' aumber of siblings ,
0 k. Birth order in family .' 0 I. Mode f transportation to and from school

l0.- m. time to reach school
n. ountinecessity of outside work

0 a( Punctuality ,
. 0 p: Degree of responsibility displayed ,

O q. Speaking vocabitlary* ( -

10 r. Other . .
.

. ,

Potential Study Variables

.1
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1,

4 0

2. Attitudes, values, interests
El a. self-concept

a 41) Ag viewedhy self
0 (2) As viewed from perspective of others

fl b. Loctis of control
fl c. Feelings about peersthose of same race and those of

another race
fl d Cooperation with peers
O e. Perclirtions abOut school, transportation, community

f. Effect of parents' attitude toward academic excellence
fl g. Attitude toward school
D h. Amount of reading time in the home

i. Amount of time spent watching television
0 j. ' Amount of study time
fl k. Participation in extracurricular activities

I. Attitude toward.work, success
fl m. Willingness to sacrifice
fl n. Attitude toward property

o. Desire to learn
fl p. Alienation and estrangement

q. Other
3. Goals and priorities

(21 a. Desire for higher education
D b. aollege and career plans ,

c. Desirelo excel
d. Pieferred occupational level
e. Lifelong learning plan
f. Other

4. Behavior
O a. Signs of overt and latent hostility.
0 b. Incidence of laughter and anger
O C., Disturbance in class

d. Vandalism
LI e. Withdrawal and non-participation
LI f. 'Response to strangers in school environment
D, 8. Behavior in peeig_group An classroom and on the play-

ground'
h. ,Participation in schopl activities

O i. Fighting
O j. Haraisment

ling
0 k. Sweari
0 l. Name-
O In. Arrests
0 n. Other

5. Knowledge
D a. Cognitive abilities. (sensorimotor, labeling, patterning,

and attribution)
O b. Pre-school attendance (nursery, kindergarten)
0 c. IQ Ar.
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VI

O d. Verbal ability
0 Reading comprehension
0 f. Mathematics achievement

'g. Learning problems
0 h. Learning styles
El I. Listening skills

j. Communication skills
O k. Other

6. Sociological context
D a. Type of dwelline(home, apartment, mobile home)
0 b. Size of dwelling (number of morns)
O c. Number of appliances in home
O d. Number of persons living in home
O e. NuMber of generations living in home
0 f. Type of community (urban, suburban, rural)
El g. Head of household (male, female)
0 h. Languge spoken in home 4.1

0 i. Educational level of parents
j Primary source of income for parents
k. Mother's occupation

0 I. Other
B. Teacher and professor variables

1. Persynal characteristics
0 a. Age
0 b. fthnicity
0 c. Appearance
O d. Personality
o e. Marital status

.S.ox
0 g. Political affiliations
0 h. Grade or subject taught

Tentue
o i. Geographic area bf high school'from which graduated
o k. Teacher training institution attendpdtype of teacher--

. training program
El 1. Highest degree hel

m.. Certification
01 n. Nears of teaching se ice
O o.

V

YeA's spent teaching-in minority situations
0 P. Yee: feaciiing In present school 4

q. Annual salary V

.0 r., Profeuional association membership .

0 a. First entry as teacher or re-entering profession after ab-
sence

0 endance at summer institutes
0 u. Participation in inservice training
0 v. Pit ion in formal'power structure (team, leader, head

teibler. etc.)
0 w. Posit1bi in informal power structure ,

Other

Potential Study Variables
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vv:'

2. Attitudes toward students. school programs
O a. Alienation and estrangement
El b. Feelings about'. school mganizationandleadership-

c. -Relationship with peers
El d. Perceived locus of control and autonomy
El e. Preferred student ability level

f. Preferred socio-economic background of student
El g. Expectations for itudents to excel

Fr. Attitude toward ability grouping
i. Degree of sex bias.

El j. Attitude toward change.
El k. (ipticetn for educational improvement
El I. 41f-image
0 m. Enthusiasm

n. Degree of adaptability to innovation
El o. Support of school administration

I p. Support of Affirmative Action Program
El q. Racial bias

View of students as persons
El s. . Respect for teachers of other subject areas or grade levelO t. Pride in teaching
El u. Other

3. Goals and priorities
O a. Plan to-teach until retirement
0 b. Career and educational plan .O c. job satisfaction based on salary
D d. job satisfaction based On working conditions0 e. Other

4. Competence
O a. Knowledge of -subject matter
0 b. Reading of educational Journals
O c. Hours per day spent in lesson preparation

d. Time spent in countieling
O e. Hours per day spent in classroom teachingO f. Participation in achool activities.0 g. Communication skills
O h. Claisroom management skills0 i. Time management ability
O j. Decision-makintakyle0 k. Problem-solving approach
O Planning ability (goal formulation, instructional design,

evaluation, etc.)
0 m. Pmfessional participstion

n: Ability to workwithipeople from different ethnic groups,'
cultural backgrounds, and socio-economic ehvironments(O o. Supervision of aides and volunteers

o p. Understanding of different cultures
. O q. Devalopment of teacher-made materials0 r. Student evaluation

D A. Motivational techniques
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GIL

O t. Wide variety ef teaching strategies
O u. Recognition of specific skill deficiencies

_Qv Xnawledge_oLcorrective_grategies-
w. Use of outside resources (resource persons, field trips,

etc.)
O x. Ability to develop good self-concept in children

y. Languages spoken .-

O z. Ability to specify behalioral objecti;es
aa. Other

5. Behavior
0 a. Employment of strategies for turning kids "on"ob-

servation of action opportunities, individual feedbacks,
communication patterns

O b. Evidence of warm, positive regafti for all students
O c: Grading style, #
O d. Interaction with teacher aides ,

0 e. Individualized instructionsensitive to different learn-
ing styles

0 f. Positive reinforcement of culturally different vallies
O g. Use of seating patternsteacher 'controlled or free choMe

of students
O h. Use of alternative organizational patterns, su0 as team-

ing, grouping, open classroom, tracking
O i. Flexibility
0 I. SupPort for exceptional child inr.egular classroom
a k. Rapport with parents
O 1. Home visits and telephone calls
O m. Ability to handle discipline problems
O n. Accuracy of record keeping
O Other

B. Administrator variables
1. Personal characteristics

a. Age
O b. Ethnicity
O c. Sex
O d. Marital sta s
O e. ", Appearance
0 f. Personality -
O g. Undergraduate institutiOn attended
O h. Highest degree.held
O 1. Credit beyond highest degree held
O 1. Socio-economic background
O k. Religion
O lit Political affiliatkrn
O nT Everie e with various ethnic, socideconornic groups

Certiflckon
o. Salary

,0 p. Teachi peri,ince
0 9. Names dNdmlniatrative positions held (vice-principal,

principal, curriculum supervisor)
.3 r-
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r. Years in administrative position en that school
0 s. bther

2 ,AAtitude-towarti-attidentsrachoolT-programs-
0 a. Attitude toward change
0 b. Ralationship with teachers, other administrators

c. Concern with, school's reputation
d. Attitude about school's problems
e. Attitude toward extracurricular activities

O 1. Attitude toward homework
g. Professional participation

C:1 h. Policy regarding student suspension
i. Promotion policy

0 1. Attitude toward remedial programs
k. Role perception, value, attitude, interest

0 1. Attitude toward student transfers (both in and out)
m. Support of academic programs
n. Other

3. Competence
0 a. Problem-solving ability
0 b., Personnel practices

c. Student attitude toward administrator
fJ d. Knowledge of administrative theory
Eli e. Implementation of sound administrative practices

f. Application of knowledge of teaching competencies
g. Budget management

(::::1 h. Communication skills
E) i. Time-management ability
[] j. Decision-making ability
(11 k. Ability to preside at faculty meetings, P.T.A.
Ifill I. Long-range planning ability

m. Supervisory skills
O n. Teacher/counselor ev.aluaiions
Ej o. Staff development

p. . Rappott with community
q. Other

C. Pareth and community vasiables
1. Personal characteristics

0 a. Geographic location
O b. Racial mix of Community
O c. Population/size/rate of growth

d.
e.
f.
g.

0 h.
i.

O l.

Rural/suburbaniurban/intkeecity community
Physical characteristics
Major economical/industrial employers
Special community characteristics
Community participation patterns
Political climate i%

Relevant 1970 census information on community
school attendance areas

O k. Size of PTA/PTO
Public relations
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le
O M; Eco nom ic index .

O n. NUrnbes of adults in householcis
_Occupational-patterns-11-

D p. Parks and recreatioRaLiacilities
O qt YMCA'or YWCA -

O r, Other.
2. Currenj Conditions' ,

._0 -a. Age distribution'',
c3 b. Birth rate ,' -
0 c. Crime and delinquency rates
.0 d. Business and commercial enterprises
O a. rindustriAl.influence
0 f. Agricultural-influence
0 g, Socio-economic condition'
O h." Transportation fadilir

i. Recreational facilities fradti1ts and youth
0 I. . Cultural opportunittes
0 k. Financial resourcestax baserresponse of citizens to

taxation requests
0 I. Job opportunities (community, state, national)
0 rn. Residence requirement
O n. Voter participation
O. o. School-parent communication level
0. p. Citizen attendance at all governmental body meet
0 q. Adult educational opportunities
0 r. Community resources available
0- s. Community resource file

t. Youth services .

u. Probation and parleservices
O v. Speakerie bureau
O w. Other

3. Attitude toward students and schools
O a. Parents' degree of schoollconununity involyement
0 b. Frequency of PTA attendance
O c. Attitudes and expectations of businesslcommunity lead-

ers, of civic organizations and civic leadeo, of religious
leaders, and local political officials including police offi-
cials

,0 d. ,Attitudes and phew. concerns expressed by community
'groups

D- e. Feelings about the schoollteachers/administrators
O C Concern for student survival skills
O g. Perceptions of educators/administrators
O h. Participation in parent volunteer program

"Booster" clubs and tliair involvement in extracurricular
activities

..0 j: Newspaper publication of school activities, disciplinary'
actions, academic rankings

rj k. Number of visitors to schools
a 1. Other

PotentiaI Study Variables
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4: Goals and priorities ,

O a. P,arents' desire for academic excellence
Parents' diisire -for-eh4l0(41s attainment-

EJ c. Emphalis on college preparation, vocational education,
botI

[1] d. Citizen response to school bond 'issues
0 e. Citiien response to school taxes-

f. Other I

5. Sociological context
El a. Size and racial mix of PTA/PTO
O b. Existence of parent/cOmmunitY, advisory- committee
O c. Percentage of children transferred to private Schbols year

beforeiyear after desegregation
d; Dominant hmguage spoken in homes
e. Number of single-parent homes
f. Community support/resourc6

O g. Other
11. Program,s

programs
1. C tent and sequence

a. Curriculuin'areasa b. Extracurricular areas
e. Multicultural areas
d. Ekceptiorial children ettucation
e.. Community education

fl f. Adult education
O g. Free kindergarten
O h. Drukicrithe ethication

. 'Senior citizen program
O j. Vocational education

k. Counseling program..
1. Inservice program -

10 m. After-schoel programs
0, n.- Bilingual ediication
0 o., Alternative education

ji! Healthlmitrient-education
0 q. reeler education,

r.,. Sex education
0 s. ..Cultural knowledge ,

0 t. -Muth. programs ,
0. u. Dependence-indeppndence training
0 v. Sumrner:recreationatprograms
O w. Standard children's literature'
O x. Examination and.use of information

y.' Acqupition of information' and skills to enter World of
Work . ,

O z. Nurture of desire for continual learning
0 as. Development of-ability to adjust to changing deMands of

sociefy .

o bb. tr, of leiturelime
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, ,
El cc. Develdpment of skills in management of resources aftd

-% - man's environment'
1:1, tki... Family livingiskills_.'
O ee. Vocational rehabilitation .., . .
0 ff., Upward Bound Programs
0 gg Other

2. Strategies and methods
, 0 at. Dfsciplinary program

O b.. Media program
O c. Values clarification
O d. Use_olocientific method to solve everyday problems
O e. Appreciation of arts imd crafts ,

O f. Behavior modification and attitude toward change
through reading-program

0 g. Classification and reasoning
0 h. creative flexibilitY and fluency

.. 0 i.= Cultural insight through a foreign languagq
, 0 j. Experimentation in science 0

0 k. Expressive skillin arts and crtifts
O I. Formulation of generalized conclusions hi spience '.
O m. Acadelnic-,engaged time
O n. ,Individualized apprOaohes
Ej o. Large group instruction v

p. Small group instruction ,
q Scheduling

a r. . -Long-rangesurriculum plans.and objectives .4. . - -0 s: Student evaluation used ,for continpal instructional plan-- .
.. ning and improvement - - ,

Ei t. Multi-cultural.approach
E] u7, Creative self-ixpression through various media

." Accelerated ptograms' ' w- c, .* ..

iv." 'Remedial programs . .,, e r : -aic. Other .
,3. Resourc cilities

, 0, a. libr ... - _ ,
b. Number library books ,
c. Language I , ..

,<

0 d. Gym.nasfum
O ,e.-1. Audltorfum , - ,

I

0 1`,-,4 :Playground eV ent. 0 1.; Reading lab
h. Media equipment ':.;, ;

. 1. ,BUsiness locations willing le hira student trinnees
O ). technole,gy (use of TV, radicketc;)

'..0 k. Tutoring servites
. 0). , Supplementary botkapfilms, etc.

O m. Other ..
B. Lesson, init;and inodule ,

" , t Content and sequence.'.,.
A' P 0 a.° , CaPitaligMion

.

/1":.
....

Potential StudY Variables
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O b. Citizenship
Elil c. Comprehension of equations arid inegialities, numb

principles, setk, positional notation
_ 0__d._ _Critical-reading-

e. Geometric facility and vocabulary0 I. Grammar and usage
O g. Knowledge of governments and history.

h. Decirrials and percentages
0 1. Fractioni

Integers
.Li k. Foreign language (oral.and reading comprehension)0 1. Oral reading

Penmanship
n. Phonetic recognition

O o. Health and safety principles
p, Punctuation
q. Vocabulary

El r. Literary'devices 4
S. Word meaningsroots, prefixes, suffixes, syllablesEl t. Mam ideas and details

0 u. Research skills in sbcial studies0 v. Graphs and tables
0 w. Referenae skills
El x. Written expression

y. Reading
O (1) Thinking-feeling process
O (2) Understanding of how children process visual

symbolic informatibn
'0 (3) Use of reading as skill tbol
0 44) Reading in content areas
El (S) Decoding
O (ft) Comprehension

O z. Other ,
2. Strategies and methods

O a. Clessification and generalizatiori in science,O b. Hypothesis formation in scienceO c. Independent, applications of mathematical skills end
writing skills 7

d. Inference-making from reading selections
e. Observation and discipline in science
f. Relational-implicational reasoninganalogies and sY1-:logisms

III. Organization
A. Governance

1. Policies
0 a. Grading Policies
O b. Dress/hair codes
O c. Community standards0 d. Professional certification requirementso e. Statellocal graduation requirements

274 Appendix A
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O 1.. Budgetary policies by funding source
'0 g. Personnel policies

2. Composition
0- -a. Luc-al achail- board
O b. State Board of Education
O c. Ethnic distribution by staff by position
O d. Staffing patterns
0 e Student participation

B. Adminis ation n

1. Personn
a. Assi ents of professiOnal and nOn-pSessional

sonne
O b. Staff development plans and procedures

c. Teacher tpnure

O
ft. Guidande counselors ,
e. Special teachergdfor art, music, speech, etc.

O f. Librarian
O g. Nurse

2. Facilities ,
,a. Typology of schooltraditional, bureaubratic, progres-

sive, experithental
0 b. Planned/actual size oftschool

c. Physical design of school and playground
fl d. Transportation plan for students; busing overall and by

race; amount of time
O e. +Adequacy of fdcilities

0 (1) Acreage of plant site .

.(2) Age of building and equipment
DI (3) Cafeteria/hot meal kitchen
0 (4), Athletifield
0 (5), Infirm* or health room
0 (8)' Adequate air conditioning/heating

fl f. Degree of vandalism
3. Students.

0 a. School enrollment plan
O b. Percentage of transients
O c. Tracking
O d.. Testing/placement
O e. Annual audit report
0' f. IQ Testing

4. Instruction'
O a. School book-turnover
O b. Remedial programs

c. Mainstreaming
O d. 514ite accreditation
O e. Regional accreditation
0 1. Achievement testing
0 g. interest.festing
0 h. Other

per- ,

47,
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C. Mahagemerkt-climatil
1.

S.

SChool
0 a.

c.

4

sitisfaction
Ws p-out ratecauses and characteristics

iiducationan trf
Social , . -education (extracUrricular, counseling, W.)

t d.
e.

Disciplin records
Crime rate

0 1_
,

0 g.
Attitude and philosophy of adininistrators (classified by
typology)
Expeotations and concerns for pupil performance

0 h.
i.

Pacirig instruction '

Locus df responsibility for educdtiontypology: autocra-
tic, shared goals, laissez-faire

O j. School valves and norms
k. School spirit k

0 J. Role understanding
O m. Attitude toward change
fJ n. Teacher tenure
O o. Teacher turnover

4

2. Interpersonal relations
O a. Teacher interaction, ihvolvement in planning for educe-
-, .tion
0 b. Behavior of school cafettilia workers, janitor§ toward

black. white students and faculty
O c. Interracial groupings, friendships among faculty
O d. Tension in behaviorpattgrns of faculty/staff

e. Degree of camaraderie between faculty and students

V
0:1134
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AP ENDIX B

at

Selecte/I Sources for Needs Assessment

1/ During the course of writing this publication, the authors
found several documents to be particulrly helpful. For sev-
eral vaiyinereasons, readers will also firld that their under-

. standing and implementation of needs assessmeet will be en-
hánced by stud$r of and reference to the publications.ddscribed
in t is section.

1.* The November, 1977, issue of Educational Technology,
17 (11), Was a special issue on needs assessmety. Pdrticufarly

. enlightening are articles entitled"A Possible Taxonomy of
Needs Assessment," by Roger A. Kaufman; "The Politits of
Needs .Assessmenty Fenwick W. English; "Assessing
Learner Needs with Criterion-Referenced Tests: A Working
AiSproach," by" Ray -L. Sweigdrt, jr.; -L'Needs Assetsment. Kits,
Models and Tools," by Belle R. .Witkin; "Needs Assessment
and Instructional Designs," by Walter Dick and Lou M. Carey;
and "Applications of Needs Assessment jai the Public Stvhools:
Three.Case Studies," by Raymond G. Melton.'

2. The Bucks County Quality Educational Program Sttidy
was an early needs assessment project. Ten goals were deter-
mined tor the state of.Pennsylvania, and instruments for pupfi
self-assessments and general needs assessment were de-

. veloped and outlined in a series of twelve booklets which may
be studied and modified for current studies. The booklets are
available from the Office of the Bucks County Superintendent
of Schools, Division of Educational Services, Cross Keys
Building, Routes 611 and 313, Doylestown, PA 13901.

3. Phi Delta Kappa has compiled a Workshcip Pack t for

292
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Educational Gojals and Objectives, subtitled, A Program for
Comthunity and Professional Involvement. A' listing of the
packet's tontents'lails to -convey the significance- of the en:-
closed materiale. With goal .cards; a display board, and goal
rating discs, the packet includes Manuals find rating Sheets.

The manuals intlude Nery specifit instructions on the
writing of performance objectives, dad a myriad of forms
which can be used without modification in completing a basig
needs assessment. The PDK materials are clearly Written, and
are capable of being'used without ari extensive background in
statistics or data pr cessing. The packet may be obtained-from
the Commlssiono4 Educational Planning, Phi Delta Kappa,
Inc1, P.O. Box 789, Bloomington, IN 47401.

4. The UniverSity of California at Los Angeles, Through its
tenter for thp Study of Evaluation, has produced the CSE/
Elementary School Evaluation KIT., Designed for use by prin-
cipals, the KIT contains goal' cards, rating mats, question-
naires, goal-rating forms and a guidebook. Particularly signifi-
cant in the CSE KIT is its rating of standardized tests. The
'guidebook also provides a sound theoretical outline, of the
Concepts of' needs asesessment (particularly as applied to the
elementary setting). The KIT was first published by Allyn and
Bacon, Inc., Longwood Division, 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston,
MA 02210. Later materials can be obtained by contacting the
Center for the Study of Evaliation, fiCLA, Los Angeles CA.

5, Belle It Watkin's article in the specia\1 issue of Educa-
tional Technology was a summary and 4dating of her valu-
able bob*, An Aqalysis of Needs Assessment Techniques for
educational Planning at State, Intermediate,. and District
Levels: The book contains three sections, the State cif-the Art in
Needs Assessment, exhaustive destriptions of existing needs
assessment models, and how to do a needs assessment. For its
concise descriptions of various models, the Witkin book is still
valuable; at the time of its publication (1972), it represented a

' significant effort. Tiie Office of the Alameda County Superin-
, tendent of Schools, Hayward County, CA 94540, published the

book. .
6. The NAP Game: Needs Assessment Package Game (B.4
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a-

James, S. Freedman, and B. HuckabyPis a "Monopoly'! type
game for illustrating the t oncepts of needs assessments. A
sinmtationigarai-nrapppeaeh, the NAP-Game -includes-a play-
ing,board, cards, discs, find Instructions for an exercise which
will help train needs.assessors in a givens situation. It is avail-
able -from the%Florida State University, Teacher _Education
Projects,, 415 North Monroe,Street, Talla assee,, FL 323O1. '"

4.

91,

(
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